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166MHzTD-22

' Intel* 166 MHz Pentium® Processor

' 16 MB Synchronous DRAM
' 512K Pipelined Burst Cache
'  Intergruph Intense 3D™ 100 Graphics
W/4MB EDO RAM

■  1.7 GB 10ms EIDE Hard Drive

■  12X EIDE CD-ROM

' Microsoft* IntelliMouse®

' 2 USB Ports, 2 Serial Parts, 1 Parallel Port
' 15sd67 Monitor (14.0"viewable)

$1,649
model #475

200 MHzTD-25 233 MHzTD.25

' intel® 200 MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX™Technolagy
' 32 MB Synchronous DRAM
' 512K Pipelined Burst Cache

■  Intergreph intense 3D™ 100 Graphics w/ 4 MB EDO RAM
' 5.2 GB 10ms EIDE Hard Drive

■ 12X EIDE CD-ROM

' Ensoniq™ 3D Wovetable Card plus Amp, Speakers & Mic
' Microsofi® IntelliMouse®

' 2 USB Ports, 2 Serial Ports, 1 Parallel Port
' 17sd69 Monitor (16.0"viewnble)

$2,649
m

intel 233 MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX™ Technology
32 MB Synchronous DRAM
512K Pipelined BuRt Cache
Intergreph Intense 3D™ 100 Graphics w/ 4 MB EDO RAM
5.2 GBlOmsEiDE Hard Drive

12XEiDE CD-ROM

Ensriniq™ 3D Waveteble Cord plus Amp, Speakers & Mic
Microsofi® IntelliMouse®

2 USB Ports, 2 Serial Ports, 1 Parallel Pott
17sd69 Monitor (16.0"viewable) j
33.6 Baud Fare/Modem

odel #473

$2,999
Systems include: 30-day money-back guarantee, 3 year limited warranty,*one year on site, Wjndows 95®w/30 Days Free Phone Support,
Windows® 95 ready 104-key keyboard, tool-free mini tower cose



Live the 3D experience. Go for it! An Intergraph PC
with 3D capability doesn't cost any more than a regular PC. It's like getting FREE 3DI
But the best part - these PCs have the Intergraph name on them. A name that means
interactive graphics.

A Graphics History. For more than 25 years, intergraph has been the
interactive graphics leader. We're experts at building computers and workstations for
disciplines demanding the highest levels of graphics performance, quality and reliabil
ity. Intergraph computers are used for animation, military simulations, game
development, engineering, architecture and more.

500 03396

266 MHzTD-225

• Intel 266 MHz Pentium® II Processor

• 64MB EDO DRAM

• 512K Pipelined Burst Cache
• Intergraph Intense 3D™ 1 GO Graphics w/ 4 MB EDO RAM
• 5.2 GB iOms EIDE Hard Drive
• 12X EIDE CD-ROM

• Ensoniq™ 3D Wevetable Card plus Multimedia Keybaard
• Microsoft" IntelliMouse®

' • 2 USB Ports, 2 Serial Ports, 1 Parallel Port
• 17sd69 Monitor (16.0"viewable)

^ JiJ^model#499

Faster Graphics. Intergraph's own award-winning Intense 3D graphics engines,
including the Intense 3D 100 and Intense 3D Pro 1000, provide outstanding 2D and
3D performance. Based on Rendition's - .
Verite chipset. Intense 3D 100 ^ Whei*©^
provides superb performance yOU'l*© yOiny*
for popular 3D action gomes. We'll take
Intense 3D Pro 1000 delivers ^4 J|Fm#||| there
professional-level OpenGL®accelera- " " •
tion for applications such as animation, solid modeling and visualization.

Faster CPU. Intel's new 233 MHz and 266 MHz Pentium®ll processors, both
featuring MMX™ technology, moke ideal platforms for 3D graphics. With Intel's fastest
processors, Intergraph's 3D accelerators and the workstation-level quality only
Intergraph can deliver - you know these systems ore great values!

Get It Now!

.  ,

INTEFGPy^PH
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Product Information Number 182

Order Direct Now!
1-800-692-8069
or order on-line
www.intergrapli.coni/express
Next-day shipment available.

I  'Semce proXded by Inteigioph Coipoiolion. On-sile service may not be available in certain remote locations. 30-day money -back policy does not Include onginsl or return shipping and handling charges ond begins from dote of
' ̂ ipment. For o complete copy of out terms ond (onditions of sale or limited Wononties, pleose write Inlergroph, One Madison Industtioi Park, Moil Stop CK080, Huntsviile, Al 35894-OOOf. "Mcramedia Extreme 3D availoble

while supplies lost. Prices and spectlicolions ore valid for Ihe U.S. dnty and oro subject la change without notice. Prices do not include shipping and handling. All purchases ore subject to availability. Intergioph and the Intergraph
logo ore registeted trademarks and ID is a Irodemork of Intergraph Corporation. The Intel Inside logo, Pentium Pro, Pentium, Pentium If ate registered trademarks and MMX is o trademark of inte) Corporation. Windows is a
regctered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. MC97039i Intergfaph Computer Systems 1-205-730-5441
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Promises

and Why They
Get Broken

Every so often, boot makes a big fat
promise... and then breaks it.

We go off at the mouth (more
literally, at the keyboard) promising this
or that coverage: a review of the latest
software that threatens to change your
life or a mind-altering game that'll have

you twitchier than a heroin junkie on a three-day jag;
news about Microsoft's next API, OS, or BFD; a step-
by-step feature on how the flava-of-the-month plug-
in can make your vanity site rust some zippers; the
department that you've come to breathlessly await,
like Alan Alda waiting for Ellen Burstyn at that
coastside hotel in some sappy flick.

Then, nothing.
There you sit, with an empty feeling gnawing at

your gut, feeling utterly betrayed. How could this
happen? Weren't we buddies? You trusted us!

Let's get this straight.
We are buddies. Nothing means more to us

than feeding you the straight shot each and every
month. Nothing. We don't do this for the tchotchkes
that companies throw us (which we then throw in a
box destined for a local school). We don't do this for
the adulation of the mindless drones working in the
PC press. We certainly don't bust our asses 'til the
wee hours for just the paychecks. We do it 'cause of
our love for PCs and our dedication to our readers.

You're the reason we're here.

If we bump a story or a department, trust us,
there was damn good reason. We were looking
forward to it just as much as you were. Sometimes
the reviewable version of a product fails to come in as
promised (and we only test stuff deemed reviewable
by the company that makes it.) Sometimes a depart
ment has to take a month off so we can squeeze in
a last-minute preview. Sometimes even a feature
has to be sacrificed to free up room for breaking
coverage of something we've decided is sexier and
more likely to rock your world.

There's always a good reason.
Again, trust us. We won't back off a story for

anything. And we'll never pull any punches. Month-
in, month-out, we are dead set on delivering the best
we can dig up and packing the pages we get from
the publisher with the Pure PC Power that has the
greatest impact on you, our raison d'etre.

Brad Dosland

Editor in Chief

NTENTS

NEWS

19 bootWire News that matters. In-depth reports
filed from the floor of this year's PC
Expo in New York expose the best and
the brightest the Industry has to offer.
AND: Intel beats the cut-rate CPU

alternatives at their own game by
slashing MMX Pentium chip prices.
PLUS: The 56.6Kbps modem wars
get bloody.

VOICES

27 Game Theory Columnist T. Ham McDonald visits
the clan of the Quake bears.

29 On the Line Columnist She! Kimen mourns the

death of the flat rate.

31 Fast Forward columnist Tom Half hill waxes on
what's in a chip name.

128 Glitch Columnist Jon Phillips documents
seven days In the life of the ultimate
upgrade freak.

DEPARTMENTS

5 Comm Port

12 hootOisa

15 hootNet

24 Pure Lust

Readers send their props and disses
via e-mail, fax, and postcards from
passers-by.

Our guide to the joys of our shiny
silver platter, including:
— Illustrator 7.0

— PageMaker 6.5
— WIpeOutXL
— Samplitude Studio 4.0
— Triple Play 98

Welcome to the new world vision of

boot online.

Tech toys for digital girls and boys.

61 12-Step Program and Ciinic
Fretting over which 3D card to run In
your muscle machine? Screw Itl
Install them all. This month's 12-Step
will have you running all the hottest

games, and with our thrifty shopping
tips it will cost less than $300 to
make it happen.
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CONTENTS
P/REVIEWS

70 Previews

82 Reviews

70 Previews

First looks at all the products and technologies—Including Windows 98—that
will change your world... 'til the next new thing.

Powerful, creative apps—including the latest versions of Director, Illustrator, PageMaker,
and Lightwave 3D—have provided us with the means to rule the world from the
bootiab nestled in the Himalayas.
— Micron's "ultimate gaming machine"
— Fastest CD-ROM drive ever from Plextor

— Dungeon Keeper imprisons us in it's spell

FEATURES

42 The Pentium Killers
AMD and Cyrix are on a mission to assassinate Intel's MMX

chip. Are their mercenary processors a couple of bumbling '

men, or high-precision marksmen you'd be proud to take home

to mother? The answer can only be found on the sprawling plaza

ofSockePTm
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MORE FEATURES

FEATURE Matrox Mystique Diamond Monster 31

TrlanqleSetuDEndine • j]

Bilinear/TrilinearFilterina • m  •
Texture DecomDression f-' . • ^  •
Alpha Blendina/FoQ Hcf--.'* S  •
Standard Max. Memory v;. BHB M  4MB 4MB
DVD-QuaiityVideo S •
20A«eleration(Win9S) 120M I'., i 103M
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ATI XPERT@Play"*
The only accelerator

that gives you eveiytliiii^
for the best In gaming,

entertainment and
practical use.

'One card does it all-for high
performance 3D, 2D and video
acceleration, with big screen
TV-out display.

• Superior 3D quality with bilinear
filtering, alpha blending and
special effects that blows away
the competition.

•Brute force 3D acceleration

with over 1 million

triangles/second and 60fps
gameplay - with hardware setup
engine, texture cache and more.

' • Great gaming in Windows 95
,(Direct3D, DirectDraw) and DOS.

DVD-quality, full-screen,
jfull-motion video.

• Connect to a large screen TV for

^  immersive game play, or
,  record your stratospheric scores
/ on a veil. \
I  '^C*,,lncludes the hottest 3D Mmes -

^o^ormula 1 and Terracide-^E!
'^^"starfingatSlAV^'^ i ̂

Clfeck out www.atitech.compr
Mj:9Q5) 882-2600

CopyrighT1997, ATI TechnotogTe5l^|^PERT@Play, and ATI-TV are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of ATI Technologies Inc. All other company
and/or product names are trademarksaft/or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Features, performance, and specifications may vary by operating
environment and are subject to change without notice. Products may not be as exactly shown. IWinbench 97 and 23D Winbench 97, on a Pentium II266MH2,512K cache, 32HB
memory at 1024x768xl6bpp@75Hz and 640x480xl6bpp(?'75Hz respectively. 2 Screen shot examples from FORMULA 1. FORMULA 1 is the creation of PSYGNOSIS. Licensed by FOCA
to Fuji Television. Used with permission. Terracide is a registered trademark of Eidos Interactive. ''Suggested retail price for 4MB upgradeable version.

Product Information Number 85
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COMM PORT

Speed 3: Back on the Bus
For the life of me, I cannot understand the
perpetual hubbub over newer and faster
CPUs. Everyone—^including boot—seems to
be ignoring the fact that these quicker chips
are deUvering only minor improvements in
performance. Tell the truth: Haven't we
passed the point of diminishing returns?

The hard drive in my new 200MHz MMX
system still chums like crazy, leading me to
believe that most of today's peripher^s can't
keep up with these superfast CPUs.

And here's a question that continually
drives me nuts: >^y does every magazine
make such a fuss over the 60MHz bus vs.

the 66MHz bus? So the latter is 6MHz

faster—^how much difference

can that really make?
Rick Broida "You

Might Deserve Kredit
Just got MDK. Good call! I have a nm-of-the-
mill PlOO, nothing fancy (yet), and the game
looks and runs great. >X^y can't all games
work this well? And what's up with Unreal}
Is it just more hype? Thanks for being the
only computer magazine I read.

Brian Buckham

NEWS EDITOR BRYAN DEL RIZZO

REPLIES: I just returned from a trip to the
Great White North to get the skinny on Unreal,
and rest assured, it isn't vaporware. The game is
slated for release in October, and from what I've
seen. Unreal looks like a winner. If that doesn't
whet your appetite, check out the Lip interview in

TECH EDITOR CHRIS

DUNPHY REPLIES: It's

an amazing rush to surf the
technology curve, and all of us
at boot have a passion for these
amazing machines.

Sure, if all you want to do is
run a word processor, the point
of diminishing returns may
have been reached. But every day
somebody discovers something new to do with
these boxes, pushing them just a little further.
The latest advances in software need the extra 10
percent in hardware oomph to make their magic
possible. Look at Pod on an MMX machine with
a 3D accelerator, and think back to what was
possible just a year ago. First spend some time on
a Pentium II and then on last year's model. Now
tell me with a straight face that you can't feel the
difference. This ride ain't getting any slower, and
I'm sure not ready to get off.

Bus speed determines how fast your CPU can
access main memory. The faster the bus, the less
time your 200MHz monster spends spinning its
wheels waiting for data. Benchmarking shows that
over-clocking the bus speed to 75MHz or 83MHz
has a much bi^er impact than upping the CPU
clock. So don't go knocking the importance of bus
speed, every 10 percent counts.

boot Seeks Assistant Editors
I am totally insane about boot. I have to
make one suggestion, though. You should
put a warning on the cover to let the non-
technoweenie crowd know that this

magazine is a little too much for them.
I also suggest that you change the phrase

above the name on the cover from "For PC

Fanatics" to "For PC Stark-Raving-Mad
Limatics." This would be much more

appropriate (and tme).
If you need more suggestions, let me

know. I have plenty to spare. Hey! Wait a
minute... There might be money to be made
in this. Yeah, that's the ticket. Do you need
an assistant editor? I've already given you
two suggestions for free. Future suggestions
will be billed to you by the minute.

Scott Tarr

 should put a warning
on the cover to let the

non-technoweenie crowd
know that this magazine Is a

little too much for them."

the next issue of boot. Tim Sweeney and James
Schmalz, co-designers (^Unreal, reveal every
thing there is to know about the game (and
more) and tell us who could kick Carmack's
ass in a street fight.

Why, Thank You
Oh well, I knew it couldn't last forever, boot
has officially become another game magazine.
OK, OK, not just any game mag, but a hyped-
up crack baby of a game mag.

1 usually buy boot for the mix of utiHties
on the disc, but this month, there were only
two, and they were both useless. I like playing
games as much as the next guy, it's just that 1
expected more from a magazine that holds
itself above all others.

Ted Phillips

EDITOR IN CHIEF BRAD DOSLAND

REPLIES: boot continues to be dedicated to the
best hardware known to man—and the software
that fuels the engines. It just happens that much
of this is sexy game software. But we also cover
3D graphics apps, sound editors, utilities, DTP,
2D illustration software, and more with the same
vigor. Think ofus as a hyped-up crack baby of a
Pure PC Power magazine.

You Can Go With This or
You Can Go With That
Most people agree that MMX and 3D
accelerators are primarily directed at the
gaming community. Although PC junkies
may try to justify their system upgrades
with productivity, let's face reaHty: We
want MMX and die latest 3D cards to •
play games!

AUG97 boot 5
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STSTEM IS so EAST,
DEMANDING A DRUG TEST

NEW DELL DIMENSION XPS H266

266MHz PENTIUM' II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX'" TECHNOLOGY

' Mini Tower Model

' 32MB EDO Memory with ECC

' 512KB Integrated L2 Cache

' NEW 7GB Hard Drive (lOms)

' NEWlOOOTX Trinitron® Monitor (15.9" v.i.s., .26dp)

' /VflVMatrox Millennium II BMB WRAM

Video Card

■ A/EW24X Variable EIDE CD-ROM Drive

' Yamaha 32 Wave Table Sound

' Altec ACS-490 Full Dolby® Surround Sound
Speakers with Subwoofer

' NEW56K Capable* x2 U.S. Robotics
Telephony Modem

' Iomega Zip 100MB IDE Internal Drive

' 2 Universal Serial Bus (USB) Ports

' MS' Office 97 Small Business Edition

plus Encarta

' MS Windows® 95/MS IntelliMouse

' 3 Year Limited Warranty' with 1 Year
On-site" Service

$3499
Order Code #500704

DELL DIMENSION XPS M233s

233MHz PENTIUM' PROCESSOR

WITH MMX TECHNOLOGY

• Mini Tower Model

' 32MB SDRAM Memory

' 512KB Single Bank Pipeline Burst Cache

' 3.2GB Hard Drive (12ms)

' NEW 1000LS Monitor (15.9" v.i.s.)

' 4MB EDO ViRGE 3D Video Card

■ NEW 24X Variable EIDE CD-ROM Drive

' Sound Blaster 16 WaveSynth Wavetable Sound

• Altec ACS-290 Speakers with Subwoofer

' NEWBBK Capablex2 U.S. Robotics
Telephony Modem

' MS Home Essentials plus Best of
Entertainment Pack

' MS Windows 95/MS IntelliMouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1 Year
On-site Service

$2499
Order Code #500702

NEW DELL DIMENSIDN XPS H266

266MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• Mini Tower Model

• 32MB EDO Memory

• 512KB Integrated L2 Cache

• Wf 1/1/6.4GB Hard Drive with 512KB Cache

(9.5ms)

•/Vfl/VIOOOLS Monitor (15.9" v.i.s.)

• A/fM/Matrox Millennium II 4MB WRAM

Video Card

• NEWZAK Variable EIDE CD-ROM Drive

• Integrated Yamaha 16-bit Sound

• Altec ACS-290 Speakers with Subwoofer

• NEWBGK Capable x2 U.S. Robotics
Telephony Modem

• MS Home Essentials plus Best of
Entertainment Pack

• MS Windows 95/MS IntelliMouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1 Year
On-site Service

PICTURED SYSTEM

$2999
Order Code #500703

DELL DIMENSION M166a

166MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

WITH MMX TECHNOLOGY

• Mini Tower Model

' 16MB SDRAM Memory

• 512KB Single Bank Pipeline Burst Cache

' 3.2GB Hard Drive (12ms)

' BOOHS Trinitron Monitor (13.7" v.i.s., .2Bdp)

• 2MB EDO ViRGE 3D Video Card

« NEW 24X Variable EIDE CD-ROM Drive

> Sound Blaster 16 PnP Sound Card

> Altec ACS-90 Speakers

• A/fl4/56K Capablex2 U.S. Robotics
Telephony Modem

' MS Home Essentials plus Best of
Entertainment Pack

' MS Windows 95/MS Mouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1 Year
On-site Service

$1899
Order Code #500701

PC MAGAZINE DESIGNATES DELL DIMENSION
XPS H266 AS AN EDITORS' CHOICE.

With the newest Del l Dimension® XPS H266,

the only performance enhancing you'll find is

smart engineering. Sure, the XPS H266 with

the Pentium® II processor boasts an up to 21%

performance boost over the 200MHz Pentium®

Pro processor, and combines the benefits of

the Pentium Pro processor and Intel's® MMX™

technology. But that's where the similarities

to other 266MHz systems end. According to

PC Magazine, the Dell Dimension XPS H266

system's "outstanding performance and features"

just earned it an Editors' Choice award. So give

us a call and we'll build you the computer they

summed up by saying . .an incredibly powerful,

cutting-edge PC, the Deli Dimension XPS H266

is a great choice!' Then prepare to run the only

test that really counts: the one you put it through

every day.

DML
TO ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-948-3355
TO ORDER ONLINE

www.del l.com/buyde
Mon-Fri 7am-9pm CT • Sat 10am-6pm CT

Sun 12pm-5pm CT In Canadafcall 800-839-0148
GSA Contract #GS-35F-407BD

Keycode#99062

pentl_um®I[
tFor a complete copy of our Guarantees or Limited Warrandes, please write Dell USA L.P., Attn. Warranty, One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682. OLeasing arrai
in certain remote areas. *x2 products are capable of 56Kbps dovmloads. Due to FCC rules that restrict power output, however, current download speeds are Hi
U.S. only and subject to change without notice. Intel, the Intel Inside logo and Pentium are registered trademarks and MMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. MS, Microsoft, Windows and Windows NT

alified customers. ̂On-site service provided by an independent third-party provider. May not be available
to 33.6 Kbps. Actual speeds may vary depending on line conditions. *Prices and specifications valid in the
are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. ©1997 Del! Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.



COMM PORT
For those of us who can't afford both,

which upgrade should we invest in that will
give us die most mileage for the graphics-
intensive, mind-blowing games of the future?

J, Rumsey

HARDWARE REVIEWS EDITOR ANDREW

SANCHEZ REPLIES: Boy, talk about a hard-
ass question! Ifyou have a decent CPU, adding
a cajones-crunching 3D accelerator will give you
the most hangfor the buck. Splurging on a 3Djx
card or Rendition card will make those Direct3D

games and card-specific ports move like liquid
lightning. But a 3D accelerator only goes so far,
and then your processor speed comes into play. So
if you can't afford both, go for the 3D accelerator
first. You can slam that P233 MMX processor
on later, and enjoy the 60+Jps eocperience
MMX/3Dfic cm give ya.

We Don't Need No Steenkin' DVD
what's going on? As far as I know, a CD-
ROM can handle up to about 670MB
of data, but I was browsing through the
directories of your bootDisc 10, and I foimd a
650MB file on the \BOOTMARK\CDTACH
directory and 75MB more taking over the
\I76 directory... Hold on, that's already
725MB of data! So I did a "dir/w/s," and I
foimd your bootDisc 10 took about 1.3GB of
disk space. How could it be? Is it a special
type of CD that I've never heard about? If it
is, can we do the same with recordable CDs?

V.Y.Shin

DISC EDITOR SEAN CLEVELAND REPLIES:

Good eye! I was wondering if anybody would catch
this. Wiat you're seeing is indeed reality, but a
distorted view of it.
The size ofthe
CDTachfile is
not 650MB. The

bootDisc is cut

to an image file
and uses software
developed by Testa
Labs (rnakers of
CDTachJ to write
pointers to the .dat
file that point to the
beginning and

7 did a "di

EDITOR IN CHIEF BRAD DOSLAND

REPLIES: The clinic's still open; every now and
then the doctors just take a month off. But fear
not: We never forget our hippocratic oath and
White Paper ain't going anywhere either!

Art Lies in the Joystick
of the Behoider
What is it about computer gaming magazines
that makes arrogance pour forth from the
columnists? Too much time in the absolutist

binary world? This seems to be the case with
T. Liam McDonald's pronouncement that
games cannot be art [Game Theory, boot 10].

Briefly, his argument rests on the opinion
that "art is not interactive." Mr. McDonald's

BFA program apparently did not touch on the
Dadaists, Fluxus, or the nearly century-long
history of performance art. ̂ e interactive
aspects of this work should be visible even
from Mr McDonald's seat before his litde flat

screen. It is the height of irony that someone
who calls his experiences from this seat
"interactive" should deny the appellation to
an age-old practice that involves more than
just "virtual" reality.

Not that I want to deny the endless inter
active enjoyment I get from multimedia (not
just games). But after all, what's more inter
active: participating in a Dada Soiree, a
Fluxus Happening, walking through and
shouting at a Budien soimd sculpture to
hear the sonic feedback... or shooting at
litde phantoms on a screen?

Chris Burke

Composer/Producer

r/w/s,"
and I found out your
bootDisc 10 took about
1.3GB of disk space.
How couid it be?"

ending sectors ofthe
disc. This enables the CDTach software to use the
entire contents ofthe disc to do its tests. When you
do a directory listing ofthat file, it's actually giving
you the size ofthefidl contents of the bootDisc.

The Clinic's Hours Are,..
I have had a subscription to your mag since
boot 03. When you added the bootClinic in
issue 06 I was glad. The best mag I'd ever
read had the only thing I read in other PC
mags: a help area. When I got boot 10,1
was amazed to see that there was no more

bootClinic. My only hope is that you will
keep the White Paper. It rocks.

Andy Kobylarz

COLUMNIST T. LIAM MCDONALD

REPLIES: Mr.

Burke trots out

some academic

chestnuts in his

attack on my basic
thesis that art

isn't interactive,
assuming I'm
ignorant of them.
Please, NYU is a
better school than

that. I don't care

what some critics

think (these are the
people who made Foucault a god), I don't agree
that it's all art.

Dada Dadaists said specifically that they weren't
art. Case closed.

Fluxus Where Dada went when it got old. This
was Yoko Ono's shtick, such as when she created
"art" by inviting people to cut off her clothes. Is
that art?

Performance art When someone creates some

thing that isn't funny enough to be stand-up
comedy or structured enough to be drama or fun
enough to be a good striptease, they called it
"performance art." Is that art?

I have experienced a Dada "SoirSe," a Fluxus
"Happening," and sound sculpture. I have been
told they are art. Forgive me for being dubious.

Fly Away
My wife will allow me to get only one flight
sim this year. I have Falcon 3.1 love it, and
I've waited and waited for Falcon 4. Is it just
vaporware? If it is, then suggest one that
would be good for a Cyrix 6x86 with 32MB
of RAM and a Matrox Millennium. I've

thought about Jet Fighter III. I want a very
realistic sim even though they are hard to
learn. (I have a ThrustMaster WCS + PCS).

Richard W. Hunt

EDITOR IN CHIEF BRAD DOSLAND

REPLIES: Yottr wife will let you get only one
flight sim a year? My recommendation?
Get a new wife.

Welcome to the Twilight Zone
In boot 10, columnist Shel Kimen says that
"3D is natural. We live in 3D. Our brains are

wired for time-spatial memory. Our universe
speaks in 3D." If I follow her gist correcdy,
she says that because of this natural 3D
perception, we should expect our computer
interfaces to be 3D. Her assumption is that
if the computer interface is of the same
dimensionality as our natural perception,
then that interface will be more effective.

But our natural perception is not 3D! Shel
herself says we are "wired for time-spatial
memory." That refers to four, not three,
dimensions. Some folks—^myself included—
would argue that there are even more
dimensions than four. Even if the interface

were 3D, it wouldn't be as rich as our natural
experience. It turns out that 3D interfaces do
not mimic or match our natural perception.

What if our computer interface could
match in dimensionality what we naturally
perceive? That interface would no longer be
an interface, because then it would simply
be... real, like the computer hardware. It
wouldn't be a window or a tool. Tools are

different from the thing they manipulate;
if they weren't, we coiddn't distinguish
between the tool and the thing being
manipulated. It is either blod^g our view,
or it becomes the thing we are looking at.

This is not to say that 3D interfaces are not
powerful. It is to say that the likely reason they
are powerfld is precisely because they don't
exist in the same way that other real things
exist, as far as our perception is concerned.

Danny J Smitherman

COLUMNIST SHEL KIMEN REPLIES: I'll see

your fourth dimension and raise yOu a fifth and
a sixth, agreed. And also agreed that if the
computer could accommodate our "natural"
perception there would be no computer, hence
"meme splicing," in which biology becomes
mechanical and mechanics become biological.

The point is that 3D user interfaces would
better accommodate our general perception of
"things" (things that the computer organizes),
and it would ultimately make computers that
much more accessible for the les linear, non-lD-
Ul-irained person.

8  boot AUG 97
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COMM PORT
The article was more about why and how

computers will evolve to a 3D UI and less about
3D as the be all and end all of interface design.
It's just a step. Computers will never be able to
do what we cannot do for ourselves. 3D UIs will
just make it a little easier for us to forget that
fact. 3D UIs will also make it easier for others to
get along with the technology until it's realized
that, as a society, we don't need it. It needs us.

Share a Little, Save a Little
I can't believe more hasn't been written about

the lack of a multiplayer Save-Game option
in Quake. What about those of us who like
to progress through the levels as a team of
two or more? We can't, because there's no
cooperative multiplayer-save option in the game.

I'd love to see an article with id's response.
I've asked them by e-mail many times but get
no response.

Jason

JOHN CARMACK OF ID SOFTWARE
REPLIES: We didn't have a good mechanism
for waiting for multiple people before beginning
the game. It's certainly possible, we just didn't
have the time.

NT Nest Syndrome
I have recently run into some problems
regarding the game industry. I have upgraded
my system to a dual Pentium 200 Asus
motherboard, 128M of RAM, 3.3GB hard
drive, 16x CD-ROM, Matrox Millennium 2D
video card, and a Diamond Monster 3D
accelerator. To support the dual processors
on my autorouting circuitboard design, and
AutoCAD R13 sofhvare, I needed NT 4.0. This
is the "dream" system talked about in all game
magazines, (well, a dual Pentium II might be
even better) and to run the high-end games
this is what you need.

My problem comes with, game manu
facturers. You spend thousands of dollars
on the best hardware to run the games and
get an OS that takes full advantage of the
hardware, but the game manufacturers say
"most of the gamers have Window 95." The
reason Win95 is still out there is because

hardware and software providers are too
lazy to go to NT 4.0. DirectX used to be a
pretty good argument for Win95, but NT 4.0
Service Pack 3 supports DirectX 3.0, so
this excuse no longer washes. Since you
folks at boot have some say in the industry,
why not kick some butt and get these
people over to NT 4.0? As you can see,
I'm sick of it, and I'm not going to take
it anymore.

Randy McHugh

You Don't Have a Case
I've been trying to find a good case for my
new ATX motherboard, and I've come up
with jack. I've been all over the place, and
most places online don't have pictures or .

won't sell just a case. Is there somewhere you
can point me to find one?

Ryan Kautzman

HARDWARE REVIEWS EDITOR ANDREW

SANCHEZ REPLIES:

Take a peek at Central
Computers' web site
Cwww.centralcomputer
.comj, or give the
company a holler at
408.248.5888. Its web

site lists all the ATX

cases it has in stock.

"What a

Because Java is case-sensitive, "groovyBox" isn't
the same as "GroovyBox," and so on.

Finally, ifyou enter the codefrom Step 5 by
hand, make sure you add another at the end
of the method—ours got lost in the layout. Ouch!!

shock

to see the photo
o f a young girl
in tears while
making clip art.Next'Gen MMX

I was browsing through
the tracking sheet {boot
10), and I came across
an item labeled MMX-2. Please don't tell me

there is another instruction set supposed to
speed up multimedia. Either that, or Intel has
gone insane.

Evil Homer

HARDWARE REVIEWS EDITOR ANDREW

S^CHEZ REPLIES: MMX-2 is no lie. Next
year, Intel plans to introduce MMX's sequel in
the form of MMX-2. Intel's upcoming Katmai
processor will be the first to use the new tech
nology, which is designed to greatly improve 3D
graphics performance (the original MMX didn't),
as well as accelerate 2D graphics manipulation.

Java Bug
I'm a Java wannabe, so I tried your applet in
boot 09 ["Grind Your Own Java" feature]. I
installed the Java Workshop no problem. I
then proceeded to go through the step-by-step
instructions very carefully. I used your code
from the CD-ROM, your pictures, even your
label names. I didn't want to take any chances!

After aU was said and done, I got six errors
on the build. I figured it was my fault and
proceeded to delete all the files JWS created,
deleted the project, and did it all again. This
time I was doubly careful. Same result: six
errors. After mu^ study, many hours, and
some luck I found that what is missing is the
line: import.Java.applet.*;. I entered it at the
top with the other import statements. Now the
applet works great! It really displays how well
multithreading works in Java. The sounds
actually play on top of one another if you move
the mouse quickly. I just wanted to write in
and teU you about this "bug" in case there are
other pathetic wannabes like me trying to
make this program work.

Bryan R. Kohn

AUTHOR NEIL REDDING REPLIES:

You're one of those "alert students," eh? You're
ri^t, we forgot to add the import statement at
the top of GroovyBox.java (it's actually "import
java.applet.*;" and must be entered exactly).

Another thing to check in case things don't
build is the case of characters in names you enter.

So, This Is How
Orson Welles Felt
I just opened boot 10.
Anticipating the usual
goodies that come with
each issue,. I skimmed
the magazine from
front to back as I

usually do before
looking at the bootDisc.
That is until I got to
page 109. What a shock
to see the photo of a -

young girl in tears while making dip art. At
first I thought this was some kind of poor
joke on the quality of clip art on the market
today. Then I thought the page was an
informative advertisement (you know, the
kind where companies pay for a full page
to espouse their opinion on an upcoming
House Reform Bill in Congress). But reading
on, I was outraged at the sheer number of
indentured children.

As a graphic artist and a member of
humanity, I find child labor abuse to be a
high-priority item to be combated. I want to
know more about who to contact to help fight
this crime. What were your sources, and how
did you get the photo for the artide?

As far as I'm concerned I'll use only art
that I create or know first hand who the source

is. This artide should have been on the cover!

Jim Powell
Graphic Artist

EXECUTIVE EDITOR JON PHILLIPS
REPLIES: I've been following the illicit clip art
tragedy since 1942, when I was a foreign war
correspondent working under Edward R. Murrow.
Back then, we mostly saw simple black-and-white
line drawings, sometimes a manually applied
Benday dot or two, but nothing like the com
plex and demanding artwork found in today's
commercial publishing. I personally shot the
photo published in the article—by posing as
a little girl.

Cut, Copy, Paste
Moto Racer GP (review, boot 11, page 83)
is published by Electronic Arts, not BMC
Interactive.

To correct the caption in the Yamaha CDR40CHx
review {boot U, page 99), DirectCD will not be
part of Windows 98, but if s a damn good idea.

In Pure Lust boot 11, the descriptions for the
Texas Microsystems Hardbody Handheld
PC and the Motorola PageWriter 250 were
swapped. Also, the dimensions for the Hard-
body PC should be 6.37 x 9 x 2.125 inches.

10 boot AUG 97
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Because the best

multimedia

experiences

just wont fit

on a CD-ROM.

Get more with Maximum DVD;

[•
Features

Djamond Creative PC-DVD j
Maximum DVD model mksogo i

[  CDTransfer
i  Rates

1370 KB/SEC 900 KB/SEC i

( CD Access Time

1  (Less IS Better) 130 MS 180 MS 1

; DVD Transfer

Rate
1350 KB/sec 1350 KB/sec I

DVD Access Time

i  (tESs IS Better) 200 270 j

TV Display

:  Feature Yes No i

X&Y

Video Scaling Yes No (X only)

Resolution

Support

Free Software

IncludedBH

Visit www.diamondmm.com/DVD

to win a free Maximum DVD kit!

DVD SI

Diamond's new Maximum DVD Kit brings

true theater-quality DVD to your PC.

Diamond Multimedia's Maximum DVD Kit provides

everything you need for high-performance DVD. In

fact, not only does it offer MPEG-2 video that exceeds laser disc quality,

it also delivers full Dolby® Digital Surround Sound. And it enables you to

access up to 17GB of data from a single DVD disc! Maximum DVD

plays all your existing CD-ROMs and audio CDs, as well as DVD-ROMs

and DVD movie disks. This all-in-one kit includes the fastest Toshiba

internal DVD drive, an MPEG-2/AC-3 decoder board, and over $200 of free

full-version DVD software and video. So visit us on the Web for the facts.

Because all the exciting features of our new

Maximum DVD Kit just won't fit in this ad.

Maximum DVD Is a trademark of Diamond Multimedia Systems. Inc.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

©1997 Diamond Multimedia Systems, inc. All rights reserved.

M U L T I

Accelerate your world.



tDISC
EVERY MONTH, BOOT DELIVERS
OVER 600MB GETHE HOHEST
DEMOS AND COOLEST APRS

HO\N TO
RUN THE
DISC

From the root of

the bootDisc,

double-dick either

start31.exe (for

Windows 3.x or NT

4.0) or start95.exe
(for Windows 95

or NT 3.51).

□ □ a

] □
{"•fdhkr POAJTw

ON THIS MONTH'S DISC;

boot magazine proudly announces the winners of
1997's much-coveted bootie Awards, boot readers,
the most discriminating PC fanatics in the world,
have cast their votes and, at a star-studded gala
in New York City, the winners were announced.
Who has the best system? What is the best game?
What sound card rocks? Click the button on this
month's Feature to go straight to our private
booties bash where you can party with the stars.

Cakewalk Pro Audio is MIDI and digital-
audio software for Windows that lets you
record, edit, play back, and print music. New
features in version 6.0 include Reverb, Flange,
Chorus, EQ, Delay/Echo, Time compression
and Expansion, Pitch Shitting and more.

Wln95. Requires: 16MB of RAM and 12.5MB
of hard-disk space. Fully functional demo
with Save and Program Settings disabled;
demo also cannot print or perform various
other functions. From Cakewalk. See the
review on page 103.

PHII

PGA Tour Pro is the only game with the PGA
Tour license. The big feature of this golf sim
is Instaview, which allows you to see any part
of the course at any time. Also included are
photorealistic golf swings, fly-by movies of
each hole, and a real-time ball cam. Multi-
player support for up to four people is
available in the full retail version.

DOS & Wln95. Requires: 486DX/66MH2
with 8MB RAM and 30MB of hard-disk
space. From Electronic Arts Sports. See
the review on page 107.

Carmageddon, a 360-degree 3D racing
game awards points for speed, style, and
mowing down pedestrians. It offers multiple
camera angles and multiplayer support.

DOS & Win95. Requires: Pentium 90,16MB
of RAM, and 39MB of hard-disk space. Can
only drive the Eagle on one of the tracks
with a max of five opponents. Network play
and save-game option are disabled. From
Interplay. See the review on page 109.

Q Dlgwal MultitrBcking Studio

Sampiitude Studio 4.0 Is professional-
grade sound recording/editing software. It
offers an unlimited number of tracks, with
an unlimited number of record and playback
devices offering a flexibility bar none. The
new real-time mixer allows real-time control
of volume, panning, 3-band parametric EQ,
compressor, delay, and two AUX sends per
channel/track.

DOS & Win95. Requires: Pentium processor
with 16MB of RAM and 5MB of hard-disk
space. Features are only limited by the
length of a recorded project (approx. 1 min).
From SEK'D. See the review on page 103.

Pilot a 21st-century attack helicopter and
drive the next-generation battle tank In
Extreme Assault. Multiple warheads and
the ability to destroy anything on the screen
are spotlighted in this real-time 3D game
which does't require any special cards.

DOS & Win95. Requires: Pentium 90MH2
with 16MB of RAM and 40MB of hard-disk
space. This demo contains the first half of
Operation Area One and Operation Area Two.
From Blue Byte. See the review on page 94.

Shadow Warrior Is the latest game based
on 3D Realms' BUILD engine, made famous
by Duke Nukem 3D. With eight-player net
work and two-player modem multiplayer
support, featuring deathmatch and coopera
tive play (including saving of net games),

DOS & Win95. Requires: Pentium processor
with 16MB of RAM and 28MB of hard-disk
space. This demo contains the first eight
levels with limited weapons and items.
From GT Interactive. See the review on
page 102.

macromedia

Flash is the midpoint between GiF89a
animations and fuil-blown Shockwave inter
activity online with Flash 2. It breaks the
bandwidth barrier, enabling you to create
animations, interfaces, buttons, drawings,
cartoons, and more—now with sound!

Win95. Requires: 486 processor or faster with
8MB of RAIVI and 6MB hard-disk space. This
is a fully functional 30-day trial version. From
Macromedia. See the review on page 102.

Triple Play 98's real-time 3D baseball
boasts improved Al, strategy and sports play-
by-play calling by Jim Hughson, and color
commentary by Buck Martine2. It also offers
deeper stats—over 50 tracks—with motion-
captured polygon players and more than
5,000 frames of animation.

DOS & Win95. Requires: Pentium processor
with 16MB of RAM and 11 MB of hard-disk
space. Demo is of HomeRun Derby which
only allows you to hit balls. From Electronic
Arts Sports. See the review on page 104.
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ON THE bootDISC EVERY MONTH:
sc

Adobe I ustrator 7.0

ami of (BbIi st4c8.
rh^ to a MVlonctton^ 30 iW
MMirekirt, Hom AdeM

Read the review, then check out the demo.
There's no better way to get a feel for an app
than firing it up and trying it yourself. We cram
as much as we can on the bootDisc every
month. Simply select the demo you want to try
and hit the Launch Demo button, or hit the
Launch Web button to cbeck out the publisher's
web site for more info. Hit the Tech Support
button for a phone number you can call with
questions/problems, and the Online Review
button takes you to directly to the review on the
bootNet, in case you don't have the mag handy.

iVOllPDf

The boot Workbench contains the utilities, piug-
ins, drivers, and patches you need to bring your
machine up to date and to run the demos on the
bootDisc. Here you'll find Adobe Acrobat for
reading PDF files (used with the PageMaker 6.5
and ilfustrator 7.0 demos), and other essential
utilities such as DirectX 3.a, SciTech's Display
Doctor, and Miscrosoft's Internet Explorer.

included on every bootDisc are the bootMarks; a
suite of applications that comprise the grueling
benchmarks we use to gauge system power. No
one benchmarking app can fully test a system's
performance, so we came up with 10 that do
and included as many of them on the bootDisc
as we could. A few bootMark apps are not
included on this disc due to space constraints
and licensing issues.

Front Page Sports: Golf features Sierra's
TrueSwing technology—pull the mouse
backward for the backswing, then push for
ward for the follow-through. Execute slices,
hooks, chips, and straight long depending on
the force and angle of your motion.

Wings. Requires; DirectX 3.a. a Pentium
60MHz with 16MB of RAM and 36MB of

hard-disk space. In this demo, you're taken
to the 6th, 7th, and 8th holes of Pete Dye
Golf Club. From Sierra. See the review on

page 107.

U

Uninstaller 4.5 uninstails any application—
even the ones Windows can't, identifies

duplicate and junk files that can safely be
deleted. Moves apps to another folder, drive,
or computer—with ail links intact. Updates
Itself with exclusive Oil Change technology.

DOS & Wln95. Requires: Intel 486 DX or
higher with BMB of RAM and 5MB of hard-
disk space. This is a fully functional demo
that times out in 14 days. From Cybermedia.
See the review on page 98.

Adobe Illustrator 7.0

Illustrator 7.0 provides the tools to create
Inspired designs. Apply shapes, curves,
effects, textures, grades, fills, and filters to
elements, objects, and images. You can
create paths, place, trace, mask, and edit
or create graphs and freehand drawings.
The new Reshape tool lets you modify or
set paths while preserving details.

Wln95. Requires: 486 Processor with 16MB
of RAM and 25MB of hard-disk space. This Is
a fully functional 30 day trial version. From
Adobe. See the review on page 95.

WIpeOut XL, the classic Sony PlayStation
game, finally makes it to the PC. You race
gray cars at high speed picking up weapons
and power-ups to use against your fellow
drivers. The full version supports 3Dfx cards,

Win95. Requires: DirectX 3.a, Pentium 133
with 16MB of RAM and 24MB of hard-disk

space. The demo lets you drive one car and
race on one track with limited opponents.
From Psygnosis. See the review on
page 110.

nHifi

Maglx Music Studio—a tool for sound edit
ing on your multimedia PC—lets you add
effects, speech and songs, integrate MIDI
files, and record the new mix to your hard
disk. Ail this Is possible on four tracks and in
DAT-quality up to 48kHz. Resampling lets you
manipulate pitch and speed of the WAV files
from the Magix wave-sound-pool CD-ROMs.

Wln95. Requires: 486 processor with 16MB
of RAM and 10MB of hard-disk space. This
Is a save-disabied demo. From Maglx. See
the review on page 103.

Adobe PaaeMaker 6.5

Adobe PageMaker 6.5 software for print and
online pages can import, display, and print
black-and-white, grayscale, and color Images
from most drawing, illustration, charting, and
image-editing applications. PageMaker has
import filters for TIFF files including RGB,
CMYK, and CIE Lab TIFF images, Kodak Photo
CD images, EPS graphics, GIF files, Scitex CT,
and DCS 1.0 and 2.0 files.

Win95. Requires: 486 Processor with 16MB
of RAM and 25MB of hard-disk space. This
is a fully functional 30-day trial version.
From Adobe. See the review on page 92.

LOOK FOR THE

"TRY IT ON THE

DISC"

LOGO
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^introducing the Links IS 1998 Edition. The
forces of art and science have

combined to produce a golf

experience like never

before. This new version

of the Codie Award winning

golf simulation is packed v

over 25 new features! Here'

Notice the new waving flags, birds, f
airplanes and other background
animations with up to 8 ofyour

friends over expanded
internet playi

Brace yourself for lightening-fast redraws, main
view in a window capability, and up to 8 additional
"smart" camera views.

Our course designers have given even
more attention to detail including new
water reflections, improved textures
and enhanced sky backgrounds.

Phone Toil-Free 800.800.4880 • Fax 80 1.359.2968
Webslte-http://www.AccessSoftware.com

rsWfWAm Available for the PC

Product Information Number 80

'LinksLS



tNET
JOIN THE BOOT STAFF AT

www.bootnet.com
WE HAVE A SEAT ON THE EDITORIAL BOARD
WAITING FOR YOU!

The quickest way to Join the boot PC iovefest is to drop by the bootNet and

contribute to our weekiy opinion polls. Your feedback helps us refine the boot

mission, and sends a direct message to the Industry leaders who are forging the

PC world of tomorrow. Cast your vote, then overclock your brain with the results

from last week's poll.

OTHER PRESSING BOOTLAB QUESTIONS OF THE DAY

Filtering Or Frame Rate?

• Filtering • Frame Rate

And That s My Opinion. No, I changed my mind

Last Poll Results:

What alternative OS should boot magazine cover?

Should technical editor Chns Dunphy yank out the
^ video card currently installed in his testing station,
M and insert a half-ripened avocado (a.k.a. Head o'
Dunphy)? Tell us at the bootNet!

Should hardware editor Andrew Sanchez overclock

^his 233MHz Pentium ii with the help of two safety
M pins and a caulking gun? Tell us at the bootNetl

Should news editor Bryan Del Rlzzo test game
controllers by seeing how long they survive the rigors

■ of the dreaded Canadian Anti-Gravity Field? Tell us at
the bootNetl

contact

twotlive

t333SSiSU I
Bring on the 3D

Why does boot kick ass? Because it has the coolest stuff I've ever seeni Wtio wants to read a 1 b-page
review on some stupid printers in one of those other mags?! Bring on the 3D acceleiators.iTiv friendu
HAHAHAl

BTW, I have a Matro- MillerimiTi w/4 MB, and I'm hoking inio getting eilhei the Oichid PHjhieous .^Biorthe
C'lamond Monslei 3D to rio vvilh it I was cjonnn sell the Miilenium and get a oheapei 2D aooeleratcM'to cut

Roger, don 7 sell your Millenniwnl It's still one of the best 2D-cards on Ibe market. If you got the $. I
recommend you to buy a Voodoo-card (3Db<)- I'iti running a fi/lillennium (Sf>4B) and a Diamond fi4onster
3D and this combination really rocks! It's breathtaking' Play some 3Dfx-accelrated POO and you will
never sit in a real car again...,-)

Tell us all your thoughts at the baotHet. Go straight to Comm Port to read, send,
and respond to letters to the editor, boot readers are the most voracious, tenacious,
hellacious readers In the PC universe, and your feedback Is as much a part of boot
as any column, review, or how-to.

ADD TO A THREAD TODAY.

Should someone volunteer to clean Andrew's section of the bootLab,

' and unearth the precious SEC that fell behind the bootSench?
Tell at the bootNet!

AUG 97 boot 15
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blasts like spit because I like to go all out on everything. Except my wallet.
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Dual Function
CD-ReWritable Drive
CD-Recordable Drive

® Intern^ ©esign ;|y
® SGSI-2 Interface

•Write 2XfRead6X

• Dust Free Design
■,.x • For Windows 95®
1/ , •Includes CD-RW

CD-RW 1 and CD-R MediaMP6200S I

Now my creativity doesnt
suffer die limitations of
InsuflBdent disk space.'
I can store and update
my monster files as often
as I want and read them
on other compatible CD
drives."

Jamie
Graphic Designer

MusicA/ideo
Music's my life. CD-RW
lets me tweak and change
my audio and video
tracks on the same disc
until it's just the way T
want it.

Kim
Musician

Backup/Archiving
CD-RW, the ultimate

backup solution, lets me
span multiple CDs for
unlimited storage. I can

store up to 1.3GB per disc for less than 2<t per
MB with the rdiability of optical media.

MIS Managei

Web Master

Authoring
" Producing muttunedia and interactive CDs
i requires two things...storage and testing. With

CD-Re Writable media, I can affordably test
my work to perfection and then master it to a
CD-Recordable disc.

Production Engineer pj""' hi ij. ^

m

Ricoh Consumer Products Group
475 LUlard Drive • Sparks, NV 89434

Tel 702.352.1600 • Fax 800.544.8246 • www.ricohcpg.com
Product Information Number 291
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Intel Slashes Pentium Prices Dramatically
$138 MMX Pentiums have both AMD

and Cyrix scrambiing to find a niche
In the wake of Cyrix's 6x86MX CPU launch
and AMD's Initial successes with K6, Intel
has announced price reductions across the
entire MMX line of Pentium processors
except the Pentium ii. On August 1, Intel
will reduce the price of the P233 MMX chip
from $594 to $367 in quantity, instead of
$436. The P200 MMX will drop to $240,

NUGGETS

DirectX Inventor Fired

by Microsoft
Microsoft has fired Alex St. John, the , ;
architect of DirectX and their gaming '
messiah. The bombastic St. John was
profiled in an extensive two-part Lip
interview (boot 04 and 05) which is
now available online in the "You Asked

For it" section of the bootNet site.

As expected, Microsoft press folks
are tight-lipped about the sudden
departure of the key figure behind its
DirectX technology. However, during a
short interview, St. John told boot he
was escorted out of the building after
making comments about Direct3D and
certain 3D video cards-offending
Microsoft executives, who engineered
his dismissal.

14-inch Screens on

Notebooks by Year's End
Further closing the performance gap
between notebooks and their desktop
kin, many manufacturers, including
NEC, Gateway 2000, IHewlett-Packard,
IBM, and Toshiba, are preparing to offer
notebook PCs with 14-inch screens by
year's end. These screens' display area
will equal that of a 15-inch CRT monitor.

Toshiba, which offered the first of
the short-lived 13.3-inch models, is
expected to produce the first 14.2-inch
notebooks due to its partnership, along
with IBM, in Display Technology, one of:,
the world's largest LCD fabs. Prototypes

>20

and the P166 MMX will dive to

$138. Price cuts on non-MMX
Pentium processors are also
planned, with P200s going
for $119 in bulk.

While this should ultimately
lead to lower prices for consumers,
Intel's strategy clearly—and dra
matically—redefines the Socket 7
landscape. AMD and Cyrix position
their CPUs as inexpensive Pentium
killers—low cost being the sole
motivator for many OEM—but
Intel's surprise announcement
forces both companies to undercut
Intel's new prices if they wish to
remain competitive.

Considering that the perfor
mance of AMD and Cyrix chips
don't match Intel offerings across the
board, these alternatives lost a serious
negotiating advantage in their bid to be
your next CPU. AMD's K6 challenges Intel's
comparable offerings and the Cyrix 6x86
isn't even close. (See page 44 of the
"Pentium Killers" feature in this issue for

our review.)
When the news broke of Intel's low

ered prices, Cyrix was selling its 6x86MX-
PR200 (which runs at 166MHz) for $240—
on par with Intel's lowered price. Even
though AMD
claims

it is setting
its sights on
the Pentium

ii, not the
Pentium MMX

(although
performance is more on par with the lat
ter), AMD found itself priced $100 higher
than the Intel equivalent.

Both Cyrix and AMD were expected to
quickly announce their respective price
adjustments. At press time, however, only
AMD was willing to follow suit.

At PC Expo (where Intel was busy
showcasing its $1,900 Pentium li 300MHz
processor and Tillamook 233MHz mobile
processor), AMD's Dean Whitehair told
boot that "K6 competes in price and per
formance with the Pentium ii, and thus,
the current Pentium-MMX price drops will
have no immediate effect on AMD's pricing
plans." However, Whitehair also said that
it is AMD's policy to be "at least 25

"Intel's current price reductions are a clear
indication that the processor environment is a
iot more competitive than they expected."

- Paul Pascarelli, Cyrix

percent less than the comparable Intel
offering."

Regardless, a few days after the show,
AMD countered Intel's new pricing, announ
cing official price reductions of the K6-200
to $180 in quantities of 1,000—a full 25
percent less than Intel's P200 MMX. At
press time, Intel hadn't yet announced
price reductions for the Pentium ii.

Meanwhile, Cyrix continues to fight with
the one-two punch of its MediaGX and
MMX-enhanced 6x86MX processors,

despite the
fact they
haven't

landed any
top-rank
OEMs.

"Intel's

current price
reductions are a clear indication that the
processor environment is a lot more com
petitive than they expected," said Paul
Pascarelli, Cyrix's marketing manager.
"However, we will strive to maintain a
price point at approximately 50 percent
below pricing set by Intel."

Whether this twosome can survive

with reduced profits remains to be seen.
Both AMD and Cyrix are proceeding with
plans to introduce faster processors later
this year. Cyrix plans to release a 266MHz
part by Q3 and a 0.25-micron 300MHz
part by year's end. AMD also plans to
release a 0.25-micron 300MHz part by
year's end, as well as an AGP-compliant
650AGP PCiset. 0
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shown at the Computex trade show in
Taiwan packed mondo power, including
DVD swappable with 20x CD-ROM, USB
ports, MPEG-2 support, CardBus, and
high-speed IRda, in an A4 formfactor
weighing less than
8 pounds.

The availability of
14-inch screens depends
on getting motherglass
yields up, and even
when that happens
the larger screens ?
are anticipated to command a $500 t.
premium over current 13.3-inch offerings.

56.6 Speed Limit
Increased to 67.2Kbps
Transend announced the fastest modem s

operating on traditional analog phone
lines to date. The Sixty-Seven operates
at-surprise!-67.2Kbps and requires two
phone lines to accomplish the feat. It also
requires that the receiving end be run
ning a Transend Sixty-Seven; otherwise,
throughput drops to a merely mortal 33.6.

The $600 external modem (an
internal versionwith a $450 price tag is
expected in the fourth quarter) delivers
one-channel ISDN performance without
all the hassles and expenses traditionally ,i
associated with the digital option.

Move Over Pentium II:

Slot 2 and 450BX Are

Waiting in the Wings
Just when you thought it was safe to buy
a Pentium Il-based system, Intel unveiled
its future multiprocessor interface to
select vendors. Dubbed Slot 2, this larger
version of Intel's new CPU interface is

designed to handle the next generation of
SEC cartridge processor, which wiU use
faster L2 cache architecture and house

two processors within one cartridge, giv- #
ing you up to four processors for serious
horsepower. With current Pentium II
architecture maxing out at two processors |
(due to space constraints on the mother- ')
board and PCIset considerations). Slot 2 %
will give power users and servers what
they crave. But multiple processors are
useless without the proper PCIset, so 3
Intel plans to introduce its 450BX quad-
processor-compatible PCIset alongside
Slot 2. And no: Slot 2 is not compatible a
with Slot 1. 3

Expect both technologies to hit the i
streets as early as 1998. »

>22 i

The Shape of
Things to Come
boot gets the scoop from the

floor of PC Expo in NYC

9.n

The most welcome, If not surprising, change
seen at this year's PC Expo was that most
of the top-tier system manufacturers are
finally ditching S3's ViRGE in favor of more
robust video solutions. Unfortunately, man
ufacturers forced us to sign NDAs, so we
can't name names-however, one video
chip in particular seems poised to become
ail the rage this fail.

As for motherboards, many manufactur
ers have finally adopted the ATX form-
factor, tossing aside the cramped LPX
formfactor. New 266MHz and 300MHz

Pentium 11 desktop systems were also
on display, with modular cases packing
geek ports and removable-media bays,
multimedia keyboards with built-in CD-
ROM controls, and a bevy of one-touch
programmable buttons. Aesthetics aside, it
will be interesting to see how these new
systems actually perform.

GA-GA OVER GIGS

Curiously, many major hard drive manufac
turers were absent from the show floor.

Seagate, MIcropolis, and Quantum were
no-shows, though Fujitsu and Samsung
were pimping new drives with faster

'I

Kiki Stockhammer worn the crowd

with Trinity video editing system.

transfer rates

and more

gigs to the
ounce.

Fujitsu, for
example, is
releasing five
new EIDE

hard drives

ranging from
1.75GB to

5.25GB with

prices from $239 to $449. As a bonus,
most major systems manufecturers are plan
ning to boost the storage In new systems-
even promising units upward of 8GB.

DISPLAYS ON DISPLAY

The LCD panel—the bastard son of the
CRT—appeared ready for prime time, with
ViewSonic, Portrait, and Samsung demon
strating flat-panel technologies ranging
In size from 14 inches to 40 inches and

beyond. Sony even had a mysterious
50-Inch LCD wide-screen rear-projection
monitor on the show floor, although the
company refused to disclose any technical
specs or availability information.

The Play of Things to Come
E3 '97 was hot and hotter

At this year's E3 show in Atlanta, the only
things hotter than the summer nights were
the excellent new games and gear we have
to look forward to. boot beat the floor to

uncover the absolute hottest the industry
has to offer.

3D EVERYWHERE

The 3Dfx Voodoo was the accelerator of

choice in nearly every booth and has
emerged as the baseline standard. The
biggest 3D surprise is Oak Technologies'
new Mach5 3D chip, delivering scene anti
aliasing in a consumer-priced chip for the
first time.

MULTIPLAYER

The only rival to the show-floor domination
of 3D acceleration was multiplayer gaming.
Every game in the works seems to have
Internet play. The long-awaited Ultima Online
has finally gone Into public beta. Microsoft
announced two pay-as-you-play massively
multiplayer games: Fighter Ace and
Asheron's Call. SegaSoft's 10 to the Sixth
will be the first game to support 1 million
simultaneous players. If someone attacks
while you're offline, the game can call your
pager and warn you to log on and defend
yourself. (And we thought Tamagotch's
Incessant beeping was annoying.)
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Judging from the boot
leg Batman and Robin
DVD movies being
hawked in Times

Square to the show-
floor buzz surrounding
new optical drives, it's
clear both CD-ROM and

DVD-ROM technologies
are alive and spinning.

Major systems man
ufacturers—including
NEC, Hewlett-Packard,
Micron, Gateway 2000,
and iBM—announced

they will ship DVD-
ROM drives and MPEG-

2 decoder cards with

systems early this fall
(either as part of a standard offering or
as optional upgrades). While Panasonic
and Toshiba showcased current DVD-ROM

New 266MHz and 300MHz Pentium II desktop
systems were also on display, with modular
cases packing geek ports and removable-
media bays, multimedia keyboards with built-in
CD-ROM controls, and a bevy of one-touch
programmable buttons,

drives, Samsung stole the show by unveil
ing its SDR-130 EIDE DVD-ROM drive.
Conquering the CD-R incompatibility issue
by using a proprietary single-lens/dual-laser
system called Annular Mask Pick Up, the

SDR-130 sports a 512K buffer and data
transfer rates of up to 1350K/sec.
Toshiba, meanwhile, plans to unleash CD-
R-compatible drives by late Q3 of this year.

With most manufacturers predicting that
DVD-RAM drives will ship before Q2 1998,
Hitachi shocked attendees by promising
mass-produced DVD-RAM drives by the
end of this year. Although the ink on the
2.6GB/side DVD-RAM standard is hardly
dry, Hitachi claims it will be able to fulfill
volume orders this fall. A company spokes
man said the company hopes DVD-RAM
can be a viable alternative to floppy drives
in new systems within five years. Hitachi
announced two internal DVD-RAM drives—

an IDE/ATAPi model, the GF-1000, and the
SCSI-2 GF-1050, each listing for $794. An
external SCSI-2 portable drive—the GF-
1055—will be available for $953. All drives
will feature a dual-laser head, and be com
patible with CD-R media.

Even the mobile arena was abuzz

with DVD, with notebook manufacturer
Twinhead promising a half-
height DVD drive/MPEG-2
decoder/LS120/21P combo
in a swappable drive format
by November.

As for CD-ROM, don't
count it out just yet. Using
partial CAV technology,
Toshiba had its $189 XM-
6102B 12x-to-24x EiDE CD-

ROM drive up and running.
Samsung displayed its $129 24x CD-ROM
drive as well. Still, many manufacturers are
setting their sights on the 32x mark. But
when asked about the possibility of 44x
drives, Toshiba product manager Sean

Cyrix's booth was abuzz with 6x86MX madness.

Stead told boot "by that time, second- and
third-generation DVD-ROM drives should
have surpassed the 51 percent mark in
market share, and interest in the 640MB
silver disc will begin to seriously wane."
Look for mobile 20x drives shortly.

Hitachi showed one of the first double-
speed DVD-ROM drives, the $750 GD-2000,
expected this fall. Reading both CD-ROM
and CD-R media at a 20X CAV maximum
speed, the GD-200 can also transfer data
from DVD discs at 2.76MB/sec.

LAST BUT NOT LEAST
Finally, Play Inc.'s Trinity is a $5,000 PC-
compatible video-editing solution combin
ing a live D1 production switcher, 3D digi
tal video effects, virtual sets, and a matte
generator in a single, expandable case.
Produce all the programming for your
very own cable-access channel with digital
ease. As for us, we'll probably produce the
much-anticipated pilot for bootTV. Trinity
is expected late this summer, [l]

QUAKERS
Everyone wants to be the
"Quake killer," but the suc
cessor may turn out to be
Quake 2. With real-time light
ing effects and more of
Carmack's magic. Quake 2
looks tough to beat. Epic
Megagames plans to try with
Unreal, slated for an October
debut. Trespasser, from
DreamWorks, also looks
amazing. This digital sequel to the Lost
World movie promises to deliver the most
realistic game physics model ever. Jedi
Knight from LucasArts also looks promising,
as does 3D Realms' Prey. If you'd rather
have a third-person perspective, look for
Lara Croft in the even more well-rounded

Tomb Raider ii from Eidos, featuring higher
polygon counts and enhanced scenery.

You'll feel the force with the

force-feedback fhat supports
Jedi Knight.

REAL-TIMERS

The big development in real
time strategy games is the
introduction of 3D terrain.

The niftiest is Plague, a
medieval combat game from
Eidos that combines manage
ment and fortress building
with extensive siege war
fare and economics. Total

Annihilation from Cave Dog
also has gorgeous terrain.

And for the ultimate real-time strategy
experience, relive the Civil War in Sid
Meier's Gettysburg.

FLY ON

Microsoft's Flight Sim 98 supports 3D accel
eration and great force-feedback effects,
while Sierra's Pro Pilot offers realistic terrain

and tower interactions across the nation.

Looking Glass' Flight Unlimited ii has more
of everything, but only in the San Francisco
Bay area. If you'd rather fly with a trigger
on your stick, the hottest military flight sims
are EF 2000 v2.0 and an F-22 game from
DID—both look stunning. For off-world flight
Bethesda has 10th Planet and Origin was
showing off Wing Commander: Prophecy.

if wings aren't your thing, Psygnosis'
futuristic helicopter shooter, G-Poiice, has
stunning lighting effects. And for tunnel
flying. Acclaim's
Forsaken is

the ultimate

"Descent-killer"

and one of the

most impres
sive uses of

3D hardware

we saw at

the show. H] S/d/We/er's Gettysburg.
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56.6Kbps: Time to
Choose Sides
Competing standards make your decision hard

As Study Group 16 of the International
Telecommunications Union soberly works
on a 56.6Kbps modem standard, hardware
manufacturers are waging war over specs.
Sales and mindshare hang in the balance
until January 1998, when the ITU plans to
announce a standard, and modem manufac
turers unite under a single spec.

in one corner sits U.S.

Robotics, proprietor of x2, which
is also licensed to Cardinal Tech

nologies. in the opposite corner
sit Diamond, Motorola, Hayes,
and a slew of smaller companies
who embrace K56flex, a spec
that's co-developed by Rockwell
and Lucent.

USR began shipping x2
modems in February, two months
before K56fiex hit the shelves.

At the time, the K56flex camp
accused USR of failing to point
out that FCC regulations limit x2
to 53Kbps, and that most users will only
achieve top speeds in the mid-40s due to
line conditions (a reality for both x2 and
K56flex users).

When K56flex launched, USR pointed to
the 2,382 POPs already supporting x2 and
the relatively few 500 POPs that supported
K56flex, none of which belonged to major
ISPs. The unklndest blow came May 28,
just two days before K56flex's coming-out
party. USR announced it would provide
free upgrades—software or hardware—
once the ITU finalized its 56Kbps spec.

USR now had a two-month head start

and dominant iSP support, plus their
promise that consumers could buy x2
without worrying about upgrade ramifica
tions. Since x2 and K56flex offer essen

tially the same 50Kbps peak through
put, the big issue became guaranteed
upgrades. As of mid-June, Motorola was
the only K56flex manufacturer to guaran
tee unconditional upgrades.

All modem manufacturers boot has

interviewed since February agree there's
only a 1 in 10 chance a hardware upgrade
will be required. "My suspicion is it will be
a software upgrade," concurs Les Brown
of Motorola's Research and Advanced

Development group and rapporteur for the

Diamond

to get th
KSbflex
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ITU's Study Group 16. "i don't think we'll be
proposing a standard much different from
the solutions companies are offering."

Still, most K56flex companies are avoid
ing broad promises. "You're seeing vendors
being a little bit irresponsible," comments
Michael Reed, Diamond's communications

 says its modems
are built from the ground up

e most from the
protocol

m

division product manager. He describes an
ugly scenario in which millions of modems
must be promptly swapped out, a maneu
ver that could bankrupt a company and
destroy reputations.

"There aren't many modem companies
that have a year's worth of cash to weather
that storm," Reed continues, "if you go
out of business, you're not delivering to
the customer, and if you take a year to
deliver a hardware swap—which is not
trivial—then you're not delivering either."

Motorola product manager Remi Rieger
stands by the unconditional upgrade.
"We're a $27 billion company," he says.
"That's a lot of resources behind us if we

need to do a hardware upgrade." Dean
Brady, a USR x2 product manager, is also
confident. "We're a very large company,"
he says. "If it's a hardware upgrade, we're
ready to take that hit."

The bottom line is simple: the speed
increase is tangible and worth the money,
if you're getting speeds in the 30s via your
33.6Kbps modem, you'll probably get low
50s with either x2 or K56flex. When it's

time to choose sides, go with the spec
supported by your favorite iSP and buy
from a stable manufacturer with the best

price, bundle, add upgrade plan. 0

NUGGETS

3D Card

Casualties

Mount
Electronics giant Rockwell Semi
conductor announced it wiU stop all
development of the MediaStream graph
ics processor, which it acquired when
the company bought graphics specialist
Brooktree last year. Although the chip
never even made it to a reference board,
the MediaStream showed promise by
also offering onboard audio decoding.
With the 3D accelerator market becom

ing fiercely competitive, Rockwell vice
president A.C. D'Augustine shrugged
off the project, stating, "Our position
wasn't super strong in graphics anyway."

Another potential player, S-MOS
Systems, is also undergoing a shakeup.
S-MOS had teamed with RSSI to bring
its innovative FIX and TEX 3D architec

tures to market, but found it difficult
to fabricate the complex chips RSSI
demanded. Rather than call it quits
entirely, RSSI has split from S-MOS
and is hoping to go it alone, contracting
its fabrication work to more capable
chip foundries.

When 8 Million Just

Isn't Enough
/. ,• America Online.

;. j Read) besieged by a host
of problems this

and general con
sumer disdain'—has announced its

plan to bring on an additional 2 million
subscribers by year's end, now that
a $350 million technical retrofit has
been completed.

AOL drastically cut back its print,
television, and radio campaigns earlier
this year, but the company is expected to
start a new advertising campaign to lure
more customers. Be on the lookout for

those pesky AOL disks once again, espe
cially since they'U undoubtedly become
attached to every magazine, book, and
new car sold throughout the end of this
century. AOL users might want to snag
at least one of those disks, however: They
may include an updated version of the
AOL software, code named Casablanca,

,;due out in late October.
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PURE LUST
HIGH-TECH TOYS AND TOOLS WITH THE RIGHT STUFF
COMPILED BY DAVID PESCQVITZ

■<!

HOLOSIGHT
Just like CJ. Joe
used to have, Bushnell's
$639 Holasight uses holograph
ic technoiogy to hring the heads-up display feel
of an F-14 Tomcat to your handgun or rifle. When Illu
minated hy laser light, a reticle image appears on the target
plane In focus. A bull's eye is just a matter ol placing the bright red reticie image on the
target and shooting. The dovetail mounting arrangement of the 246 g waterproof and fog-
proof site is adaptahie to aimost any gun and fits any standard Weaver-styie base. Two
type H 1.5V batteries are inciuded along with one standard reticle. Other reticles. Includ
ing a rising tracer dot, dual rings, diamond, and open crosshairs, are avaiiabie for $137
each. Bushnell: 800.423.3537; www.hushnell.com

mm

TW40F80 WIDE-SCREEN TV Call it multitasklng.loshiha's new 40-inch
TW40F80 widescreen TV features a Double Window function for dual-program
viewing—one show on each side of Ihe screen. The programs can he selected
from the two built-in tuners or from external video sources. Also, this beautiful
screen is housed in a slim cabinet less than 16-lnches deep so It won't take over,
your living room, unless you want it to. The $3,300 set delivers a sharp picture
of more than 600 foot-lamherts and 800 lines of horizontai resolution with a
negative radius CRT design to improve brightness and contrast, and Color
Temperature Control so you can delermine the "warmth" of the image. Toshiba
America Consumer Products: 201.628.8000; www.toshiba.com/tacp

BUSHIDO BUDE
Squaresoft's Bushido Blade cuts
through all comers with an awe
some mix of deadiy reality and
unlimited passibiiities. While
other PlayStation fighting
games heat yeur fighters dewn
with inhuman amounts of dam
age, a single, well-timed slash
of a katana In Bushido Biade
will slay your Samurai. This wiil
repulse combo-manic
Street Fighter fans, but it makes
for some spectacularly realistic

weapon-based combat with carefully timed thrusts and parries. Specific body
damage Infliction results In slashed legs and limping warriors. Slice through an
arm, and it loses function.

It's a fight to the bioody finish as you jump down bridges, dash swords in
river streams, and run among green bamboo shoots in a fully realized 3D world
filled with texture-mapped polygons and smooth frame rates. A cinematic story
line and muitiple weapons make for boundless replayabillty. Bushido Blade is
avaiiabie In Japan and will eventually make Its way stateside. Fighting games
don't get more realistic than this! Squaresoft: www.sqla.com

SWINGMATE From radar-detector Impresar
ios Bel-Tronics comes the SwIngMate, a
device based on fuzz-buster technology
but applied to the driving range. Put
SwingMate three feet behind the tee-
off position, swing, and SwingMate
measures your cluhhead speed
and provides the distance your
ball should travel based on
how fast you swing. The
more yeu practice, the
easier it is to consistently
repeat your ideal swing.
The $100 SwingMate
also suggests the
appropriate club to use
based on a specified
distance. Watch out Tiger
Woods. Bel-Tronics:
800.341.1401

AUTO TASER You've seen the Air Taser in Pure Lust (boot 05). Now here's
the Auto Taser. The metal pole is locked on a steering wheei and armed with
a remote control. If a baddle tries to enter your ride, the Auto Taser's motion
detectors sense it and activate a screeching alarm. Not enough to deter most
thieves, right? Moments after the warning sounds, the Auto Taser is sur
rounded by a 5,900-milliwatt electron pulse to zap the intruder. That's not
enough power to kiil, but more than enough to strongly discourage the thief
from messing with your ride. Rubber and leather gloves don't provide protec
tion either. Powered hy three 9V alkaline batteries, the $200 Auto Taser will
keep grabbing hands off your goods. Air Taser 602.991.0797
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WALKMAN WM-EX5 in honor of their SOth Anniversary, Sony
idcks out the Waikman WM-EX5 stereo cassette piayer. The sieek
mirror-tinish cassette-size casing makes this Waikman a design
tour de force. With 62-hour playback from the internal rechargeable
battery and one AA battery, you'll never be without your Mega Bass.
The 36x fast forward/rewind speed enabies you to hear where
you're heading on a tape, so finding that awesome drum fiil is
simpie. Sony's AMS (Automatic Music Sensor) technoiogy
skips around the tape to locate and play up to nine songs.
Auto reverse, the Automatic Voiume Limiter System, Auto
Shut-Off, and Dolby B Noise Deduction round out the
$300 WM-EX5, which weighs just 6 ounces with
batteries. Happy anniversary, indeed! Sony
Eiectronics: 800.222.7669; www.sony.com

COCOA FROSTED FLAKES ok, so
they may not be high tech, but Keiiogg's
Cocoa Frosted Fiakes are the iatest break

fast taste sensation. Combining the good
ness ofgoiden fiakes of corn (what did
you think they were made of?), a trace
of soybean, and a deiicious chocoiate-
frosted coating. Cocoa Frosted Fiakes are
the uitimate part of a compiete breakfast.
They're aiso fat free, choiesterol free, and
fortified with 10 essentiai vitamins and

minerais. Best of alt, these Tony the Tiger-
approved flakes turn an ordinary bowi of
milk into a mouth-watering chocolate
concoction. Keiiogg's: 800.962.1718;
www.keiioggs.com

Son Y
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PHANTOM Radar detection Just isn't enough
anymore. Those who choose to travei in the fast iane
shouid be equipped with a iaser scrambier, such as
the one in Rocky Mountain Radar's Phantom. The
company is so confident about its $360 box that it
win cover the fine if you get a speeding ticket within
a year of purchase (some restrictions apply, of
course). The Phantom disables Radar and Lldar guns
from as far as three miles away to 50 to 200 feet
from the speed trap. According to the company,
"Radar scramblers work by mixing a portion of the
radar signai with background ciutter, than refiecting
it back to the squad car with a speciai antenna,"
confusing the radar gun's computer. Sound iiiegai?
Only if you five in OK, MN, and Washington, B.C.
Rocky Mountain Radar: 915.587.0307

LUNAR GUN WITH RED SIGHT Sofa-bound Bruce Wiiiis-wannabes rejoice! The shooting segment of Die Hard Triiogy on the PSX,
a hoiiow experience with stock game pads, has a whcie new took and feet when you're packin' Naki's $30 Lunar Gun with optional Red
Sight. The iight-gun controiier features auto-reload, auto-fire, and semi-auto-fire, which pops off three sheils per squeeze. A Special but
ton, activated by your thumb, triggers bombs and speciai weapons. The oniy thing the gun doesn't do is auto-aim, but don't worry, with
the barrei-mounted iaser sighting, you'ii never miss your mark again. Waste internationai terrorists with pinpoint precision, toast the
roaches in your kitchen, or biind the cat with the $17 optional Red Sight attachment. Naki: 809.626.6254
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"He Was Always Su-cll A Nice, Quiet Boy."

ouLt at www.gopostai.econ

Ox call 1 - 8 8 8- 79 7-58 6 7 fox a fully loaded demo disk (use

tlie code woxds "gas cliamljex"). Aud yeai., tkexe is

a ckaxge - but don't go postal - it's only S bucks.

RUNNING WITH
SCISSORS
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GAME THEORY I

erkeley, Seattle, The
Village: they all pale
in comparison to the
microcultures arising
on the net to promote
everything from fer
ret grooming to Band-
Aid collecting. Even

though dunderheads such as A1 Gore
and Newt Gingrich yammering about
the "Global Village" make me wince,
there is something to all this connectiv
ity and the way it allows people to hook
up with like-minded others, no matter
how obscure the catalyst.

Online gaming is not obscure, even
though the majority of Internet users
have never played an online game, and
the king of all online games. Quake,
infects gamers like a virus and keeps
them hooked into their providers, frag
ging and being fragged into the wee
hours. Hardcore gamers thrive on com
petition, and teams form to compete in
organized online play. In Quake, these
are called "clans," but similar groups
have popped up around Diablo and X-
Wing vs. TIE Fighter.

Glan Arrakis is dedicated to the Dune

novels, the Manson Family fights for
Charlie (or Marilyn, depending on who
you listen to), the Jedi Knights swear by
Jedi Creed ("A Jedi never acts from
hatred, anger, fear, or aggression. To
act from anger is to court the Dark
Side," and so on), Da Gambinoz feature
the theme from The Godfather at their
web site and their motto is "Never go
against the family." members of the
Serial Killers have names such as

Dahmer, PeeWee (as in Gaskins, I
assume), Zodiac, and Lechter.

Clans reside all over the world—

Brazil, the Netherlands, Japan, the UK,
Australia—but most seem to be based

in America and Canada, and most of

these operate out of universities where
students have fast Ethernet lines, un

limited connections, lots of spare time,
and mass quantities of caffeine. Like
anything. Quake and Quake clans attract
a mixed bag of true gamers, people
looking for friends and fun, and disaf
fected sociopaths. Quake has that lure.
I've seen people stiU playing in a room
they created 20 hours before. ("Have

WITH T. LIAM MCDONALD

Clannish Behavior
HEROES, HARDCORE GAMERS, THE LONELY, AND

THE CERTIFIABLE GATHER TO FRAG

The number of Quake clans is
uriknown, though there are easily thou
sands. Most have their own web pages,
logos, handles, and "skins" (the distinc
tive outfits they wear while playing). As
Chris "Dakine" Jones, of Clan EC (The
Evil Geniuses) points out, "The main
purpose of a clan is
to bring together a
group of people with
the same ideas,

morals, and values,

then build and orga
nize a strategy that
will beat the opposing clan. It's also a
good way to make new friends."

Clans forge their own identity and vie
for bragging rights by challenging each
other and then fighting it out. The Evil
Dead, Grim Reapers, Hell's Minions,
The Psycho Men Slayers (known as
PMS, an all-female clan), and Crack
Whores are among the almost 400 listed
on Yahoo alone. Some have a theme:

"We devo

you been here aU this time?" I asked
one. "The fridge is close and 1 just pee
out the window," was the answer.)

Some take it way too seriously, like
the clan whose web page announces:
"We are complete Quake junkies. We
devote ourselves to Quake, for it is the

levels, or creating information
gateways on the web, such as
Blues News (www.bluesnews.
com) or Redwood's Quake
page (redwood.stomped.com).
It's a commimity that's grow
ing fast, and I'm very proud to
be part of it."

Anyone can form or join a
clan, and many servers run
tryouts for new clan members.
You need a few qualifications.
Obviously, you have to be a
good Quaker (no, not that
kind), but also an extreme
Quaker willing to put in seri
ous time. You can't be a hot

dog: clans work together and
have leaders. If you're not a
team player, you're not a clan
member. And while almost aU

blow a lot of smoke and hurl

insults and profanities with the
best, there's a limit: you have to
have a good personality and not be an
antisocial nutcase. You have to eam

your membership, and clans regularly
eject members who aren't up to snuff or
endanger team members.

Since David Kirsch developed Capture
the Flag (CTF) play, clans and teams have
become far more important. In CTF, you
need to work as a team to get the other
clan's flag and protect your own, and
frags take a back seat to collective strategy.
Each clan has strategies and gimmicks
they use, like running plays in football.
They know each level inside out, and can
build complex ambushes or work defen
sive plans, such as guarding important
health resources and weapons. Like
any sport, they value sportsmanship

T. UAM MCDONALD Is

the all-knowing god of

gaming. His mother still

can't believe that he plays

games for a living.

te ourselves to Quake, for

us together. It shapes our thoughts,
are strong and supreme. We are a

it is the one true thing. It holds
It rules our every action. We
smooth and fluid machine."

one true thing. It holds us together. It
shapes our thoughts. It rules our every
action. We are strong and supreme. We
are a smooth and fluid machine."

"The Quake 'subculture' has actually
formed into a huge community," says
Dakine. "Everyone has come together
and contributed to the community in
some way, whether it be making new
mods, TCs [total conversions], new

and teamwork.

It's been interesting to see such a
large and pervasive subculture arise
aroimd a single game in so short a time,
with its own heroes, roles, organizations,
events, and rules of conduct, all linking
people from many walks of life and all
comers of the world in the single and
noble purpose of blowing the crap out
of each other. [1]
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N THE LINETen years from now, I'll
be sitting in some post-
apocalyptic bar remi
niscing, "Remember
when the Internet used

to be free?"

In fact, I've already
said that. When I was

in high school, Internet access was free,
through local freenets and BBS systems.
When I got to college, it was stiU possi
ble to get online for nearly free. And
today... who can complain about unlim
ited access for less than $20? But how

long do you suppose this is gonna last?
These are the facts (littered with my

humble opinions):
Even as MCI trumpets its commit

ment to the Internet, phone lines are
uniting under a single entity and it
seems there's no way to block the very
convenient next step in Internet pricing:
per-minute service charges. After all,
that's what this company knows best.

Wait! It gets better!
AT&T and SBC are talking merger.

What the press release meant to say
was that the company has realized that
as the telecom giants move ever-quicker
toward per-minute pricing, there's no
reason UUNET should be left out of the

revenue windfall. Don't let the CEO's

false modesty convince you that UUNET
just wants to control its losses—there is

some serious cash to be made.

Instead of charging ISPs a per-
minute tax, the FCC prefers a flat tax
based on the number of extra telephone
lines in a household.

Local ISPs, however, will be hardest

hit. Many ISPs have thousands of extra
phone lines and the expense wiU put
them out of business... unless some

friendly telco steps in to buy your ISP
account—just like financial institutions
sell loans and credit accounts.

Case in point: MindSpring has
acquired the accounts of eight small
ISPs so far this year and plans to buy
at least eight more before year's end,
according to Cliff Bryant, MindSpring's
manager of acquisitions.

WITH SHEL KIMEN

Death of the Fiat Rate
TELECOM MEGALOPOLIES THREATEN TO RULE THE NET

This would be the next largest merger
in history, with nearly $80 billion in
potential revenue. In April, SBC merged
with Pacific Telesis, the giant that already
owns Pacific Bell, Southwestern Bell,
and Cellular One.

AU phone lines, united by a single
service, with per-minute service charges
for aU.

UUNET, the world's largest ISP is
terminating its peering relationships—
or plans to add a
fee. "This is a purely
economic deci

sion," says John
Sidgmore, presi
dent and CEO of

UUNET. "We are

100 percent in

favor of inter

connection and

won't deny access to anyone. However,
where the use of our respective infra
structures would clearly be imbalanced,
we cannot reasonably be expected
to provide our transport, route man
agement, and support resources at
no charge."

"We won't

UUNET is up to something, and
heck. Sprint may as well get hip to the
new world order. Seems like the new

private exchange points—most likely
owned by AT&T, MCI, and their sub
sidiaries—are going to yield healthy
profits for these upstanding mega-
lopolies, in addition to the anticipated
per-minute surcharge on net access.

Several ISPs, including AT&T, GTE,
EarthLink, MCI, Netcom, UUNET, and

biz plans, when they're forced
to raise prices, customers wiU

bail. Biz plan changes and cor
porate re-orgs seem pretty

unlikely at this point. What is
likely is that the ISPs (and
existing customer bases) will
be quickly acquired—less
mess and less bad PR for the

telecom companies.
The not-for-profit Corpor

ation for National Research

Initiatives (merlin.cnri.reston.
va.us/home/cnri.html) will
run the lOPS. CNRI specializes
in understanding networked
environments—intimately.
More than anyone, this organi
zation understands not just
how to access as many people
as possible, but also how future
access pricing could be maxi
mized for the ISPs in the lOPS.

Remember, the lOPS roster

includes AT&T, MCI,
and GTE. In this context,

"not-for-profit" is a fan
tastic marketing ploy
to offset the "for profit"
agendas these organiza
tions have coUaborated

on. No one suspects non-profit organi
zations of evil.

Supposing AT&T and MCI can demo
cratize the net, making it affordable, and
somehow learning to manage the bUhons
of customers (and e-maU addresses, and
DNS entries, and computer-related tech
support), do we really want two compa
nies to control the Internet? Not only
will these two companies own (and
profit immensely from) the backbone.

SHEL KIMEN

(kimendweil.com) has spent

more time online then Is reason

ably healthy for one person and

dreams In hypertext.

deny access to anyone, However, wtiere ttie use
of our infrastructures would clearly be imbalanced, we
cannot reasonably be expected to provide our transport,
route management, and support resources at no charge,"

— Jo/ia Sidgmore, CEO UUNET

ANS Communications recently came
together and formed lops.org, allegedly to
focus on industry-wide technical issues.

Make no mistake. Netcom, EarthLink,
PSInet, and their ilk stand to lose the

most in these negotiations—taxes,
mergers, and all. Under their current

exchange points, and communication
lines, you can bet they'll also have a
say about what content is—and is
not—acceptable. And we're worried
about Microsoft?

These possibilities make Blade Run
ner's vision of the future look cheery. 0
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FAST FORWARDImagine if people named their
children the same way semi
conductor companies name
their chips. We'd have kids
whose names were either silly
or pretentious, or that told you
almost nothing about what the
kid was really like.

Come to think of it, people do name
their children the same way semicon
ductor companies name their chips.

Still, that's no excuse. We don't buy
children, but we do buy computers based
on what kind of CPU is inside. And CPU

names are downright confusing.
Take Intel's, for instance. "Pentium

IT" sounds like a second-generation
Pentium. It is, sort of. Except it's reaDy
an improved version of the Pentium Pro.
"Pentium Pro" sounds like an improved
version of the Pentium, but it's really a
whole generation beyond the Pentium.
It woitld have made better sense if Intel

had named the Pentium Pro the Pen

tium II, and had named the Pentium II

the Pentium II Pro.

began associating "SX" with the concept
of missing features.

By this time, AMD and Cyrix were
making x86-compatible chips that also
went by the names of 286, 386, and
486. Intel went to court, but a judge
ruled that ordinary numbers aren't pro-
tectable trademarks. Intel was having
second thoughts about those numbers
anyway, because it was hatching a crazy
plan to mass-market microprocessors on
TV as if they were everyday consumer
products, like bottles of dandruff sham
poo. Nobody but an engineer would
wash their hair with a shampoo called
80586. So Intel sponsored a company
contest to dream up a consumer-friendly
name for the next chip.

Intel paid a professional product-
naming agency to come up with
"Pentium." The root syllable "pent"
made sense because the Pentium is the

fifth-generation x86, but where did that
pretentious suffix come from? Is it a
chip or a Roman god?

People laughed, but not for long. A

Another Chip in the Wall
MAKING A MICROPROCESSOR A HOUSEHOLD NAME

Confused yet? Hold on, it gets worse.
Until 1993, Intel's chip names actu

ally meant something. The first chip in
the series now known as the 80x86 or

x86 architecture was the 8086. It built

upon an earlier 8-bit chip (the 8080)
while stretching the architecture to 16
bits. So the name "8086" made perfect
sense—to anyone who mattered.

The original IBM PC had a variation
of the 8086 called

the 8088. This chip
had a 16-bit core

with an 8-bit I/O
bus, so the name

"8088" made

sense, too. So did

the names of subsequent x86 chips: the
second-generation 80286, the third-gen
80386, and the fourth-gen 80486.

But that's when Intel started taking
detours. First came the 386SX: a 32-bit

386 with a 16-bit I/O bus. People associ
ated the suffix "SX" with a narrower

bus. Then Intel announced the 486SX.

Was it a 486 with a narrower bus? Nope.
It was a 486 without an FPU. People

The root s

barrage of "Intel Inside" ads established
"Pentium" as a widely recognized brand
name among consumers—even though
most couch potatoes don't know a CPU
chip from a cow chip.

Pundits thought this name recogni
tion backfired on Intel in 1994 when the

Pentium was revealed to have a buggy
FDIV instruction. If Intel hadn't made

Pentium a household name, they rea-

ITH TOM HALFHILL

The wild popularity of the
Pentium did turn out to be a

trap, though. The problem
with marketing microproces
sors as consumer products is
that by the time you've burned
the brand name into the Flash

ROMs of people's minds, the
chip's obsolete. The life cycle
of a CPU is much shorter than

the life cycle of a dandruff
shampoo. Intel couldn't bear to
waste aU that hard-won name

recognition, so the sixth-gen
x86 is called the Pentium Pro

instead of the Sextium. (Well,
OK, it's not the only reason.)

Unfortunately, some people
thought the Pentium Pro was
just an improved Pentium, not a
next-gen processor. So Intel
came up with "Pentium II."
Kings, popes, and rich people
have been adding Roman ntun-

erals to their names for

centuries, so it clearly in
dicates a new generation.
Sure, it's a little odd that

the root syllable "pent"
means five, not six.

Oh, yeah: MMX.
When it was still a secret

project, it was called "MMx" (note the
lowercase "x") and it stood for "multi
media extensions." At intro, MMx myste
riously morphed into MMX. "It's only a
brand name," explained an Intel spokes
man. "It doesn't stand for anything."

Right. And when AMD and Cyrix
announced their "MMX-compatible"
processors, Intel went to court to stop
them from using this incredibly clever

TOM HALFHILL Is a senior

editor at Byte magazine and the

author of two computing books.

He first became interested In

computers during the disco era.

yllable "pent" made sense because the Pentium Is
the fifth-generation x86, but where did that pretentious
suffix come from? Is It a chip or a Roman god?

soned, the scandal wouldn't have gone
much further than techie trade journals
such as EE Times and the Microprocessor
Report. But the national media frenzy
actually worked in Intel's favor. Today,
few people remember the FDIV bug,
and even fewer understand what it was

all about. But everyone remembers
the Pentium.

If only Apple could get this lucky.

brand name. They've now reached a
compromise, but wouldn't it be funny if
AMD and Cyrix had simply advertised
their chips as "MMx-compatible"? After
all, it doesn't stand for anything.

It's a strange age when TV com
mercials sell microprocessors to couch
potatoes, while the names of those
microprocessors no longer make sense
to techies. 0
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Call it a game if you liken but this
is the most impressive example cif
artificial life I have seen - ■■

Richard DawkinsT Oxford University zoologist and author

I  first saw this program in the same
week that evidence was discovered of

life on flars- This is more exciting- ̂  ii||
Douglas Adamsn Author of Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

1..

Coming This Fall
for lJindows®'^S and Macintosh®CD-ROU

mindscapegames-com

m
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Product Information Number 238

id distributed by Mindscape, Inc. under exclusive license from CyberLife Technoiogy.
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PalmPilot Ask anyone who actually

one and watch their eyes gloss ovet

ey wax on about Its huge feature se:
packed Into a diminutive formfactor

Small enough to fit Into your shir
pocket, the PalmPilot k

the product to beat In the hlghl]
competitive moblle/PC/PD/

L  arena. While many companlet
are trying to duplicate Iti

fe.. success, most an
doomed to fall. Tht

reason? They'n

1 /77/ss//7d' the ont
main ingredien

t- Jeff Hawkins—thi
*  designer and creator of tht
jt PalmPilot. He and his team havt
P' made the PalmPilot the produc
f ' to own this yeai

PHOTOGRAPHS BY

MARKMADEO
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Wawiyi*
f made you think you could sell a computer without a keyboard?
sWhat made us think we had the guts to go out and tell

we're going to eoraeup with this screwy liltle alphabet ,
oing to have to learn? A lot oC people thought it was a

really dumb idea, including a lot of peojtle here at Palm.
But) was toiiYHKed because of tlto foimfactoi. We want to

build little products, and you can't make a really great little prod
uct with a keyboard. A.s keyboards get small, they become difficult
te-use-and people hate them with a passion; They look at them
-aadrthey cringe, .
;  Bitt Graffiti works. You have to learn it, but you have
to learn how to use a keyboard, too, and that's much
harder. It takes weeks to learn how to touch type if "T
you're lucky! You can learn Graffiti in 20 minutes. '

Xerox Is suing U.S. Robotics over Graffiti, asking you to nn

cease and desist. Will you? "
They're alleging infringement of some patent (

they have related to Graffiti, but Graffiti is our product—
it's a technology we own, that I designed. And we don't go
behave there s any basis for that suit. We are not going
to cease and desist selling Pilots or Graffiti in products.

If someone else built a product that looked like Pilot and had
h-like product, they'd probably sue them loo.
there any one product that could be a formidable opponent?
Well, today there aren't too many products like the Pilot

sfc nie GE device is very different. Sharp has announced a
cti which is a repackage of something tlrey're selling in Japan.
hat's the SE-500?

tovThe SE-something. I don't know the number of it. It's
aian a Pilot. It doesn't have a keyboard but it doesn't really

^xt input either.
'hat does It use for Input?

iA little pop-up keyboard on the screen. I've only seen the
ipliiese version. Until it ships here I'm not too worried about it.
But Japanese companies don't typically understand platforms at
all, they don't understand operating systems, they don't under
stand synchronization. So it might look a lot like the Pilot, but it'.s
not going to behave like one and it won't be as successful.

I worry much more about the product we haven't seen yet-my
worst competitors who design an exact Pilot knock-off and put a
billion dollars Jjehind it. How do you compete against that? Clearly
Isdiorosofl is in that camp-I worry a lot about them, but not with
any of the products they're shipping today.

Some describe the Pilot as "the fiewton MessagePad done rlghi"
Would you agree?
i G . I'd say it's handheld computing done better. I don't want;;;
to contrast with the Newton because I'm not sure il l even know : ;

what the Newton really is. But 1 think the yi.sion the early Newton : ::
people had about handheld computing is the same Vision we had;

We just took a different approach and have been more successful.
We failed at: first, like everybody else. Palm was originally a soft

ware company and we were working on other people's PDAs. We :
worked with Casio and Sharp and Hewlett-Packard and even Apple.

T'hat approach failed because the first round of PDAs were all
terrible. We knew what to do, but we couldn't get anybody to do
the right thing. So three years ago, we were sitting around with :
one of our board members, commiserating about how miserable
the PDA market was. He said, "Well, do you know what to do?" 1
said "Yeah, I know what to do." And he said "Go do it." So we did.

That involved

changing from a soft-

"The Pilot is the largest ware company to a
^  hardware and soft-

product I ever want to make. ware company that
'  does a lot more

It should be smaller as we aggressive stuff.
1 came up with a few

go forward. things that we target
ed: First, size is

■aaaa'E: important and shlffiY
pocket size is critical. The Pilot is theiargest-product I ever want
to make and it should be snjaller as we go forward. Second, people
want very simple, fochiltlfuiKlioiiality. 'Third IS speed. People , i: ;,
do,n't compare a Pilot to a PC; they compare it to paper. And it's
got to be better performance than paper. We did studies to see;
how long il took people to look something up in a paper calendar. :
We had to be quicker than that.

The next thing is cost—it has to be inexpensive. We targeted
$299 for our initial entry price, which was very aggressive at the
time. And the last thing it had to have was seamless connectivity
to the PC so that when you backed up your data, it was trivial—
one button, it all happens. Ihose are the things we did right in the
first Pilot.

So you knew what not to make, but how did you decide exactly what
the Pilot should be?

.  I've been doing portable computers my whole career,
which is now spanning 18 years. 1 did it at Intel. 1 did it at a com
pany called Grid Systems. So when we started Palm, there was a
lot of solid knowledge about how people used handheld portable
systems that just sort of effu ses through your personality and your
knowledge base. We have a lot of other people herewith similar :
backgrounds. It was a combination of that attd the failed products;:
and talking to the customers who tried to use products such as the

.tlfewton-f; flow much does consumer feedback dictate your decisions?
Once you've got a product that's successful, you

faJjMutely have to talk, to your custiiiners and you havetb do it
■The lime. We dp monthly e-mail surveys of registeredusers; wee ^
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LIP
also do phone surveys and focus groups.
You have to listen to what they say.

On the other hand, you can't listen to
them all the time. Sometimes they'll teU
you they want something and you'll have to
say, "But if I give it to you, you're not going
to like it." That happens a lot. It's tricky to
know when to listen to them and when not

to listen to them.

Nobody told us to do a PalmPilot. They
told us that they wanted a Newton that was
smaller and faster and cheaper. It's a big
difference. You have to combine your own
original thinking and vision of a break
through new product with listening to
customers very carefully for how to rev
the current product.
boot So how long did it take aii these elements
to gel into the first Pilot?
Hawkins I said 1 knew what to do. I actually
didn't at the time, but I figured I'd figure
it out in 24 hours. So the next day I had a
cardboard prototype of the Pilot—it looks
just like the final version.
boot Reaiiy? Exactly like the shipping Pilot?
Hawkins Very close. We didn't have the but
tons laid out like this. I made it in my
garage. Had a cardboard cradle and a card
board box the same size, I picked a 150x160
display and said, "We can make this for
$299." It took a month to get the program
really rolling. Some of our investors thought
it was crazy. But we did it anyway. We had
$3 million left in the bank and we basically
figured we had to develop the product from
that fund. We had 28 and we built the Pilot

up to preproduction on those funds.
The product was conceived May of '94.

And we introduced the product January '96.
boot What features from the original design

were left out of the finished product?
Hawkins Very few. One thing we did right

was spec the product very carefidly. And I
refused to let anybody compromise.

We didn't spec PCMCIA, we didn't spec
infrared, we didn't spec a keyboard, there
was no expansion port in the traditional
sense. So there were a lot of things we just
didn't spec to begin with. One of the few
things we ended up not doing was a mem
ory card on the back for program and data
storage. Originally we had hoped to put
two cards, so you'd be able to upgrade just
the user data storage without changing the
ROM. But we couldn't find a reliable con

nector that would fit into the package for
two of those. That was a very minor loss.
boot Why didn't you spec some of those other

features, such as an iR port or PCMCIA support?
Hawkins Back at that time, it was perceived
as radical or crazy not to put something
like that into a handheld. Everybody had it.
In fact, some had two slots for PCMCIA
cards. We just asked, "Does the customer
reaUy value what's being given to them?"
We were trying to meet size and cost goals
and all those things add cost.

PCMCIA for example, makes the prod
uct a lot bigger. There's the perception that
you can plug anything into a PCMCIA slot
and it works. In reality, almost nothing
works when you plug it into a PCMCIA
slot! Plus, our very low power system
would restrict it even further. So we'd have

to come up with a very short list of things
you could actually plug in.

Giving that "extra value" to a customer
actually makes the experience worse and
makes the product bigger. On the other
hand, customers felt it very important to be
able to upgrade the product, so we're the
leading edge in having this memory card
that lets you totally change the nature of
the product. I can upgrade the software

US to do a Pilot

They told us they
wanted a Newton

that was smaller

and faster and
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and the storage on the PalmPilot and no
other product avaOable today lets you do
that. So when we got rid of PCMCIA, we
decided, "Hey, give them something that's
really valuable: an upgrade path." I think
that was the right choice.

We didn't put infrared in there because
what you can do with infrared doesn't
make a lot of sense. You can print with
infrared, but we don't print from the
Pilot, we use PCs for that. You can
exchange data, but there weren't enough
products out there to beam between one
another. Now that there are a million

Pilots out there, I'll probably add infrared
to them. But for starters, get the price,
get it out, and get good functionality. It's
what people want.
boot in addition to iR, what other features

wouid you like to add to the next version?
Hawkins The weakest part of all these
products-not just the PalmPilot, but all
the competitors as well-is the display tech
nology. Ours is as good as anybody's, but
they all stink. Not all the people who own a
PalmPilot have good eyesight and a lot of
them have trouble reading the screen. The
contrast isn't as strong as we'd like. I'd
really like a display that looks like a piece
of paper-a white white with a black black
on it or color would be ideal, but the tech

nologies for portable products and low-
powered displays are just not there yet.
boot Did you know there are currently 2MB
hack upgrades available?
Hawkins I didn't know that! I know some

people are talking about it.
boot Yeah, you can solder on top of the current
chip. When will you guys be offering your own
and what (if any) memory limitation does the
Pilot possess?
Hawkins Well, we don't sell 2MB upgrades
because there's very little demand for it.
That doesn't mean there aren't people
who don't want it. If we sold it today, we
wouldn't sell a lot. It's easy for us to do that
product, but there's cost in producing it
and selling it and getting it out. There's no
technical reason why we couldn't put 4MB
on a PalmPilot today. The processor can
address more, but I think the bus on the
current memory card can go up to 16MB.
But from an architecture point of view,
there's no reason we couldn't put 32MB,
maybe more. With a megabyte of memory,
it's very hard to fill up.
boot What's the biggest performance
bottleneck?

Hawkins Some of the database engine
stuff gets slow, but not many people have
10,000 records! It's something we're aware
of and we've architected how to address

that as we go forward.
boot The Strong Arm Processor has a lot of
horsepower with a very small formfactor. Can your
foresee the day when we're going to get proces
sors in the PalmPilot with that much power?
Hawkins I think someday we'll have a
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much faster processor in the PalmPilot.
That's not one of our problems. The perfor
mance is excellent for almost all situations

and we don't have people asking for more
processor power.

Going forward, can I imagine applica
tions that would require more processing

PILOT SHOT DOWN

boot Where did the name "PHoVcome from?

Hawkins I came up with it originally. When you name products, you ought
to name it right early on because it sticks and you really have trouble chang
ing it later. We didn't follow that rule with the Pilot. The origi
for the product was "Touchdown." And we knew we weren't
"Touchdown." By the time we actually got around to naming t
several months before it was being introduced-it became a pr
we have all these people working on it, everyone has an opink
name you come up with, somebody's not going to like for son

I originally proposed the name "Pilot" because it had a lot ui guuu uuu-
notations. It implied travel, it implied mobility, it implied someone watch
ing out for you and guiding you. But it was shot down! Somebody in mar
keting didn't like "Pilot." So it got down to the wire and we couldn't come
up with a name and we were haying materials.and press releases and stuff
printed. We really panicked. The marketing folks came back to us and said
"Hey. Pilot wasn"t so bad! Why don't we try that?"
boot The marketing guy that shot it down. ..is he stiil with the company?
Hawkins I actually don't remember who it was. Come on, ever)'one has
an opinion. There's no right apswer to these things.

power? Yes. And will there be faster pro
cessors in some future products? Almost
certainly, but it's not a high-priority
item today.
boot What sort of iimitations do power manage
ment and formfactor pose?
Hawkins A whole bunch of limitations roll

into one another. To design this product
with the battery we wanted and the price
we wanted, we had to deal with a whole
series of issues. It dictated the architecture

of the OS. We ended up with a single-tier
memory architecture.

It's not a limitation, but it's a design
consideration.

You end up designing the product dif
ferently. This is why we talked about, like
Windows CE—it's very difficult to make
a WinCE product that works like a Pilot
because it's a two-tier PC architecture.

We don't bring data into some temporary
stores; we don't bring apps into temporary
stores. It's all single tier.

So what are the limitations? There

aren't many, but there are a lot of architec
tural issues.

boot Win the next PalmPiiot be backward

compatibie?
Hawkins As much as possible. That is a goal
of ours. When we introduced PalmPilots, we

r

Japanese companies
don't typically understand

platforms at all, they
don't understand

operating systems,
don t understand

synchronization.
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cotildn't make everything backward com
patible. We added a backlight, which a lot
of people wanted, but there's no way to
upgrade existing units. But every software
feature, the additional storage, the additional
performance—everything else, we upgraded
all the existing owners. No one else even
comes close to doing that in this business.
We're very conscious of maintaining invest
ments made in the PalmPilot. So I can guar
antee that anybody buying a PalmPilot today
wiU be able to upgrade it to some extent as
new functionality comes out.
boat I notice you're using a Ricochet wireiess
modem on your PaimPiiot.
Hawkins Yeah, I use one. Today there
are several wireless options. It's very
intriguing for some people and I think
those products will do well. NovaTel
Wireless has announced CDPD cradle

radio attachment.

I'd like to see a lot of that functionality
integrated in the product, because it's a
really big downside having to snap the Pilot
into something.

Look what we did on the desktop—a
cradle that comes with the Pilot. A lot of

people said, "Just plug the cable into the
bottom of the Pilot and make it sync, it's
cheaper." We said, "No, that's too hard.
People just want to drop it in and push a
button." We tested it in focus groups and it
made a big difference. Same thing with
wireless capabilities. When we do wireless
in the PalmPilot, it's going to be that
simple—one button, no configuration.
boot Wouid you up the price of the PaimPiiot to
add these technoiogies?
Hawkins Sure, absolutely.
boot What's the highest price you'd seii a

PaimPiiot for?

NOBODY MOVES OR

THE BETAZOID GETS IT!

1  What do you think of the Tricorder app?
I've seen it, but don't ask me tech questions about it!

We were wondering if anyone had ever robbed a bank using a Piiot and the Tricorder app?
How.' With the noises and beeps and such?

Exactly. You could start up the Tricorder app and say it's armed to go off.
I don't want to suggest...

You haven't heard of anybody robbing a bank with one?

I haven't heard of any illicit uses of the Pilot yet. It may have happened, but...
If you do, win that be the indication that it's a bona fide success?

There have been many times when I've said to myself, "I guess it's made it now,"
after we've heard someone using it for something.

Hawkins Depends on the technology.
There's no pat answer. We still have our
entry-level product at $299. And it's
important to have that product point, but
once you're addicted to the PalmPilot and
it becomes a part of your daily life, then
you can justify more. We have people
who buy multiple PalmPilots, just in case
they lose one.

You have to remember that even $299

is a lot of money. There are not too many
things you spend $299 for. So it's a goal to
reduce the price. I look forward to the day
when every college student, every high-
school student owns one. At that point, I'd
have to be selling it for $99. It will happen.
boot Any plans for a more rugged or water
proof PaimPiiot?
Hawkins It's not something we have
planned. I've heard rumors of other people
repackaging them and sealing them up.

boot Wouid you license that?
Hawkins For all I know we may be doing
that already.
boot So you may not know what's going on...?
Hawkins I don't know about 97 percent of
the stuff that goes on! There are too many
deals that happen every day. I'm more wor
ried about how we're going to beat the
competition and how we're going to come
out with the next breakthrough product.
boot What will Windows CE do to the PDA

market?

Hawkins The first generation of Windows
CE products certainly raised awareness of
the product category.
boot That's a good thing, right?
Hawkins We think that's a plus. But we're
not foolish enough to think that Microsoft
isn't sitting there with their sights set on
us, which we suspect they are.
boot You think you're in Microsoft's buii's eye?

There's the perception that you can
plug anything into a PCMCIA siot

and it works,

in reality, almost
nothing works when

you plug it into a
PCMCIA slot!"
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Hawkins Well, the PalmPilot has been far
more successful than the Windows CE

devices. The current CE devices are little

PCs. They have keyboards, they try to run
PC software, and they try to have the PC
experience. If you look at how the compa
nies are differentiating the CE products,
the ones touting differentiation are moving
more in line with a PC-bigger display, big
ger keyboard, or color, etc. And that's actu
ally going to drive those guys in a different
direction from where we are. We want to

go the other way; we want to go smaller
and cheaper, more focused on functionality.

What will happen in the future I don't
know. We live by Andy Grove's paradigm:
we are paranoid. We constantly worry about
our competition. But we're also confident
we can succeed against the competition—
including Microsoft—and we can attack
them on multiple fronts: product, relation
ships, avenues of selling. There are a lot of
ways you can skin that cat.
boat Do you work a little bit harder,
knowing this?
Hawkins Yeah, absolutely. Well, not harder,
but more focused. When you've got com
petition, it's much easier to say, "I agree.
That feature is a great idea. But if we
don't ship in a month, we're going to
have our lunch eaten." It allows you to
really pare down and say "OK, what is
really critical here.' What do we have to
do and how do we get it done quickly.'"

The real magic in product design is
knowing when to say this feature is really
important and we should add it, and
when you should punt on it. It's extremely
hard for people to say no to features.
boot if you didn't have a PaimPiiot, which PDA
would you use?

Hawkins Before the PalmPilot we used

everything. Psions, HPs, we used General
Magic devices.
boot And if i took your PaimPiiot away
from you...
Hawkins I wouldn't let you! It's not a fair
question! The next choice down would be
pretty far removed. My next-favorite PDA is
a Psion. It's one of the nicer designed ones.
boot Who's the most famous person you know
that's actually using a PaimPiiot?
Hawkins There are some high-level White
House folks using them. There's also a
rock musician. I don't remember the

name. Baseball players use them for keep
ing track of pitchers. Oh, and John
Travolta, too.
boot Who is the typical PaimPiiot user?
Hawkins In the beginning it was predomi-
nantiy male, predominantly advanced PC
users. They had reasonably high incomes.
In the beginning, we joked that it was sort
of the rich-male-computer-guys-who-were-
looking-for-a-PDA type of thing.

That quickly changed. Now it's much
more across the map. Users still tend to
be professionals and people who make a
reasonable income, but there are also
students and retired people. The women
quotient is going up significantly. We
want that to go up, but it lags a little.
They're more cautious.
boot Why do you think they're cautious?
Hawkins Because they're smart! But 1
know a lot of women who use the product
and just love it.
boot What's the most common complaint from
consumers?

Hawkins The number 1 complaint we used
to have was the lack of a backlight. So we
solved that. I'd say the number 1 support

call issue has to do with configuration
problems on Windows 95, which is not
surprising. You install something in
Windows and people get in trouble. The
biggest feedback we get is that some peo
ple, generally older people, find the screen
quite hard to read in some situations.
boot Have you attended a focus group?
Hawkins Some, but not most of them.
When we do focus groups we usually get
back audio and video tapes. Good commute
time stuff-pop it in the car stereo and
listen to these people for a half an hour.
boot Gaming's been a big part of the
PaimPiiot's success. Does that surprise you?
Hawkins Not too much. We didn't put
the buttons on the bottom to be a good
game machine, but we certainly were
cognizant of it.

Early on, we took GameBoys apart
and asked, "What's in this that isn't in a
PalmPilot.'" And the only thing we didn't
have is Sprite engine hardware and they
have better sound. But it's pretty close.

I remember thinking that the symmet
rical button layout is better for gaming
because you can hit the arrow keys with
either your left or right hand. This was
definitely in the plan. In fact, the first few
games were by one of our employees,
Roger Flores.
boot Any plans to port GameBoy cartridges?
Hawkins We're not going to do that. I've
heard on the net that there's a renegade
GameBoy interpreter out there who can
take those games and run it on a 68000. I
think it would probably be illegal. So we're
not going to do it. But 1 wouldn't be sur
prised to see someone else do it!
boot So you're not talking to Nintendo?
Hawkins Not until we have that $99

aising money as

ucts when you're
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product. At $299, $399... people aren't
buying PalmPilots for games. They may
play a lot of games, but they don't buy
them for games. The shareware developers
are doing a good job with games.
boot What's your favorite PalmPilot app?
Hawkins I get addicted to the games. I'm a
thinkdng-game guy. So my most addictive
game is this solitaire golf game. I've used so
many batteries since I've got this thing.
Another one of my favorites was done in
Japan, it's called Single Numbers. It's a real
head game. You have to put numbers down
in this grid and figure out how to make it
one through nine in all the directions.

This new game just came out called
Pikohan, it must have come from Japan.
It's a very clever game of moving around
little boxes in a warehouse. I Hke that one too.

And I like chess. It was a very quality
implementation of chess.
boot What about the worst?

Hawkins There are a lot of goofy things out
there. Games that just don't do anything, but
they're not "bad." I regularly go to Adam's
page (www.inforamp.net/~adam/pilot/) and
download anything that's new. I try it aU out
just to see what people are doing. Some of it
tickles my fancy, some doesn't.
We have no religion about who writes

the software or where it comes from.

There's a whole section on Adam's web

page devoted to "worthless but interesting
apps" or something like that. Apps that
just don't do anything. There's a GPS app,
totally useless, but he admits that up front!
Basically it puts a big X on the screen and
says, "You are here." That's all it does! He
says it works flawlessly anywhere on Earth,
and it does.

One of my favorite little almost useless is
this little moon calendar. Just bring it up and
it teUs you what phase the moon is in today.
boot What's going to be in your pocket or your
hand two years from now?
Hawkins Hey! That's another way of ask
ing me maybe what we're working on, but
1 don't have to say what we're working on...

Let's see if I can answer that. I think

you'll find everything that's in a PalmPilot
today, but better—^better display, better per
formance, smaller, cheaper, faster. And I
would expect some very cool communica
tions stuff.

One thing you're going to see in the
future is very low-powered, wireless packet
radio networks. That infrastructure isn't in

place today, but it will be built out. And
I'm not going to say exactly the order of
how that's going to happen, but it's going
to happen—^10 years from now you'll be
wirelessly connected to the Internet and it

will be running on AAA batteries.
And it will cost $299 or less.

boot Many peopie use their computers
for heavy-duty PiM purposes. Can
PDAs meet aii those needs?

Hawkins I've always felt the rea
son the desktop PIM business
never did well was because a PIM

belongs in your pocket. So the PalmPilot is a
great PIM.

Will there be a day when I use a Palm
Pilot or some product like it without a
desktop somewhere? That's possible. But
you have to solve the backup problem.
Today it's easy, you just pop them in the
cradle and it syncs.

There are creative things that can be
done. People are providing services for
the PalmPilot today where you can sync
with their server, using a modem, and you
don't need a PG in your life. But it's not
for everybody.

I think there will be a day when some
people will not need to sync with a PG.
boot When's that going to be?
Hawkins Right now it's not limiting our
sales-to say that you have to have a PC
somewhere in your life. So for people buy
ing a PalmPilot today it's not a problem.
Now if I want to get every mom and pop
and every kid... you need to have access.
boot How about Java-based PDAs?

Hawkins I'm a Java fan, and I'm trying to
understand the role of Java in the PDA
space. It's a great development tool.

There's one person who did the Java
runtime library for the PalmPilot, so you
can compile Java code and run it. There's
a bunch of software that's been written in

Java on the Pilot. One guy is doing a Java
interpreter. By its very nature it would
have to be limited, like the Basic inter
preter is limited. I'm still on the fence
as to how important that is in our future.
We've sold a lot of these into Sun. Your

readers can tell us what we ought to do
with it.

mmmmrnot HOW small IS too sma

Hawkins There's sort of a yin-yang going on here. You want the product to be
small as possible, but on the other hand you don't want the screen and the usei
interface to be small. Clearly, you can make the product thinner. That's desirab
You can make the product somewhat smaller. But I'm not going to reveal any
thinking too much in this direction, but you can make the product smaller in it
horizontal directions-width and height—^without compromising the UI experie
boot is smaiier better?

Hawkins When you ask people, "What do you like about the PalmPilot?" the :
thing they say is tire small formfactor. People roll-up a lot of things, such as tl
user interface, the way the buttons work, the immediacy of the product into tli
form factor. But those are user-interface issues, not necessarily size issues. It'i
one of the reasons the Pilot has struck people, "Hey, I can use this and put it i
my pocket."
boot How much smaiier wouid you Hke the PaimPiiot to be?

Hawkins Geez! I don't know! I'm a practical guy, so when you ask me a questi
always mold it with my knowledge about technology and what's do-able. I knov
can't make dris product two millimeters thick and rigid. But if 1 could, I suppoi
that would be nice. But could I make it half as thick? Yeah, I could make it half

thick. Could I make it 10mm or 12mm thick? Yeah, I could do that.
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boot What applications would you like to run on
the PalmPilot that you can't?
Hawkins I don't really want to tell you what
I think the killer ones are.

boot Why not?
Hawkins Because 1 want to keep them
secret until we introduce them!

We have lots of products in develop
ment. The PalmPilot today is an organizer,
plain and simple. But we don't view our
selves as an organizer company. We're a
handheld computer company, and we have
a vision for what people can do with hand
held computing.
We started out saying, "OK, it's an orga

nizer." But it's reaUy a view of the data
that's on the desktop. We called the Pilot
a viewer. We didn't call it PDA internally.
It's like a little window on the data that

resides on your PC.
The next step was to expand that to a

little window on a LAN. And we did that

with the latest release.

But there are other repositories of data.
The Internet represents one. Financial data
is another. We think there's a very ripe
opportunity for figuring out how to get
information into the PalmPilot. And we're

working on a lot of these things.
boot Give us a hint

Hawkins I'd be shot if 1 told you! I can't,
other than the allusion I just made to the
fact that we have large plans for the prod
uct family and we wiU be making multiple
types of Pilots that do different things in
different environments.

This isn't a one-shot company'—^this is
a big business and it's going to be a very
large business. It's just getting started.
Just like PCs go for different types of appli
cations and avenues, we're going to be doing
the same thing in the handheld market.

This is not millennium talk here. In the

next year or two, you're going to have some
very exciting products from us-things that
incorporate new communications options
and new technologies.

The products we're working on today are
far more exciting than the PalmPilot itself.
boot Palm Computing was a smaii indepen
dent company. Then you joined up with U.S.
Robotics—a much bigger company—and now
USR has been scooped up by 30om. Is the new
regime more draconian?
Hawkins 1 don't know if I'd volunteer the

term "draconian." Clearly it's different. We
were an independent startup and now
we're part of a much larger company.
There are pros and cons to that. But the
positives vastly outweigh the negatives.

We spent a tremendous amotmt of time
raising money as a small company, and you
can't build products when you're spending
all your time raising money. U.S. Robotics
enabled us to fund the launch of the prod
uct properly.

There are also synergies on the com
munications side of the house. It's been

"There's no techn

reason why we
couldn't put 4MB on
a PalmPilot today.
The processor can
address more, but I

think the bus on the

current memory card
can go up to 16MB

a really good relationship. Also the name,
U.S. Robotics, has been a real help for us too.

There are also some downsides. You're

used to doing everything your own way and
you have to change. Fortunately, we're stiU
pretty independent. We're in a USR facility,
but 90 percent of the people here work in
the Palm division.

We take advantage of the rest of the
company when we need to. We use the
manufacturing capacity of U.S. Robotics.
That's great. The purchasing power.
That's great.
boot Because the Palm division is so different

from SOom's primary mission, there's been some
specuiation that your division might be soid.
Hawkins Ah, it's not for sale, absolutely
not. We're a happy division of U.S.
Robotics; and very shortly we'U be a
division of 3Com.

There's no friction, there's no need to
sell the company, there's no discussion.
Although I can't say that couldn't happen
in the future. Look at Apple spinning out
the Newton group.
boot But generaliy 3Com is happy to have you
onboard?

Hawkins Oh yeah, one of the great things
about 3Com is they all own PalmPilots,
every one of them. They love the Palm
Pilot. And it's a good synergy. Our future

product plans extend the networking
environment, so Palm actually fits in
pretty well.
boot So do you ever get a 3Com executive
caiiing up and going, "Gee, could you add
this feature?"

Hawkins We get a little of that and it hap
pened at USR, too. I've had a lot of conversa
tions with Casey Cowell [USR's CEO] about
features he'd like to see in the product.

Look at the PalmPilot with the back

light. We changed the power button so
there's a dimple in the center, because
Casey told me one day that he likes to use
his pen to tum it off. It added a detail to
the new product so you know this product
has a back light. We call that the Casey
Cowell Dimple.
We also get a lot of crazy requests that

we haven't done, too.
boot Last question; Do you get free tickets to
Giants games?

Hawkins There's a cartoon that was pub
lished in the internal house magazine
where in one comer, they had a USR
employee saying "Gee, 1 wonder if we're
going to get free tickets to the 49ers?" And
then on the other side you have the 3Com
employee saying "I wonder if they're going
to give us free Pilots.'"

We haven't gotten tickets yet. 0
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KILL THE
A"

MD and Cyrix are on a

mission to assassinate Intel s

MIX chip. Are their mercenary

processors a couple of humbling hit men or

high-precision marksmen you'd be proud to take

home to mother? The answer can only be found on

the sprawling plaza of Socket 7.

Intel Inside. The stickers are

everywhere—for now. As
the mighty leader of the
Silicon Nation moves for

ward with Pentium ii. Slot
1, and the Single Edge

Contact cartridge, gunmen on
the peripheral are taking pot

shots at the commander-in-chief's suddenly
wide-open Pentium MMX market. Advanced
Micro Designs and Cyrix believe there's
still plenty of life in Socket 7, and are
transporting Pentium-level MMX mercenar
ies to claim open international waters.

The assassins have attempted take
downs before. AMD has been in the

silicon game since 1969, and began bat
tling Intel in 1991 with the introduction
of its AM386 processor. Cyrix leaped into
the foray with its math coprocessor in
1988, and set its sights squarely on Intel
with a 486 clone in 1992.

Neither company has made much of a
dent in Intel's body armor, but 1997's win
dow of opportunity gives AMD and Cyrix a
much clearer shot. The upstarts acknowl
edge Intel's Slot 1-based new world order.

but are betting on OEMs and crafty home
hobbyists to embrace Socket 7 for at least
another 18 months. This time AMD and

Cyrix are deploying chips with competitive
firepower and bargain price tags.

Can AMD's K6 and Cyrix's 6x86MX kill
the Pentium? Read on for full transcripts
of eyewitness accounts and laboratory
forensics analysis.

AMD K6! Lurking in the
Motherboard Depository

Take heed, Intel, for
AMD's K6 processor with
MMX technology packs
Pentium-piercing ammo.
Three K6 processors—
166MHz, 200MHz, and
233MHz—are available,

all running at a 66MH2-system bus speed
and a 33MHz PCi bus speed. The 8.8-
miilion-transistor K6 processor is manufac
tured using AMD's 0.35-micron, five-iayer-
metai silicon process technology, and uses
321-pin ceramic pin grid array packaging
and Controlled Collapse Chip Connection
flip-chip interconnection technology.

AMDiEl
AWJ-KS'"

The K6 bristles with AMD's RiSC86

superscalar architecture: simply take your
x86 instructions and internally translate
them to commands that adhere to the

RISC performance principles of fixed-length
encoding, regularized instruction fields, and
a large register set. Why execute convoluted
x86/CiSC commands—which vary in length
from one to 15 bytes—when you can work
with fixed-length, efficient RiSC86 opera
tional code? The instruction Control Unit

(ICU) controls and buffers these operations,
handling up to 24 RiSC86 operations at a
time. This buffer size is designed to match
the K6's six-stage RiSC86 pipeline and
seven parallel execution units. The iCU can
shoot out up to six RiSC86 operations at
a time. These operations include: branch
conditional evaluation, complex integer or
MMX-register operations, floating-point
register operation, simple integer register
operation, memory store operation, and
memory load operations.

The K6 also relies on branch history/
prediction tables, and branch target cache
to help reach targets. Toss in twice the LI
cache of Intel's P55C MMX processors—32K
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for instruction cache (with additional pre-
coded cache), and 32K for write-back dual-
ported data cache—and you have enough
power to scatter the Intel motorcade.

"The K6 is comparable, if not faster,
than the P-ll, and faster across the board
when compared to P200 MMX," says Art
Afshar, president of Micro Express, which
is using K6 in its desktop systems.
"Depending on application, AMD K6 is
faster in floating-point processing."

Tyan Computer's Adam Vener likes K6
performance but is taking a wait-and-see
approach: "The K6 is performing as well
as, and in most cases, faster than the
Pentium, Pentium MMX, and Pentium
Pro—except in CAD and 3D. That's where
the Pro takes the lead, i might consider
the K6, but the question i have is: Will my
motherboard support it? Because of the
newer voltages, which are different from
equivalent Intel CPUs, it might be hard to
convince me to buy K6 unless I'm assured
of compatibility. This seems to be the
number-1 factor in deciding on the CPU
vendor. AMD has a iot of work to do to

make everyone a believer."
Expect AMD to launch a K6 266MHz

part iry Q3 of this year, and a 0.25-micron
300MHz CPU by December. Does AMD
even care about Slot 1? Dean Whitehair, an
AMD product manager, says no: "We
believe that we can do more with Socket

7, and we'll extend its life through 1998
and 1999. There is no advantage at all
right now to Slot 1 when it comes to per
formance or pricing. We're seeing our cus
tomers having to redesign their mother
boards for not that much more perfor
mance. We have plans to provide Socket 7
PCisets with AGP, and eventually lOOMHz
PCiset. We want to provide features and
ensure we're not locked out and dictated

to by what Intel's going to do."

Cyriz 6x86MX!
Trouble Brewing on
the Silicon Knoll

While many have praised
Cyrix chips as low-cost
alternatives to Intel offer

ings, others have cursed
Cyrix's 6x86 processor for
not running some applica
tions. To its credit, Cyrix

maintains a web site filled with work

arounds to problematic software. With
MMX on every bootReader's hit list, the
spotlight's now on Cyrix's latest gunman.

Cyrix's 6x86MX processor launches with
three models-the 6x86MX-PR166, PR200,

and PR233. But don't let the numbers fool

you; they aren't the actual processor clock
speeds. They are, according to Cyrix,
"Pentium performance ratings." in reality,
the PR166 operates at a 60MHz bus speed
and a 150MHz core clock speed, and the
PR200 cruises at a 66MHz bus speed and
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Forensics Analysis:
CPU bootMarking
From the Files of the hootCommission

Talk is cheap—you want the numbers. So we contracted a motherboard that worked
with all three processors and ran a specially prepared set of real-world bootMarks.

All Win95 bootMarks were run at 1024x768 at 64k colors. Because at press time

Cyrix couid oniy deiiver a 6x86MX-PR200, we eschewed testing 233MHz processors
from the other manufacturers for the sake of fairness. For the PR200, we enabied the

12 cache's Linear Mode, both on the motherboard and BiOS.

The bootMarks

CPU/Motherboard Our own basic

bootMark pokes and prods at the
processor, cache system, and memory. For
the bootMark scare, we took the average of
five runs of the test.

Win95 Apps BAPCo's SYSmark 32 for
Windows 95 is a suite of script-based tests
that gauge performance in office programs
such as Microsoft Word, Borland Paradox,
and Adobe PageMaker.
DOS Gaming id software's Quake—every
one's favorite floating-point processing hog.
Using our bootmark.dem file, DOS Quake ran
in pure DOS mode at 640x480 resolution in
fullscreen, no status bar.
3D Acceleration GLQuake is the center of

attention here. Same as above, but perfor
mance was boosted with Diamond's Monster

3D 3Dfx card. The same parameters that
applied in our DDS Gaming test apply here,
except GLQuake ran in Win95.

DirectX Gaming Shiny's built-in MDK
PerfTest program tests DirectX video-card
speeds as well as processor performance.
LI Cache We used CacheCHK to test LI

cache performance.
DMA Speed Using Rendition's DMATest,
we checked how fast bus-mastered Direct

Memory Access would be with the different
processors.

MMX Performance Equilibrium MMX-
enabled DeBabeiizer Pro is the battleground
for testing how fast each processor can
apply a superpalette to an AVI file. This
is the same benchmark we run on all our

systems. We ran the benchmark three
times and averaged the results to ensure
no wild discrepancies.
Lightwave 3D With NewTek's 3D rendering
software, we used raytrace.iws, a number-
crunching render that's often used to
benchmark systems.

Control System Configuration: OS Windows 95 OSR/2 Motherboard M-Tech R-534F W/512K L2
cache RAM 32MB EDO-DRAM SIMMs Video Rendition reference board W/4MB EDO-DRAM,
Diamond Monster 3D w/4MB EDO-DRAM Video Configuration 1024x768/64K colors @ 75Hz
Hard Drive Quantum Fireball 1.2GB EIDE CD-ROM Mitsumi FX-120T 12x CD-ROM EiOE drive

Our Findings
Depending on the application, the PenUum killers
either hit with unerring accuracy or pulled wide
of the target. Our basic bootMark test had the KB
posting an incredible average of 81, besting the
57 the P200 MMX mustered. The 6x86MX also

pulled ahead of the P200 MMX. Under BAPCo's
Win95 application-intensive SYSmark32, the
6x86MX's attack struck home, posting the
fastest scores of the three.

The upstarts' victories would be short lived, as
DOS Quake unfiinchingiy exposed both proces
sors' weaker floating-point power. The 6x86MX, in
particular, ran a full 4.8fps slower than the P200
MMX. The KB was also slack, posbng slower
scores than the P200 MMX, but not as slow as the
BxBBMX. GLQuake benchmarking showed exactly

Our Conclusions

the same pattern: Both AMD and Cyrix have a
long road ahead before they get their floating
point processing to the Intel level.

Under our DeBabeiizer Pro test, the KB out-
MMXed the Pentium with a faster processing
time. While the difference ranged anywhere from
five seconds and up, the times do not He. But,
when it came time for the BxBBMX to take aim,
there must have been a dud in its magazine,
because it was a full three minutes slower than

the P200 MMX. This is not good. This is bad.
And Cyrix misfired again: The BxBBMX came

in dead last in our Lightwave 3D render—a full
11 minutes slower than the fastest CPU, the P200
MMX. The KB faired better, coming in oniy two
minutes later than the winner.

Compatibility issues aside, the KB is competitive with the P200 MMX—depending on the application,
it's faster running typical Win95 32-bit applicab'ons, but suffers in floating point—though not to the
degree we witnessed with the BxBBMX, which proved a worthy assassin in SYSmark32 alone. We
now believe the KB acts alone in the plot to kill the Pentium.
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-MARKS THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN EACH CATEGORY

AMDP
AIW-K6
AW)-K6/PR2-200AtR

CPU/

MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

WIN95 APRS
SYSmark 32

AMD K6-200MHZ
Clock Speed 200MHz (S.Ox multiplier)
System Bus Speed BBMHz
PCI Bus Speed 33MHz

♦AMD 81.2

Intel 57
1

Cyrix 62.7
ki

AMD 182

Intel 176

184

3D

ACCELERATION
GLOUSkd V1.07 frames/sec

DOS GAMING
Quake V1.06

Frames/sec

AMD 28.0AMD 12.6

♦ Intel 28.4Intel 15.9Intel Pentium 200MHz with
MMX technology
Clock SpeedZOOMHz (3.0x multiplier)
System Bus Speed BBMHz
PCI Bus Speed 33MHz

26.8yCyrar 11.3

DIRECT X

GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.04

11 CACHE

SPEED
CacheCHK mb/sbc

Cyror
mmx.

«x86MX'PR3O0
66MHz Bos 2.5x
2.8V
FAN/HEATSINK REQUIKED

AMD 62 AM/7815.7

Intel 78 Intel 277.5Cyrix 6x86MX-PR200
Clock Speed 1BBMHz (2.5x multiplier)
System Bus Speed BBMHz
PCI Bus Bpeed 33MHz Cynx69SA

DMA SPEED
Rendition DMA Test

MB/sec

MMX

PROCESSING
DeBabeiizer Pro sees

LIGHTWAVE 3D
/ ■ I Raytrace.lws sec

r
AMD 64.8 AMZ7 353 AMD 1801

♦Intel 1680Intel 74.3 Intel 364

Cyrix 67.0 ^yiwf 540 .Cyr/x2363

SEE PAGE 112 FOR A FULL EXPLANATiON OF bootMarks



a 166IV1HZ core clock speed. The PR233
breaks that 66MHz barrier, blasting In at a
ZSMHz bus speed and a 188/VIHz core
clock speed. This means you'll need a
motherboard and PCIset that handle this

higher clock speed.
The 0.35-micron, 6.0-million transistor

6x86IVlX ships with engineering already
implemented in Intel's Pentium II. We're
talking core processor architecture such as
superscalar and superpipelined techniques,
data-dependency removal, register renam
ing, multibranch prediction, speculative
execution, and out-of-order execution. All
are found in P-ll, but not in Intel's Pentium
processors with MMX technology.

One must also consider Cyrix's 64K uni
fied LI cache architecture, which differs
from the typical 32K/32K split. Combining
all of its nifty techniques with a faster
75MHz bus speed, Cyrix hopes to offset the
feet that the 6x86IVIX-PR233 core doesn't

run as fast as a Pentium 233IV1IVIX core.

Cyrix's mission with the 6x86MX is
simple: "To bring performance into the
mainstream," says Ajay Misra, Cyrix's prod
uct marketing manager. He cites Socket 7
motherboards as the clincher behind the

decision to stalk Intel.

"Socket 7 motherboards are cost-

effective," Misra says. "People know they
can get a huge selection of motherboards

Beyelopers! Wliat Do
They Enow and When
Did They Enow It?
Considering everyone's coding for the
Intel spec, do software developers care
that AMD and Cyrix exist as viable alterna
tives? John Carmack doesn't think so.
"Those processors are crap on floating
point," says the id man. "The floating
point issue seems to have blindsided
everyone but Intel."

Others view the upstarts more favor
ably. "I have a K6-200 and have done a
fair bit of benchmarking of our own apps
and various renderers on it," says Digital
Anvil's John Miles. "It's right around the
Intel P5-200 performance level. Slightly
faster for some things, slightly slower for
others, but in no case noticeably differ
ent. it really blew me away that they're
so competitive with Intel. The K6-200MHz
can thrash the P-Pro 200MHz on certain

tasks for which the P-Pro is poorly suit
ed—for example, games that use the
BUILD engine."

Like Carmack, Miles points to defi
ciencies in AMD floating-point perfor
mance: "The current K6-200's FPU per
formance could be better—it's fully 50
percent slower than a P6-200 running
Quake," he says.

Most developers think AMD and Cyrix

iBtel is so strong.
Both, companies are

hasically going after
Intel's leftovers."

Art Afshar, President, Micro Express

that are available today, as opposed to
the few vendors for Pentium II. You're

going to see DVD-based 6x86MX systems
for $1,800."

Cyrix is also challenging Intel's claim
that AGP and Pentium II are intimately
related. "Socket 7 boards are capable of
doing AGP as well," Misra says. "It's a mat
ter of when the chipset guys can provide
AGP, and then running Memphis. We know
the chipset and motherboard guys are plan
ning to provide all this, so the way we look
at it is: All the features that the Pentium II-

class system has, we can provide—and
cheaper, too."

These features will include Universal

Serial Bus, RAMbus, and more. PCIset
maker VIA has announced plans for its
Apollo VP3 chipset, which will enable AGP
on Socket 7 motherboards (see PCIset
sidebar, page 49).
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don't pose a serious threat to Intel—in
Socket 7 or otherwise. "Although the
specs for AMD and Cyrix chips look great
on paper, we found their last generation
of chips didn't perform as well with our
games as native Intel machines," says
Activision's Tim Morten. "I think it's very
good for the market to have AMD and
Cyrix nipping at Intel's heels, but for
the time being, Intel still dominates
the industry."

So what CPU would a big-time devel
oper put in his own ultimate computer?

"Well, It depends," Carmack says. "For
big server tasks, a quad Pentium Pro is
the best value for the money. Pentium II
systems are only available in duals at the
moment. 3Dfx doesn't work as well with

P-Pro/P-ll class CPUs because of issues
with programmed 10, so for many games
a P200 MMX with a 3Dlx is still the best

SIMM/DIMM SLOTS
If your PCIset supports lot of RAM, it will
behoove you to find a motherboard that
has at least four SIMM slots and two DIMM

slots. The more, the merrier.

USB HEADER

CONNECTION
Don't cry: Even with the AT form-
factor, you can enjoy USB.

PCI SLOTS
Four bus-mastered siots are the absoiute

minimum you shouid accept.

I
1

M-Tech Mustang R534F
CPUs Supported intei MMX, Cyrix
6x86MX, AMD K6, and a host of Pentium-
ievei chips from each manufacturer
PCiset SiS 5571

Formfactor Baby AT
L2 Cache 512K soldered on pipeline burst
Expansion Slots Three PCi, three ISA, one

PCI/ISA shared

RAM Slots Four SIMM, two DIMM
Maximum Memory 384MB
Clock Speeds 50,55,60,66, 75, and 83MHz

Phone 408.441.8818

URL www.mtiusa.com
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The Socket 7 Motherboard

Preparing your system for AMD and Cyrix parts

If you bought a motherboard within the iast coupie of months, there's a good chance

it's ready for active K6 or 6X86MX duty. If you're gunning to upgrade, check with

manufacturers to ensure you have the latest revision and have been certified to
work with the new, iower voltage, higher clock-speed processors. Here's a look at

the compatible M-Tech Mustang R534F.

LEVEL 2 CACHE
More manufacturers are going with soldered-in 12
cache, as opposed to the old Cache On A STIck
method (a.k.a. COAST). It you have a 256K COAST
module lying around and you want to use it with a
new motherboard, check the specs to be sure It
supports COAST—some boards can use both
soldered-ln and COAST, but some people have
encountered problems using both.

M

mi

%/

w^m%

FORMFACrOR
While this particular board Is
following the baby-AT tormtactor,
newer motherboards will go the
ATX route, with Integrated I/O ports
on the motherboard and better

processor placement.

PCiSET
While Intel doesn't

otticlally support
speeds past 66MHz,
it can be done. The

majority of mother
board manufactur

ers have sided

with SiS and VIA

tor 75MHz (and
beyond) speeds.

JUMPER SETTINGS
Make sure the board can go past
66MHz—especially It you plan to
slap In Cyrix's processor. Expect to
see 75MHz and even 83MHz set

tings, so overclockers will love
these extra Jumpers.



bet. For boards that use DMA, or for
software-rendered games, a P-ll will be
the best performer."

Forensics Report s
The bootCoimission
OEMs and code jockeys can theorize all
they like, but if you want indisputable evi
dence, don't trust any source but The
bootCommission, a specially appointed set
of benchmarks designed to investigate the
plot to kill the Pentium. Go to page 44 for
full benchmarking analysis, but read on
for the synopsis.

After intense scrutiny, we concluded
that the AMD K6 processor comes out as
the more accurate gunman, meeting or
besting the P200 MMX in almost every
benchmark category. While floating-point
processing on the K6 is slower than the
P200 MMX by a couple of frames in
Quake, the difference is negligible in
GLQuake. K6's Win95 performance is
much faster, actually inching by the P200
in our MMX performance benchmark.
Overali, the K6 is a very compelling alter
native to the intel regime.

Cyrix, on the other hand, needs to prac
tice its aim. The 6x86MX-PR200 did come

in first in one test: Win95 performance.
While it bootMarked faster, and posted

superior LI cache speeds
than the P200, the 6x86MX
missed wide in most other

tests, coming in dead last
in Quake performance,
DirectX benchmarking, MMX
processing, and Lightwave
3D rendering.

Does this mean you
should go out and contract
a second gunman? Not nec
essarily. Only Intel can
guarantee 100 percent compatibility with
all PC software: When writing code, some
developers use a specific CPUID command
that looks for the "genuine Intel" flag
rather than checking for the presence of
MMX. Programs that use this tag will
inevitably crash on a K6 or 6x86MX—a
prime example is Sega's Virtual On. Also,
if floating-point performance is imperative
to your marching orders, stick with the
Pentium's domestic policy.

Detente in the

New World Order
Pentium il's Single Edge Contact cartridge
is poised to create a monopolistic new
world order for PC processor interfaces.
Yet, like an arms dealer who finds lucrative
sales in ammo for yesterday's weaponry.

AMOn
AMD-K6

Cyrix finds comfort in the past. "Intel has
built an infrastructure for the Pentiums,"
says Robert Maher, Cyrix's vice president
of engineering. "Intel has put all this
money into the processor, and now we're
reaping the benefits. There are lots of
P60/P90S out there, and [consumers are]
going to be upgrading."

With Cyrix ramping up volume manufac
turing in Q3 of this year, releasing a
266MFIZ processor in Q4, and preparing to
enter the 300MHz arena with a Socket 7

0.25-micron processor, the ZIP is far from
dead. And who's to say Slot 1 will be an
unstoppable success? "Look at Micro-
channel with IBM, and VESA Local Bus,"
says Art Afshar, president of Micro Express.
"People are hesitant to move into new
technologies."

Are There More

Than Two G-nnmen?
While the hattle for Socket 7 dominance rages "between the three
major processor players, other manufacturers have announced
plans to bring x86 CPUs to the battlefield.

Centaur Technologies plans to unload a Pentium
MMX-level processor, the ITC-C6, in mass voiume
this August, with fuii-steam production of the chip
by March 1998. Coming in at 150MHz, 180MHz, and
200MHz dock speeds, a 233MHz processor is also

in the works. The iTC-C6 uses a RiSC-iike architec
ture that's optimized for highly used instructions, but

what makes this processor unique is its low power draw: A 20Hz
ITC-C6 puils about 10.6 watts com
pared to the 15.7 watts puiied by an
Intel P200 MMX. Centaur Technologies
plans to brutalize Intel with $100 per-
part bulk pricing for its 200MHz chip
(Intel comes in at $550 for a compara
ble chip and pricing structure). The 64K
of unified LI cache, and MMX in a
small 88mm2 CK, 0.35-micron die cast
,wil(make this CPU one to watch. Centaur ITCCli
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Digital's Alpha 21164PC microprocessor, while not x86 compati
ble without FX!32 translation, is aimed at snatching NT users with
a combination of RISC processing and faster dock speeds—ail
within the price range of comparable Pentium Pro/Pentium II. With
an 8K data cache, 16K of instruction cache, and support for up to
4MB of off-chip L2 cache, the 21164PC will include its own ver
sion of multimedia extensions. Motion Video instructions (MVi),
aimed specifically at accelerating MPEG-1 and MPE6-2 video. The
processor will run at 400MHz, 466MHz, and 533MHz CPUs and
sell for $295, $395, and $495 respectively in quantities of 1,000.

National Semiconductor's forthcoming N7, while not armed
with MMX, comes in to attack Intel from another angle—the
low-cost CPU. While the processor will most likely max out at
133MHz, it win cost no more than $30 in bulk. This processor,
along with Cyrix's MediaGX, will keep entry-level system builders
busy designing NetPCs and network computers based around
Intel architecture.



Socket 7 PClsets

Intel Catches Flak on Another Front

The plot to take down Intel Isn't limited to the CPU theater: PCIset mak

ers who've lived under the Cold War shadow of Intel's 430PCIset regime

are now gearing up their war machines. Here's a rundown of the latest
Socket 7 chipsets and what to expect down the line. Note that while

some manufacturers don't officially support higher clock speeds past
66MHz, careful inspection of motherboards will yield surprises, such as
430TX-based boards that support 75MHz. If you're In the mood for
overclocking, this Is your ticket.

</ /
c# /> /

?>

Intel 430TX Intel's fifth-generation (and last Socket 7) PCIset
Is found In more motherboards than all other
PClsets combined. Still, other chipset manufac
turers, eager to own a piece of the game, are
out-englneering Intel on almost every feature.

256MB 512K 64MB SIMM/DIMM

(FP, EDO,
SDRAM)

66MB 33MHz No Yes One Yes ]

AMD 640 AMD's close alliance with VIA has produced a
PCIset capable of challenging the mighty Intel.
Naturally engineered to match the K6, AMD may
find many motherboard manufacturers siding
with Its PCIset, thanks to Impressive features.
(This set was previewed In boot 09.) Expect an
AGP-compllant part by 03 of this year and a
10OMHz part by years end.

512MB 2048K 512MB SIMM/DIMM

(FP, EDO,
SDRAM)

66MHz 33MHz No Yes One Yes

Ail Aladdin
IV+

Usually seen In older 486 motherboards and on
Acer Computer motherboards, specs for the
lower-cost ALI Aladdin IV-r PCIset Include faster
system bus speeds, lots of flAM, a hefty L2
cache. Integrated Super I/O Interface, distributed
DMA, and more. ALi's next generation Aladdin V
PCIset.wlll.be AGP enabled.

' 1GB 1024K 512MB (FPEDO,
SDRAM)

83.3MHz 33MHz : Yes :  One Yes

OPTi
Vendetta
82C750

Yet another chipset manufacturer that was
almost burled when Intel entered the market.
This highly Integrated, single-chip solution can
handle DMA and non-UMA system configura
tions, as well as a bevy of 430TX ass-kicking
features. The 512Kof L2 cache may not pack
the piercing power of other PClsets.

512MB 512K 512MB SIMM/DIMM

(FP, EDO,
SDRAM)

66MHz 33MHz No Yes One Yes

SIS 5571 A popular non-Intel alternative, SIS has been
making chipsets for quite some time, and its lat
est 5571 Is no slouch Ih terms of feature sets.

512MB 1024K 512MB SIMM/DIMM

(FP, EDO,
SDFIAM)

83MHz 33MHz No Yes One No

VIA Apollo
VP2/97

While VIA may not have Intel's marketing mus
cle, It has enjoyed a fanatically loyal customer
base that swears by the Apollo PCIset. It may
be harder to find than most chipsets, but It may
be worth the trouble.

512MB 2048K 512MB SIMM/DIMM

(FP. EDO,
BEDO,
SDRAM)

83MHz 33MHz No Yes One Yes

VIA Apollo
VPS:

This new chipset will AGP-enable forthcoming
Socket 7 motherboards, so 64-bit superscalar
processors from IDT, AMD, and Cyrix can get
down and dirty with the faster graphics Intel
thought would only be possible on the Pentium
II. The PCIset will conform to the PC 97/98 spec,
and will enable concurrent AGP and processor
access to memory, thanks to the DRAM con
troller. The part is sampling now to motherboard
manufacturers and will ship In volume for $39 In
03 of this year.

1GB 2048K 1GB SIMM/DIMM
(FP, EDO,
SDRAM)

83MHz 33MHz Yes

33MHz,
66MHz,
and

133MHz

Yes One Yes \

But how will AMD and Cyrix deal with
the unenviable task of cloning Slot 1?

Ajay Misra says, "There are several
options. One is to come up with some
thing identical. Another option is to get

together with other x86 vendors and
create another slot."

An intriguing concept. If enough x86
developers—say, AMD, Cyrix, ITC, and
National Semiconductors—get together

and work toward a new, unified Slot 1-
esque standard, who knows what great
performance increases they could accom
plish. Who says Intel has to be the only
superpower? Q
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Media On GAME EXTREME
MGPX166 Featuring:

> Intel 166MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX" Technology
I Intel TC430 HX Motherboard with 512K cache
I 16 MB EDO RAM with System
> 2.1 GO EIDE Hard Drive/1.44 MB Floppy Drive
> Metabyte Gia 3D with 4MB EDO RAM(S3ViRGE)
I Yamaha Sound System
I 104 Win95 Keyboard & Mouse
> Mini-ATX CASE with 235 Watt Power Supply
> Microsoft Windows 95
.Monitor Sold separately

Pentium®]!

MGPX200 Featuring:

> Intel 200MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX™ Technology
I Intel TC430 HX Motherboard with 512K cache
> 32 MB EDO RAM with System
I 2.5 GB EIDE Hard Drive/1.44 Floppy Drive
> S3 ViRGE 3D with 4MB EDO RAM
> Yamaha Sound System (0PL3 Driver)
» 16X CDROM

> NEC 15" Monitor (viewable size 13.8")
I Mini-ATX CASE with 235 Watt Power Supply
> PS/2 Keyboard & Mouse
> US ROBOTIC 56K Modem MGPX200I
> Microsoft Windows 95
> Media On Special GAME PAK

Note, Intel Inside and Pentium are registered trademarks and MMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. All other names are properties
of their respective corporations. Price and specifications are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographic errors.
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Media On GRAPHIC EXTREME
MEPX200 Featuring:

I Intel 200MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX" Technology
% IntelTC430HX Motherboard with 512K Pipeline Burst Cache
I 32MB EDO RAM/1.44MB Floppy Drive
% 4.5 G Ultra Wide SCSI HD with UW SCSI Controller
> Number 9 Imagine 3D with 8MB VRAM
> Yamaha Sound System MCDVonn
I 16X SCSI CDROM IVItrA/JUU
I PS/2 keyboard & Mouse/Windows 95
> Monitor Sold Separately

Expert II Featuring:

> Intel 233MHz Pentium® II Processor with MMX" Technology
» 32MB EDO RAM/1.44MB Floppy Drive
» 4.5 G Ultra Wide SCSI HD with UW SCSI Controller
> PS/2 keyboard & Mouse/Windows 95
% Yamaha Sound System
> 16X SCSI CDROM
» MATROX 3D with 4MB SGRAM

\ Monitor Sold Separately

EXPERT II I

ft* 2 years limited warranty /2 years free labor

For further information. Upgrade options, or to order
caLL: 1-888-U-GAME-IT 1-888-842-6348

E I> f Ql N
Product Information Number 236



OBILE COMPUTING
So your ride is a '66 AMC Marlin hooptie.
Big deai. it's 1997, and mobile silicon makes
the man. With more than $22,000 worth of
circuitry onboard, you're ready for an RP
session or game of Interstate '76 at any
random longitude. Sitjjply^foltdw your GPS,
and don't forge f to iock your gear in the trunk
when you hit the streets of San Francisco.

J-i

1

Cross Tomnsend Complement your
PalmPilat with the ultimate poiymeric
styius. Uitrafine particles of lapis
' iazuii are appiied to the pen's brass

shell,, and then 22 carat gold flake
Is suspended In the finish before
clear lacguer is appiied on top.
$350, www.crossusa.com

"K,,

-'Si

\" Sierra kirCard iOPD IP protocol gives
■ you 19Kbps net access directly through
the world's cellular networks; in tethered

"wireline" mode you can enjoy 33.6Kbps.
Best of all, using your notebook's multi
media capabilities, you can turn your
machine into a cellular speakerphone. 4^' 'St *¥"•:>
very thin cellular PC card solution, $l!9ff,'- st
www.sierrawuel8Ss.coi9 ^ ^

:'K

Panasonic ft'--:;.? With a PD rewritable opti- \
cat drive hiding underneath the keyboard, the ^
CF-62 is the notebook for double-naught s
spies who need to store secrets on the
thinnest of discs, and then drop them off in
bus-station lockers. Guts include a 133MHz

Pentium, 1.35GB hard drive, 16MB RAM (BOMB
max), and 12.1-inch active-matrix color LCD
display protected by a magnesium alloy lid.
$7,200, www.panasonic.com

.W-
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Compass Navigation System
Using the Eagle Explorer Global
Positioning Receiver, the Compass
software shows you exactly
where you're located on street-
level maps of the United States.
It's all a matter of reading signals
from up to 12 of the 24 GPS
satellites bobbing In the atmos
phere, and then triangulating
your precise position. $339, -

ynap.com

n

wi at

PHOTOGRAPH BY LEIGH BEISCH

llIlfffliEililiM
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^pbkbJ^ *- <•< 1

extreme temperatures and shocks of more
than 100 Gs. So no big deal if you hitch it to
your bumper and drag it.

Mi Judy Jetson will dig any cat
ivho packs this cell phone/PDA powered
jy an Intel 24MHz 386 and 6MB of mem
ory. The 640x200 grayscale LCD displays
dl the usual organizer apps plus short
dphanumeric messages, e-mail, and
ITML, which you can send and receive
da a digital network (use serial cable,

2MB of storage for bigger files).

m

patented shock^bsorHhig-^.:
suspension systeht In a shell
of Napa leathbrAhe Safecase
uses two elasTicywqprene
slings to protect nbtebooks'
from falls of updo sO^ches.
With easy-access pouches for
battery packs, cabling, and
scores of essential widgets,
the bag is the ultimate in
carry-on luggage, t-.,.
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"  Grab a /
Demo here

www.impactgaines.com

PublKhcd by

i^nn
\n7juxn

Features

• 64,000 color gaming world

• 360 degree seamless

animated display
• ' Realistic style puzzles with

se n sl^THnteraptio n
• Fully animated inventory

system

•  Incredible atmosphere that
encompasses sight and sound

Meraetlvff PuMishlng Ply. Ud

1

/. ; A "gameplay in Dogday Is an exceptional piece of work"

' p ^ ' \ atmosphere sucks you right In'»''real world style puzzles
I  "sensible interact on • beautifully rendered"

>■ PC PowerPlay
Doing it is (better than watching it!

To place an order, contact your local retailer or call 1-888-351-5969
Copyrl^t 1996 Impact Interactive Publishing Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. Dogday is a trademark of Impact Interactive Publishing Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
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...and now, your host for
tonight's festivities, boot
Editor in Chief, Brad Dosland.

1

^V J

Good evening, fellow PC

fanatics, and welcome to
New York City, PC Expo, and

the 1997 Annual bootle

Awards. You've voted for

your favorite PC products of
the last 12 months, casting
ballots on bootNet with pas

sion and fury. Now It's our
turn to release the names of

the gear you deemed most
bootlellclous. We first pre

sent the award for Most

Significant New Technology
to... 3D Accelerators!

Yes, faster CPUs and DVD

are sexy too, but only a 3D

card can let you benchmark

silicon with your very own
eyes. Keep reading boot as

we continue In our role as

the number-one supporter—

and critic—of 3D hardware

technology.

DK, folks, get out your
digital cameras, because

tonight we've got a plane
load of celebrities from the

West Coast who will be

presenting awards. Without

further ado, let the cere

monies begin...
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Presenting the awards for best gaming
software, Bill Gates and Arnold
Schwarzenegger...

Ah... urn... I'm speechless... We're very proud

of our aggressive foray Into the gaming mar

kets, but we had no Idea we'd be winning an...

Best Flight Sim Is
Jane's Longbow.
I fly In my own

balsa-wood glider, but

I hear Jane's makes a

good jet engine.

Shut up, you little Insect. You ah em
presentah, naut a winnah. We must now

awawd trophies to the proud victahs.

Best Strategy Game

Is Westwood's

Command & Conquer:

Red Alert. Strategy,
yes. Very gut.

Best Sports Sim Is Links

LS from Access. You

know. If members of the

audience are looking for
an alternative golf

game...

Be still. Insect!

Best Overall

Game 1st

Quake from Id

Software.

Personally, In

this game I
prefer the dopple-shotle. And
now Is the time on booties when

we dance...

T



Presenting the awards for best
general software, Lucy Lawless and ^
Alex St. John...

I'm honored to be here tonight, Alex.

I come in peace as a humble defender
of all boot readers, and wish only the

best for the Clan of St. John, and all

APIs that emanate thenceforth.

Thanks much, Lucy. I too come in peace, and just
want to say I'm a big fan of Xena, and think all the TV

shows that are competing in your time slot are horribly
broken shows that should just whither away and die.

Best Graphics Program is
Adobe Photoshop 4.0.

Perfect for covering up
stray body parts.

Best 3D Software is 3D

Studio Max from KInetix.

I used my copy to make a

180,000-polygon club

sandwich with avocado.

Best Web Authoring Tool is

Microsoft FrontPage. I've

got a spicy Gabrielle fan
site in the works as we

speak.

Best Utility Software is Norton

Utilities from Symantec. Move over,

broadsword, you're getting a little

buddy on the tool belt.

V- ^ 'iS.'



Oh-my-God, these klieg lights bring back the memories.
It was March 1996, and I was in Hef's mansion discussing

hot-swapping when he asked me if I'd ever pose for...

9! Best Digital Camera is the Sony
DSC-F1. Perfect for taking pictures
of sunshine and happiness.

Best Storage Device is Jaz
from Iomega. I keep fuzzy
sweaters In mine.

Presenting the awards for best hard
ware peripherals, Gillian Banner and
Gillian Anderson...

I don't see much, Mulder. Some empty Diet
Pepsi cans, a few random thoughts about

puppy dogs, but... Walt a second. I think I

found the awards list.

Best Speakers are Base

Acoustimass. The bass emits

a very precise frequency-

perfect for uitrasound
experiments.

Best Monitor is the ViewSonic P810.

My altbinaries.pictures.supermodels shots

look better on a full 21 inches.

Best Input Device

is Spacetec
SpaceOrb 360.

It appears to

be emitting an
alien aura.

Must investigate.

0-



Presenting the awards for best
systems and system components,
Courtney Love and John Romero..

Pain. Agony. Insanity. PCI. AGP. ISA. VIRGE. Crap.

Mystique. Crap. Why does USB torment me In the

night? Why does USB torment me In the night?
That's my latest poem. I call It "Fresno Heroin

Crash." Love It or go to hell.

Umm... They told me I wouldn't have to dress

up. They said flannel's cool. They told me I
wouldn't have to dress up.

Best 3D Accelerator Card Is the

Diamond Monster 3D with

3Dfx. Whatever. Give me six

shots of Jaegy, and I'll texture-
map your carpet.

Best Sound Card Is

Creative Labs AWE64

Cold. I run mine

through a stack of

Marshalls.

Best Desktop System

Is the Gateway 2000

G6-180. It's fully

loaded—like me,

Courtney friggin' Love.

Best Notebook Is the IBM

ThinkPad 760EI ate mine,
component by component. In a

three-week binge In Houston.

Best PDA Is

the U.S.

Robotics

PalmPllot.

Expect a

Quake port In

2001. ~ -

IS .

T-m

*
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■ For more information on

ali tine bootie Award winners,

go to www.bootles.com.
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Wipeout XL and Formula 1. The most

fe Jblistering 3D arcade race experiences

I available for the PC, coded specifically
for the explosive graphics processing

power of today's hottest 3D accelerator

cards. Packed with all-action features,

they represent the ultimate synergy of

igameplay and design. No other games

ard optimized to get more razor-sharp

^ graphics from your 3D accelerator card.
.< 4 So strap in, and see if you can
*  keep the pace.

14^5

o=«*«=j,

Cutting-edge 3D graphics supported by the following cards:

WIPEOUT XL FPRMULAI
• Video Logic Power VR • Matrox Mystique
• 3DFxCard • 3DFx Card
• 3D Labs Permedia . 39 Labs Permedia

•  • Rendition Verite• ATI Rage Mk2

Check out downloadable demos and

quick time videos at www.psygnosis.com

EB
ROM PSYCNOSIS

FORMULA!

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

Licensed by FOCA lo Fuji television. Wipeoul XL, Psygnosis and tbe Psygnosis logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Psygnosis Ltd. ® 1997 Psygnosis Ltd. The ratings icon is a'Irademark ot ttie interactive Digital
Software Association. Windows® is either a registered trademark or a trademark ot tvticrosoft Corporation in the United States and or other countries. Check out downtoadabte demos and quick time videos at www.psygnosis.com
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12-STEP
DEALING WITH YOUR PC OBSESSION
DAY TO DAY BY BREAKING IT DOWN
INTO 12 EASY STEPS

Installing Three Kick-Ass 3D Accelerators In One System
Can't decide between 3Dfx, PowerVR, ATI, and Rendition? All four chips have made it into Kick-Ass cards,
and ail have unique features or featured games that make it oh-so-tough to choose. So why choose when
you can have it ail?

Weil, OK, almost ail. Windows (until Memphis' multi-monitor support) limits you to a single 2D graphics
card, but there's no rule keeping you from heaping on the 3D-oniy accelerators. Just pick your favorite
20/30 card and slap in both a PowerVR and a 30fx-powered texei thrasher, and you'll be driving the
ultimate 30 system this side of SGI—and only boot shows you how to do it. — Chris Ounphy

Check Your Box
Three 3D cards aren't gonna fit into a system
with one free slot no matter what kind of

^^g mojo you work. Check your system to make
sure you have three free PCI slots before

going any further. Keep in mind that you'll be able to ditch
yotu 2D card and may be able to fit an Apocalypse 3Dx into
a shared PCI/ISA slot even if the ISA half is fhll. Also,

double check the■UHl m
ViewBocucw | Reserve Re»ouic« 1

lequesl gRQ} nmov k
Inpuyfltipul 8/0) C {jeino9

SeUiwi.HaBiw«etrtwih»«>«inQ
System (jnet
Stendfifd 101/1024tey « MioDtsft Natual K«tioard

@02 Pnguimabtemtemvteorlralei
,y03 Coimncaliara Port (COM2)

Coomuriealient Port (C0M1)
Cteadv* Labs SouvfBlaste) 16 c(AWE-32 Plug and Ptay
Standard Flopcy Oisii Ccrtralef
ECP Printer Port (LPTt) if

System Control Panel
to make sure there are
two free IRQs. (The
3Dfx doesn't consume
an IRQ.) If you have
an IRQ problem, con
sider disabling an
unused serial port to
free some space.

Click on Computer Properties in the
System Properties control panel to
view a list of your system's IRQs.

Our Ultimate 3D System
SWIAII-In-Wonder

Diamond Monster 3D
Apocalypse 3Dx^; ,

$285
$199
$129 (with $70 rebate)

l/our Current 2D Card 1
Deltron Flash 3D M
Apocalypse 3Dx

ree

$149
$129 (with $70 rebate)

Total $278

For our ultimate system we chose the ATI2Aii-in-Wonder, VideoLogic Apocalypse 3Dx,
and the Diamond Monster 3D.

Il/laking Up Your Mind
Now you must decide which three cards
you want to charge your system with. The
VideoLogic Apocalypse 3Dx is the obvious
choice on the PowerVR side, but avoid the

x-less Apocalypse 3D-it doesn't do filtering! On the 3Dfx
side you have three very similar cards to choose from. If
money matters, the obvious choice is Deltron Technology's
Flash 3D for only $149, but it doesn't come with bundled
games (see the review on page 92). The most bundle for
your buck comes with the Diamond Monster 3D, which
is stuffed with software for $199. In between, the Orchid
Righteous 3D has a medium-size bundle for a medium-size
price of $179.

Your 2D/3D choice is less limited and you may want to
stick with your current 2D-only card if funds are nmning
low. But to cram the most features into the fewest slots,
we suggest the ATI AU-In-Wonder. TTiis card rocks as a
2D accelerator and gives you great video-in and -out capa
bilities (plus it can turn your PC into a killer TV with its
built-in tuner).

If maximum 3D coverage is your concern, go with a
Rendition Verite-based board. The clear performance
leader of this hunch is the Canopus Total 3D—and it
comes with nifty stereoscopic 3D glasses. But for this
I2-Step we're going with ATI.
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12-STEP

Get 'em Cheap
Here's a cost-saving tip: VideoLogic is so con-
fident of its card's superiority, it has instituted
a competitive upgrade for 3Dfe owners. Buy
your 3D& card (any model, from anywhere),

then call up VideoLogic with the serial number of your
board and they'll sell you the Apocalypse 3Dx (including
the full retail software bundle) for $129, saving you $70—
and you get to keep your 3D& card, too!

Jg
Clean Out The Trash
In the Video Control Panel, change your
graphics driver to Standard Display Adapter
(VGA) and uninstall any display utilities or
tools that came with your existing graphics

card. You should do this before adding any new 2D accelera
tor, it greatly reduces the risk of Windows getting confused.

Also, make sure you have the latest drivers for your
cards. Things change fast in the 3D world, and the latest
releases can avoid a lot of potential headaches.

Select Device EH
Dick Display adapters th^ matches your hardware, at^ then OK. If
you £k>n*l know which model you have, click OK. If you have an instdlation
disk for tNs device, cEck Have Disk.

Models;

y (Standard display typesOBy Standard Display Adapter (VGA]
^ Aclix Systems
^ATI Teclvwiogies
^ Boca Research
^CarcfrtdTechradc^s vl

2  I jT

^ Standard rci Graphics Ad^er
^ Standard FCI Graphbs Adap^r (V^A)
^ Standard rci Graphk^s Adapter ̂ A)
^SuperVGA

C Show sompatible devices

^ Slwftv all devices
Have Drdc.;

OK Cancel

It's a good Idea to set your graphics driver to basic VGA before
installing a new 2D card.

Adding ATI
Open the case, rip out the graphics card, and
slap in the All-In-Wonder. ATI's driver instal-
lation is relatively painless, though you may
have to select "Show aU devices" rather than

"Show compatible devices" to get the board to appear in the
driver-selection window. Have no fear, it's not hard.

Continue once you have everything up and running
with the resolution and color-depth of your choice. The
Wonder will now be responsible for all 2D functions,
including DirectX acceleration.

The All-ln-Wonder crams a lot of goodies into a single PCI slot.

TV-ln
Now is a good time to check out the TV-tuner

^^B ̂ ^B features of the All-In-Wonder. You'll be
amazed at how cool TV on the PC can be

(or you can use your camcorder as a surveil
lance camera with

a monitor vdndow

on-screen).

The Aii-in-Wonder's

TV-tuner features

give your PC the
power to replace
your television.

7 TV-Out
Hook up the breakout cables to the All-In-
Wonder, and use a composite or S-video
cable to hook it up to the biggest TV you can
find. Thirty-foot extension cables and an IR

keyboard come in handy here. Hook up your home enter
tainment center speakers to your computer while you're at
it. Then turn off all the lights, crank up the volume, and
start Quake. Yowl

Use an S-video cable to hook the All-in-Wonder up to the
biggest TV you can find.
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THE MICROGRAFX

CHILI FOR CHILDREN

COOK-OFF IS MISSING

ONE HOT NAME.

lATsT

^4
•■toMlCROOWf*"

1,1 .LIilTlff^*

IP
ISSOCMIES

'Xfll HEWLETT
'fil PACKARD

Microso/T

\.

Netscape PichoreTel

VKilll

■IDG"^"NWlONAl MU OSC

-  I iiiitlif^

^■ ightwoR''Intuitr
Magazine

I  I Comdex.

Your name
HERE

MISSING &
EXPLOITED
.CH I LDREN

YOURS.
Add extra spice to this year's Micrografx AVCR<JGtAl5C* Notional Center for Missing and Exploited

Cfftn fot?
Chili For Children Cook-Off by adding Children—a worthy evening that just so

your name to a hot list of sponsors. Then

get ready for Las Vegas, COMDEX Fall, and the premier charity

Si
happens to be one sizzling good time. Call MICROGRAFX*

for a sponsor kit to find out about corporate sponsorships ranging

event of the IT Industry. It's the single-largest fundraiser for The abecotforhope from $3,500 to $30,000. And show everyone your good taste.

CALL KATE POTTS AT (9 7 2) 994 -64 1 3 OR VISIT WWW.MICROGRAFX.COM/CHILI
Companies listed above are 1996 Cattle Baron sponsors.



Shared Slot Sneak
The Apocalypse 3Dx is a tiny board, and
since the PowerVR communicates over the

PCI bus with your 2D card, it has no back-
panel connections. If you unscrew the back

panel from the 3Dx, you may be able to fit it into a shared
PCl/lSA slot that already has the ISA half occupied. Talk
about maximizing use of space!

3Dfx Looping
Power down and slap the 3Dfx
card into your machine. Unplug
the monitor from the ATI and

plug it into the 3Dfx, then hook
the ATI to the 3Dfx board with

the provided short-patch cable. Now boot up, install the dri
vers, and make sure things are working by playing a quick
round of GLQuake. Since the Voodoo chip doesn't share a
frame buffer with your 2D card, the TV-out features of the
All-In-Wonder are sadly bypassed, but the results on your
PC monitor should be stunning.

rrU--'".1 - - -

iiffi

W;:

-» tJ.U'
t* Ar f "

Til'-' ■ i
1  i. tj'"

r/iis patch cable lets
the 3Dfx take over

the screen when

It's ready to work

its magic.

DirectSD Insanity
Now all three boards should be

living somewhat happily in one
machine. But it's a fine balance.

^^B Games written specifically for one
board should work without any

trouble, finding their desired hardware automatically, but
Directs D titles are a lot more complicated.

PowerVR has created a utility that docks into your taskbar
and gives you the ability to toggle between 3Dfx, PowerVR,
and your 2D/3D card with just a click. This utility then
adjusts the Windows Registry to reflect your
current preference, and the next time a DirectSD i j
app starts, it will run where you want it to. We
received a distributable copy of this tool too late bT. * , jB
to include it on the bootDisc, but it can be found

on the hootNet in the Files section.

Thanks to its incredibly small size and low profile, the
Apocalypse 3Dx can reside in a partially occupied shared
ISA/PCI slot.

Feel The Power
Install the PowerVR drivers, and make sure

^^B things are working with a quick lap or two in
Ultim@te Race. If the game moves in fits and
starts, Plug-and-Play may have assigned the

board a shared IRQ. Go into the System Control Panel and
tweak until you get the 3Dx an IRQ of its own. Also make sure
you can see PowerVR games through the TV-out of the All-In-
Wonder—one very nice side-effect of sharing the 2D card's
frame buffer.

Play Ball!
OK, now you have
The Ultimate Gaming System.
So stop reading this, and get out
there and start playing!



12-STEP/CLINIC

Eudora in Eu-Handa
I have a PalmPilot Professional and, although
U.S. Robotics says Eudora isn't yet supported
by the Mail application of PalmPilot
Professional, I have it working!

These are the instructions:

1) In the Eudora 3.0 program TOOLS/
OPTIONS/MAPI menu, choose either
"When Eudora is running" or "Always."
2) In the HotSync custom menu, activate
Mail, and in the dialog box choose "Windows
Messaging system 4.0."
3) Now HotSync! You'll have the In and Out
folders of Eudora and the Pilot synchronized.

Known problems:
1) If you choose "Always" in Eudora, Exchange
won't work. To avoid this, choose "When

Eudora is running," and start Eudora before
synchronization.
2) Every time there's a message to synchro
nize, Eudora starts a dial-up connection (if
configured to dial up).
3) Eudora's customized folders are not
synchronized.

Guido Giangiacomo

Dual-Boot Devilry
In response to Dustin Zachary's plea for
help [he was wondering why he couldn't
get his machine to dual-boot in bootClinic,
boot 09], his problem is caused by running
Novell (DR) DOS 7. This DOS is unsup
ported by Win95 (a deliberate ploy by
Microsoft.') as dual-bootable.

I had this problem, too.
There are three ways to get
around it:

1) Assuming you have dual-
channel EIDE, install a sec

ond (or third) hard disk,
configured as Master and
bootable, on your secondary
channel. Next, go into your
BIOS, disable both drives
on your primary EIDE
channel, reboot your PC
off the Novell DOS 7 install

diskette, and install DOS 7

to the drive, which will now be seen as
drive C: (check this carefully by first logging
onto the drive and checking the contents).
You can now boot into Novell DOS 7 when

ever you want by disabling your other dri
ves, but you won't be able to access data
on the other drives.

2) You could repartition the primary drive
on your current boot disk to contain two
primary DOS partitions and an extended
one (for storing data you want to access

"The

from both Novell DOS 7 and Win95). Make
sure you do a good backup of everything
first. Use EDISK to make the required
boot partition active, then reboot your
system. Once again, you won't be able to
access data on the primary partition you
have not booted off.

3) Boot off a Novell DOS 7 boot disk, load a
RAMdrive large enough to contain the com-
mand.com, then copy it from the boot disk
to the RAMdisk in your a:\autoexec.bat.
Next, set the comspec=a:\command.com
environment variable to point to the com-
mand.com on the RAMdrive. You can then

remove the boot disk and work without get
ting the "Please insert disk with com-
mand.com in drive" message every time
you exit a program.

Of course, you could always buy a copy
of the inferior MS-DOS 6.22. Remember:

DOS does not mean MS-DOS all the time.

Lsigh Power

PCI Probe
In reference to hoot OS's "What PCIset You

Playin.'": Most readers are unlikely to have
Win95B (OSR/2) on their systems and,
unfortunately, may be misguided by your
tip. Neither the initial ".0" or ".OA" release
of Win95 has the ability to recognize the
VX or HX chipset, because the EX was the
only one released at the time.

Terrence Walters

TECHNICAL EDITOR CHRIS DUNPHY

REPLIES: The Cyrix 6x86L is not 100 percent
Pentium compatible, and in some ways is more
like a 486. In other ways it owes its speedy
petformance to an architecture somewhat simi
lar to the Pentium Pro. Cyrix's FAQ explains:
"The 6x86 is a Cyrix-designed processor that
has uniquefeatures that need to be enabled and
used properly. Conversely, Cyrix does not
support all Pentium routines."

Though most software works just fine on
a Cyrix, games can suffer if they haven't
been tested and written to take the 6x86

into consideration. You should complain to *
Activision and ask for a patch that will
work better with your CPU. Also, be aware
that FPU-intensive games such as Quake
will never run really well on your machine;
the floating-point performance of Cyrix's
CPU just doesn't hold up to Intel. Read this »
month's coverfeature for an in-depth report.

Another Bug Hunt
I just slapped down $210 for a
Screamin' 3D.

The first Rendition-ready game 1
tried was IndyCar 2, which comes
bundled with the card. When I tried to

run it, all I saw was snow. In a panic,
I rushed to the Sierra site and

downloaded the BIOS update,
new drivers, and a diagnostic
program. Still no luck. I have

usseaisiBiSFissa

 Cyrix 6x86L is not 100 percent Pentium compatibie, and
in some ways is more iike a 486. Though most software

works Just fine on a Cyrix, games can suffer if they have not
been tested and written to take the 6x86 into consideration."

Interstate 6x86
My CPU is an IBM Cyrix 6x86L 150-t, and
Win95 OSR/2 reads it incorrectly. When I
was installing the Interstate 76 demo, I got
a WARNING! sign saying that I have a 486
CPU. After installation, I had to set the

game at low resolution in order to make it
run more smoothly. Do I have a problem
with my CPU, or do software companies
stick to Intel Pentiums?

Ray Ofeciar

an Intel VX430 chipset, Cyi ix
P166-H (revision 2.5), and an
ATAPI CD-ROM on the second

channel. Doesn't the VX chipset
support DMA bus-master mode?
I have the latest bus mastei

drivers from Intel. Do I have to

change my CPU and/or m\
motherboard just to use this $210
video card?

ampac
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12-STEP/CLINIC

TECHNICAL EDITOR CHRIS DUNPHY

REPLIES: Calm down! Brfore you go insane,
try broadening your hug search. Try a few other
3D-accelerated games to determine if the prob
lem only occurs with IndyCar 2. If it doesn't,
you may have bought a flaky card and should
promptly exchange it. Maybe a new Screamin'
3D will make the problem go away.

Your motherboard and CPU

should work fine with the card, but
incompatibilities do tend to pop up
in the strangest places. Just work
methodically to zero in on the prob
lem. Do the Windows drivers work?

Do DirectX games perform well? Do
VESA games in DOS run? How

"I have a 16x CD-ROM (IDE), and I
was wondering if it would conflict
with the SCSI drive, (i plan to
upgrade it to a SCSI DVD-ROM

drive eventually.)"

well does Direct3D work? Do all

Rendition-specific titles fail, or only
some? Once you have as much
information as possible, give Sierra
tech support a call, and give them
hell. Drop us a line to let us know
how it goes.

Disc Dilemma
I'm having a hard time reading a
CD-ROM that came with a book.

When I described the problem to
the tech support guy, he men
tioned that it was written in Joliet

format and would require an updated driver
for my Cirrus Logic 4X IDE CD-ROM. I
can't locate the driver on Microsoft's site or

Creative Labs' site. Any ideas.'
Barry Kopulos

DISC EDITOR SEAN CLEVELAND

REPLIES: Win95 uses the Joliet file systemfor
longfile names and deep subdirectories on CD-
ROMs. Joliet permits the use of Unicode charac
ters, clarifies some ambiguities in the ISO 9660
standard, and provides some additional exten
sions. I doubt that this is the problem, because
most discs that ship (including the bootDiscj

are cut with the Joliet file system. Some older 4x
CD-ROM drives contained firmware that didn't
support mixed-mode discs or discs that didn't
contain a highly reflective surface, such as one-
off gold discs. You may be having this problem,
and it may be time to upgrade your drive.

It could also be that the disc is at fault.
Have you tried it in another CD-ROM drive?

Jurassic Card
My video card is an ancient PCI board from
Trident. The accelerator chip is a TGUI
9680 dating back to the days when spread
sheets and word processors were considered
graphics-intensive applications. In most

games, particularly the
game demos included
on the bootDisc, a rec

tangular area around
the mouse pointer isn't
updated when the
screen moves or

changes. Switching to
the generic Trident
SuperVGA drivers
included with Windows

solves the problem, but
then I can't break

beyond the 256-color
barrier. Should I buy a
new video card.'

Luis Jose Romero

TECHNICAL EDITOR CHRIS DUNPHY

REPLIES: Egad, yes! Retire that dinosaur, and
your machine will be much happier. For $200
you can outfit yourselfwith a new graphics card
that you can be really proud of.

If money is tight, there are some fairly nice
2MB boards a generation old that will only set
you back $70 to $90. Even the least powerful of
the ViRGE boards will seem like a huge leap
forward from where you are now.

SCSI Convert
I currently have an IDE hard drive that
needs replacing, and I decided I would
dabble in the dark arts of SCSI. I want to

copy all my existing files to the new drive,
but I'm not sure if my IDE drive will like
the new SCSI drive. Also, I have a 16x CD-
ROM (IDE), and I was wondering if it
would conflict with the SCSI drive. (I
plan to upgrade it to a SCSI DVD-ROM
drive eventually.)

ASH

TECHNICAL EDITOR CHRIS DUNPHY

REPLIES: Your new SCSI drives will sit on an

entirely different bus from your existing IDE
peripherals; thus, they should not interact with
each other at all. You have no reason to fear
any Junky problems, and odds are you will soon
be preaching the SCSI gospel to the world. Just
be sure to buy a good SCSI adapter board—■
avoid the bargain of the week. Anything by
Adaptec should do fine.

Overdrive or Dive?
I have a Gateway 2000 486sx-33. It's really
crappy. I'm hoping to put in an Overdrive
chip, or something like it. I was wondering
if you could do a short story about them so
people like me could find out if it's worth
getting an Overdrive chip, or if it's better to
just get a new computer, nianks in advance.

Dominick Pesavento

TECHNICAL EDITOR CHRIS DUNPHY
REPLIES: Once upon a time, long, long ago,
the 486 was a hot chip. Not anymore. Any
money spent upgrading a 486 system is wasted,
particularly since Pentium prices have fallen so
much. Save your change, and retire that old
clunker to serve as a kitchen recipe-database
machine as soon as you can.

Getting Scatoiogioai
I'm very pissed off! I just bought boot 10 with
the bootMark I2-Step. I have a PI66 with
MMX and 32MB of RAM, and I got a result of
47 on the CPU/motherboard test. You
guys said to expect at least a 75. What the
hell's that about? The 200MMX machines
reviewed that month barely pushed 51! So a
200MMX is below average? Or does a person
need a supercomputer to run games? Most
people can't afford Pentium Pro or Pentium
11. You guys think everyone should have these
supercomputers just because you get every
thing free. You probably think my computer's
a hunk of crap just because it's a PI66.

Tyler

REVIEWS EDITOR ANDREW SANCHEZ
REPLIES: No, a P-200 is not below average.
An average P-200 MMX system will score any
where from 50 up to about 60. A score of 75 is a
median, because it's right in between 0 and 150.
It's a bit high, but we're already seeing Socket 7
systems meeting or exceeding that score. Look at
Xi's AMD K6-233 system on page 76 of boot 13; it
scored well over 80 on the bootMark. A Pentium
II266 scores about 125 on the bootMark. If your
system scores between 50 and 75, we consider it
average, and well within acceptable standards to
run today's software.
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^  YOUR PERSONAL TEOH
BRIEFING ON THE

CONCEPTS AND

COMPONENTS THAT MAKE

UP THE PC EXPERIENOE

this month

Big
y- Buses

Geek test;

The word bus brings to mind:

/  a. Traumatic memories of

wedgie attacks while on the

way to grade school, or

b. Traumatic memories of IRQ

conflicts while trying to install
your first sound card in a 386
system. If you're surprised to

discover your computer-even has a

bus (and are now sniffing the floppy
slot for diesel fumes), calm down. The

buses we're talking about are your

machine's electrical arteries. Like all

life-giving conduits, they carry data to

and fro to keep your box alive.
There's more than one flavor of

computer bus. In fact, just about

every electrical connection inside

your machine is technically
considered a bus. But the ones

you're most likely to hear about are
ISA, PCI, EISA, MCA, and AGP. These
are the big buses, if you ever rode

the little buses in grade school,

please turn to page 128. Even

if you answered "b" on the
geek test, you still might not

be sure of the differences among
all of the buses. Welcome to

^ - this month's White Paper.
- Chris Dunphy

yy/.o.
/ /

/ / / /
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BUS RIDING
Consider the computer bus to be a multilane highway that carries data between a master
and any slave device located on the same stretch of road. The different ianes of the high
way are defined to carry data bits, handshaking bits, and address bits that indicate which
slave should be speaking and where in memory the data is destined. In simple buses,
each lane generally does only one thing. However, to limit the number of wires on your
motherboard, some buses allow lanes to do double duty. At one point they carry an
address and, later in the data transfer cycle, data on the same wires. This technique is
called multiplexing.

In simpler buses, the master is generally fixed, but modern buses such as PCI
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) allow slaves to temporarily become bus masters,
allowing for more efficient data transfer by bypassing the need for every read and write
to pass through the master regardless of destination.

To get data from one bus onto another, a bridge is used, in a modern system,
your motherboard chipset typically acts as a master bridge, shuffling data from the ISA
(Industry Standard Architecture), PCI, IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics), memory, and
Pentium local bus. Because all data passes through this central switch box, the perfor
mance of your motherboard chipset is nearly as critical as the speed of your CPU for
overall system performance.

ISA: THE BUS THAT WOULD NOT DIE
The original IBM PC featured a simple and slow 8-bit bus for adding expansion cards.
As PC clones evolved, this bus became known as ISA. When the PC-AT featuring the 286
came out, the ISA connector was stretched to allow for 16-bits of data to flow per clock
cycle, and the speed of the bus went up to 8MHz to IQMHz. This allowed for a maximum
data speed of 8MB/sec.

The ISA bus doesn't provide any means of allocating IRQ (interrupt requests) lines
and other resources automatically to cards. This has made it difficult for cards to coexist
without conflict. But the ISA bus has refused to die because it's dirt cheap, pervasive,
and easy to design for. The Plug and Play protocol has somewhat eased the problem of
having to manually configure ISA cards, but ISA's days may at last be numbered. Microsoft
plans to eliminate the need for iSA in PCs designed to the PC '98 hardware spec.

EISA: ISA EXPANDS
Even in the days of the 386, iSA was considered to be slow and difficult +to work with.
Computers needed a faster bus, and Extended iSA answered the call. EISA doubled the
number of connections on the ISA bus to allow for 32-bit data transfers, but did it in such

a way that EISA slots could still support 8- and 16-bit cards. EISA also allowed for auto
matic configuration and bus mastering. To remain compatible, EISA was clocked at 8MHz,
but the doubled data width and improved protocols sped transfers up to a maximum of

AN INTRODUCTION TO BUS SYSTEMS

ne master instructs the slaves to send data or to be ready

to recieve it. A bridge chip is used to extend a bus iogicaiiy

further than the eiectricai limits would usually allow.

Bus Bus

Master Slave 1 Slave 2

.rt
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33MB/sec. Unfortunately, EISA was expensive and complicated to
Implement, and It only caught on In a few server systems. It has
since been supplanted by PCI.

MCA: IBM GETS GREEDY
The Micro Channel Architecture (MCA)replaced ISA In IBM's PS/2
line, returning to IBM strict control over who made cards for their
systems. So no one did. Those unfortunate enough to buy PS/2
systems found that the few expansion cards were Inordinately
expensive. Technically, the MCA bus was slightly superior to EISA,
allowing for both 32-blt and 64-blt Implementations and slightly
faster performance, but the proprietary nature of the MCA bus
destined It for the scrap heap.

VLB: NEED FOR SPEED
When the 486 came out, there was suddenly a need for high-
performance graphics cards—and ISA couldn't accommodate
the new breed. VLB (Vesa Local Bus) filled this void by essen
tially taking the 486's local CPU bus and wiring it up to a slot.
Since the 486's CPU bus was never Intended to support add-on
cards, bus mastering and auto-configuratlon were nonexistent,
but the speed was there. VLB slots ran at the same speed as
the CPU, which typically ranged from 25MHz to 50MHz, and
allowed 32-blt transfers to fly along at up to 132MB/sec.

PCI: MODERN LOVE

Today's Peripheral Component Interconnect bus Is a well-defined
Industry standard engineered to meet the needs of today's
systems. It's fast, powerful, feature-rich, and processor agnostic.
PCI Is the bus of choice on just about every computer today.
Including SGI workstations, Macs, and every Pentium PC.

PCI uses a

multiplexing
scheme to share

address and data

pins, allowing 32
bits to be trans

ferred per clock
without too many
prohibitively
expensive pins.
PCI systems are
typically clocked
at 33MHz; the
theoretical maxi

mum bandwidth

Is 132MB/sec.
Automatic configu
ration and bus

mastering are
central to PCI's

design, and
are thoroughly
Implemented.

The recent PCI

2.1 spec defines
an extension to

the PCI connector

to allow 64-blt

transfers, which

AGP AND PCI SPEEDS COM
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AGP-133 with

400- AGP-133 no
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has started to show up In a few server-class machines. PCI 2.1 also
defines a 66MHz clock speed, but this Is electrically difficult to
Implement and may limit systems to two cards per PCI bridge. No
PCs support 66MHz PCI.

AGP: TURBO GRAPHICS
Even PCI Is challenged by the data needs of a hungry 3D accelera
tor. To help satisfy massive demand for access to memory, Intel
has engineered a new bus. Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP),
that will be showing up on systems late this year, allowing for
266MB/sec bandwidth.

AGP Is based upon the PCI 2.1 66MHz spec, but allows for
much deeper pipelining of reads and writes to take better advan
tage of the theoretical maximum bus speed. AGP also defines some

new pins to allow for sideband address signaling, allowing new
addresses to be queued up for reading without the need to Inter
rupt the data flowing over the main channel of the bus. Finally,
AGP defines a 2X mode (also known as AGP-133) that allows two
32-blt data chunks to be transferred per 66MHz clock, effectively
doubling the speed to a peak of 532MB/sec. 2X mode, sideband
addressing, and support for execute mode aren't required from
every AGP system, and early AGP graphics cards may not support
all of these features—so be aware that AGP Implementation may
differ from 3D chip to 3D chip.

Intel will only be releasing AGP-enabled motherboard chipsets
for Pentium II machines, but AMD Is working furiously to come
out with a Socket 7 AGP-enabled chipset. The first wave of AGP
accelerator cards may not offer much over their PCI variants, but
once AGP 2X Is widespread, and the software Issues are worked
out (Microsoft Intends full support for AGP In Windows 98), AGP
will become a graphics must-have. Intel Is currently defining an
AGP 4X mode that will double speed yet again, providing over a
GB/sec bandwidth to main memory.

PARED
AGP may not be as general purpose as PCI, but

It excels at its specialty: moving data from

memory to your graphics card—FAST.

 Sideband

i

i,-'.

Stdeband

im

AGP-66 with Sideband

AGP-66 no Sideband

pci-ee

PCI-33

Transfer Size (Data Words)



PREVIEWS
HARDWARE

ON THE HORIZON AND
SOFTWARE SOON TO SHIP

Windows 98 70

Longbow 2 72
Populous: The Third Coming 73
Heavy Gear 74
Forgotten Realms: Baidur's Gate 76
Zork Grand inquisitor 78
Sharp SE-500 l\/lohiie Organizer 78
Suh Culture 79

The boot Tracking Sheet
TITLE

Intense 3D Voodoo
Flight Unlimited II
Flying Tigers
450NXPCIset
Hexen II

Armored Fist II

Flight simulator 98
G-Pollce
Jedl Knight
Lands of Lore II

StarCraft

Total Annihilation

AMD 640 PCIset with AGP

Age of Empires
Dark Earth
F22 Air Dominance Fighter
Grand Prix Legends
Myth
Pebelllon
SandWarriors

Screaming Demons
Sub Culture

Blade Runner

Close Combat: A Bridge to Far
Kings Quest: Mask of Eternity
Populous: The Third Coming
Redllne

Sid Meier's Gettysburg
Test Drive 4

Ultima Online

Unreal

AMD K6 300MHz

6x86MX 300MHz
MedlaGXMMX

AMD 640 PCIset/AGP/
100MHz bus

GF-1000 DVD-RAM drive
10th Planet

Baseball 3D
Anachronox

CART Precision Racing
Dalkatana

European Air War
F-22 Raptor
Gardlans: Agents of Justice
Heavy Gear
Jack NIcklaus 5

Longbow 2
Lunatik

The Dark Project
Wing Commander: Prophecy
MMX2

Adrenix

F22 Total Air War

MechCommander

Prey
Quake II
Sin

Star Trek: First Contact

Windows 98/Memphls
450BX PCIset/Slot 2
Duke Nukem Forever

MechWarrlor III

Windows NT5.0

Crusader III

Ultima IX
'These dates are subject to

DEVELOPER DATE

Intergraph 8/97
Looking Glass Technologies 8/37
Holy Grall/PIE 8/97
Intel 8/97
Actlvlslon 8/97

NovaLogIc 9/97
Microsoft 9/97

Psygnosis 9/97
LucasArts 9/97

Westwood 9/97

Blizzard 9/97
Cavedog/GT Interactive 9/97
AMD 10/97
Microsoft 10/97

Kallsto/EA 10/97

DID/Ocean Int'l 10/97

Papyrus 10/97
Bungle 10/97
LucasArts 10/97
Interplay 10/97
Actlvlslon 10/97
Criterion/Virgin 10/97
Westwood 11/97
Microsoft 11/97

Sierra 11/97

Bullfrog/EA 11/97
Accolade 11/97

FIreAxIs/EA 11/97
Accolade 11/97

Orlgln/EA 11/97
Epic MegaGames 11/97
AMD 12/97
Cyrix 12/97
Cyrix 12/97

AMD 12/97

Hitachi 12/97

Bethesda 12/97
Microsoft 12/97

Eldos 12/97
Microsoft 12/97

Eldos 12/97

MIcroProse 12/97

NovaLogIc 12/97
MIcroProse 12/97
Actlvlslon 12/97

Accolade 12/97

Jane's 12/97
Pure Entertainment/

Psygnosis 12/97
Looking Glass Technologies 12/97
O 12/97rlgln/EA
Intel
Digital DIalect/PIE
DID/Ocean Int'l

MIcroProse
3D Realms

Id
Actlvlslon

MIcroProse

Microsoft
Intel

3D Realms

FASA/MlcroProse

Microsoft

Origin
Origin
change

01/98
01/98

01/98

01/98
01/98

01/98
01/98

01/98

01/98
02/98

02/98

02/98

02/98

posponed Indefinitely
posponed Indefinitely

Windows 98
It's beginning to iook a lot like Memphis

Display PropertiesIf "Start Me Up" was the
anthem for Win95, "Time
Waits For No One" is the

tune for Win98. With few

changes to the interface
(beyond the internet
Expiorer 4.0 kludge) and
no core speed improve
ments, Win98—expected
to be released early next
year—realizes its potential
through the sheer abun
dance of hardware it

supports.
Call it a glorified service

pack, if you will. The latest
update to Windows, code-
named Memphis, covers a
lot of ground in providing
integrated support for all
the latest advances in

PC hardware.

■ Beneath Win98's haunt-

ingly familiar front end lies
an elegant patchwork of 16-
and 32-bit code that sup
plies full support for new
technologies such as USB, DVD, AGP,
and FireWire. These and future device

drivers will be written to the Win32

Driver Model (WDM), which brings
together support for all the major
classes of devices. Custom-tailored

mini drivers pick up the slack for spe
cific device needs. Support for WDM is
retrofitted into Win98 through NT ker
nel services, so Win98-native devices
will run automatically on NT 5.0 when
it's released next year. Flardware mak
ers can finally write the same drivers
for both operating systems.

DirectX 5.0 and ActiveMovie will be

built into Win98, as will support for the
Advanced Configuration and Power
Interface (ACPI)

Backgroun

MAG DX

(7 Use t

When a sec

l?|x|i

d ] Screen Saver j Appearance ] Plus! Monitors j

-7GuT on Matrox Millennium PCI

Plug and Play Monitor on S3 VIRGE 325 PCI
1024x768 High Color (16 bit)

SeUingshis device as part of the desktop.

OK Cancel Apply

specification used
by the next gen
eration of mother

boards. ACPI

allows you to
control any device
connected to your
PC directly from
the desktop. This
means capabilities
for wake-on-ring
for modems, intel
ligent powering-
down of inactive

ondary PCI video card is added to a system, Windows
98's Display Properties change to show the number, type, and
virtual desktop position of the connected monitor.

devices, and instant-on system readi
ness with a key-click or defined event.

On the video front, OS support for
multiple displays has finally arrived.
Win98 lets you build your own video
wall, with up to eight PCI video cards.
Separate resolution, color depth, and
refresh-rate adjustments for each dis
play will go a long way toward pleas
ing webmasters, multimedia develop
ers, and gamers looking to broaden
their horizons. Secondary displays
work as extensions of your desktop
without the toolbar across the bottom.

Applications built to handle separate
autonomous windows will be able to

span multiple monitors, but many apps
will have to be modified before they

can take full advan

tage of foreign
acreage. For example,
the next version of

PowerPoint is being
written to allow

slides to show on

one monitor while

notes are displayed
on the other.

New to the

Control Panel is

support for scanners
and digital cameras,
which, along with an

Select the ̂  of hardware you want to ntlaL

li»(hvare types;

v/30 Acceteratots

iZ!) CD-ROM conlroleis

O'CXP
^ decoder bus contrcter
^ Display adapters
^ Ronty disk controSers
^ Global poslllorvng devices
^Hard dsk controters

s>HlO

Hot Plug-and-Play for USB, DVD IViPEG-2 decoders,
and iBEB 1394 hosf adapfer support are ail spec'd
for the full release.
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PREVIEWS
Disk Defragmenter Optimizatian Wizard

Installation Wizard, is a handy place to
keep track of TWAIN drivers. Point-to-Polnt
Tunneling Protocol is a welcome addition
to Wln98's dial-up networking control
panel as well. Other improvements include
Multilink Channel Aggregation, which pro
vides a way to combine all available dial-
up lines for higher transfer rates. When
combined with the new ISDN Configuration
Wizard, this makes the most difficult part
of ISDN installation getting the phone
company to stretch a new line into your
neck of the woods.

Win98 is also gunning to be the OS
that runs your entertainment center.
Integrated broadcast services and future
hardware support are planned for new
satellite and cable-tuner cards, as well
as USB sound and FireWlre audio and

video. Working with IP multicast down
loads through broadcast vertical-blanking
intervals, Win98's

^(unUtled) - Dr. Watson

This wizard creates a log about your most commonly
used programs. Disk Defragmenter uses this log to
determine the best way to store your software program
files, so your programs open and run as quickly as
possible.

What do you want to do?

(* Create a log now to optimize my disk(s).

1 don't want to create a log now, but prompt me
again later.

I don't want to create a log now. Don't display this
wizard again.

liBacI'. Next > Cancel

Before defragmenting you can ctioose tlie applications you use most frequently and the Disk Defragmenter monitors
which tiles are used with the app and, during the detrag, reorders them accordingly on the hard drive with dil's and
helper tiles existing in the same region as executabies.

£He View
new TV Explorer
displays television
signals either full
screen or with HTML

pages that are
updated and timed
with the program's
script. Advanced
functions such as

integrated chat and
e-mail are planned
for the full release.

Working side by
side with the TV

Explorer, the new
Program Guide uses
the information

processing power
of your PC to handle
up to 1,000 chan
nels, intelligently
search for anything
from actors to

subject matter,
schedule reminders

for future programs, and set up sign-
ons that can restrict access for younger
family members.

Atop the new plumbing sits an IE 4.0-
powered hyperlinked desktop that changes
the predominant Windows metaphor from
exploring to browsing. Single clicks launch
applications, and forward and back but
tons take you deeper into directories
or out onto the web. Windows can be

assigned hyperlinked properties by hack
ing the HTML code in the directory's

Tasks] startup I Hooks K

Driver 1-Tvpe

Syst«n t^en orj 7/1

in addition to providing de

ernel Drivers | User Drivers ]k ̂  1 k
The foNovinng Windows kernel-mode drivers are installed.

1 Loaded from 1
VMM 4.1 Slalic Reg'stiy ;

VCACHE 4.1 Sta^c Regist^ y
PERF 4.1 Static Registry
VPOWERD 4.1 Dynanki Plug ard Play 4.1 [

VP! CD 4.1 Static R^stiy
VTD 4.1 Static Registry
VW1N32 4.1 Static Registry
VXDLDR 4.1 Static Registry

CONRGMG 4.1 Static R^^y
pa 4.1 Dynante Rug arid Play 4.1C

ISAPNP 4.1 O^ffiamic RugarKlR^ 4.1C:

BIOS 4.1 Dynanic

i  '
F^jgandPI^ 4.1C^j

3/9610:02:02 PM.

Bmil folder.htm hie.
The Control Panel

and My Computer
are freshly
enhanced with

rollovers bringing
up special proper
ties in each, and
an easily accessi
ble Address Tool

bar provides a
quick way to
launch web sites

as well as exec

utabies. Favorites

have been expand
ed to include net

work volumes and

file shares, and
can be added to

and modified a la

web links. But

don't worry if
you're not ready
for the web to

invade your desktop. You can always turn
off the desktop/browser integration and go
back to the old Win95 Interface.

Scripting support debuts with Win98, as
well as a host of new utilities. The Update
Manager logs installed hardware and con
nects to a Microsoft web site that contains

the latest drivers. When an update Is avail
able, the Update Manager notifies you of
the new version and offers to install it

automatically. The System File Checker
takes a snapshot reference of your system

OK

tailed information on the state
of your system, the improved Dr. Watson intercepts
program faults and tells you why they occurred.

when it's healthy so that when things go
wrong you can restore files to their original
versions. The Win98 Start Menu can now

be rearranged and organized with drag-
and-drop ease, and a Start Menu Wizard
debuts to round up stray readme and help
files, relocate single menu items to the
main menu, and archive old links.

Microsoft's current trickle-down model

for Windows development has the major
innovations happening on the NT side
first. Wln98 will extend the 16-bit

Windows kernel through one more revi
sion, and there will likely be upgrades
down the road, but the future lies In NT.

As opposed to Window's close ties to
the Intel instruction set, the NT kernal is
portable to newer architectures. As the
need for backward compatibility lessens,
the advanced features of NT combined

with NT 5.0's promise of core DirectX 5.0
integration will draw power users away
from Win98. Besides, can you imagine
what Windows 2001 is going to be like?
Shades of HAL 9000 anyone?

— Sean Downey

product info

Available 01/98

Price TBA

Company Microsoft

Phone 800.426.9400

URL www.microsoft.com
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PREVIEWS

Longbow 2
Three's company
This year's battle for air supremacy has
begun and Longbow 2 is almost ready to
take flight. With its stellar graphics, no-
compromise flight model, and advanced
avionics, Jane's awe-inspiring Longbow
proved the world's still hungry for hardcore
flight sims. This much-anticipated sequel
promises three player-aircraft to choose
from (Longbow, Kiowa, and Blackhawk)
and a new terrain modeler that will make

your 3D accelerator scream.
Origin's Andy Hollis takes you below

the tree line and primes you for the ride
of your life.

boot What kind of missions can we expect?
Hollis There will be many ways to play.
The first is Instant Action, a simple, fun
way to jump into the aircraft and start
killing things. In multiplayer,
this will default to deathmatch-

style play.
The second way is Single

Missions. This collection of situ

ations can be played in any
order using any or all of the air
craft. It also allows us to offer

more content after the sim ships.
The third way is the Mission

Generator. This lets you change
about 25 mission variables,
including time, weather, enemy
forces, friendly forces, and player
helicopter to create unique
missions. Similar to the Random

Missions in Longbow, but with
a great deal more control.

The final way is the new fully
dynamic campaign system.
Using customer comments,
we've created a system that
models every aspect of the
ground war across a 50km front
(about one division). Players
start with a blank slate, and as
commander of a helicopter bat
talion, you're responsible for
assigning missions to four
flights of helicopters. These
flights can consist of any of the three
player-aircraft types. Through the new mis
sion planner, players track flights, missions,
arming, timing coordination, set Waypoints
based on terrain, and keep track of the
inventory weapons and aircraft for their unit
Each time the player flies a new mission
they're presented with options to fly recon
missions, fly resupply missions, set up
FARPs, do CAS, or participate in deep-strike

missions. And, when
ever an appropriate sit
uation arises, a special
hand-crafted mission is

generated that moves
the story along.

There are two sce

narios: the National

Training Center in Ft.
Irwin California and

Armenia/Azerbaijan.
The first allows multi

ple players to fly
dynamic campaigns against each other.
The other has players fighting against the
computer-controlled Iranian army as they
try to claim the extensive new oil fields in
the area. Of course, the difficulty and scope
of the campaign can be controlled by

extensive options, pleasing
both hardcore sim players
and the more casual pilot.
boot Will multiplayer make its
way in?
Hollis In a big way. Everything
one player can do, multiple
players can do. Instant Action,
single or generated missions
and the campaigns can all be
enjoyed as either single or
multiplayer experiences. There
are four ways to fly multiplayer:
1. Cooperative—Same Aircraft
(front seat/back seat). Each air
craft has separate roles for a
pilot and a copilot/gunner/
observer. When they fly this
way, one person is responsible
for flying, the other for deploy
ing the weapon and/or sensor
systems. They can even switch
roles on the fly.
2. Cooperative as Leader/
Wingman. Players fly together,
with one person as the wing
leader, the other covering as
the wingman.
3. Cooperative as Leader/
Leader. Players fly together

on the same side, but each is in charge
of their own flights, and each has a com
puter wingman.
4. Flead to Flead. Players fly in any of the
above configurations against other players.
boot Mf///Longbow 2 use the same graphics
engine as the original? How have you geared
up the terrain generator?
Hollis Much has changed since the original
Longbow, what with advent of the 3D

Longbow 2 takes advantage of 3D acceleration to produce realistic terrains.

accelerator card. Our original engine was
blazingly fast in software, but incompatible
with 3D cards—so we completely rewrote
the system to take advantage of today's
technology. We also developed new genera
tion processes that give us four times the
detail in terrain and up to eight times the
detail in objects. We've added all kinds of
special effects, such as multiple-point light
sources for cool rocket launches and explo
sions at night, and awesome particle effects
such as dust-tracked vehicles and multi-part
explosions. We can now do things in the
flight engine we could only do in the pre-
rendered cut scenes of the original game.

We'll still support software-only users,
though a few new graphics features will be
available only to those with 3D hardware.
Initial support is for 3Dfx boards only, and
is optimized for the Glide interface. Support
for other cards will be available as patches
after the product ships. This may or may
not be through Direct3D.
boot Will the cockpit be made up of polygons
or win you stiii use bitmaps?
Hollis Both. For all three player-aircraft
types, we'll support 2D bitmap cockpits as
well as a fully textured polygon "virtual
cockpit" for front-seat and back-seat.
boot Any other sims in the works that may
link in with Longbow 2?
Hollis Longbow 2 already allows you to fly
any of three helicopters, and it's all in the
same box. We think that's an excellent

value for customers. That said, we have
the technology, so who knows?
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Populous: The Third Coming
What if God was one of you?
Your loyal followers turn to you for divine
light. You are their god and It's your will
that plagues the heretics and guides the
chosen into Avalon.

Get ready to do the
deity In Bullfrog's next
god Sim, Populous: The
Third Coming. Associate
producer Pete Blow
evangelizes about how
to perform miracles,
raise mountains, and
bring on the bugs.

toot What's the story
behind Populous; The
Third Coming?
Blow Four gods con
trolling four races of
people conflict over the
lands in the Populous
universe. You play one
of these gods and your
objective is to wipe out
the other three.

boot Ever since

Populous started Its
own genre, developers
have boosted the con

cept left and right.
What new features

will P;TTC bring to
the table?

Blow A completely
fresh landscape view
including a fully rota
tional 3D environment

with a unique curved
horizon. The smooth

zooming out to full view
of the globe gives play
ers the impression they
are playing on the sur
face of a planet, rather
than the flat surface of

conventional gaming
worlds. Every part of the
game world is generated
in real time, allowing
extensive landscape
modification and effects.

P-.TTCs relatively
small set of gaming ele
ments is extremely easy
to learn. There are, how
ever, almost limitless
ways these elements can
be combined to create

different strategies and

1

II

Ft

Zoom in and spy on your followers from your
heavenly seat In Populous: The Third Coming.

techniques, resulting in an incredi
bly fun and interesting game.
boot Is P:TTC using the Magic
Carpet terrain generator or Is It

an original gam
ing engine?
Blow There

are similarities

between the two.

Both are height-
field based, using
bucket sorting
for the polygons.
There is, however,
no common code.

We've taken what

we learned on

Magic Carpet to
create the P:TTC

engine and made it better.
The 3D-object support is
compieteiy new. The land
scape texture generation
incorporating dis
placement and
bump mapping is
entirely new and
ground breaking.

Map gener
ation uses fractal

algorithms with a
facility for level
designers to adjust
each map point.
The landscape is
real-time rendered

using texture-
mapped polygons.

, Various pin map
ping, shading,
displacement, and
bump mapping
techniques allow real-time
elements such as foot

steps and volcanic lava
flows, adding to the real
ism of the environment.

A typical scene has
about 800 landscape
polygons and about 300
object polygons. In some
views, the landscape poly
gon count can double.
Each of the PrTTC worlds

will be four times the

size of the original two
Populous worlds.
boot Divine powers have
always been the centerpiece

Shaman

Heat-tim

s work their magic and prime your followers for combat.

of the Populous series—what cool divine pow
ers will you hit us with this time?
Blow Real-time morphing of textures and
landscape means the landscape-modifying
spells look awesome. Such spells include

e morphing landscapes will bend to your divine will.

Erosion, Volcano, and Earthquake. The
landscape morphs before your eyes, people
fell from heights, buildings stretch, then
explode. Other interesting divine powers
include Plague of Insects, Angel of Death,
Ghost Army, and Hypnotism.
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Heavy Gear
Make way for a new breed of mech

'T"%^

Rival Gears launch devastating attacks across a sea of sand.

Strapped inside the weathered huli of your
Hunter, you stride across a war-torn battle-
field ready to unleash the wrath of your
Autocannon rifle. Welcome to the world

of Heavy Gear.
Based on Dream Pod 9's pen-and-paper

game of the same name, Actlvision brings
fevered mech-on-mech action to your 30-
accelerated PC. Tim Morten, director of
Heavy Gear, gives you a glimpse into this
dark future.

boot How closely will the PC game simu
late the original pen-and-paper version
of Heavy Gear?
Morten The computer version will be very
much In line with the paper-based universe.
There's a certain amount that doesn't

translate from a turn-based game to a real
time combat simulator, but we make every
effort to capture the essence of the paper-
based experience in real time.

Dream Pod 9, the creators of the Heavy
Gear universe, have been really helpful in
giving us feedback on our story and game
design. They're even going to incorporate
elements of what we're doing into an up
coming book for the paper-based game.
boot Will Heavy Gear use the Mech-
Warrior 2 gaming engine?
Morten It would be a mistake not to carry
forward the great engine we created. We're
revamping it to make the game faster and
more detailed. We've converted the engine
for fully Pentium-optimized floating-point
math. DirectSD support will be built in, and
we're upgrading our animation system to
support more fluid motion. We've added
roiling terrain, new weapon effects, seam
less Internet support, and 3D sound.
boot What new techniques can we expect
from Heavy Gear's in-game terrain gener
ator? A totally textured universe? Dynamic
colored lighting? Rolling hills?
Morten Ail of the above. Roiling terrain is
standard, and many of our weapons and
explosions take advantage of dynamic light
ing effects, including colors. The terrain
really affects gamepiay; an enemy could be
lurking behind any hill, and they're not so
easy to hit when their elevation changes as
they run over uneven ground. Heavy Gear
will feature roiling hills, mountains, canyons,
cities, caves, and more. Each environment ■

requires different tactics: a city mission is
about avoidance, but a hill mission is more
about maneuvering.
boot What weather effects will there be?

Morten We use a particle system to create

Heavy Gear will offer 16 basic models of mech—with the option to customize—and will use high-resolutlon texture
maps on Its mechs, resulting In more realistic robots.

real-time weather effects. Weather mainly
impacts the visibility in a mission.
boot How many mechs will be available?
Morten We're including 16 basic models,
but customization allows a huge number
of permutations.
boot What polygon counts can we expect
for a typical mech?
Morten Polygon count varies according to
distance. Up close you'll see 650 polygons.
boot With those polygon counts, what
will we see in hardware support?
Morten Heavy Gear will be DirectSD com
pliant from the outset and MMX support
comes at the driver level. With both MMX

and an accelerator board, 3D acceleration
would come from the accelerator board,
and MMX should accelerate 3D sound and

video playback.
boot How will multiplayer mayhem be
handled? Will there be a battle.net-style
server where Heavy Gear fighters can
meet and duke It out?

Morten Although we haven't given our
server a catchy name yet, we've actually
had server-based Internet gaming since
Mercenaries. We've advanced the tech

nology for interstate 76, and Heavy Gear
will take the next step to being a seam
less Internet environment.

boot Close combat's been sorely missing
In mech games. Will Heavy Gear have It?
Morten Ramming is always a viable way
to do damage, but Heavy Gear isn't about
hand-to-hand combat so much as shoot

ing. When it comes to combat, the gun is
definitely mightier than the fist.
boot With FASA's MechWarrior 3 and

Sierra's Earthsiege 3 vying for attention,
what will make Heavy Gear stand out?
Morten Our strength has always been
great gamepiay. We're paying a lot of
attention to what our fan base tells us.

They've asked for an integrated story with
cut scenes, vastly flexible vehicle customiza
tion, cooperative multiplayer play, the ability
to stand up after failing, side-stepping,
crouching... the list goes on.

This team and this engine set the stan
dard for the giant-robot genre. You can
bet we're going to do it again.
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PREVIEWS

Forgotten Realms: Baldur's Gate
It's my party, and I'll die if I want to

Interplay's Forgotten Realms: Baldur's Gate
puts you In command of a wayward party
of adventurers In search of truth, justice,
and the almighty experience point.

Hack and slash your way deep within
the mythos of TSR's Advanced Dungeons
& Dragons' Forgotten Realms. Dr. Ray
Muzyka, jolnt-CEO of Bioware, gives us
the scoop on where the wild things are...
and why you'd wanna slay them.

boot What's the premise behind
Baldur's Gate?

Muzyka This will be the first PC role-
playing game to capture the feel of pen-
and-paper AD&D. Baldur's Gate is one of
the largest and most immersive computer
RPGs ever made. It's set in the Forgotten
Realms of TSR's AD&D universe.

Starting as an orphan, villains cast you
out into the wilderness. The Sword Coast

is in turmoil, the city states of Amn and
Baldur's Gate are on the brink of war and

no one seems to know why. You must
make sense of the growing chaos and
uncover your origins.

Forgotten Realms: Baldur's Gate is a
true real-time RPG with multiple characters
in your party. In addition to the original
character you generate from scratch, up to
five adventurers—selected from a pool
of 24—can join you.

Diablo purported to be
an RPG but the story was
thrown in at the last

minute, unlike Baldur's
Gate, where the entire
game is written around an
intricate story and web of
subplots. Baldur's Gate
also looks better: our

graphics are non-tiled (.Diablo
uses repetitive graphics) and
fully rendered in an isometric
top-down view in 16-bit color,
which approaches photorealism.
Our goal is to recreate the
Forgotten Realms on the com
puter, and in your mind, your
eyes, and your heart.
boot Wiil gaming be restricted to
dungeon-hacking or wiil you deliver more?
Muzyka We'll deliver much, much more.
The entire coast is rendered in loving detail.
Players can explore villages and cities,
numerous dungeons and towers, and more
than 10,000 unique 640x480 game screens.
This represents, to the best of our knowl
edge, the largest RPG ever made. Luckily,

Unlike other isometric

adventures, you'll
stroll through a variety
of terrain in Forgotten
Realms: Baldur's Gate.

we have a lot

of source mater

ial to draw on:

the rich herit

age of the For
gotten Realms
from TSR.

There are

a lot of mon

sters with great
animations-

over 60 in

all—all drawn

from the TSR

sourcebooks

(Monstrous
Manual, etc.):
kobolds, gibber-
lings, basilisks,
anhkegs, orgres,
wolves, sirens, Exploremulhlevelabodes tnBaMur'
dryads, and more. The spell effects have
great graphics, too, the spells being drawn
from the AD&D sourcebooks.

boot How is each character different?

Muzyka Characters can be any race or
class allowed in the AD&D 2nci-edition

rules: clerics, mages, fighters, thieves, pal
adins, druids, rangers, and bards (multi-
classed characters are also allowed). Your

main character's race can be human,
elf, half-elf, halfling, dwarf, or

gnome. There are many differ
ences between these char

acters. Thieves hide in shad

ows, paladins and clerics
heal or repel the undead,
mages cast powerful
spells, and fighters... fight!

You meet a lot of other

characters who can join
you. The races and classes

look different on screen and

you can customize their colors,
weapons, and armor, so when
you change weapons or armor
you see it happen. This will add
to the "immersion factor," and
make you feel like you're there.

boot What kinds of weapons and spells
will these characters have?

Muzyka We draw heavily on the AD&D
sourcebooks—magical swords, amulets,
rings, potions, wands, belts, bracers...
you get the idea.
boot Was this game designed as multi-
player from the start? How will the solo
campaigns play?
Muzyka The single-player version is the

's Gate, an AD&D RPG.

main game—a multiplayer version will
probably follow. The game is first and fore
most an RPG and the design is primarily
single player. Luckily, the world is being
designed to be adaptable for multiple
players, and we're considering an online
version as well.

boot Will Baldur's Gate use any type of
graphics acceleration?
Muzyka MMX and non-MMX versions are
being developed. MMX-equipped players
can expect better frame rates, larger
animations, and more stuff happening
on screen at once. The basic game will
be the same though.
boot What about cool visual effects?

Muzyka There will be dynamic lighting
(light sources illuminate the characters and
moving objects in the world), and 3D height
maps (this game is really a 3D "2D" game),
plus colored light sources—imagine the
red flash on the ground as a fireball passes
overhead. There are full weather effects

and day/night cycles, too, as well as rain,
snow, fog, sunrise, and sunset. We aim to
create the impression that you are watch
ing a window on a world from about 100
feet in the air.
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PREVIEWS

Zork Grand Inquisitor
Buddy can you spare a zorkmid?
Zork Grand Inquisitor is the latest tale of
high adventure set in the universe of grues
and dark magic.

Sporting the latest Z-Vision 360-degree
graphics engine and tons of rendered
vistas. Laird Malamed, director of Zork
Grand Inquisitor, gives us an advanced
tour of the land.

boot Where on the Zork timeline does

Zork Grand Inquisitor take place?
Malamed Zork Grand inquisitor takes
place 101 years after Beyond Zork and
Spellbreaker, 700 years before Return to
Zork, and 119 years after Zork Nemesis.
You must defeat the Grand Inquisitor and
return magic to the popuiation of Zork. We
wanted to select a piece of the timeline
the other games hadn't dealt with in .

ZGi concentrates on the Zork humor and

history more than the other graphic Zorks.
We wanted to incorporate as much of the
text history as possible, while keeping the
game playable for Zork newcomers. We're
also adding Magic to a Zork game using
the Enchanter tr'Aog^ model.
boot Zork Nemesis introduced the world

to your 360-degree graphics engine.
Will ZGi use the same technology?
Malamed ZGI is powered by an enhanced
version of the Z-Vision engine used in
Zork Nemesis. Enhancements include full

screen images, Inventory, map, and spell
casting screens, as well as new menu bars

(for easy access to
inventory objects
and spells), and
more audio and

movies in sur

rounds. There's

about 30 minutes

of FMV, although
some of that is

entirely computer
generated. Com
pression is still being determined.
boot How in-depth is ZGi's inventory
system? How about the puzzles?
Malamed We've designed a new inventory
system that's in keeping with the text
series. Objects can be examined, com
bined, and used in many areas of the
game. We're striving to predict what play
ers will attempt and to add responses for
everything. The puzzles are a combination
of inventory puzzles and spell-casting
tasks. The difficulty comes from having
to think laterally about what spells can
do and how objects can be used in differ
ent takes. It's not just a case of finding
a key or code and using it on a door.
boot What new technological
advances can we expect?
Malamed \Ne'\\ have more 3D Sound,
more pana-animations, a larger screen,
scalable MMX support, and a DVD version.
We may use Creative Labs' Sound Fonts.
boot Pretty-picture-but-limited-

Zork Grand inquisitor will have more pre-rendered artwork than you can shake a grue at!

interactivity games such as Myst
and Obsidian are looking dated. What
will ZGi do to avoid this?

Malamed V^e've eliminated much of the

extraneous navigation from the game.
There are fewer nodes, so players can get
to interaction faster. We also have a map
screen that allows jumping to previously
visited locales. Further, there is more going
on in each node, so the game doesn't feel
empty. There are also a number of charac
ters who travel with you in the game and
comment on your actions, provide clues,
and add humor.

product info

Available 04 97

Price TBA

Developer/Publisher Activision

Phone 310.473.9200

URL www.activision.com

Sharp SE-500 Mobile Organizer
Contender or pretender to the Pilot's throne?

•Wter?

The SF-500 Mobile Orga
nizer is Sharp's
$299 answer to
U.S. Robotics'

Pilot, and it
comes with a few

tricks of its own.

Measuring 5.9 x
3.5 X 0.7 inches,
the 7-ounce SF-500

comes with 1MB of

memory (with user
work area hovering
at around 640K), an
integrated 14.4Kbps

It may be bigger than a Pilot,
but Sharp's SE-500 has an
integrated modem.

modem, and Internet e-mail software. The 240x159 LCD touch
screen will have an electroluminescent backlight, as well as an
integrated protective cover. Connectivity with your desktop or
notebook PC is a top priority, so the SF-500 includes an IrDA
port as well as a free-standing docking station complete with
9-pin serial connector.

But without handwriting recognition, you must either use the
on-screen keyboard or the Notes application, where on-screen
scribbles become bitmap images you can attach to e-mail.

Pre-installed apps will include a robust personal organizer
with contact lists, a calendar,
expense reports, calculator, and
world clock. PC-synchronization
software that's compatible with
programs including Outlook 97,
Lotus Organizer 97, and ACT!
3.0 will get you up and running
with your PC PiM.

— Andrew Sanchez

product info

Available August 97

Price $299

Company Sharp Electronics

Phone 800.237.4277

URL www.sharp-usa.com
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Sub Culture
Sleeping with the fish

Sub Culture fills the watery void left by
Bullfrog's now-defunct Creation. Using
hardcore hardware to the extreme. Sub
Culture will drown you in a first-person
action game deep within a watery world.

Managing director David Lau-Kee takes
you down for a taste of submarine mayhem.

boot What's the premise behind
Sub Culture?

Lau-Kee Underneath the oceans. Inch-tall
tribes of intelligent life forms exist in a
kind of parallel universe. One of the two
main tribes, the Procha, are technologically
adept and their cities are masterpieces of
order. The other more communal tribe is

the Bohine who are in touch with nature

and have a much more informal society.
Two other tribes inhabit the

oceans: the Brotherhood and

the Pirates. The Brotherhood

exists almost as a cult...

trading is their religion.
The Pirates survive by
preying on the weak
and unaccompanied,
hunting in packs, and
scuttling any sub that
crosses their path.

You're a free agent at
liberty to select who you'll
work for and when. You're

also free to subvert missions

you may start a mission
working for one tribe, but
then be persuaded to finish
the mission favoring the
other tribe.

boot What genre of game Is Sub Culture?
Lau-Kee It's action adventure similar to

Privateer, except the action is more in-
your-face and accessible. The action comes
from frequent battles with pirate sub
packs, mutant fish, military bases, and
secret machines of war—the trading is
also very accessible. The adventure comes
from the need to explore the world, and
from the narrative.

boot First-person sub sIms are a hard
sell. What does Sub Culture have going
for It?

Lau-Kee Creation would have been a

huge success if Bullfrog had managed to
develop the quality gameplay and coher
ence they're known for. But it was on the
drawing board too long and lost, or failed
to develop, a compelling focus.

Archimedean Dynasty has some terrific
qualities, but suffers harsh separation

Don't let the tranquil scenery tool
you, Sub Culture's world is fiiied
with combat.

between "in mis

sion" and "in dock"

modes. The missions

are far too "samey."
Other underwater

games simply aren't
on the same level-

in terms of depth,
polish, production
values, and game-
play mechanics—as
Sub Culture.

Getting started in
Sub Culture is easy-
players are up and running in minutes.
Excelling is a lot harder. While there's
coherence across the game, individual mis

sions stand on their own. "All-nighter"
play Is the most rewarding, but a

quick lunch-hour mission also
works extremely well.
boot What In-game
terrain generator will
Sub Culture employ?
Lau-Kee The engine
we're using is called
"DIVE," which was
created from the

advanced technology
we're putting in future

versions of RenderWare.

DIVE uses a very compact
representation for polygons
(we can encode about
80,000 polygons In 2MB)
by compressing the data
and then expanding it in
real time according to where

the player is looking. This means terrain
can be extraordinarily complex—more
than 100,000 polygons are processed by
the engine (of course, fewer are actually
drawn per frame) at a time.

The most startling innovation is that
there's no limitation to the type of terrain
structure that can be used in Sub Culture.

Previous games used simple height fields
(a regular grid of points at varying heights,
which limits how natural, interesting, and
complex the terrain can be). I don't know
of any other engine that allows arbitrary
structures such as arches, caverns, pipes,
and cave networks, rock overhangs, etc.
boot What about visual effects?

Lau-Kee Sub Culture is entirely perspective-
correct textured and lit in real time. You'll

see shafts of light coming down through
the water and dappling the seabed. You'll
see the entire underwater world gradually

Sub Culture's watery realm will tax your hardware to its limits.

becoming darker as night fells and brighter
as day breaks. You'll see true alpha-blended
transparency in the cockpits, and air bub
bles and light on cavern walls when you
shoot off a flare.

This will all be available in software on

a P90 up through a P200 with hardware
acceleration (faster machines will offer fester
frame rates, higher spatial and color resolu
tion, and more accurate hidden surfaces).
MMX helps with the advanced image-

processing effects such as alpha-blending
transparency. On a Pentium II we've been
able to liberate cycles for a frighteningly
high increase in overall frame rate.

We're still working on the final list of
accelerator cards we'll support, but so far
we have native support for the 3Dfx
Voodoo, the NEC/VideoLogic PCX2, and the
Rendition Verite. A Direct3D driver that

covers other chipsets will also be provided.
boot How many polygons will the sea
scape consist of?
Lau-Kee The basic seascape has about
100,000 polygons. Objects vary from about
20 polygons for small shoaling fish, to 500
to 600 for some of the "special" subs that
appear later in the game.
boot Will there be multlplayer mayhem?
Lau-Kee No. in the end, we felt that the
core gameplay mechanics would be com
promised by multlplayer options. However,
we are exploring a multlplayer spin-off
game and an online version.

product info

Available October 97

Price TBA

Developer Criterion Studios
Publisher TBA

URL www.ftp.canon.co.uk/
studios/Index.html
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E PEOPLE
:  IS MORE
IAN A MACHINE...

OBSi^lON.
Welcome to boot, the new monthly magazine and CD-ROM

from Imagine Publishing. Accompanied by its own unique Web

site, boot is a rich, integrated environment and the only

publication devoted to power-hungry PC freaks.

Every month, you'll get features that help you tweak today's

PCs for screaming performance, expert reviews of the most

revved up software, and hands-on hardware testing that goes

beyond the statistics. In the past, you tore

through all kinds of magazines, newspapers, and online

sources to feed your need for the best.

Now you have it all in one place: boot.

http://www.imagine-inc.com
a new wayTof publishing J 597B5



SPECIAL
CHAIOER
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.

With your paid subscription to boot, you'll receive
FREE special editions of two incredible CD-ROMs:

|p Norton Utilities-Is your PC a little under the
weather? Finally, a computer doctor that makes

I  I f I *^iTIIIIII house calls.

Flight Unlimited—Engage in 5 interactive flight
lessons with full audio support and 6 aerial( courses in this powerful flight

simulator combining advanced

physics with photo-realistic

Call 1-888-4IMAGINEE^i^
to start your
subscription.
You'll receive a full f. kg ipMSr^^
year of boot I iUflfj
(12 issues and 12
CD-ROMs) for only
$29.95 - a savings of almost |p|

70% off the cover price.
FREE

PURE LUST

PURE ADRENALINE

PURE PC POWER



REVIEWS
KICKIN'THE TIRES ON

THE LATEST HARDWARE

ANDTAKIN'THE NEWEST

SOFTWARE OUT EORASPIN

HARDWARE

Philips OmniWriter
Ricoh MediaMaster MP6200S

SupraExpress 56e Modem
Sportster 56K x2 Modem
Accura External Modem

Micron Miiiennia MME

NEC Versa 6200MX

ReaiVision Flash 3D

Cambridge SoundWorks SoundWorks
Plextor 12/20PieX CD-ROM Drive

TechWorks Ultimate 3D

Matrox Mystique 220
Rainbow Runner

AdvanSys ABP940 PCI
Ultra SCSI Host Adapter

PowerRamp
WingMan Digital Extreme
NoHands Mouse

Viviprint DigiPhoto
FreeBoard Beamer

82

83

85

85

85

86

90

92

94

96

100

101

101

pg 106

AdvanSys
SCSI

Host

Adapter

SOFTWARE

Director 6.0 84

Painter 5 88

Adobe PageMaker 6.5 92

Dungeon Keeper 93

Extreme Assault 94

Adobe liiustrator 95

QEMM 97 98

Uninstaller 4.5 98

Lightwave 3D 5.5 99

Star Trek: Generations 100

Shadow Warrior 102

Flash 2.0 102

Samplitude Studio 4.0 103

Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.0 Deluxe 103

Triple Play 98 104

Grand Slam 105

Baseball Pro 98 105

Tony La Russa Baseball 4 105

Creatures 106

British Open: Championship Golf 107

Front Page Sports: Golf 107

PGA Tour Pro 107

Carmageddon 109

imperium Galactica 110

WipeOutXL 110

CD-ReWritable
Burning desire

The most pathetic sight in the bootLab is the stacks of bad discs strewn about
the CD-R testing station. These polycarbonate platters are unreadable in any
CD-ROM drive and unrecoverable by any CD-R, yet no one has the heart to throw
them out. When a drive can't keep pace with the data rate, or the mastering
software fails, you get a bad disc that, if left to its own devices, will remind you
of your failure well into the next century.

Blazing in to save the day are two new CD-ReWriteabie (CD-RW) drives.
Ricoh's MediaMaster and Philip's OmniWriter are the first of the new breed of CD
recorders that bring erasabiiity to the world of CD mastering. These CD-RW drives
can write, erase, and re-write a single CD-RW disc more than 1,000 times, as well
as write to regular CD-R media. They wipe dean a bad burn and erase a data-
packed disc before you can say, "Who was that masked drive?"

Both are based around the same Philips 2xWrite/6xRead drive mechanism with
1MB onboard cache. Both work with Adaptec's DirectCD 1.0, and support packet
writing as well as all the CD-R formats CD-ROM, CD-ROM XA, CD Plus, CD-i and
CD-DA. Unfortunately, CD-RW technology won't help the discs that have already
fallen in the bootLab, but it may Just keep us from kilting again.

— Sean Downey

Philips OmniWriter
The OmniWriter delivers the

same performance
specs as the
Philips' CDD
2600 (reviewed
in boot 10)
along with new
re-writable capabiii
ties. It ships with
both a CD-R and CD-RW

disc, a SCSI-to-parallel
converter cable, Adaptec
DirectCD, Seagate Backup Exec,
and Creative Digital Research's
HyCD Suite.
We personally wouldn't trust the SCSI-to-parallel con

nector with more than the most gentle of data transfers. It works well with
DirectCD and Backup Exec, but we had difficulties getting a successful burn when
mastering with HyCD Suite. Before you chalk this up as a software problem, think
again. The converter cable works well with packet-writing applications such as

The OmniWriter contains the

same smooth curves as its

predecessor, the CDD 2600.

CD-ReWritable Explained

CD-RW discs are rewritable because

they use a different layering scheme
than CD-R. CD-R drives write data on

the surface of the media by burning the
dye layer with a laser, instead of a
burning process, CD-RW drives use
phase-change technology. The laser
changes the state of the media's
recording layer from reflective to light
absorbing. Because this change in
reflectivity can be reversed, the disc
becomes erasable and reusable.

CD-RW discs currently run about
$25. They have a lower reflectivity, so
most CD-ROM drives can't read them.

MuitiRead is a new certification

program for CD-RDM drives that adds
automatic gain control to the optical
pickup to correct this reflectivity
problem and makes them capable
of reading CD-RW discs. The Plextor
CD-ROM drive reviewed in this issue on

page 96 is a good example of a
ViuitiRead drive,
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DirectCD and Backup Exec because they
cache data on the system's hard drive
and send it to the drive in small buffer

filling amounts. HyCD Suite and other
CD-mastering packages pipe data through
to the drive in a constant stream at a

bandwidth beyond the capabilities of the
converter cable.

The external drive sports a headphone
jack and volume controls in the front
with RCA audio-out jacks and two SCSI
Centronics connectors in the rear. The drive

knocked off fine scores in our CD-R

mastering tests connected to
our SCSI adapter without the
converter cable.

Dare to Compare

Price $799

Company Philips

Phone 800.235.7373

URL www.philips.com

r'ntlet

Ricoh MediaMaster

MP6200S
Ricoh has really done its homework and
put together a smart little package. The
MediaMaster is an internal drive that

comes with everything you need to get
started: two discs (one CD-R and the other
CD-RW), Adaptec's DirectCD and Easy-CD
Pro 2.1, and a P.E. Logic bus-mastering
SCSI adapter.

Easy-CD Pro 2.1 Is driven by Adaptec's
powerful XCD engine, which Is arguably the
most reliable CD-mastering engine on the

V Untilied - Easy-CD Pio 95

File CD-Writef Edil Wew Help

Bundle
.'•i '"t

Interface

On-the-fly Torture Test (minS)
Create 390IVIB Image file (mine)
Burn 390MB Image File (mins)
Packet Writing (500MB) (mins)

'philips OmniWriter
CSI to parallel converter cable,
idaptec Direct CD vl.Os, HyCD Suite,

•te Backup Exec '
SCSI , Parallel to SCSI convertpri
,16 Buffer underrun

21 ..;s
Buffer underrun Mil

52

Ricoh MediaMaster

P.E. Logic ISA SCSI Adapter,

Adaptec Direct CD vl.Os,
Adaptec Easy-CD Pro v2,1:.:

SCSI

18

Wi

46

ft! Djg^lHl

market. Its handy
wizards guide
you through
complex master
ing procedures,
support extract
ing and editing
audio tracks, and
report on both
recorder capabili
ties and session

status.

The drive is

tray loading with
a headphone
jack, volume
control buttons,
an eject button,
and a single
dual-colored LED

that Indicates

drive status. Using Easy-CD Pro the
MediaMaster performed on par with other
2xWrites/6xReads we've tested, taking our
on-the-fly torture test In 18 minutes, creat
ing a 390MB image file In 12 minutes, and

burning the image in 23
minutes. It duplicated
audio and mixed-mode

discs without glitches and
proved up to snuff for our

With a name that

could give it membership
status in the Legion of
Superheroes the MediaMaster
is a solid performer.

New to the Easy-CD Pro toolbar is simple one-button access to a full disc wipe, audio extraction tests.

The MediaMaster

points to the future of
CD-Recorders with re-writabillty
and solid recording perfor
mance and a solid bundle.

Price $599

Company Ricoh

Phone 800.955.3453

URL www.ricoh.com

The version of DirectCD included with

CD-RW drives adds a little utility called
CD-RW Eraser. It performs a clean wipe of
a CD-RW disc that takes about 40 minutes,
but you can't erase specific files with It.

When you delete a file, DirectCD 1.0
removes the files directory entry, but no
space Is reclaimed. Could random access
erasablllty be too much to ask from a pack
age that already performs UDF-compllant
packet-writing through drive letter access?
Unfortunately, random access erasablllty
and direct file overwrite wasn't ready when
the new CD-RW drives were, so Adaptec
Implemented this all-or-nothing solution.

DirectCD 2.0, which supports direct over
write technology and fixed-length packets

Bs«se select e CO-Rewtieble dive lo eiete the mede hside.

cpftWDriy«__

^Te»t(H;):

Metia — —-

CD-Re«wiabls <5tc with foUeit/nst. Al the dets >

should be shipping by the time you read
this. The current packet-writing scheme In
DirectCD 1.0 uses variable packet lengths
for greater compatibility
with the majority of
CD-R drives. Fixed-

length packet writing Is
a more complex affair
that keeps reading soft
ware from seeing the
link blocks.

DirectCD 2.0's fixed-

length packet writing
works similar to clus

ters on a hard drive

with allotted spaces
made for chunks of

Cick < Start > to erase the enlie d

Erasing tfec. please wait..

Ill
TimeElepsed 100:06.-48

Dur one complaint is

_j_U^ ly,

AdeptecCO Eiasec

ec.

II wtltakeaoixo»rneteV2rnnutsslo1 hour lot

 that 2 minutes to
an hour is an intoierabiy huge range of
uncertainty when erasing.

data. Combining this with direct-overwrlte
capabilities lets you write new files over
old ones without the additional step of

erasing the old file first,
as well as add and remove

Individual files from the

disc. The advantage of
this model Is that data Is

allowed to span If It doesn't
fit In Its allotted space.
Unfortunately DirectCD's
new packet scheme
requires more overhead
on the disc Itself than the

previous version, so you
won't be able to write as

much data to disc.
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Director 6,0
A surfer's delight

With version 6, Director sustains
its position as the premiere tool
for generating interactive media,
especially on the web. Witness the
full integration of Shockwave into
Director 6.0. Not only does this let
you build web-ready movies with
out exiting Director, but the
Director compiler now understands
all Internet-related Lingo functions.

in a move that shores up one
of Director's longest-standing
weaknesses, sound and video
files can now be synced to visual
events in a movie. The author

can set up cue points in a digital
audio or video file (using an appli
cation such as Sound Forge or
Adobe Premiere), and these can be
addressed in a Director movie to keep the
movie and media locked up. While this is

rasa

Mem

Directo

Editable

Moveable

iIntetnal

ber

0 tern one

O tem two

r now let's you set the duration of a sprite on the score hy dragging its start and end points.

The Sprite inspector lets you see aii the relevant infor
mation about a sprite right on the stage.

far from the true, frame-accurate sync of
film and video, it should significantly
increase the realism of movies made in

Director. A further delight is the incorpora
tion of Shockwave audio into Director for

compressing audio files by as much as

176:1 to allow them to play from the net
or CD-ROM. Even Lingo has beefy Internet
chops now, allowing you to link cast mem
bers and casts to media on the Internet

the same way you've traditionally linked
them to media on disk. Some of Lingo's
new Internet-sensitive commands include:

getNetlext, preloadNetlhing, gotoNetMovie,
gotoNEtPage, downloadNetlhing, and
clearCache.

Director 6.0 imports JPEG, PNG, GIF, LR6
(xRes), TIE, PhotoCD, WMF, FLC, FLi, IMA
compressed, MacPaint, and Photoshop 3.0
files. Authors can launch, edit, and save
these media files from within Director, and
the application automatically re-imports
edited files to the cast.

Version 6.0 is loaded with details

bound to ease the author's workload. It

brings in true, rotatable 3D models exported
from ExtremeSD in 3DMF format via the

QuickDraw3D Xtra. Tedious tweening of
sprites is no more: A sprite can now span
multiple frames in the score, and the num
ber of frames spanned can be changed by
a simple click and drag. A version 6.0

Frame Properties; T empo

s:i-" ..r

Ig^lenipo a:

GWait;

01130 fps

rTIX] 1 seconds

5, ;Wait for Mouse Click or Key Press

w (t iWaii for Cue Point:!

Channel: {No Cue Points} i* Cue Point: { No Cue Points} k

OK

Cancel

Help

movie can have up to 128 sprite channels,
each displaying a playback indicator. The ,
Score's new zoom and multiple views
make it much more flexible; live Internet
authoring relieves authors of the need to
quit before testing; the new Behavior
inspector window aids sprite tweaking;
there are 40 percent more help topics,
and much more.

Streaming Shockwave
Shockwave can also stream movies off the net or

from CO-ROM, so waiting for downloads is elimi
nated. And Director can create a ShockedCD,

allowing you to play games using net and disc
media to their best advantage: the game's intelli
gence comes from the web, while large media files
such as graphics and sound come from the CD-
ROM. In addition, browser scripting support for
Wawgafor plug-ins and ActiveX mean you can start
and stop movies when you want.

Version 6.0 of Director adds a lot of

value for the multimedia author, including
new Internet features and useful authoring
functions.

— Tim Tully

Director 6.D's Tempo box keeps sound and visuals in sync by pausing the movie until a specific point in a sound.

Price Director 6.0 Studio $999

(includes Extreme 3D 2,
xRes, Sound Forge XP) f
Studio Upgrade $499 19.00§\
Director-Only Upgrade $399 f
Developer/Publisher

Macromedia

Phone 800.326.2128

URL www.macromedia.com'^
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The 56K Question
Bum-rushing the new modem speed standard

SupraExpress 56e External Sportster 56K x2 internal

Diamond

has a great
web site with use-

fui charts, stats, and a
listing of ISPs support
ing K56fiex (hut, at the
time, the iSP list fea
tured only one Provider,
Epoch internet).

Diamond

Multlmedla's

SupraExpress 56
series comes with ail

the high-end standards:
Plug-and-Play installa
tion, full-duplex speak-
erphone, caller ID,
voicemall, and flash-
ROM upgradability. The
unit Is video-phone
ready and comes with
Diamond's fax app,

FAXcilitate. The box itself is teeny-tiny and
aesthetically blah—and that's where the
ho-hum stops.

K56flex and solid engineering are at the
heart of the 56e. Diamond engineered the
modem from scratch to specifically support
K56flex. This means a new-and-improved
datapump, DSP (digital signal processor),
and crystal, as well as beefed-up SRAM—
four times the amount in your regular old
33.6. All this translates into hardware that

keeps pace with the K56flex chipset.
The DAA (Direct Access Arrangement)

that receives and transmits the modem

signal has been redesigned, and the DTE
rate (the speed at which the modem
sends information to the computer) is a
respectable 230Kbps. Testing via Epoch
internet—it took forever to find an ISP,
any iSP, that supported K56flex—ranged
from 36Kbps to 53Kbps. in addition to
good performance. Diamond runs a
BackWeb channel for automatic

driver updates. All in all, a
very nice, speedy package.

Price $170

Company Diamond

Multimedia

Phone 800.727.8772

URL www.diamondmm.com

U.S. Robotics' Sportster 56K ISA card is
easy to install, but, compared to the K56flex
modems, provides slightly sub-par perfor
mance numbers of 33Kbps to ASKbps.
Unlike the K56flex camp, x2 is ready
for show time with a slew of iSPs to

choose from. The USR x2 web site is

a wellspring of valuable information,
including a searchable list of x2-ready iSPs

(including POPs, URLs, and customer service
numbers), and line-test info to make sure
you have an x2-capable connection.

x2 modems use DSP Solutions tech

nology from Texas instruments, so they'll
be flash-ROM upgradable to the ITU stan
dard, assuming only software upgrades
will be required (very likely). Of course,
USR promises free upgrades by any
means necessary to all who purchase
an x2 modem, so the flash

vs. hardware issue

Is irrelevant.

Price $199

Company U.$. Robotics

Phone 800.342.5877

URL www.usr.com

^•r0let

USR's CD-ROM

goes far beyond ADL
and CompuServe. There's a
ton of software that yeu'd actuaiiy
use, a COM test, and a setup wizard.

Accura External
Hayes introduced the
PC modem in

1981, and it
was one of

the first

major
manu

factur

ers to

commit to

the K56flex

spec. After months
of working closely with
Rockwell, It has released
a full line of K56flex modems,
including the Accura
External.

The box was easy
enough to install,
although documentation
is skimpy. The footprint
is significantly larger
than the SupraExpress
(and equally ugly), it
performs well with a peak throughput
of 51Kbps and a low of 31Kbps.

Hayes has programs to upgrade
absolutely any modem from any manufac
turer to 56.6Kbps for $99. it doesn't even
have to be a Hayes modem. The Accura is
flash-ROM uprgradable.

This is a solid modem, although It
doesn't have the star power of the

SupraExpress or the ISP sup
port of the Sportster 56K.

— Lauren Guzak

Too had the Accura CD-

hased reference doesn't

include anything about
the 56.6Khps modem
we reviewed (it did,
however, feature ADL
and CompuServe, which
don't yet support
KSBfiexi).

Price $169

Company Hayes
Phone 800.445.3687

URL www.hayes.com

SPEED TE STine

Because of line noise on local copper, all modem manufacturers say most 56.6Kbps
users will connect in the mid-40Kbps range. If you're stuck in the low 30s, ask
your telco for a modern line. If you're hitting 50s, consider yourself blessed.
Using a single control system, we tested each modem in the morning and evening
during five consecutive days, for a total of 10 log-on tests per modem.

Modem Chipset Log-on Speeds (Khps) Price

SupraExpress 56e External K56flex 53 high; 36 low $170

Sportster 56K Internal x2 48 high; 33 low $199

Accura 56K External K56flex 51 high; 31 low $169
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Micron Millennia MME
with Fusion 3D
A multimedia hit and miss

The Millennia MME almost lives up to its
billing as an "ultimate gaming machine." But
the Fusion 3D—a snazzy moniker describing
the Stealth 3D 2000 Pro and Monster 3D

video cards lurking inside—provides more
confusion than fusion, robbing the Millennia
of a potential Klck-Ass award.

Thanks, In part, to temperamental video
drivers supplied for the irritating ViRGE DX-
equipped 2D video solution, the Millennia
has a hard time playing full-screen AVl
video. Stretched to 640x480 or at full

screen, the VIRGE DX spits out a grotesque
double Image adorned with even uglier
black-and-white stripes. Not good. (Although
the frame rate is terrific, with zero frames
droppedl) The engineers at Micron, bless
their hearts, tried to resolve the problem by
supplying updated drivers, but to no avail.
Next we called Diamond, who supplied
newer drivers (version 3207), which fixed the
imaging problem, but resulted In more than
80 percent of the frames being dropped,
accompanied by at least 26 audio breaks.
Ugh. (MPEG playback fared much better—
the slightly plxelated images played back
at a reasonable 24fps.)

To make matters worse, when we clicked
on the info tab in Diamond's Display Control
Panel another driver bug crashed the system
about 25 percent of the time. Both
Diamond and Micron promised to
resolve these Issues In their next

software updates, and rest assured,
we'll hold 'em to It.

Another of the Millennia's disap
pointments is its onboard 0PL3-SA
audio solution. Although it's bona fide
Sound Blaster compatible, the MlDl-
compliant SoftSynth wavetable
synthesizer Is middling at best.
Our tests—consisting of playing
back Ultima 8 soundtracks originally
mapped to a Roland SCCl GS—
revealed muted pianos, cheesy
trumpets, and violins Inexplicably
missing in action. The choir effect, in
particular, fell way short of actually
being spooky.

Flowever, lest you get the wrong
Impression, not everything about the
Millennia MME is doom and gloom.
Its performance, for the most part, is boffo.
During a game of GLQuake for example.

the Millennia reaped a most excellent
28.4fps (15.4fps in the plain-vaniila version),
and thanks in part to the ever-cool 3Dfx
Voodoo chipset, the Millennia's Direct3D
performance was almost as fast as a
Pentium II 266MHz powerhouse. The
233MFiz CPU provided the punch to drive
the MMX applications, and the CD-ROM
and hard drive performed very respectably.

Deep inside, the Millennia is a joy to
behold. The Intel AN430TX ATX formfactor

motherboard Is unobstructed, and Is accom
panied by a proprietary heat sink and fan
design (the fan's hidden behind a cage).
Two USB ports and two free PCI slots are
also present and accounted for. The 19-inch
large-screen Flitachi monitor, U.S. Robotics'
Sportster 56.6Kbps internal modem. Advent
satelllte/subwoofer speakers. Sidewinder Pro
joystick (but sadly, no multiplayer game
pads), and an Iomega Zip drive (handy for
transferring your collection of illicit gifs) are all
Included In the sub-$3,500 price tag, adding
extra zest to this already appealing package.

As It stands, the Millennia MME w/Fuslon
3D Is a powerful entity that can be made
even better.

— Bryan Del Rizzo

CAGED HEAT
Check it out... the extra fan

is enclosed in a vented

cage. Also notice the easy
access to the DiMM sockets

and PCi slots.

THE BRAINS

CPU Intel Pentium 233MMX (P55C)
PCI 2D Video card

L2 Cache 512K {external pipeline burst) PCI 3D Video card

RAM 32MB DIMM (128MB maximum)
PCI FreeMotherboard Intel AN43DTX ATX formfactor

THE BRAWN

Video Diamond Stealth 30 2000 Pro

(S3 ViRGE K233) with 4MB EDO-VRAM;
Diamond Monster 3D (3Dfx Voodoo) with
4MB EDO DRAM

PCI Free/shared

ISA Free/shared.,.^^

ISA Free

ISA Modem ' '
Hard Drive Quantum Fireball ST 3,2GB ATA

Hitachi 8330 24X IDE

Expansion Bus Four PCI; three ISA; one PCI/ISA shared
Fax/Modem U.S. Robotics Sportster 56.6Kbps
I/O Ports Two USB; two serial; one parallel

THE BEAUTY

Display Hitachi CM751U: 19-inGh screen size; 1
1600x1200@75Hz

Sound 0PL-3A FM-synthesis/wavetable chipset
Speakers Advent AV370 (two 10W satellites, SOW subwoofer)
Other Iomega Zip drive, Microsoft Sidewinder Pro joystick

THE BUNDLE Office 97 SBE I Commantl & Conquer Gold
I Formula 1 I MechWarrlor 2: Mercenaries (3Dfx) I Longbow
Gold I U.S. Navy Fighters 97 I Pod (MMX, 3Dfx) 1 Eraser
Turnabout (MMX) I Blockbuster Guide to Movies & Videos
2nd Edition (MMX) i Billboard Music Guide (MMX) 1 Adobe
PhotoDeluxe

CRANK IT UP BABY
The Advent speakers provided
just enough oomph, without
consuming inordinate amounts
of desk space.
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Adaptec ThreadMark v1.0

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro v1.65
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Vidlach vl.52

15.9

EliillUlilii! DOS GAMING
Quake v1.06 . _'5?

15.4

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile ^
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ON THE
VIRGE OF
INSANITY
Every time we
tried to open the
Display Properties
window in the

Control Panel,

a not-so-friendly
Win95 error

reared its

ugly head.

32biOD8C Accesslity Add New Add/Heroove Date/Tine
Options Hardware Programs
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o
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1233 MMX CPU

|l9-inch monitor 'JSKKKk
|Zlp drive
|3Dfx Voodoo T"■Sensible case/motherboard

design
lobust hard-drive

lerformance

ISB ports

Pesky VIRGE DX drivers
Inferior sound
No game pads included
No real-mode drivers
Installed
MIDI properties default to
FM-synth Instead of
software

wavetable ^

Price $3,299 w/ 19-inch
Company Micron

Phone 800.209.9686
URL www.micronpc.com

A complete breakdown of benchmark results is available on the
bootNet. Point your browser to www.bootnet.com

boot
ririlet
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Painter 5
Effects overload: You gotta pay to play
Painter's blessing is its bane. The amazing
app that mimics all the properties of natural
media has always suffered from palette
overload. Simple little projects become
Serlingesque nightmares of palettes within
paiettes, and just to get to your document
you must constantly rearrange the miasma.

But that's the price you pay for ground
breaking special effects, and Painter 5
proves it's still a price worth paying. At Its
core the program relies on two feature
sets—brushes and art materials—to ape
real-world media. For example, when you
use a brush such as Oil Pastel Chalk on an

art material such as Raw Silk, the grain of
the silk is visibie through the chalk strokes
(at least until you apply a few more coats,
effectively covering the silk threads). Try
the same thing with watercolors, and your
strokes soak into the siik and never cover

the threading—because in real life, water-
colors are thin and runny, and chalks are
thick and gloopy.

It's as fascinating as it sounds, and nat
ural media mimicry is only the beginning
of Painter's wonder. New special effects of
all creeds and colors are hidden through
out version 5's interface. Go to the Pop Art
Fill menu to apply Benday dots a la Roy
Llchtenstein; go to the Objects palette to
superimpose a kaleidoscopic lens over
any part of your source material; go to the
Focus menu to add glass distortion to an
image so it looks like it's hiding behind
a glass shower curtain. Of course, you'll
feel the pain when you try to locate every
palette and dialog box necessary to build
composite effects, but what do you want,
"Baby's First Illustration Program"?

Version 5's most significant feature is a
long-overdue plug-In architecture for brushes
and floaters. Painter has always shipped
with the coolest brushes in the software

[7 8evd

Light Cont

LIditCclot

Composite MdhodH

By the time you open your first non-essential palette, yeur screen is littered with windows. Many Important functions
are hidden three or four levels deep, but at least the results are chill.

universe, ranging from ultra-realistic (such
as felt markers that get dark and mucky
where strokes intersect) to fantastic (such
as tools that automatically render in the
style of Van Gogh or Seurat). The new ver
sion comes with sample plug-in libraries
that demonstrate what lies ahead when

third-party developers begin distributing
their own brushes. Notable pack-ins include
Super F/X brushes that paint in fire, bub
bles, and glowing auras; Gooey brushes
that bulge, pinch, and twirl pixels; and
Photo brushes that give you traditional lab
effects with ali the freedom (and localized
precision) of a pen stroke.

Fiow cool are brushes? Imagine being
able to paint—yes paint—with filters a la
Adobe Photoshop. Yes, Painter 5 adds
wonderful support for special effects.

Painter's new Floaters are similar to

ayers In Photoshop. They sit atop your can
vas like transparent panes and allow you

Making Kings into Jesters
Painter's new Gooey plug-in brushes are brutally comic. Want to dehumanize a head of state?
Give him a beady-eyed look with the Pinch brush or make him bug-eyed with two simple stokes
of the Bulge brush (just gently sweep your mouse or pen vertically down the length of each eye).

"Do you think mascara might bring my eyes out?"
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The original cloning source. Auto cionei using the Seurat
tool in the Artists library.

Auto cioneil using the Palette
Knife in the New Paint Tools

library.

Fine Art In a Flash

Turning regular old photographs Into rendered
fine art Is wicked easy with Painter 5. Just
use the Auto Clone effect.

1 Open your source Image.

2 Go to the File menu and choose Clone

(a clone of the original will appear).
3 Choose a brush In the Brushes palette—
say, the Seurat brush In the Artists library.
4 Go to the Art Materials palette, choose
Color, and click on the Clone Color box so that

you'll be rendering with all
the color properties of the
original Image.
5 Go to the Effects Menu,
pull down to Esoterica and
choose Auto Clone. Painter

will begin rendering your
cloned Image In the style of
Seurat. When you're happy
with the degree of rendering,
click within the Image, and
the engine will stop. Boom!
You're an old master.

6 Auto Clone produces vary
ing effects with the different
brushes, and with each
brush's particular methods,

subcategorles, and fine slider controls. Just
remember f/zaf Painter mimics natural media.

With brushes such as crayons and pens, you
must use the "cover" method Instead of the

more realistic "build-up" method or your
Image will quickly become a muddy mess.

Auto cioned using Gritty
Charcoai in the Charcoai iibrary.

to make sweeping changes to specific image
selections without altering the original pixels
underneath. The plug-in floaters shipping
with version 5 are essentially special effects
engines. One floater renders beveled inter
face buttons with a single mouse click,
achieving quick results that would otherwise
require lots of time (and steps) in another
program. Liquid Metal, another new floater,
facilitates painting with a substance that
resembles mercury. Sure, it's a nifty little
effect—especially when you use the metal
to reflect an imported environment map-
but most artists will either find it irrelevant

or abuse it through overuse. Unfortunately,
Painter 5 includes only 11 plug-in floaters (a

paltrymumber compared to the new brush
count), and some merely replicate effects
already available on the canvas level.

Many web designers have already
embraced Painter for its ability to trans
form stock (and even stolen) imagery into
"original" artwork. The latest version
offers even better web support, including
killer GIF animation features (no external
animator necessary), and easy-to-use tools
for creating image maps, fractal patterns,
and seamless repeating background tiles.

Print designers will appreciate the
program's inciusion of the Kodak Color
Management System, which gives you pre
views of how your document should look

Pop Goes the Easel

Painter 5's pop-art effect lets you use an Image's
luminance properties to generate graduated
Benday dots.
1 Open your source Image and reduce Its color
count by going to the Effects menu, pulling down
to Tonal Control, pulling over to Posterize, and
choosing a small value, say between 3 and 6.
2 Go back to the Effects menu and select

Negative. Let go. Your Image Is now ready for the
Benday dots, which thrive on negativity.
3 Once more In the Effects menu, pull down to
Esoterica, pull over to Pop Art Fill, and choose
the following settings: Using: Image Luminance;
scale: 25%; Contrast: 400%; Dab Color: red;
Background: black. Now hit OK.
4 Try selecting specific parts of an Image and
give each Its own color scheme and dot size
(big dots In the background, small dots In the
foreground).

when printed to a specific output device
(20 device profiles install during the default
installation). If you prefer doing all your
separations from Adobe Photoshop you'll
dig the special "Photoshop RGB to CMYK"
profile that previews how Photoshop will
handle sep conversion. Painter also includes
Pantone Flexachrome support for six-plate
seps, but if you want to output any sep
directly from Painter, you must save as an
EPS. The program can also save native files
to TIFF, PICT, Photoshop, BMP, PC Paint
brush, Targa, GIF, JPEG, and Pyramid. It
can also open all these formats, as well as
AVIs and Adobe Premiere Frame Stacks.

Despite its control-freak interface.
Painter 5 is another winner in Fractal

Design's lineage of power tools. In fact, if
all your Photoshop work has been geared
toward special effects rather than traditional
photo retouching, you should switch to
Pa/nfer entirely (and if you're a magic-wand
fiend, you'll appreciate Painter's new real
time tolerance slider—it blows away
Photoshop's less-interactive implementa
tion). Painter's $99 upgrade is definitely
worth the money, considering version 5's
potential for third-party plug-in activity, just
wait until Microsoft releases Memphis with
its dual-monitor support, and then drag all
your bothersome control palettes to your
old 14-inch monitor.

- )on Phiiiips

Price $300

Developer/Publisher

Fractal Design

Phone 800.846.0111

UBL www.fractal.com
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NEC Versa 6200MX
A looker, not a keeper

The Versa 6200MX's older brother, the
6050MX, was reviewed in boot 09 and
it fared pretty well. So when the Versa
6200MX appeared on the doorstep,
expectations were high, especially
because the 6200MX Incorporates an
eye-boggling (Versa's words, not ours)
13.3-inch display. Unfortunately, the
6200 also comes with a mind-boggling
(our words, not theirs) $5,700 price tag.

The high price point could be justified
if the 6200I\/IX were revolutionary in its
design and performance. But guess what?
It's not. In fact, except for that extra-large
display (exhibiting zero flex) and 166MHz
MMX processor, nothing else about the
6200MX is even remotely exciting.

The video chipset—the overused
Chips and &Technologies CT65550—
produces abysmal, pathetic, god-awful
AVI and MPEG playback in both full
screen and smaller windows. The frame

rate is atrocious, and the number of

frames skipped and audio breaks wit
nessed (not to mention severe pixelation,
masking, and distorted colors) are
enough to make us cry. The audio sub
system, consisting of an ESS 1878 chip,
is register-compatible with Yamaha's
0PL3, but it's FM-only. Sigh.

To add insult to injury, components
that scored well during our benchmarking
proved problematic during real-world
tasks. The most serious offenders were

the lOX CD-ROM

(with an awesome
1526K/sec transfer
rate) and the 2.1G
hard drive, both of
which vomited

repeatedly when
attempting to copy
graphics files larger
than 60MB. DOS

gaming was cursed
as well: Whenever

we tried to run

Quake at 640x480
after restarting in
DOS, the 6200MX
responded by re
booting. (We com
pleted our tests in a
DOS shell instead.)

Stili, with a
166MHz MMX proces
sor providing the
power, performance

THE BRAINS

CPU

1  L2 Cache

CD-ROM

Expansion Bus

I/O Ports

Lap Weight
Carrying Weigh

THE BUNDL

is good but not earth-shattering. The
bootMark score of 43.2 (testing mother
board and CPU performance) is above
average, as is DirectX gaming. Real-
world tests in DeBabelizer Pro, Microsoft
C-H-, and other Win95 applications pro
duced good scores, but fell short of our
tough averages.

Our biggest disappointment is with
NEC's decision to drop components-
including a built-in 33.6Kbps fax/modem,
dual infrared ports, and regular-size game
port—that were included on the 6050MX.
The addition of a TV-out jack is a nice
touch, but the port should have been on
the rear of the unit.

After taking the 6200 out for a
spin, we recommend you stick with the
6050MX. Sure, you may be stuck with
a lowly 12.1-inch display and a measly
150MHz MMX processor, but you'll
save yourself 500 bucks, and score
a 33.6Kbps modem and game po
in the process. If you really musi
have that 166MHz MMX processor!
check out the Compaq Presarlo 1080
(also reviewed in boot 09). It comes
equipped with a much more impressive
NeoMagic MagicGraph 128ZV chipset,
provides top-notch video performance
and costs $1,100 less than the 6200MX.

— Bryan Del Rizzo

166IVIHrIntel Pentium with MMX

01 : 339:48

256K (pipeline burst)

1  RAM 32MB EDO-DRAM n28MB maximum)

1  Video Chips & Technologies CT65550
(2MB DRAM)

THE BRAWN

Hard Drive 2,1GB Toshiba IDE

IPX Toshiba

Two Type li PC; one Type III PC;
CardBus and Zoomed Video compatible

One serial; one parallel: monitor;
PS/2 keyboard/mouse combo: TV-out

O
8 pounds

t 9 pounds,10 ounces

THE BEAUTY

Display 13.3-inch active-matrix screen
Sound ESS 1878 Sound Blaster-compatible FM-svnth
Video 1024x768,16-bit color
Speakers Stereo speakers
Communication Fax/modem not included

E Laplink for Windows95 I McAfee
VirusScan95 I McAfee WebScan I Medlamatlcs MPEG

Arcade Pack I Netscape Navigator I Online Services i
Official Airline Guide I Star Trek: First Contact Video Saver

CD I XingMPEG Player

PORTS APLENTY
In addition to usual cadre of connectivity,
the 6200MX Is equipped with an external
volume control and assorted audio ports.
Including microphone and speaker-out jacks.

A jAB TO
THE RIGHT
What's with the off-center

13.3-Inch screen? Engineers
decided to put the Inverter
on the left side of the

screen Instead of hiding It
elsewhere. If you spend
almost six grand on this
machine, chances are you'll
find this unbalancing act
mighty annoying.

This Is kinda

Interesting: You
can actually see
(and feel) the fan
keeping 6200MX
cool Inside—and

It's a good thing,
too, the 6200 runs

, hot

SEE HERE
The 6200MX includes the requisite LCD displaying
power management, battery life, and more.
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CPU/MOTHERBOARD

43.2

WIN95 APRS
SYSmarkSZ

DIRECT 3D
Terramark composite

;  *"r ̂

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark vl.O

2.28

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro vl.65

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTacIl vl.52 %pla»^

11 .yMUSIC TO YOUR EARS
The

positioned, and there's even
a buiit-in microphone at

the front.

DOS GAMING
Quake v1.06

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual compile

2oD

I

Inconsistent performance

Heavy carrying weight

Lousy MPEG and AVi

playback

No USB ports

No game port

CD-ROM has problems with

. large files

IpS.S-mch screen '
tBGMHz Pentium Processor

lith MMX

iSpeedy 10X CD-ROM drive
BCardSus and Zoom VideoMOVE IT.

DON'T LOSE IT
One of the 6200MX's nicer

features is easy access to
the removable hard drive.

Although, with 2.1GB of stor
age and good performance,
you probably won't want to
replace It anytime soon.

Price $5,699

Company NEC Computer
Systems

Phone 800.632.4636

URL www.nec.com

boot
wardiet

A complete breakdown of benchmark results is available on the
bootNet. Point your browser to vmw.bootnet.com
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RealVision Flash 3D
Cheap Voodoo

The 3Dfx Voodoo

chipset has become
the standard by which
other 3D accelerators

are judged, and all
the best games are
being written with
the Voodoo in mind.

It's a 3D-only chipset
that gets its speed
from two separate
memory systems:
2MB for a frame buffer and 2MB for tex

tures. Though not as flexible as dividing
memory as needed, there's no denying
the Voodoo's speed.

Psygnosis' Formula F1 looks stunning on the
3Dfx Voodoo chipset found on Flash 3D.

Maximum 3D Resolution

Terramark (Level 1/2/3/total)
Ziff-Davis 3D WinBench

640x480 (with Z-buffer)
800x600 (w/o Z-buffer)
281/281/275/837
131

The Flash 3D

works with any
2D card, and fills
the entire screen.

The upside: blazing
3D; the downside: your
system is wasting memo
ry on two separate frame
buffers and you can't
accelerate 3D in a win

dow (so much for VRML).
The Flash 3D must be

adjusted for your preferred refresh-rate
settings and gamma, and this can be a
chore because the Flash 3D doesn't

include a display utility. Thankfully, the
defaults are tolerable, otherwise
you're forced to delve into the Win
dows Registry to make changes.

if the Voodoo-based cards from

Diamond and Orchid still cost $299,
then—at half that price—the Flash
3D would be a shoe-in automatic

Kick-Ass product. But now that the

J

m

j i

esspii
ust plug your 2D card into the Flash 3D, and the Flash 3D Into

your monitor, and you're set for 3D Voodoo ecstasy.

Diamond Monster 3D is selling for $199
with a huge software bundle and opti
mized drivers, and the Orchid Righteous 3D
has dropped to $179, it just doesn't seem
worth sacrificing all the frills to save a few
pennies with the Flash 3D. But maybe
you'd rather edit the Registry than use a
display utility.

— Chris Dunphy

Price $149

Company Deltran

Technology

Phone 519.734.8032

URL www.deltrontech.com

Bundle None

boot

PageMaker 6 5
Doctor layout and mister HTML

The program that started the DTP revolu
tion is back with a new version that takes

the interface in a new direction and adds

major support for exporting documents to
the web.

The PageMaker Interface was tradition
ally a model of simple elegance with only
a minimal toolbox to clutter your wide-
open workspace. The latest version
adopts much of the look and feel of other
Adobe products—such as Illustrator and
Photoshop—mth features such as the
Layers Palette. This useful tool is akin
to laying tracing paper over a layout so
multiple variations are possible. You can
have any number of page elements on
each layer and any number of layers can
be viewed in any order. Excellent.

In addition to adopting surrogate parent
Adobe's look, PageMaker has also adopted
its biggest competitor's look. Version 6.5
adds frame-based layout for those prefer
ring the ordered model of QuarkXpress.
Best of all, both modes can be used in the
same document simultaneously (but not
the same text flow). Since 6.0, PageMaker
has been able to import QuarkXpress docu
ments to help ease the transition for those

fleeing Quark's infamous cus
tomer service.

A somewhat odd new feature is

the Adjust Layout command. This
attempts to reformat a page after
the dimensions are changed, but
unless the proportions are nearly
identical, the result is a shambles.
Beware, going in, to manually tidy
up, because a robust Undo com
mand (forget multiple-level undo-
most object manipulations can't
be undone) is still absent from the
new version of PageMaker, so you'll have
to revert to a previously saved version.

But really, the focus of version 6.5 is
getting your pages online, in this regard,
Page/Ma/cer whups QuarkXpress. You'd
have to buy Beyond Press to get the
powerful HTML export features PageMaker
6.5 ships with. Now, paragraph styles
automatically map to <H1>, <H2>, etc. tags
and can be modified to suit your needs,
but typefaces are still overlooked in the
conversion. The TIFFs and EPS files com

mon to print layout files are automatically
converted to jPEGs, while most others are
converted to GIFs.

6.51
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If you're taking your print pages online, the latest version of
PageMaker Is the choice for you. But beware: QuarkXpress 4.0 is
Just around the corner.

Toss in compatibility for Windows
NT, a stronger plug-in architecture, and
vastly improved color management, and
PageMaker 6.5 makes a more than fair
tradeoff in simple grace for the
muscle it has put on.

— Brad Dosiand

Price $849 (upgrade $99)
Company Adobe
Phone 800.492.3623
URL www.adobe.com

pooi
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Dungeon Keeper
It's a good day to be a bad guy

You're a Dungeon Keeper,
an arch villain with attitude,
in Bullfrog's aptly named
Dungeon Keeper. Combining
mlcromanagement, real-time
combat, and god-simulation
you must design the per
fect catacomb while killing

bands of roving goodniks who are
trying to raid your dank paradise.

Using a modified version of Bullfrog's
Syndicate Wars gaming engine. Dungeon
Keeper plants you deep within the bowels
of the underworld with one of three view

points: a traditional Isometrlc-perspectlve
overhead vantage point; a three-quarter,
fully rotational and scalable isometric view
of the texture-mapped polygon world; and
a first-person perspective. Each map can
push up to 2,000 polygons.

Control any minion and move around,
viewing your cohort's antics from several
viewpoints. Inhabit the body of an imp,
and your viewpoint is low and your move
ments nimble, or possess a fly and watch
the world from a crazy kaleidoscopic multl-
lense perspective.

Dungeon Keeper runs at IBfps to 20fps
on a P200 MMX, but you may find yourself
cursing the speed—It gets too hectic when
the gore spills.

Effects such as semitransparent clouds,
the crimson flames marking the boundaries
of your domain, perspective-correct shad
owing, and localized light sourcing make
the darkened recesses of your dungeon
even more realistic. Dungeon
Keeper's low-res 32x32 tex
ture maps look grand from
afar, but degenerate up
close—hardware 3D acceler

ation would fix that problem.
Beyond that, more than

2,000 frames of animation
per beastie bring the 3D
Studio /Max-rendered sprites
to life and you feel like
you're spying on living,
breathing entities as you
watch your lowly but loyal
Imps skitter down damp corridors, and
warlocks fling their arms in the air releas
ing multicolored energy. But that pesky
plxelation gets In the way—especially In
first-person jaunts—and the low-color
sprites range in resolution from 60x60
to 200x160 and look blocky up-close.
Bilinear filtering, you're our only hope—
a Dlrect3D patch is in the works.

Forget dragon slaying and damse

CHECKnsT
Maximum Resolution/Color

640x400/8-bit

MS-DOS Native

Win95 Native

DirectX

DirectDraw

Direcllnput

Muitipiayer

Modem Serial

Adding even more to th

DIrectSound

IPX

l saving. Dungeon Keeper pumps pure evil into your veins... and you'll love It.

is dark reality
are superbly engineered sound effects,
such as the "yipeees" of your imps when
you let them go and the pitter-patter of
their little feet as they run about. The
ambient CD-audio soundtrack swims In a

sea of minor chords suitable for spelunking.
What makes Dungeon Keeper such a

thrill is the simple polnt-and-click Interface,
and the sheer depth and innovative mix
ture of gameplay. Dungeon Keeper Is

part land-development slm.
Carve out your ziggurat and
zone how your domain
develops. Only through
careful design will you
attract armies. Screw up,
and your forces get testy.
Eventually, Inter-species
fighting and vandalism
break out as your minion's
advanced Al reacts to your
actions. Forces must be

well fed. Don't let your
gold reserves diminish,

but also remember to pour wealth Into
researching new spells, such as the devas
tating lightning strike.

Once you meet the enemy, whether
they be wandering adventurers looking for
loot or rival Dungeon Keepers' hordes, the
game seamlessly shifts to a real-time war
game where hordes fight to the death
against the invaders.

Possess your minion's mind and take a stroll down the
dark corridors of your dungeon.

Muitipiayer Is handled head-to-head
via modem or serial connection, while IPX
handles up to four Dungeon Keepers In a
free-for-all battle to see who's the man

with the master plan. Too bad Bullfrog
neglected TCP/IP support.

Despite some plxelated shortcomings.
Dungeon Keeper lures you six feet under
with an original premise and keeps you
there with a lethal combination of moody
graphics and awesome, in-
depth gameplay. This Is
what gaming is all about.

— Andrew Sanchez pooi

Price $50

Developer Bullfrog

Publisher Electronic Arts

Phone 800.425.4525

URL www.bullfrog.CO.uk
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Cambridge SoundWorks
SoundWorks packin' a whole lotta sound

SoundWorks proves you
don't need any fancy pants
surround-sound processors to
get awesome sound.

The SoundWorks is a

three-piece subwoofer/satellite
system armed with a pair of
Cambridge SoundWorks' tiny

23/4-inch speakers, which are
enclosed in sealed 3.5-lnch cubes and

handle frequencies from 150Hz up.
The woofer is in a single-reflex band- ,

pass enclosure. The box's rounded vent lip
stifles extemporaneous air noise, while the
low-pass crossover and natural filtering ten
dencies of a bandpass box kill unwanted
high frequencies. The subwoofer volume
control and speaker leads are located on
the 55/8 X 8 X 9 Vs-inch subwoofer enclo
sure, which has the twin amplifiers for the
sub and the satellites. The internal 120VAC

transformer eliminates the need for a hefty
power brick.

A variable potentiometer in line with
the Vs-inch miniplug acts as master vol
ume control—a kludge, but effective

nevertheless. Angled, free-standing
brackets for the satellites and

speaker wire complete the package.
Loading the bandpass box in a

corner and firing up the SoundWorks
fills the room with aural ecstasy.
Thanks to bl-amplificatlon, your
satellites won't snap, crackle, or pop
when you crank up the beats. Don't let
those tiny satellites fool you. A sweet
combination of active equalization and
precise engineering deliver surprisingly
solid lower mid-bass from the 23/4-inch
drivers and exceptional sonic performance
across their frequency spectrum. Female
vocals and cymbal crashes are exquisitely
clear, and the granite-solid center stage
and wide, immersive soundstage complete
the package.

Whether it's Quake's grenade explo
sions and Gothic soundtrack, or jazzy
upright bass plucks, low-frequency
response Is taut, controlled, and fills the
room with rich, low frequencies, with
maximum bass energies heating up fre
quencies above 70Hz, and lower bass

The SoundWorks fills your room with sonic ecstasy.

rolling off below 40Hz—so don't expect
any earthquake simulations. (But, natural
room acoustics go far toward reinforcing
bass tones.)

It may not tear the house down like
its boomier MicroWorks brother,
but Cambridge packs a whole
lotta sound In SoundWorks'

tiny package.
— Andrew Sanchez pooi

Price $220

Company Cambridge

SoundWorks

Phone 800.367.4434

URL www.hifi.com

Extreme Assault
Combat taken to the extreme mJ'

MS-DOS Native

Extreme Assault attacks your
senses with white-knuckled

gameplay, eye-popping
graphics, and hair-raising
action. Don't look for combat-

sim realism here—this game
has its own full-throttle

arcade intensity.
You start out in the cockpit of a high

tech assault helicopter. The flight model is
strictly arcade: You can travel around in
horizontal and vertical dimensions, but

CH

Maximum

Muitipiay

ECKnSTl
 Resolution/Color

640x480/16-blt

er

LAN Kali

Extreme Assauit pulls smooth terrain and fog effects
without hardware acceleration.

there's a fixed ceiling, and you
can't crash into the floor. The

57 missions really use 3D
space to their advantage. You
may have to fly down a valley
while strafing trucks or dodge
between buildings to take out
ground installations. Later, you

drive a hover tank down tunnels, through
futuristic factories. Enemy Al will have hos
tile choppers and tanks shrewdly dodging
your fire and circling around behind you.
You have to change altitude and direction
constantly to avoid being toast.

The texture-mapped polygon terrain
includes valleys, mountains, rivers, and a
profusion of incidental objects. Including
intricate buildings. Display options range
from 320x200 in 8-bit color up to 640x480
at 16-bit color—the latter running effort
lessly on a P166, with MMX-based systems
enjoying better transparency effects. Real
time lighting, transparencies, perspective-
correct texture mapping, and an impressive
fogging effect are all beautifully rendered

;-iiga

In later missions you command a hover tank.

without the aid of 3D acceleration. 3Dfx

accelerator support Is promised as a patch,
as is support for force-feedback joysticks.

The game's only real problem is its
awkward default controls, which place
related functions at the four corners of the

keyboard. You can reconfigure, but it's
tricky to get a workable setup.

Still, Extreme Assault is one
extremely entertaining assault
on the senses.

— Frank Lank boot
Price $50

Deveioper/Pubiisher

Blue Byte

Phone 800.933.2983

URL www.bluebyte.com
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Illustrator 7.0
All In the Adobe family

First PageMaker received a Photoshop-
inspired interfacelift (see review page 92),
and now the original vector-based illustra
tion program of the DTP revolution has
checked in to the same spa and walked out
with the same look. And, like PageMaker
6.5, the new Illustrator 7.0 also received an
infusion of web-related abilities to help it
survive publishing's transition from paper
to pixels.

All in all, the plastic surgeons at
Adobe have done a tremendous job with
Illustrator's traditionally Spartan interface.
By eschewing the make-it-a-palette-and-
they-will-come theory popularized by
Fractal Design's graphics apps and weaving
in an appropriate set of tools and tabbed
palettes that will be familiar to anyone
who uses the program's sister apps, Adobe
has made a good thing better. Shared
shortcuts make jumping between these
programs exceptionally intuitive.

Illustrator's new palettes can also be
connected ("docked" is Adobe's term) and
moved as a unit to spare the hassle of
pushing a flock of floaters around just to
look at the work in progress.

The tools contained in the new interface

Plain text can be converted to editable outlines in

Illustrator 7.0 (above) and then any of the stylize or
distort filters can be laid on it (below) for instant
expressionist artwork worthy of any upscale art gallery.

are as good as the boxes they come in.
The new Transform palette is reminiscent
of the bar at the bottom of QuarkXPress
documents (and now PageMaker's) that
allows you to numerically set object co
ordinates, dimensions, and angle of rota
tion. Illustrator's version goes a step
further providing skewing abilities for vec
tor and raster images that are slicker than
those found in Photoshop. The Layers
palette in Illustrator is a particularly wel
come addition that operates nearly exactly
the same as its Photoshop role model,
sans relational mixing of images.

To get all your ducks in a row. Illustrator
has added snap-to grids and a special Align
palette with six options for alignment and
distribution of on-screen objects. Very
handy. Unfortunately, you still can't snap-to
the custom guides the program can create.

The plethora of Pathfinder operations
built into Illustrator make many of the pre
viously daunting tasks a snap. And a new
Reshape tool lets you forego the enigmat
ic control points and bars and simply push
lines about. While this sacrifices much

of the control Illustrator is famous for, it
opens the door for neophytes hacking a
logo or creative types who want to ran
domly explore an image.

The boundaries between

Illustrator's vector world of

Postscript printers and the
raster-based online world

are falling fast—as evi
denced by version 7.0's
ability to import any
Photoshop-compatible
format. Add the new

Rasterize command for

converting objects within
Illustrator and the program's support for
Photoshop-compatible plug-ins and it
becomes much harder to pigeonhole this
program. Illustrator's excellent new caching
techniques make working with behemoth
linked files a breeze, especially compared
to the herky-jerky implementation in previ
ous versions.

Along with drag-and-drop between
Photoshop and PageMaker, the new
Illustrator also lets you create designs
with embedded URLs that can then be

dragged and dropped into Adobe's HTML
editor PageMill for client- or server-side
image maps. For even more ambitious
online efforts, the program can export
GIF89a format complete with user-definable
transparency, interlacing, and color palette

The final artwork wo

- Bte Edit lype Ffltw View Window Help

Group ClifMa

Ungroup Qfl+SNfLfG-

Lock DrW-

Uoiock All (iXrlt-Sltift+L-

H'deSeteclion Oif+U

Shew All Clrl+StrSt^u'

Effftand Fill

RasJerize

Masks

Compound Pafhs

Cfopmatks

Graphs

^ Unite
i'0 Intersect

^Exclude
1-^ Minus Front
P"f Minus Back

' ^ Merge
i^Ciop

1 ^Hard
1

Trap-

Options...
......

Illustrator 7.0's menu full of Pathfinder operations
makes previously arduous tasks a snap.

(including the 216 "safe" colors recom
mended for the web).

Old-school types still designing for
paper will dig the new object-oriented
trapping controls, global CMYK conver
sions, halftone line-count settings, and
the inclusion of the Separator utility under

the Illustrator umbrella. Hopefully
other Adobe utilities such

as Streamline (for tracing
bitmaps into paths) and
Dimensions (for creating
3D text and objects) will
follow suit.

Nonetheless,
Illustrator's refined

quality overshadows
CorelDraw's mixed bag
of bells and whistles;

and its sleek interface and family ties to
Photoshop give it the nod over FreeHand.
Whether you're designing for online or
print. Illustrator is the best pro-caliber
tool for the job.

— Brad Dosland

uld do the Doobies proud.

Price $595 ($249 for FreeHand
or CorelDraw owners; $99 for

PagelVlaker or Photoshop

owners)

Developer/Publisher

Adobe

Phone 800.649.3875

URL www.adobe.com
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Plextor 12/20PleX CD-ROM Drive
Sheer speed and control in the turns

The Plextor 12/20PleX Is the
Ferrari F50 of CD-ROM drives.

Sporting a high-performance
SCSI P-CAV (Partial-Constant
Angular Velocity) engine, it
guarantees speed performance
between 12x and 20x. This may

sound like a hack, but keep in mind
that most high-end 12x to 20x CAV drives
don't really put out at that level. CAV dri

ves, unlike CLV drives, spin
the disc at a

The

disc control

' " buttons on the front

of the 12/20PleX make

tunes handier, and the volume
i  can be adjusted through either the

dial or Plextor Manager software.

constant speed, so the data rate increases
as the pickup moves to the outer edge of
the disc; data is read more slowly from
the Inside tracks. And because most discs

aren't full, you rarely realize a drive's full
potential. Most CD-ROM drive manufactur
ers fail to mention this, pretending that
their drives constantly retrieve data at the
maximum rate. Plextor acknowledges this
reality and builds drives with it in mind.

Blessed with a 512K buffer and boasting
an average random access rate of 88ms,
the 12/20PleX revs up some serious
throughput. True to its name, the
12/20PleX delivered 12x speeds
(1845K/sec average transfer rates) in our
testing, with the center and outside reads
coming in at a solid 3050K/sec (20x
speed). CPU utilization was typical of
the best SCSI drives: 1 to 7 percent at

speeds of 2x and 12x, respectively.
in addition to raw speed, the 12/20PleX

is a versatile multiread drive that also

reads CD-R/W (Re-Writable CD-ROM) discs,
it also read a CD-UDF (Universal Disc
Format) test disc gracefully, and promises
variable packet writing compatibility.

BiPlexlor Manager 96 UMl
Diive Control j Disc Info ] Audio Control ] AA' Rayer j

Spindown Timeout

"3
Drive Speed

|l»<-2aXPCAV_^ 12 minutes
Fifmware revision 1.00
Prefetch buffer 512k
SCSI ID: 4
Host Adapter: 0

Lock

Unlock

i|D: FX-20TS 3 Audio Capture! Elect | | About
Plextor Manager reports disc format, file type, tracks,
and sessions, it includes DiscDupe, which, along with i
PiexWriter CD-R drive, allows you to burn discs with
"bit-by-bit" accuracy on the fly.

Finally, hooking up the 12/20PleX Is a
true Plug-and-Play affair—simply auto
select the SCSI ID and set active termina

tion—and it has the most thorough
manual we've seen for a

CD-ROM drive.

— Sean Cleveland

boot

Price $269

Company Plextor

Phone 800.753.9867

URL wvvw.plextor.com

HOW TO CONTACT US

For questions regarding editorial content,
advertising, subscription, back issues, or
reprints:

8(X).274.3421 (subscriptions)
415.468.4684 (editorial)

415.468.4686 (editorial only)

150 North Hill Drive,
Brisbane, CA 94005

Subscriptions and customers only:
subscribe@bootnet.com

Letters to the editor:

commport@bootnet.com

Advertising
Representatives
415.468.4684

National Advertising Manager

Angela Mueters

ext. 171
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Regional Advertising Manager

Chris Coelho
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Regional Advertising Manager

Juanita Nessinger
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QEMM 97
Squeezing the

memory monkey

Quarterdeck took their tried and true,
made them OSR/2 compatible, and
slammed them in a new GUI: the QEMM
Control Panel. Displaying memory gained,
resources freed, swaps avoided, and the
time saved are but a few of its features.

There's also Manifest. A system tool dis
playing every detail of your machine,
from memory addresses to BIOS versions.
Welcome to Win95 memory management
a la QEMM 97.

Quarterdeck's Optimize utility harkens
back to the days of DOS 5.0 and Windows
3.x. If you lived in that world, or still do
(ouch), you know how important memory
management is, and QEMM 97 is compati
ble with those historic OSes. Optimize still

^QEMM 37

Swdps Avoided UOS ■ uiiveC

Memoiy

Physical:

MagnaRAM Added:

T otal:

1B.0M

6.1M

22.1M

Hard Drive C

Free: 455.22M

Total: 2047 13M

Resources

GDI:

Free: 1588k

Total: 2l7Bk

User:

Free: 1501k

Total: 217Bk

Don't expect QEMM 97 to turn your machine into a speed demon. These utiiities oniy ready
come into piay when you have a targe number of apps running.

has its core apps. DOS-Up frees conven
tional memory by loading DOS selections
into upper memory. StealthROM hides
ROMs so their memory addresses can be
used to load TSRs and device drivers, and,
while finicky with some hardware, it grace
fully recovers, freeing up an additional 90K
conventional memory on our test machines.
Also included is Stealth D*Space that maps
the DoubleSpace or DOS 6.22 DriveSpace
driver into the EMS page frame whenever
it's needed.

MagnaRAM provides performance by
compressing data in memory before it can
be swapped out to the hard disk. Its buffer
is dynamically resized depending on the
amount of memory used: The more apps

The heavy load test we ran included the following
programs running concurrently: Microsoft Word 97,
Excel 97, Photoshop 4.0, Premiere 4.2, FileMaker
Pro 3.0, internet Explorer, Windows Explorer, Sound
Forge 4.0, Designer 4.1, Detaiier 1.0.2, Lightwave
3D 5.5, Visual Cafe Pro 1.0, and Navigator Gold 3.0.

running, the higher the squeeze. The
QEMM Control Panel shows you the mem
ory gained and adds this to the total
size. This is how QEMM gives you more
memory than you physically have. During
our heavy-load test, memory was increased
from 32MB to 49MB. This memory is faster
to read than if it were swapped out to
virtual memory on the hard disk. In fact,
swapping was reduced by 85 percent in
our tests!

Program load speed increases weren't
as significant as advertised—only giving a
second or two faster results—and the DOS

PIE Optimizer
didn't increase

the speed of
DOS apps (our
Quake bench
mark actually
took a frame

rate hit).
Another

cool feature

is Update-lt,
which searches

Quarterdeck's
web site for

official QEMM
revisions and

installs them

automatically.
Installation

is intuitive

and running
Optimize informs
you of problems

and offers numerous alternatives. The

manual also contains a choose-your-own
adventure-type troubleshooting section.

The Quickboot utility is the icing on the
cake though, with warm boot only taking
you to where Win95 boots and not where
your machine searches for peripherals. It's
the little things...

— Sean Cleveland

Swapping

DOS Memory

Upper Memory:

Free: 175k

Used: 2Q9k

Tolal Requested: 19524

I Total Avoided: 16819!

I Time Saved: 0Dh:08ai:58$ '

Conventional:

Free: 618k

Used: 22k

Price $69 ($30 upgrade)
Developer/Publisher

Quarterdeck

Phone 800.683.6696

URL www.quarterdeck.com
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Uninstaller 4.5
Overbleached

Stoked about the new version of

Uninstaller? Wondering what powerful
new features and functionality have been
added? Well, readjust your adrenaline
level. Version 4.5 is no different from

4.0, except for a facelift, tummy tuck,
and some liposuction.

The fact is that CyberMedia, famous for
Eirst Aid 97 and OH Change, acquired the
Uninstaller product and simply slapped in
some of their own technology, repackaged
it with a great laundry-detergent box
design, and released it as Uninstaller 4.5.
Even the manual is the same as version

4.0's—with the addition of a four-page
addendum. Version 4.5 does contain one

new feature—CyberMedia's 0/7 Change
automatic-update technology—and one
handy enhancement. Using the Update
button built into the new interface.
Uninstaller updates itself automatically-
updating the expanded database of appli
cations as they are released. The enhance
ment provides a 50-percent speed
increase of system scans, which used to
take up to five minutes before you could
actually use the application.

Registered users receive unlimited, free
technical support from CyberMedia.

Other than the new interface, that's

pretty much all that's changed. Eor more
info, read the Uninstaller 4.0 review in
boot 06 or on the bootNet web site.

— Sean Cleveland

Price $40

Developer/Publisher

CyberMedia

Phone 800.922.3383

URL www.cybermedia.com
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Cleanup

Cleanup

Jteports )

Help About freferences Exit ! ( ^Update

Uninstaller 4.5's screen shows off its only new
technology: the Update button for the Oil Change
automatic update.
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Lightwave 3D 5.5
Catch the wave

The new version of Lightwave 3D adds so
many features you'd think it was much
more than an incremental upgrade to this
popular modeling and animation program.
New to the streamlined interface are real

time texture mapping, non-modal environ
ments, and user-definable Interface colors
and configurations.

Lightwave 3D 5.5's Modeler interlace has been completely overhauled and
now oilers more opportunity lor customization.

Some of the previous version's model
ing tools have new options. The Flex tools
now use the right mouse button to set
the range of influence. These tools let
you set an envelope for Falloff when you
bring up each tool's numeric requester-
use predefined envelopes or adjust the
sliders for exact control. This adds a lot

of power and you'll wonder how you ever
lived without them.

The Morph Gizmo Interlace. You can make the eyes
blink just by assigning them to a slider.

The programmers went nuts adding new
Layout features. Now available In Layout
are modeling tools that can be animated,
a cell shader, bone options, and a particle
system (actually a "light" version of the
third-party Particle Storm plug-in). The
redesigned Layout interface sports some
cool changes. There are animation controls

at the bottom of the

Layout view so you can
watch an animation pre
view any time with the
click of a button. You can

add key frames during an
animation by changing the
object's position as the
animation preview plays.
And while Lightwave sup
ports OpenGL for previews,
version 5.5 also shows tex

tures In OpenGL mode for
even better feedback—and

yes, you can place textures
Interactively on objects.

The Modeler screen's

Interface has been com

pletely redesigned. You can
alter options such as the
Preview window back

ground color, define func
tion key sets for different

users, set loading and saving options, and
tweak the interface to make Lightwave
easier to use.

New modeling functions include Dragnet,
which combines Drag and Magnet functions
Into one powerful tool. Knife lets you slice
across an object, making geometry addi
tions fast and easy. The new multi-segment
box primitive will appeal to MetaNURBS
users, as will the Smooth Scale operation,
which smoothly scales selected points,
creating subtle changes.

Want to animate character faces? You'll

love Morph Gizmo. This plug-in lets you
morph various parts of a face. You can
raise/lower eyebrows, move the mouth or
make the eyes blink, then string these
changes together and create a whole facial
animation. Combining this feature with the
ease of building characters In Modeler
moves Lightwave 3D to the front of the
character-animation race.

If you thought Lightwave's lens flare
feature was fun, wait until you see the
volumetric lighting plug-In, Streamer. It
lets you create effects such as glows, real
istic layered fog, and smoky light cones.

Lightwave 3D 5.5's redesigned Layout Interlace
has a bunch ol new leatures Including animation
controls so you can preview an animation with the
click Ola button.

The plug-in's profusion of options make it
easy to spend hours playing with all the
different controls. Streamer is an amazing
addition and is sure to become one of the

most highly used portions of Lightwave.
Underneath it all beats a newly opti

mized engine that takes advantage of
multiple processors and OpenGL hardware
to reduce rendering times. Inverse kine
matics computations have benefited as
well, with speed increases up to 500

QSl iiti't'i
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The Streamer plug-in interlace showing a preview ol a
volumetric spotlight scene.

percent. DirectSD support complements
the already Impressive OpenGL support,
and MMX enhancements kick the engine
into high gear.

There are easily enough changes In this
program to call it version 6.0. Let's just
say that this upgrade makes Lightwave 3D
an indispensable tool If you're Into 3D
graphics and animation.

— Dave Thomas

Price $2,500

Developer/Publisher

NewTek

Phone 913.228.8000

URL www.newtek.com

pool
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TechWorks Ultimate 3D
A waste of good RAM

The first two graphics cards based on Cirrus
Logic's Laguna 3D chip (from Creative Labs
and VideoLogic) were amazing. These were
4MB 3D cards for less than $100. Even
more amazing is how bad these cards
were. TechWorks' Ultimate 3D is another

dirt-cheap Laguna-based
board, this time
sporting up

■■-.mA-' "r'-.V •
.0-'T'

The TechWorks Ultimate 3D
gives us our first took at the
Rambus memory moduie.

to SMB. Those other cards
didn't fall short due to lack
of RAM, and even with
twice the memory, the
Ultimate 3D is just as flat.

A graphics card
usually offers higher resolutions and
color depths when equipped with
more memory. Not in this case.
The Ultimate 3D's 8MB of Rambus
RDRAM memory only musters a
maximum 1280x1024 with 16-bit
color, while many 4MB boards
do true color at that resolution.
The Ultimate 3D promises
1600x1200 at 256 colors,
but current drivers don't
recognize those resolutions.

Even without higher res
olutions, extra memory
should at least be good

iftf for storing more textures when
cranking out 3D, right? Wrong. Giving

the Laguna more memory for textures is
like giving Tammy Faye Bakker more mas
cara. The chip may use it, but the results
are hideous. The Laguna doesn't do true
texture filtering, and its perspective correc-

Maximum 24-bir Resolution Refiesh
Maximum 16-bit Resolutlon/Refresti
VESA 2.0 Support
MDK Perf-Test
WinMark 97 10x7x16
Quake 640x480
Quskc 800x600
TerraMarks (Level 1/2/3)

1024x768'BSHz
1280xl024/85Hz
Yes
78
55.3 / 20.4
7.8fps
5.0fps
224/ 223/1

Star Trek: Generations
Better never than late
MicroProse's Star Trek Generations is one
mixed-up first-person action, adventure,
and space-combat game. Clinging to the
movie as closely as Counselor Troi's span-
dex jumpsuit hugs her Betazoid curves,
the haphazard plot follows Soran, a crazed
scientist played by Malcom McDowell, in
his quest to find a mythical paradise
dimension known as "The Nexus." You,
along with the crew of the Enterprise, get
to stop him.

Deep within the zyiD ray-cast bowels
of a Klingon rebel outpost, you're greeted
by all manner of stiffly animated sprite
foes in the cramped half-screen viewport.
Whip out your
phaser but don't
expect colored
light sourcing or
flying chunks of
flesh when you
blast some
thing—set to
maximum, all

checklist
Maximum Resolution/Color

640x480/16-bit
DirectX
DirectDraw DirectSound

MMX Enhanced

tion is totally broken. 3D textures look
warped and chunky, and the screen is
constantly filled with annoying artifacts.

The Ultimate 3D's DOS performance
will make your Pentium feel like a 486, as
do the DirectDraw speeds under Windows.
The straight-up 2D speed is fast enough,
and the video acceleration is good; but
after all the other marks against the
Ultimate 3D, who cares?

Ignore the bargain price and run away
from this beast as fast as you can.

— Chris Dunphy

Price $179 (8MB);
$99 (4MB)
Company TechWorks
Phone 800.688.7466
URL www.techworks.com
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you'll see is four frames of disintegration
animation.

The wannabe space-combat simulator
portion of the game has you launching
photon torpedoes and phaser fire at tex
ture-mapped polygon cruisers that lack
collision detection and pass right through
your starship. Without fielm commands,
combat is a joke.

Even as an adventure game, ST:G
runs out of energy. What at first seems
like a vast sector of space to freely
explore, rapidly becomes a linear quest.
You're always one step behind Soran. Fail
too many missions and the game uncere

moniously notifies you that another
starship is relieving you, then dumps
you to the main menu. The Save Game
feature is also a letdown. Even if you're
almost at the end of a mission, saving
the game and reloading it plops you at
the beginning of that mission.

Not even the digitized voices of
your favorite 5T:NG characters, a bunch

Here comes a Kiingon Bird-of-Prey! Don't worry, they
pass right through you!

of cool FMV cut scenes, or MMX support
can save Star Trek: Generations from
going down with its mediocre
gaming engine.

— Andrew Sanchez

Price $49
Deveioper/Publisher
MicroProse
Phone 800.695.4263
URL www.microprose.com
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Matrox Mystique 220
and Rainbow Runner
Partial credit

The Matrox Mystique was among the first
3D accelerators boot looked at (way back
in boot 02). We were impressed by its 2D
speed, but totally unimpressed by its 3D.
The Mystique 220 is a new take that sup
ports more memory, a faster RAMDAC, and
fogging, but it's still nothing to get excited
about. Snapping on a Rainbow Runner
media module spices things up a bit, but
not enough to justify the cost—unless
you're really into video. The latest offerings
from Matrox may not be total mistakes,
but at best they only earn partial credit.

Max 24-bit Resolution/Refresh 1280x1024/85Hz

Max 16-bit Resolution/Refresh 1920x1 D8D/60Hz

VESA 2.0 Support Yes
Virtuai Desktop Support Yes
MDK Pert-Test 96

Ziff-Davis 3D Winbench 51.6

WinMark 97 10x7x16 84.8 / 40

WinMark 9712x10x24 54.1 / 28.4

WinMark 9716x12x16 65.2 / 34.9

Quake 640x480 15.9fps
Quake 800x600 10.4fps

TerraMarks (Level 1/2/3) 247 / 247 / failed

.Ziff-Davis Business Graphics WinWIarks/High-End Graphics WinMarks c, i

The Mystique 220 is a speedy 3D accel
erator, in the same sense that a Pentium
ii is. With no support for filtering or alpha
blending, 3D games on the Mystique don't
look much better than if they were running
in software on a fast processor. The Myst
ique makes a difference, but much less
than a 3D accelerator should. At least the

Mystique 220 adds the missing essential
of fog, though since the fog is implem-
plented with a screen-door stippling effect
rather than a true alpha blend, the effect is
less than impressive.

The 220MHz RAMDAC coupled with
4MB of SGRAM excels at 2D work, crank
ing out 16-bit color at 1600x1200 and

mDims ■■i

«Motion-jPEQ (MfPEG) applies the JPEG compres
sion algornhm that has become so common on
the Internet 30 times a second, allowing for
high-quality video recording and playback.
Because each frame Is compressed independently,
MJPEG does not offer the same amazing amount
of compression that MPEG achieves.

above. If you need more power, expand
to 8MB and do 24-bit color in 1600x1200.
The video acceleration in a window isn't
nearly as boundless—though the scaled-
video quality is excellent, acceleration fails
at higher resolutions and color depths.

The Rainbow Runner snaps onto any
Mystique (old or new) or Millennium ii, but
you must sacrifice your memory daughter
board. This may be too high a price to
pay for 2MB Mystique owners who can't
bear to part with their upgrades to 4MB.
Once installed, the Rainbow Runner pro
vides video-in and -out (both composite
and S-video), hardware MPEG playback,
and real-time MjPEG compression of
captured video. A TV-tuner card can be
added in a free ISA slot.

When watching TV via the Rainbow Run
ner, the full-screen video window can be
output to the video-out jacks. This great
feature is offset by the inability to scale the
TV window to full screen on your monitor.
In fact, the Mystique's video sealer leaves a
lot to be desired—it doesn't allow full-screen
windows in many resolutions. Still, scaled
video quality is better than average.

The TV-tuner software is complete and
easy to use, allowing recording of closed-
caption transcripts or the entire video of
a show based on triggered hot words or
timed events. Thanks to the MjPEG hard
ware, the quality of captured video is unri
valed for this price. If you have the hard-

drive space for it
(depending on
quality settings,
you'll need be
tween 2MB and
200MB a minute),
your PC can re
place your VCR.

The Rainbow Runner can
turn your computer into a replace your moni-
VCR, If you have the hard tor with a TV, the
drive space to spare. Rainbow Runner is

But this Independence makes MJPEG a perfect
match for video editing. MPEG is a preferable for
mat for playback, so once your masterpiece is jg
completed a software MPEG converter can churn
away on the data for a few hours to ready your
work for distribution. Thoughtfully, Matrox includes S
just such a converter with the Rainbow Runner. ^

The Rainbow Runner fits snuggiy on top of the Mystique
220, while the TV tuner add-on sits in an ISA slot and
connects to the rest via a ribbon cable.

frustratingly limited. DOS text screens
are not supported, and only games run
ning at 640x400 or 640x480 are sent
to the big screen. Popular resolutions
such as 512x384 and 320x200 are
not supported, and Windows only
offers 640x480 or 720x480 for your
desktop. At least the TV-out is clean
and flicker-free.

The Rainbow Runner is one of the
best roads to high-quality video without
busting the bank, though its biggest
problem is living with the Mystique. For
a fraction of the price of the Mystique,
Rainbow Runner, and the tuner add-on,
you can buy ATI's All-ln-Wonder and
save a slot. It may not excel at some of
the Rainbow Runner's specialties, but it
will never let you down.

— Chris Dunphy

Price Mystique 220
$179 (4MB)
Company Matrox
Phone 800.844.8302
URL www.matrox.com
Bundle Kai's PowerGoo,
Disney's Toy Story, SoftPEG
2.2, WIRL, Moto Racer or bus
iness bundle: Simply 3D 2, Picture
Publisher 7, Netscape Navigator
3.0, SoftPEG 2.2, WIRL, Page
Plus 4, and PointCast Client

Price Rainbow Runner $249
Rainbow Runner TV $79
Bundle Photo Express,
VDOPhone Internet Phone,
MedlaStudio, PowerRemote
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Shadow Warrior
A blood-filled farewell

Shadow Warrior is the aging BUiLD engine's
last party, with weapons ranging from a
bloodied blade and razor-sharp shurikins
to quad-barreled shotguns and multi-mode

0,
MS-DOS Native

Multlplayer

Serial IPX TCP/IP

Shadow Warrior's crazy-ass weapons will have the flesh
flying and demons droppin'.

missile launchers. 3D

Realms has opti
mized the lyiD ray-
cast BUILD engine
we've grown to love
about as good as it's

gonna get, with a combina
tion of semitransparent
water and volume pixels for perfect rotating
objects. Too bad the enemies are still 45-

degree, pre-rendered sprites,
and pixelated as hell (not to
mention badly animated).

Ail the cool tricks from

previous BUiLD blood baths,
including sector stacking and
texture-mapped polygons, are pre
sent. The textures look great from
afar, but are blocky up close. The
ladders in Redneck Rampage are
here, pius the abiiity to jump into
massive vehicles of destruction

and drive them around firing their
weaponry. This makes for great
multipiayer "WangBangs."

Maxing out at 800x600, cheat
codes can crank resolutions as high
as 1280x1024, although frame rates
drop to slide-show status. 640x480

checklist
Maximum Resolution/Color

1280x1024/8-bit

Ten

gets you a slick 24fps on most
systems, and 800x600 should
put you in the high teens.

Never shying away from
debauchery. Shadow Warrior is
filled with bad sex jokes and
hentai chicks. While the /Isian

flava is a welcome respite,
you'll tire of the bad dialogue.

Gameplay maintains the interactivity
level set by Duke Nukem 3D, with
working pachinko machines, remote-
control toy cars, destructible objects,
and furry bunnies awaiting your
poking and prodding.
Shadow Warrior may not be the

cleanest BUILD-based game, but it packs
an array of multi-mode weaponry and
new tricks making it a fitting end to
the BUILD dynasty.

— Andrew Sanchez

Price $40

Developer 3D Realms

Publisher GT Interactive

Phone 800.305.3390

URL www.3drealms.com

Flash 2,0
Flash your site

Flash 2.0, a cousin of
Macromedia Director, brings
a download-friendly approach
to generating streaming, vector-based
animations for the web. It's amazing what
Flash 2.0 fits in a mere 30KI Browsers

with the Shockwave Flash plug-in can
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simple motion animation with Flash 2.0 Is a snap using "Tweening."

view lightly interactive multimedia without
the bandwidth hit of D/recfor-developed
Shockwave apps.

While Flash 2.0 has the standard draw,
paint, and fill tools and the ability to
import/export a variety of graphics formats
including GIF, Adobe Illustrator, and bit
maps, its strength lies in creating "mini-
movies." The movies are not as interactive

as the content created by Director, but they
support a certain amount of interactivity—
a mouse click can trigger a sound, a change
of picture, or bring up a URL. Actions can

be as simple as a button
that changes color when
clicked, or complicated
menu screens with several

layers of animation and
synchronized WAV and
AIFF files. The created

movies and the Flash player
required to view them are
both much smaller than

the files generated by
Director, making it a better
choice for developing multi
media that doesn't need a

lot of interactivity.
Also included is an

extensive library of Flash-
ready elements such as
buttons, sounds, and
still or animated clip art.
There's even sample HTML

i Ocgal JBl ./Sllg -£.<1

Flash 2.0 flattens the learning curve with several
good step-by-step primers.

code to help integrate Flash content in
your site if you're not comfortable with
HTML code.

If ail you need are simple animated GIFs,
Flash 2.0 is not the program for you. And
those who crave large-scale, fully interactive
presentations should sink their teeth into
Director. But if you're looking for snazzy
banners, navigation buttons, menus, and
animated graphic elements, whipping them
up with Flash 2.0 is a snap.

— Tara Calishain

Price $200
Developer/Publisher

Macromedia

Pbone 800.326.2128

URL www.macromedia.com

boot
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Samplitude Studio 4 0
Studio in a box

Samplitude's direct-to-disc
recording has gone from great to
greater in just a few years.
SEK'D pushes the envelope
again with its latest: Studio
4.03. Unlimited audio tracks

per Virtual Project (VIP) and
awesome effects put this product ahead

of the rest.

Because objects are only a "window"
of the actual sound file, operations are
instantaneous and incredibly simple.
Objects can be configured either individu
ally or grouped by name, color, volume,
and locking. Automatic cross-fades are
available by overlapping objects. "Sticky"
objects will snap to boundaries such as
other track's objects, measures/times, or
markers—fantastic for perfectly syncing
digital audio.

Each track has a full suite of controls,
and a volume and panning curve can be
drawn for the perfect mix. Mono tracks
can also be linked to simulate stereo.

Waveforms can be edited to sample
level, and a fabulous three-paned window
makes finding loop points brainless. A slew
of high-quality effects come standard: FFT

filter/analyzer with freehand drawing
tool. Noise Reduction, Time stretch/
expand, De-Clipping, Distortion,
Graphic EQ, three-band full Parametric
EQ, Room Simulator, Compressor/
Expander/Gate, Surround-Sound, and
a Convolution tool, which processes
one sound with another.

While most effects aren't real

time, they do have a preview button
and the 8x4 mixer processes volume,
panning, Fli/Mid/Low Parametric EQ, echo-
decay settings, and compressor-ratio set
tings in real time. The flying faders may be
grouped and two auxiliary sends can be
used for external processing.

Multiple projects can be open simulta
neously for remixing, and with 100 levels
of undo, feel free to experiment with
tracks and arrangements. Multiple audio
cards are supported and can be assigned
to each track individually. A Remove
Unused Samples function keeps your
hard drive at optimum size. AVi and MIDI
files can be synced with frame accuracy.
The video of the AVI is displayed along
the top, and the audio portion can be
replaced once it's just right. In conjunction
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Samplitude Studio 4.0's real-time mixer is a powerfui new
feature that doses the gap between software and hardware.

with the Point CD Audio software, a CD-R
can be burned directly complete with
sub/index marks and table of contents.

The biggest gripe about the program is
its nonstandard interface, such as scroll
bars that lack arrows. Still, Samplitude is
intuitive, fast, and powerful enough for any
serious multitrack digital audio.

- Daevid Vincent

Price $600
Developer SEK'D
Publisher Hohner MIdIa
Phone 707.578.2023
URL www.sekd.com

boot

Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.0 Deluxe nN 7-a,

The best gets better
Power sequencers serious about
music production can't go wrong
with Cakewalk Pro Audio's major
upgrade, replete with the fea
tures you've been dying for and
others you'll take for granted
after using them just once.

The most prominent new features
are the nondestructive CFX real-time effects
and the StudioWare addition, included
are Delay, Chorus, Reverb, Flanger, Time
Stretching/Compression
and Expansion, Pitch
Shifting (Format-
preserving), and a 2-
Band Parametric EQ.
Parameters can be
saved as custom
presets and can be
changed on the fly
(although they can't
be recorded).

Cakewalk has even
adopted the DirectX
standard so third

Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.

parties such as Waves, Tracer, and Qsound
can develop plug-ins.

StudioWare allows graphic manipulation
of any MIDI-controllable gear by assigning
SysEx messages to sliders, rotary pots,
and buttons, giving much more control
over tedious or even impossible operations
via conventional front panels. Cakewalk
promises to post a variety of "panels" on
its web site, but there's no need to wait
since it's so easy to create your own.

if you have the
gear, multiple I/O is
supported—select
audio drivers as you
would any other port.
Always remember
to use the card you
recorded with for
playback to prevent
clock-drift differential.
Clips can be copied
as linked clips so
changes are global
through the chain.

iKM-JacJ

other features worth a shout-out
include saving of screen layouts, improved
printed output with percussion notation,
record and playback of SysEx as events,
N/RPN support, and the merging of the
controllers view with the piano-roll view.
Volume and pan are now -90dB to -rlSdB
linear scaled, and a Take Vault protected
directory prevents accidental deletion of
audio takes.

Cakewalk hasn't handicapped its
program to compensate for hardware
limitations. Track counts and effects that
match the speed of your PC are proof of
forward thinking.

— Daevid Vincent

0 Deluxe's StudioWare tames
even the most intimidating MIDi gear.

Price $530 deluxe;
($430 Standard)
Developer/Puhiisher
Cakewalk Music Software
Phone 888.225.39255
URL www.cakewalk.com
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Triple Play 98
/\ homer to dead center

With subtle nuances hidden in every aspect
of graphics, gameplay, and ballpark atmos
phere, Triple Play 98 is a bold new/ world
of simulated 3D baseball.

The ultrarealism begins with superbly
rendered stadiums that recreate every
precious detail of their original models,
including fully functional second-deck
scoreboards and variable crowd sizes.

Even better, all objects respect scale. The
players and the ball are properly dwarfed
by their cavernous surroundings, and
sprinting 90 feet in the outfield feels the
same as crossing 90 feet in the infield.
The overall feeling is one of... majesty.

With up to 800 polygons per batter,
specific players are recognizable right
down to their name, num
ber, physique, and trade
mark batting stance. (EA
Sports secured the licenses
necessary for player names,
stats, team logos, and stadi
ums.) Once you send a ball
in play, seamless panning
displays a variety of realistic
fielding animations. On the
diamond—where each mid

dle infielder has 10 specific
animations—a shortstop
might dive for a liner,
smother the ball with his chest, jump to
his feet, and rocket the ball to first.

If you're playing on a good system
(P200/killer 2D) with all rendering options
turned on, you'll get smooth frame rates at

chec

Win95 Native

DirectX

DirectDraw D

Multiplayer

LAN Modem

Serial (up to fo

a

Overall, the Infield animations are stupendous. Number 35 better hurry because throws In
Triple Play 98 perfectly replicate tbier real-life speeds.

klist
Maximum Resoiution/Coior

1280x1024/16-bit

irectSound

ur players

using Gravis GrIP)

5P1ST

Dig the difference between Marquis Grissom's erect posture, Tony Phillips' crouch, and
Jose Canseco's wide, open-toed stance.

800x600; push
the resolution

any higher, and
you'll remember
you're just playing
a computer game.
On a P166 with

decent 2D, we
had to turn off

all rendering
options and
drop to 640x400
to approach
playability.

The Dolby Surround sound enhances
ballpark atmosphere and actual gameplay.
The crowd gets noisy during tense situa

tions and there's a distinct

crack when you get good
wood on the ball. A color

commentator and play-by-
play announcer chime in
with facts about the home

team's history, musings
about poor attendance, and,
best of all, opinions about
pitch selection and batter
selectiveness—listen carefully
to refine your own strategy.

To really prepare for a
game, read the extensive

scouting reports describing a hitter's
power, the percentage of balls he hits to
each field, and the pitchers he's had the
most success or trouble with. Overall, the
game's statistical engine is flawless; any

statistical cate

gory you might
read on the

back of a

good baseball
card can be

retrieved at any
time. By sea
son's end,
you'll get
very realistic
final numbers:

Triple Play 98
doesn't hand

out homers

to any journey
man hitter who

takes broad

cuts. Scores are

realistic, and
you'll lose your
share of games
if you're not

For utmost realism. It's Imperative that a stadium dwarf
the players Inside.

patient enough for walks or smart.enough
on the base paths.

Triple Play 98 is one of the finest base
ball games ever developed, but it's not
perfect. There's no visible "strike zone
box" to pinpoint pitches, so you have to
adjust in mid-air. Even more frustrating is
the Al's frequent disregard for common-
sense strategy: You're up, bases loaded,
two out. You hit a clean grounder to sec
ond—and the computer throws homel Your
runner scores easily, and you're standing
at first wondering if you're playing the Bad
News Bears. Most importantly, the game
should have made the leap to a 3D API to
take advantage of the 3D acceleration that
every boot reader has by now.

But overall. Triple Play 98 is a detail
freak's dream. Score it a

homer just over the 400-
foot sign.

—Jon Phiilips

b
Price $50

Developer/Publisher

Electronic Arts

Phone 800.245.4245

URL www.ea.com

oot
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Grand Slam
Beating out a slow dribbler to shortstop,
Grand Slam executes well In a few key
areas. Pitching control Is simultaneously
precise and challenging: After choosing
your pitch type and pinpointing a strike-
zone location, you move on to a power/
accuracy meter such as those found In
golf games. If you continually go past the
meter's red line, you'll blow out your arm.

If you don't
stop your
return stroke,
your pitch
won't hit

Its target.
Sim pitch

ing becomes

CHECKnsTi
Maximum Resolution/Color

640x480/16-bit

DirectX

DirectSD

Fast DirectSD frame rates and the pitching controi meter
(upper right) Ae/p Grand Slam reach first base.

as stressful as slm batting. Splendid.
The game also boasts fast frame rates,

quick arcade-style pacing, and scouting
reports that pop up with every new batter.
Unfortunately, these pluses are tempered
by a slew of niggling minuses: an absurdly
large ball, distant camera shots that
remove you from the fielding action, and

2D sprites that don't look lifelike playing In
otherwise passable 3D stadiums. Even
worse Is the total of four video-captured
batters representing all 868 players. You'll
also want to kill the annoying announcer
who says things like "This Is an Important
out for the pitcher," when you're pitching
with a lead In the second Inning.

Grand Slam Is a good enough game In
and of Itself, but In the larger scope of
baseball titles. It just barely
reaches base safely.

Price $55

Developer Burst

Publisher Virgin

interactive

Phone 888.843.2661

URL www.vie.com

Baseball Pro 98 ĉhecklist
Maximum Resoiution/Color

1024x768/B-bit

DirectX

DirectSound

In a word, bizarre. Baseball Pro 98 gives you an absurd
amount of control over secondary elements such as
stats, replay angles, and stadium physics, but sacrifices

graphics, frame rate, and
essential playablllty In the
process. Do you really want to
change the size of your players'
gloves, adjust the probability of
rain, or read a running log of
every event that happens In
the game?

The grief begins with the 2D,
fixed size, 640x480 pitching/
batting window. The action In
this box should require little

is this a basebaii sim or the Wonderfui

Worid of Windows?

rendering power, but still moves In fits and
starts on a P166 with good video. Once you hit
a ball In play, action mysteriously switches to
full-screen 3D that Is so slow you could almost
shut down and go to bed by the time your run
ner ambles Into second with a stand-up double.

The bad gameplay doesn't jibe with the
otherwise painstakingly defined detail. It's like a bunch of MIT
researchers set out to recreate "baseball" without

first consulting anyone who had ever actually
played the game.
Indeed, with differ-
ent control windows

strewn about the

game's Interface,
Baseball Pro 98 has

the look and feel of

a physical-events
simulator.

Price $30

Developer Front Page

Sports

Puhiisher Sierra

Phone 800.757.7707

URL www.sierra.com

I'iiSfRt

Tony La Russa Baseball 4
640x480/16-bit

What's that? You don't want to actually
play the game? Perfect. Tony La Russa Is
the slm for you. The coaching and general-
manager modes give you great control over
scouting, trading, lineups, bullpens, field
positioning, substitutions, and all the other
responsibilities of base
ball's learned statesmen.

Simply manipulate players
In key situations as you
engage In a nlne-lnnlng
war of probability theory. If
you're even less Interested
In ball and strikes, you can
build a lineup, simulate an
entire season In 10 min

utes, and then Investigate
a full set of stats to check

your G.M. prowess.
The oniy good cam

Unfortunately, gameplay and
graphics are strictly Little League.
The 3D-rendered stadiums are

only slightly more appealing than
the oversized 2D sprites that look
like freakish pituitary cases run

ning around

DirectX

; DirectSound

DirectPlav

DirectDraw

■■ " •

era angles in Tony La Russa
Basebaii 4 are found in replay mode.

the field In laughable
stop-motion. In the
pltchlng/battlng
screen, players appear
In lifelike video cap
ture, but alas, all com
petitors are Identical
white men. Timing
your swing Is unnec
essarily difficult. When
you do hit a ball Into
play, distant cameras

track cartoonlsh play
animations.

At the heart of Tony
La Russa Is a very fine
management/statistics
engine. You also get
fascinating FMV clips of
La Russa himself hold

ing strategy clinics. A
multimedia CD-ROM

filled with La Russa's

strategy instruction would be a category-
creating winner. But, as It is, Tony La
Russa Baseball 4 Is a flubbed

play on the base paths.

Muitipiayer

LAN Modem

Serial (two players maximum)

Price $40

Developer Stormfront

Publisher Maxis

Phone 800.336.2947

URL www.maxis.com
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Creatures
Evolutionary leap

Get parental with Creatures. No, this isn't
a game, it's a compieteiy open-ended life
sim, and it's a darn good one.

Hatch, educate, and breed your furry
Norns in Aibia, an animated 2720 environ
ment. The interactive 2D platform environ
ment has multiplane depth cueing so
objects can appear in front of or behind
each other. Scroll to follow your Norn
around the screen.

Creatures comes with six eggs (three
male, three female) to hatch. You can have
several Norns alive at once, but keeping
track of more than six is demanding. Raising
Norns Involves monitoring their physical and
psychological needs, teaching them a simple
verb/noun language, and keeping them
away from the disease-carrying Grendels.

Norns have a real-time life span of about
10 hours, during which they visibly age.
Turn off your computer and your Norns go
into suspended animation. They're complex
little critters. Independent life forms with blo-
rhythms, a neural network, and metabolism,
who learn by interacting with their environ

ment. They can Interact with about 40
objects including elevators, toys, and food.

Wave the cursor in front of your Norn to
get its attention. Tickle It to reward good
behavior and slap It when It's misbehaving.
As Norns grow, characteristics such as lazi
ness or inquisitiveness become apparent.
You can even rate your parenting skills.
Exchange Norns with your friends and they
learn new behaviors.

The cool thing about Norns is that they
fully emulate a living organism. They even
breed. After several hours your Norns are
mature enough to breed, which they do by
nuzzling. Two hours of pregnancy and you
have a Norn egg.

Each Norn has its own DNA sequence
and genetic traits are combined In offspring.
It's important to keep the gene pool fresh
by exporting your Norns so they can Inter
breed, which you can do with other Norn
owners and via the Creatures web site.

(And if aberration is your passion, there's
the potential for creating deviant Norns by
genetically engineering them for particular

Albia, the home of the Norn, is also Inhabited by the
reptile-like Grendel, which your Norn should avoid.

characteristics and manipulating their
genomes.) This sim is truly open ended.

Norns are Impressive little bundles of
Artificial Life on your computer; a virtual
pet like no other.

— Ingrid Bush

Price $40

Developer CyberLife
Technology

Publisher Mindscape

Entertainment

Phone 800.234.3088

URL www.mindscapegames.com

boot

AcivanSys ABP940 PCI Ultra SCSI Host Adapter
Rooting for the underdog
AdvanSys adapters are
widely regarded as
inferior by Adaptec
standards, but they
shouldn't be. Their

cards are sold by
VARs and OEMs

such as Iomega
to support their Jaz

drives. However,
AdvanSys' new line of
affordably priced high-

quality adapters are target
ed at consumers.

The ABP940 Ultra SCSI

controller Is ASPl compli
ant, offers SCSi-1 and -2
support for up to seven
devices, and uses a Bus
Master DMA interface pro
tocol. The BIOS contains all

the configurations and diagnostics needed
for easy set up and troubleshooting. It's
well laid out for computer novices and the
manual. Included on disc in Adobe Acrobat
format, clearly explains tech issues.

With support for DOS, Windows 3.x, 95,

TheABPm

is a PCI card that

uses one-quarter
the number of

chips that other
manufacturers

use, reducing
power consump

tion and adding
reiiahiiity.

and NT, NetWare,
and many flavors of
Unix, the ABP940
offers benchmarks

up there with the
best. The only weak
point: random reads
from CD-ROM drives

spewed varying
results due to the

erratic resetting of
the drive head.

The SuperView
software tracks

down problems and I
kills them where

they lay, and also provides comprehensive
info about attached SCSI devices and the

Registry. Diskette Maker software is also
included for copying drivers to disk.

The ABP940 is powered by a 32-bit
40MHz RISC-embedded processor and 128-
byte FIFO memory. AdvanSys claims its
host adapters have twice the transfer
speed of competing adapters due to their
ASCIOOO controller chip, which allows pro
cessing 255 simultaneous requests for data.

1 System Used- ■̂ ConnerCFP1060S Toshiba XM-3801TA

1 Pentium Pro 200MHZ ''' Hard Drive CD-ROM Drive

1 w/Intel 450i<X/GX chipset
i and 641148 of fm

Adaptec AdvanSys Adaptec AdvanSys
AHA-2940 ABP940 AHA-2940 ABP940

1 Adaptec Threadmark
1 Data Transfer Rate (MB/sec) 2.20 2.42 N/A N/A

1 Average CPU Utilization 22% 20% .,n/a
1 SCSI Bench
1 Random I/O (64K) 2015

1354

2019 440 90-472

251 ^ 78-2671 Random I/O (32K) 1401

" Random I/O (8K) 490 488 74 0-66

Sequential I/O (256Kj : 4409' 4409 1541 1543

Same Sector I/O (64K) ,8887 8958 881 976

Same Sector I/O (32K) 8176 8321 821 818

; Same Sector I/O (8K) 5527 5872 4401 4571

With easy Installation, OS compatibility,
support, and pricing, everyone
who uses SCSI should serious

ly consider this card.
— Sean Cleveland boot

Price $99

Developer AdvanSys

Phone 800.525.7443

URL www.advansys.com
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Mean Greens
Three new golf sims with all the fix Ins
There's a battle being waged inside your PC. The combatants are armed with dubs, spiked shoes, iittie
white baits, and funny hats. At stake are tranquil landscapes fiiied with perpetually mowed fainvays and
manicured greens. To the victor goes a dry martini. Let the Golf Wars begin. — Scott May

British Open:
Championship Golf
British Open: Championship 6o/f heralds
the return of Rex Bradford, designer of one
of the first goif sims. Accolade's Mean 18.

The proprietary game engine is standard
stuff, rendering the graphics front-to-back
in real time, incorporating MiP-
mapped antiaiiased polygon
terrain, Gouraud texture-shaded

3D Studio Max models, video-
captured golfers, processed
photography, and hand-drawn
bitmaps. The perspective-
correct terrain recreates the

burned grass look of St.

CHE

Maximum R

CK

esolution/Color

1024x768/16-bit

Win95 Native

DirectX

OirectDraw

DirectPlay

Andrews' weathered links. Combined with

the barren Scottish landscape, the results
are authentic to the point of being drab-
proving realism ain't always pretty. Up
to four players—human or computer
controlled—compete in practice, stroke,
best ball, match, and multi-round tourna
ments. Other high points include an inter
active video-captured caddie, and Jim

McKay's remarkable play-
by-play commentary.

Low points include a
hypersensitive, slice-inducing
swing meter and lack of
remote multiplayer options.
Flight dynamics are realisti
cally affected by atmospheric
conditions (wind, tempera-

nsT

DlrectSound

»» nn

ture, and humidity), but take a nose dive
when chipping to the green, where the
ball appears to hit a glass wall, dropping
abruptly to the turf.

Despite its quirks and glaring omissions,
British Open: Championship Goif is
a solid performer. Unfortunately,
these desolate links—historic

or not—are dull.

Price $50

Developer/Publisher
Looking Glass Technologies

Phone 617.441.6333

URL www.lgiass.com

Front Page Sports: Golf
Designed by Vance Cook, co-creator of the
Links series. Front Page Sports: Goif offers
the first tangible alternative to the dreaded
swing meter. TrueSwing transforms your
mouse into a real-time virtual club. Simply

pull back for

checklist
backswing, for
ward for power(|Pc

Maximum Resolution/Color

1024x768/16-bit

Win95 Native

DirectX

DirectDraw DirectSound

DirectPlay
Muitipiayer

Modem LAN

.
and side-to-side

for snap. Once
you learn the
mechanics, True-
Swing provides
unprecedented
control. For tra

ditionalists, a

PGA Tour Pro

tri-click swing
meter is also

available.

Two courses

are included,
both real-time

rendered at

1024x768 and

16-bit color. The MlP-mapped polygon ter
rain and digitized background objects are
drop-dead gorgeous, even without 3D hard
ware acceleration. Yet the game foregoes
complete photorealism with its 3D textured-
polygon golfers. To be fair, the 2,000 polyg
onal characters enable more fluid and

expressive animation than video capture.
Internet play is available via Sierra's free

gaming server, allowing up to 64 players in

Beyond a few additions, PGA Tour Pro
doesn't tinker with success.

The game is rendered in real time with
a combination of textured polygons and

sprite-based
graphics. Un
like most golf
sims, which
redraw the

graphics on
screen—typi
cally front-to-
back—EA's

proprietary
Flash Draw renders completely in the back
ground, then flashes the entire screen.

CHECKnsTi
Maximum Resolution/Color

800x600/16-bit

MMX Enhanced

DirectX

DirectDraw

DirectPlay

DirectSound

Graphics quality
is good, but a
low tile count,
particularly in
the foreground
terrain, results
In a flat look.

Two 18-hole

links are pack
aged with the
game, with
more promised. Game styles include prac
tice, stroke, shootout, skins, and tourna
ment play. The most important new fea
ture is multiplayer mode. Up to 80
people—20 foursomes—can compete in
online tournaments, using the built-in
connection to EA Sports Net.

Multiplayer

Modem LAN Internet

online tournaments. The game also offers
12 styles of play—the most of any golf
sim to date—including team variations of
medal, match, skins, best ball, scramble,
and Stableford.

Despite five simultaneous camera views,
the game's biggest weakness is in visually
tracking the ball in flight. Otherwise, this is
a top-notch sim, sporting an
unobtrusive interface, and fast
screen redraws. #15^8311

IFOOJ]
Price $55

Deveioper/Pubiisher
Sierra On-Line

Phone 800.757.7707

URL www.sierra.com

Other improvements include the ability
to walk the course; a "risk meter" to gauge
difficulty; and hole fly-bys. On the down
side, EA has changed its once-unique swing
overlay to a more traditional circular meter.

If Win95 online gaming is your prime
consideration, PGA Tour Pro is worth the
upgrade. If not, stick with EA's previous
DOS-based PGA Tour titles,
which are still among the J ^
best in the business.

Price $55

Deveioper/Pubiisher
Electronics Arts

Phone 800.448.8822

URL www.ea.com
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Control Freaks
Firepower at your fingertips

PowerRamp Mite
The PowerRamp Mite plugs directly into
the keyboard port rather than a traditional
game port (both AT and PS/2 pass-through
connectors are included) and is really
nothing more than a handheld—albeit
limited—keyboard masquerading as a
game pad. Stiil, that's not a bad thing and
the PowerRamp Mite is a pretty good lake.

Slightly bigger than Gravis' GamePad
Pro, the PowerRamp Mite is reminiscent
of a PlayStation pad—four triggers are
located at the rear, with the rest of the
buttons assuming regular positions on
the top. Although all the buttons are
programmable (depending on the button,
for either two, six, or 10 separate game
functions), they also perform traditional
keyboard commands, such as Alt, Delete,
and Enter, when set in defauit mode.
Luckily, they're clearly marked, so confu

sion is minimal. The pad
is comfortabie, and

none of the buttons

are out of place. The D-Pad, in particular,
has great tactility.

But just as the keyboard isn't suited
for flight sims or games requiring precise
control, the PowerRamp Mite is best with
twitch games or fighting games requiring
an arsenal of easily accessed firepower.
Remapping the buttons is simple—press
the setup button, type in the command,
and you're ready to rumble. There are also
allowances for special multikey combos,
keyboard modifiers, pauses, and continu
ous movements. The designated macro
key can be used to store independent
game settings, or if you're daring, use it
as a complex, four-tiered control set.
There's no programming interface, so you
can't print control settings, but you can
remap buttons on the fly. it doesn't get
much simpler than this. And with the 10-
keyboard-move limit, the chance for a
buffer overload is minimized—unless you
perform the 20-plus moves simultaneously.

^4-

The PowerRamp Mite looks
like a game pad, plays like a

A great keyboard.
game pad must
be digital, programmable, and support
multiple players. Granted, the Power
Ramp Mite falls short in a few of these
areas, but since it's not really a game
pad, it seems silly to complain. If you're
interested in a programmable,
handheld, game pad-shaped
keyboard, the PowerRamp
Mite is for you.

Price $30

Company ACT Laboratory
Phone 800.980.9997

URL www.actlab.com/gamegear

''rmt

WingMan
Digital
Extreme
The WingMan
Digital Extreme
doesn't appear dras
tically different from
the original analog
version. But with

new and enhanced

features—including a
programmable digital
interface—the

WingMan
^ Digital
Extreme

The Digital Extreme's
solid construction

consists of dual

molded ABS

plastic.

manages to pack two-and-a-half pounds
of Teflon-coated, armor-piercing ammo
into the palm of your hand. And that
ain't half bad.

Sporting the same ergonomic handle,
4-way hat switch, and steel-weighted base
of the previous incarnation, the Digital
Extreme has six fire buttons (including a
trigger) and a miniature arced throttle.
Trim controls have been yanked, thanks
to the infinitely cooler—and more respon
sive—digital interface. The santoprene-
coated components are responsive and
feel great for extended periods of time.

Unlike other Win95-oniy controllers
(such as Logitech's CyberMan 2 and
Microsoft's Sidewinder GamePad), the
WingMan Digital Extreme will work in DOS,
albeit in the two-axis, four-button true-
analog (not emulated) mode of the original
(and much older) CH Flightstick, WingMan
Extreme, and ThrustMaster controllers.
Unfortunately, the hat switch is only active
in games directly supporting the WingMan
Extreme and ThrustMaster products, and

the throttle only works with games
supporting the CH Flightstick.

Still, for a DOS device, the
Digital Extreme is a
good one.

The WingMan
Digital Extreme is

better suited for play under Win95. A
robust GUI lets you program and remap
the fire buttons. The interface is slick

but the smattering of game control sets
Logitech includes is disappointing (a visit
to Logitech's web site reveals more than
40 control sets for downloading, but
most are for ancient games). Luckily,
creating new control sets takes seconds,
and you'll have an arsenal of them ready
in no time. As good as it is, the program
ming interface has a few flaws: you can't
assign separate commands for button
press and release; you can only assign
single keystrokes, not macros or long-
winded cheat codes; and you're limited
to 20 characters when naming the
control sets.

Still, in combat—and for games such as
Comanche 3 and X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter—
the WingMan Digital Extreme performs
admirably, its killer interface and
excellent functionality make it
one boffo controller.

— Bryan Del Rizzo
90oi

Price $50

Company Logitech

Phone 800.231.7717

URL www.logitech.com
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Carmageddon
Red asphalt

QliiS'

It's open season on Innocent bystanders,
so put the pedal to the metal and pulverize
any pedestrian who can't get out of the
way. Carmageddon is an arcade racing
game that's not for the timid—there's
so much unabashed gore here that Quake
looks like Sesame Street On Ice. Too bad

such intense gaming is hindered by sub
standard graphics.

The abattoir atmosphere of Carma-
geddon's perspective-correct, texture-
mapped polygon world is spoiled only by

Pedestrians are no match for your big-blocl< brutality.

CHECK

Tear Into some wholesome bovinos In Carmageddon.

the even more grotesque 320x200 graphics.
A 640x480 SVGA mode is only available in
the DOS version (a Win95 version is forth
coming) but skip it. Frame rates drop way
below unacceptable levels at high res,
even on a 266MHz Pentium III When

you're using the BRender
rendering engine (which is
optimized for MMX) and can
barely reach double-digit
frame rates on a P233, it's
time to check the code.

Sure, you could crank down
the graphics to suit your
needs, but this game
screams for 3D acceleration.

Until the 3Dfx patch comes
out, you'll have to enjoy the
20-rfps the VGA coughs up.

Carmageddon also suf
fers from really bad terrain
redraw, which means
canyon walls spring up

Maximum R

MS-DOS Nat

Win95 Nativ

3D Software

3D Hardwar

Multiplayer

IPX

MMX Enhan

Specialty Co

Carmageddon offers a 640x480 SVGA mode—in the DOS version—but you can forget about slick frame rates.

esolution/Color

640x480/16-bit

ive

e

 Acceleration

BRender

e Acceleration

3Dfx (promised)

ced

(via BRender)

ntrollers

Steering Wheel

miraculously on the horizon like sea
monkeys in a glass of water. 2D sprites
are abundant, with horrified church pic
nickers and grazing Holstein exploding
in a grisly spray of bitmapped blood and
innards—Carmageddon wins extra style
points for its particularly artistic vehicular
manslaughter. Thankfully, there's an
abundance of visual detail, such as the
trail of bloody treadmarks left as you run
over corpses, sparks issuing from metal
on concrete, and smoke billowing from
damaged vehicles.

Carmageddon's bloodthirsty action and
great physics model save it
from crashing into the junk
yard. And although it isn't a
fancy NASCAR sim, each car
has a distinct feel: the

souped-up Cadillac rolls in
style and turns like a tank,
while the massive bulldozer

moves as slow as molasses

but packs a granite punch if
you're on the receiving end
of a ram attack. Fail to nav

igate the massive loop-de-
loop and you'll toss your
cookies as you tumble help
lessly to the cruel pave
ment. Topple into the water

trsT]

and the front-end buoyancy plagues
sudden acceleration.

While ruthless enemy Al harasses your
every move, and smashing into hapless
bystanders is plenty of fun, nothing brings
out the bloodlust like multiplayer may
hem. Catch a co-worker off guard," crush
their car into a wall and lift the vehicle

off the ground, and listen to the screams
in the next cubicle. Destroy each other
in a free-roving fragfest or go for maxi
mum kills. A variety of power-ups await—
including armor enhancements, engine
boosts, and sticky tires—to enhance your
destructive tendencies.

Carmageddon's over-the-top first- or
third-person slaughterhouse style and
intense gameplay make this a keeper for
the sick and twisted, but ridiculous SVGA
frame rates and flawed graphics prevent
it from getting the checkered flag.

— Andrew Sanchez

Price $45

Developer Sales Curve

Interactive

Publisher Interplay
Phone 800.468.3775

URL www.interplay.com

'•flfct
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NoHands Mouse
NoBrainer peripheral

The NoHands Mouse is supposed to relieve carpal
tunnel syndrome by obviating the desktop mouse,
and increase productivity because your hands

need never leave the keyboard. RSI sufferers
are better off with an ergonomic keyboard.

Simply place your feet on the 10-inch foot
pads. One pad consists of a stationary base

with a pressure-sensitive pedal on top that pivots
360 degrees controlling cursor movement, the other con

trols clicks, with toe clicks for the left mouse button, the heel for the right.
Overall, the unit is sturdily constructed, setup is simple, and the learning

curve is slight, because the mouse is an inherently intuitive device.
However, unless you're a monkey, your feet just can't
compete with the dexterity of
your hands.

For the computer-using
population possessing
hands, there's no com
pelling reason to use the

NoHands Mouse.

— Ingrid Bush

Price $120

Company Hunter Digital
Phone 800.576.6873

URL

www.nohandsmouse.com

f'rgrci

Imperium Galactica
A little of this and a little of that

As in Master of Orion II, Imperium
Galactica has you conquering planets
in your attempt to attain the ultimate
goal: galactic conquest. Along the way
you research and develop technology
to aid you in conquering and coloniz
ing the planets. Developing each plan
et's infrastructure is done via a SImClty-
like mode. Finally, as your empire
expands, you must protect the planets
from a variety of threats and distur
bances with a real-time combat system
similar to Command & Conquer's.

Imperium Galactica doesn't break
new technological ground either. All
the 3D art, including cinematics, is
dark and dull. It's obvious the source art

was rendered at a higher color depth and
then palettized to 256 colors. However, the
hand-drawn art, such as the city close-ups,
is nicely anti-aliased and animated. The
full-screen cinematics run at 320x200,
unlike the rest of the game which displays
at 640x480. Although the compression
algorithm used shows little artifacting, the
scenes are muddy. This is disappointing,
given that the hour-plus of cinematics were
billed as one of the game's high-points.

Although Imperium Galactica has a sim
ple point-and-click control scheme and is

.  ■ ' >-

easy to get into, it's also unlikely to hold
your attention for nearly as long as Master
of Orion II. A multiplayer option would
have greatly enhanced this
game's longevity.

— Andre Vrlgnaud

Price $35

Developer Digital Reality
Publisher GT Interactive

Phone 800.469.5961

URL www.gtlnteractlve.com

WipeOut XL
A sheep in

wolf's clothing
WIpeOut XL for the PlayStation
combined the breakneck pace of a futuris
tic racing game with the furious action of
an arcade shooter. Armed with a mighty
arsenal of 3D accelerator patches, the PC
version of WIpeOut XL should kick some
serious ass. Unfortunately, it's a timid sib
ling compared to its ballistic brethren.

Instead of careening the racetrack at
blistering speeds, you're left with the sen
sation of slogging along squeezed into the
back seat of a Pinto. Sure, the graphics
are lusciously detailed at 800x600 on a
3Dfx card, complete with falling snow, and
steaming pipes, but pretty graphics only
go so far. The frame rate is smooth (at
20fps to 24fps) with nothing else on
screen, but severely bogs down (to 15fps
and below) when one or more ships are
on screen. This, combined with sticky key
response, drives gameplay to keyboard-
smashing frustration.

The overdriven sound quality is loath
some, turning every sound effect into a buz
zing crunch. The original techno soundtrack
provided by Underworld and their electronic
ilk is absent. Instead, Psygnosis opted for
their in-house musician, resulting in a
tediously repetitive soundtrack. The final
nail in the coffin of this sorry game is the
lack of multiplayer support. "Multiplayer"
throbs through the veins of every gamer
worth their salt, and to deny them this
is unthinkable. Despite its potential,
WIpeOut XL on the PC comes off as a
lackluster game that ultimately adds little
to the racing genre, or to a
gamer's library.

— Dan Simpson

Price $55

Developer/Publisher

Psygnosis

Phone 800.438.7794

URL www.psygnosls.com

ZiCiJet
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Viviprint DigiPhoto
Fotomat in a box

You don't have to run out to your local
photo processor to get true photographic-
quality prints. All you need is a digital
camera and the new VlviPrint DigiPhoto
dye-sublimation printer to get 24-blt color
images that approach film quality, with
saturated colors and clear details. It even

lays down a glossy finish.
The DigiPhoto prints 4x6-inch images on

its own paper at 203x203dpi. It can print
with borders, like a Polaroid, or straight to
the edge. Prints have crisp, clean details
with excellent highlights and colors.

Like most dye-sublimation processes,
the printer lays down each color in a
separate pass, so each image takes at
least 15 minutes to print. But since the
process applies heat to color ribbons,
vaporizing the pigments onto specially
coated paper, you get continuous-tone
images with no dithering. On top of
the color ribbons (cyan, magenta, and

yellow), the DigiPhoto
uses a ribbon of clear

plastic to laminate and
protect the print. This
glossy protection helps
keep your prints from
smudging with fingerprints or
getting bleached by the sun.

You'll never have to wait for your pic
tures to be developed or hand over your
film to a stranger again. Although such
privacy and convenience do have a price:
The Print Film Kit, which comes with
enough ribbon and photo paper for 36
prints, costs $35. With separate print kits
available for creating photo mugs and
vinyl photo stickers this makes for a great
do-it-yourself print shop, but with prints
costing almost a buck a pop, your local
photo mart won't be going out of busi
ness any time soon.

— Sean Downey

I

Get ptiotographic-quality prints
with the DigiPhoto dye-sublimation
printer, without ever leaving the privacy
of your home.

Price $400

Developer/Publisher
Vivitar

Phone 805.498.7008

UBL www.vivitar.com

FreeBoard Beamer
Quake from the couch

So you've finally managed to get the
wires strung across the celling or under
the carpet so you can play PC games
on your TV and It looks great. Just one
problem: you keep tripping over the key
board cable stretched taut from the desk.

IR Is the answer, and the FreeBoard
Beamer is one excellently designed IR
keyboard for the job.

Plug the receiver Into the ke
board and mouse ports, load

up the keyboard

eight included AA batteries, and set the
range switch to short (10 feet), medium
(20 feet), or long (30 feet) to balance
distance vs. battery life, and you're set.

The FreeBoard has three

IR transmitters ^
around

F-iil-

its perimeter, so no matter how you angle
yourself, the odds are good that a clear
signal will get through, and it automati
cally powers off and on In response to
your Input—no need for a power switch.

The keyboard and trackball have a
great feel, and are more than respon-

ive enough to play Quake, much
ess type a review. Even from a
partially obstructed location
across the room, there's

I not the slightest mouse lag
I or missed keystrokes.
B  The FreeBoard Beamer

*  lets you break the leash
that ties you to your deskl
— Chris Dunphy

K

The FreeBorrd Beamer s

'' sleek black styling looks good
■  ' enough to leave sittuui out even when

your non-geek friends come ovei Use it to
challenge them to a game nf You Don t Know

Jack on the big screen

Price $139

Company Sejin

Phone 888.373.3273

URL www.sejin.com

pooi
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bootLab Policy
1' ■I'p; 1

boot isn't like any other computer
magazine, and neither is our
product-evaluation process.
We don't test equipment in the
cold, sterile environment of a
warehouse-size lab, and we don't
write our reviews based on the

test scores that iabcoat-wearing
technicians scribble on clipboards.

Our review scores are based

on a combination of objective
benchmark testing, real-world
performance, and our subjective
evaluation of features, perfor
mance, and the many less tangible
characteristics that go into a
product. Ail of our evaluations are

based on hands-on

use of the product.

Only the best earn enough
respect to be worthy of our
editors'-choice award,

112 boot AUG Q?

REAL-WORLD

BENCHNIARiaNG t
The new meter has

the precise scores
for each category
benchmarked. Plus,
the color bars to

the right give you a
quick idea of how
well the system
performed in that
category.

it's simple: The
Either right the bar
reaches, the better
the system scored.
Green means the

system performed
on par or beyond
what we expect of
a current system, if
you see nothing but
red, the system
performed below
expectations.

PIUSES

AND MINUSES

Here's where we list

the best and worst a

system has to offer.

CONTACTS

Look here for price,
and the company's
phone number and
URL if you want more
information.

BOOT VERDICT

The one that really mat
ters. This score reflects

how we feel about a sys
tem, taking into account
the benchmark results,
quality of parts, usability,
overall performance, and
our intense, under-the-
hood scrutiny.

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
oootMark

WINDS APPS
SYSmark32

DIRECT 3D
Terramark composi

500

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark vl.0

Z.b

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro vl.65

WINDS VIDEO
VidTach vl.52

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

MMX PROCESSING
OeBabelizer Pro

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" cofiipHe

THE GOODS

This is what you get out
of the box, with a brief
description of what to
expect from this system

Price Here
HereOampanv

Phone Here
RL www.Here.com
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source for the best,

the latest, the fastest.
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Call The PC Zone
:| A NASDAq' COMPANY Ticker Symbol: MZON |

Brand names. Discount prices!
Q Over 6000 products in stock
Q Great customer service

FREE161VIB

Upgrade!

ONLY

^2399
*$4863

TOSHIBA
lUcraSOaCDT
Maximum return for

your notebook computer investment! O'jlS''!?'
• 1.2GB hard drive penthm

64-bit HiQVideo Graphics Acoaieration

• integrated 28.8 Kbps V.34 faxmodem,
fuii dupiex speakerpbone and voicemaii
• 16-bit stereo sound; buiit-in stereo speakers

• SeiectBay iets you swap FDD & 6X CD drive
True PCi bus with PCi/ISA docking

yjjUmjjjjl

ONLY

•3499
*47317

penttuin

AS LOW AS

2399

Authorized

Personal
Computer
Dealer

FUjlTSU
LifeBook 535Tx
Think ol your expansion options lor two PCMCIA slots

• 2.0GB bard drive

• Built-in 33.6 Kbps modem

• Muitifunction bay for extra drives

• integrated multimedia capabilities

> Adapter turns internal floppy
drive into an external drive

Monitor SO fl

separately

RAM IHARD DRIVE

separately

Aptiva
C Series
Amazing muitimeilia,
productivity & family funi

• Featuring MfVfX" technology

• 3D support for foday's games

• Awesome video and sound

• Packed wifb soffware

Aptiva AS LOW AS
S Series ^1699;
Phenomenal, space-saving computers,
perfectly designed for your contemporary lifestyle

• Featuring fVIM)r technology

• Stowaway Keyboard

• "Pop-up" fVledia Console

• Awesome video and sound

• Packed wifb software

• Select models include fbe
Apfiva joystick and cordless
radio frequency mouse

IBIIA Aptiva C Series
Model Procsssor HardDrivs^l^ Km# Price Lease* Ext^Servlce^

•  C3ETower MMX233MH2 4.2GB 32MB/128MB 16X 33.6D/F/\/ #48811 $2399 $96 $189.98
C3D Tower MMX 233MHz 4.2GB 32MB/128MB DVD1 33.6D/F/V #48810 $2899 $116 $189.98

IBM Aptiva S Series
Modet Processor HenflMve fUlHStd/Max CD Drive Fax jftidm Km# Price Lease* Ext.S6ivlc8*

1^128MB 8X 28.8D/F/V ^6725 $1999 "$80' $159.98 "S74 P200MHZ 2.5GB

sac

S35

MMX166MH2 JW
MMX 166MHz 3.2GB

MMX 200MHz 4.0GB

MMX233MH2 4.2GB

MMX 233MHz 6.4GB

32MB/128MB W 33.6 D/F/V^ #42427 $1699 $68 $159.98
32MB/128MB 8X 33.6D/F/V^ #42368 $1999 $80 $159.98
32MB/128MB 16X 33.6D/F/V^ #42428 $2299 $92 $189.98
32MB/128MB" 16X 33.6D/FyV" #48812 $2599 $104 $189.98
48MB/128MB" 24X 33.6D/FyV"' #48813 $2999 $120 $189.98

IBM ThinkPad 365X
High performance business solution
made aflortlabie

•1.08GB bard drive

• PCi bus for high-speed inferface to
subsystems and accelerated video
for quick screen refresh

• 11.3" DSTN SVGA display with
up to 256 colors

• Buiit-in 16-bit stereo audio with
Sound Blaster Pro support

• IR transceiver for wireless data tram

• Weighs just 5.9 pounds

ONLY

$1199
m734

Computer

peripMirr

PHILIPS \/EL.O
Philips Velo 1 Handheld PC
"it's the fastest, most expandable, most ricbiy -
configured and best-designed unit..." - PC fViagazine

• Fuii Windows CE functionality and features

• Buiit-in 19.2 Kbps modem and phone jack

• Record up to 16 minutes of voice memos

• Veio Dock easily uploads, downloads and
synchronizes H/PC and PC files

• 4MB DRAM, expandable to 36MB, or 10GMB witb
DRAM and FiashRAM!

ONLY

$73998
*42941

Shop and Save the Easy Way.. .Call The PC Zone!

Notebook Computer Selection Guide
LMfr. j Style Model Processor HD Sid RAM CD Weight Screen Item# Price 1
Acer Tl Extensa 610CD P150 1.4GB 16MB 10X 6.8lbs 11.3" SVGA OS #44942 $1899
Acer Tl Extensa 660CDT MMX 166 2.1GB 16MB 10X 6.8lbs 11.3" SVGA TFT #42422 $3159
Acer Tl TravelMate 7060 MMX 166 2.0GB 32MB 10X 7.0lbs 12.r SVGA TFT #44940 $4449
AMSTech TraveiPro 105CS PI 50 1.3GB 16MB 10X 6.1lbs 12.1'SVGA OS #47337 $1999
AMSTech TravelPro 188CT MMX 166 2.1GB 16MB 12X 6.1lbs 12.1" SVGA OS #47338 $2999
AMSTech TraveiPro 2000CX PI 50 2.1GB 16MB 10X 6,3lbs 13.3-XGATFT #42931 $3699
AMSTech TravelPro 201OCX MMX 166 2.1GB 32MB 10X 6.3lbs 13.3"XGATFr #42987 fM99
AST Ascentia P70 MMX 150 3.1GB 32MB 10X 7.1lbs 12.1" SVGA TH #42413 S3999

Compaq Armada 1510DM P120 1.0GB 16MB 10X 7.4lbs 11.3" SVGA OS #47304 $1849
Compaq Armada 1550DMT PI 33 l;4GB 16MB 10X 7.7lbs 12.1" SVGA TFT #47306 $3199
Compaq Armada 771OMT MMX 150 1.6GB 16MB - 7.9lbs 12.rSV6ATFT #47307 $4399
Compaq Armada 7750MT MMX 166 2.1GB 32MB - 8.2lbs 12.rXGATFr #47309 $5799
Compaq Presario 1070 PI 33 1.0GB 16MB 10X 7.3lbs 12.1" SVGA DS #39696 $2299
Compaq Presaiio 1075 MMX 150 1.4GB 16MB 12X 7.3lbs 12.1" SVGA DS #42979 $2699
Compaq Presario 1080, MMX 166 1.4GB 16MB 10X 7.3lbs 12.1" SVGA TFT #39697 $3999
Fujitsu Lifebook 4200 PI 20 1.0GB 8MB 10X 6.8lbs 11.3" SVGA DS #47314 $1599
Fujitsu Lifebook 535TX MMX 150 2.0GB 16M6 10X 7.3lbs 12.1 "SVGA TFT #47317 $3499
Fujitsu Lifebook 655Tx MMX 150 1.3GB 16MB - 4.4lbs 12.1" SVGA TFT #47319 ^999
Hewlett-Packard OmniBook 5700CTX MMX 166 2.0GB 16MB - 7.7lbs 12.1 "SVGA TFT #47352 $4399
Hewlett-Packard OmniBook 800CT MMX 166 2.1GB 16MB - 3.8lbs 10.1 "SVGA TFT #47356 $4199
Hewlett-Packard OmniBook 5700CTX MMX 166 2.0GB 16MB Opt 7.7lbs 12.1° XGA TFT #47354 $4599
Hitachi Mx Series Mx133T MMX 133 1.35GB 16MB 8X 7.5lbs 12.1° SVGA TFT #39680 $2799
Hitachi Mx Series MxISOT MMX 150 1.35GB 16MB 8X 7.5lbs 12.1 "SVGA TFT #42976 $3599
Hitachi Mx Series MX166T MMX 166 2.0GB 16MB 8X 7.5ibs 12.rSVGADS #39699 ^899
IBM ThinkPad 365X PI 33 1.08G6 8M6 Opt 5.9lbs 11.3" SVGA DS #36734 $1199
IBM ThinkPad 365XD P133 1.35GB 8MB 4X 6.2[bs 11,3" SVGA TFT #36735 $2699
IBM ThinkPad 760EL PI 33 2.1GB 16MB Opt 7.0lbs 12.1" SVGA TFT #36739 $4399
IBM ThinkPad 760E P150 2.1GB 16MB Opt 6.4lbs 12.1"X6ATFr #36738 $3899
IBM ThinkPad 760ED P133 2.1GB 16MB 6X 6.6lbs 12.1°X6ATFr #36737 $4399
Kiwi OpenNote 6800 P133 1.1GB 32MB 6X 6.0lbs ir.3"SVGA DS #42985 $1699
Kiwi OpenNote 680M MMX 150 2.0GB 32MB 6X 6.0lbs 11,3" SVGA TFT #42986 $3399
NEC Versa 2530 P133 1.0GB 16MB 6.9lbs 12.1" SVGA TFT #42980 $1699
NEC Versa 6030X P133 1.44GB 16MB 6X 7.0lbs 12.1" XGA TFT #34173 $3999
NEC Versa 6200MX MMX166 2.1G6 32MB 10X 7.0lbs 'IS-B-XGATFT #42954 $5699
Toshiba Satellite 220CDS P133 1.346B 16MB 10X 7.1lbs 11.3" SVGA DS #44989 $1949
Toshiba Portege 660CT PI 50 1.2GB 16M6 - 5.2lbs 11.3" SVGA TFT #38820 $4236
Toshiba Tecra 730CDT P150 2,1GB 16MB 6X 8.2lbs 12.1" XGA TFT #36718 $4299

ACBR TOSHIBA

;4i» Texas COMPAa
Instruments,

WK3% HEWLETT-
mL'SM PACKARD

riiides Joystick and R/F Mouse '"'IncludesR/FMouseandSubwoofer "Models us SDRMt '"Upgradable to S6k "Quantities are llmlled
ij Commercial Credit Business Lease. Gall for details. 'Extended Service iHsed on a 4 year term. Service provided by Katlonaf Warranty Corporation.

PLEASE USE THIS

CODE TO RECEIVE
THESE SPECIAL

NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

AST HITACHI
COMPUTER * II

1^800^710^4808
Corporate, Education and Government bids welcome! Fax to 1-425-430-36f)0



^ne Call The PC Zone
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PalmPilots
The best selling
personal organizer today!
• Easy-to-read backlit display
• Synchronize information with your main PC
Keep all your personal information tight in your pocket!
Convenient information exchange with your office PC,
means you'll always be in sync and on top of it all
wherever you are!

PaimPllots Price

#32788 Pilot 5000 $239.98
#44255 PalmPllot Personal NEW! $289.98
#44254 PalmPilot Professional NEW! $389.98

PalfflPitot Accessories Price

#85645 Pilot Modem Cable for All Pilots $18.98
#85646 Pilot HotSyno Cable $18.98
#44280 Palm Pilot Modem AC Adapter $18.98
#85648 Pilot Slim Leather Carrying Case $24.98
#82788 Pilot Custom BeltCllp Case $24.98
#85643 Pilot Cradle $28.98
#82026 Pilot Deluxe Leather Carrying Case $54.98
#44256 PalmPllot Modem $119.98
#44279 PalmPllot 1MB Professional Upgrade $119.98

l&llobotiGs'
The Intelligent Choice In Information Access

lal PalmPllot

em shown

Printers for Every Budget!
WLim HEWLETT" s, \ .

#40979

mdnlnnlnr I

HEWLETT

PACKARD
Great-looking resuHs on
plain paper!

HP DeskJet 672C Printer
• 4 ppm black printing • 600x300 dpi color
• 1.5 ppm color printing resolution
• 600x600 dpi black • One-year warranty

resolution

Ink Jet
Max. Sid. Page per Min, PS Fonts/ RAM Max. Warranty
Rcsalutlon B&W/Cotor TT Fonts Sld./Max. Paper Sire (Tears) Hem# Price

Lexmark Color JetPrinter 1020 600x300 3/2 - 29K 8.5x14" 2 #31815 $149.98

Canon BJC-240 360x360 3/,27 7/300 62K 8.5x14" 1 #34188 $178.98
Canon BJC-4200 720x360 5/1 7/300 64K 8.5x14" 1, #34189 $278.98
Canon BJC-620 720x720 4/1.7 7/300 60K 8.5x14" 1 #34190 $329.98
Canon BJC-4550 Wide 720x360 5/1 7/300 64K 11x17" 1 #34191 $499.96
Canon BJC-70 Portable 720x360 4/.8 7/20 35K 8.5x14" 2 #21969 $299.98

EPSON Stylus Color 400 720x720 4/3 1 56K 8.5x44" 2 #80666 $229.98
EPSON Stylus Color 600 1400x720 6/4 • 5/4 56K 8.5x44" 2 #80667 $299.98
EPSON Stylus Color 800 . 1400x720 8/7 1 64K 8.5x44" 2 #80668 $449.00
EPSON Stylus Color 1500 720x720 3/1 5/4 256K 13.6x21.78" 2 #86318 $799.98

HP DeskJet 340 Portable 300x300 3/2-4 6/0 16K 8.5x14" 1 #27969 $279.98
HP DeskJet 672C 600x300 5/1.5 0/32 512K 8.5°x banner 1 #40979 $199.98
HP DeskJet 694C 600x600 5/1.7 8/35 512K 8.5^: banner 1 #40994 $299.98
HP DeskJet 82QCse 600x600 6.5/4 0/50 128K 8.5x14" 1 #86326 $299.98
HP DeskJet 670Cs8 600x600 8/4 26/126 1MB 8.5x14" 1 #36156 $399.98
HP DeskJet 1600C 600x600 9/4 1/35 4/100MB 8.5x14" 1 #31068 $1349.00
HP OfficeJet 1150C 600x300 8/4 125 512K 8.5x14" 1 #40999 $999.98

Laser
Max. Std.}'age per Min, PS Fonts/ RAM Max. Warranty
Resolulion B&W/Color TT Fonts Std./Max. Paper Size (Tears) item# Price

Brother HL-720 Windows 600x600 6 0/35 512K/2MB 8.5x14" 1 #31838 $349.98
Brother HL-730 DOS/Windows 600x600 6 0/35 512K/2MB 8.5x14° 1 #34168 $399.98

HP LaserJet BLse 600x600 6 0/26. 1/9MB 8.5x14" 1 #41022 $399.98
HP LaserJet BMP 600x600 8 35/75 2/50MB 8.5x14" 1 #82666 $949.98
HP LaserJet 6Pse 600x600 8 35/75 2/50MB 8.5x14" 1 #41036 $799.98
HP LaserJet 5se 600x600 12 0/110 4/66Me 8.5x14" 1 #41021 $1099.80

Okldata DP4W 600x600 4 - 128K 8.5x14" #34167 $299.98

Okldata16n 600x600 16 35/10 ■ 6/34MB 8.5x14" 1 #40988 $999.98

Lexmark Optra E 600x600 6 0/26 1/5MB 8.5x14' 1 #31817 $429.98
Lexmark Optra Rt+ 1200x1200 16 39/45 4/64MB 8.5x14" 1 #36049 $1479.00
Lexmark Optra N 600x600 24 39/45 4/64MB 8.5x14" 1 #35278 $2879.00
Lexmaik Optra G 600x600 12 39/45 8/64MB

p

11x17" 1 #87253 $5900.00

Lexm^ Cation okidaia [ bfOthGf!

CALL Most orders ship
FOii CURRENT the some day.

PRICES!

Credit cards are not charged

Boca

46258 Home Faxmodem 33.6 Int. ! $49.98*
'After $10 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $59.98

41195 Home/Office FaxModem Ext33,6 $95.98*
:. 'After $10 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $105.98

Global Village
. . 38436 Teleport 33.6 InterNet Ed Speakeif hone $87.57
,. 46256 Teleport 56Kx2lnt Faxmodem $145.98
46257 Teleport 56K x2 ExL Faxmodem $154.98
46325 Global Village 56K Hex Fax/Modem PC Can! $208.98

1 46324 Global Viilage 56K Flex Modem/Ethernet PC Card $288.98
Supra

'V 82558 Supra FaxModem 336 PC Extemal $151.00
• • 32631 SupraExpress 336e PS Extemal $80.00
' 32630 SupraExpress 3361 PnP Internal $84.00

„• 32632 SupraSonlc336V+ExtVoice/FaxModem $179.98
U.S. Robotics

' 41280 Sportster WinModem 33.6 Internal S58.75*
V "After $40 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $98.75

L.:; 41284 Sportster V.34 33.6 Ext FaxModem $113.28*
'After $40 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $153.28

f' 41283 SportsterV.34 33.6 Int FaxModem...' $81 .M*
'After $40 Mfr, Mail-in Rebate, Low Zone Price $121.00

■ ' 41282 Sportster Voice 33.6 Ext FaxModem $131.75*
'After $40 Mfr. Mail-ia Rebate. Low Zone Price $171.75

' 41281 Sportster Voice 33.6 Int FaxModem $104.27*
'After $40 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $144.27

Artec Ultima

; ■ 38456 ScanRom Pro/4E $152.22

31805 ViewStation A6000C-Plus $266.50
. 38933 Viewstaticn AT-3 $184.44

Hewlett-Packard

( 40973 HP ScanJet 5pse $376.80
Logitech

32596 PageScan Color Pro w/ADF $309.54
:v 32597 ScanMan Color 2000 Parallel $119.29

MicroTek

25688 PageWiz $86.89

E 36165 ScanMakerES PC Standard.. $179.88
: ̂ 166 ScanMaker E6 Standard $359.00

Minolta

E 38405 Snappy 2.0 $188.83
UMAX

; 41001 Astra 300P $199.98
f 45658 Astra 600S $235.56
83510 PowerLook II w/Full Photoshop $1395.00

; 36185 PageOffice Color Scanner $187.78
VIsioneer

• 43651 PaperPort IX w/4.0 Softv^are $266.67
43652 PaperPort MX fAVindows $221.11

Connectix

23941 Color QuickCam r $79.98*
'After $20 Mfr, Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $99.98

46840 Color Quic^m & Video Phone2 v2 $225.22
Epson

82659 RfotoPC 500 Color Digital Camera $499.98
82665 PhotoPCSOO LCD ViewFlnder $199.98

Kodak

44531 DC120 Digital Camera .. .$178.88
84968 DC20 Digital Science Camera $199,98
82413 DC25 Digital Camera
86848 DC50 Digits Camera
37247 Kodak 2MB Picture Card w/Adapter $119.98
86306 Kodak 4MB Picture Card f/DC50 $149.98
31066 Universal AC Power Supply t/DC40 & D(^ $59.98

Olympus

37253 D-200L 2MB Digital Camera $599.98

82179 D-300L 6MB Digital Camera $899.96
Ricoh

. 82972 RDC-1 Digital Camera $1949.00
: 37216 RDC-2 Digital Camera w/Monitor .$799.98
37217 RDC-2 Digital Camera w/o Monitor $649.98
37221 Ricoh AC-2 AC Adapter VROC-2 $49.98
37223 Ricoh DR-2 Remote Control f/RDC-2 $27.98

82971 Ricoh DW-1X Wide Angle Lens Adpt fflDC-l $179.98
37219 Ricoh FA-1010MB Memory Card f/RDC-2 $429.98
37220 Ricoh FA-20 20M8 Memory Card f/RDC-2 $739.98
37218 Ricoh FA-5 5MB Memoiy Card f/RDC-2 $284.98
82967 Ricoh FD-FC 24MB Memoiy Card f/RDC-1 $1400.00
82966 Ricoh FD-FC 8MB Memory Card mC■^ $399.98
82968 Ricoh SC-1 Case mOC-1 $34.98
37222 Ricoh SC-2 Case tRDC-2 $39.98

Video Cards
ATI

f 38731 3D XpressionPius 4MB PCI ,$117.81

Q Brand names. Discount prices!
a Over 6000 products in stock
a Great customer service
38732 3D XpressionPius PC2TV 2MB (PCI) $169.98

, 38733 3D XpressionPius PC2TV 4MB (PCI) $184.73
Hercules

31846 Dynamite 128 PCI 2MB MDRAM $98.18
38720 Dynamite 128/Video 4MB MDRAM. $124.74
31847 Terminator 3D 2MB EDO DRAM $109.72
38721 TerminatorSD 4MB PCI EDO DRAM $139.35
31849 Terminator 64/Video PCI 2MB EDO DRAM $74.44

Matrox
34281 MGA Mitlenium 3D WRAM 4MB PCI $201.32

Number Nine
34531 9FX Reality 332 (2MB DRAM PCA) $120.11

( 39169 9FX Reality 772 4M0 EDO VRAM PCI Video $242.56
24836 9FXMotion 7712MB VRAM PCI $195.56

Truevision
27633 Bravado 10OP for Windows $576.67

Adesso
25477 Adesso Tru-Form Ergonomic Keyboard w/o Pointer.... $37.ffi
32623 Adesso Tm-Form w/TouchPad $K.88
25447 Tru-Form Ergonomic Keyboard w/Pointer $47.06

Key TVonic
30638 LifeTlme Wreless K^board w/TouchPad $132.35
30637 LiteTimeWreless Keyboard w/Tracldiaii $108.71

Logitech
. 32639 Logitech Cordiess MouseMan Pro $70.45
• 31166LogitahMoiiseMan'96 $43.91

25431 Logitech TrackMan Marble $85.61
Microsoft

37856EasyBallw/FreddieRshl.O. ,.' . .: $46.98
; 44695 MS IntelliMouse for Office 97 $64.96

25008 MS Natural Keyboard for Windows 95 $89.98
37830 MS SideWnder 3D Pro Joysbck w/Helibender $73.98
37850 MS Sidewinder Gamepad f/Win 95 $35.98
31788 SideWnder 3D Pro $65.98

ThrustMaster
.. 32555 ACM Game C^ $30.53

39948 ThrustMaster F22 Pro Right Control $129.41
32601 ThrustMaster FCS w/Reet Defender $65.29

•  32600 ThrustMaster FormulaT2 $117.59
Wacom

23390 ArC II 12x12 (serial) w/ErasingUltraPen $431.99
23388 Wacom ArtPad II (serial) w/Dabbler Bundle $151.99
23387 Wacom ArtF^d II (sgial) w/UltraPen $137.83

Altec
82560 ACS-55Gamina Audio System $165,15

Bose

31821 AcoustiMass Multimedia PwrdSpkrs .$588.M
31822 MedlaMate Shielded Multimedia Speakers $299.98

Sony
86839 SRS-300D Speakers w/Sub $169.98
86838 SRS-91 Speakers $135.98
32804 SRS-PC21 Speakers $24.98
32805 SRS-PC41 Speakers $54.98

Yamaha,
83858 YSTM7 Speaker (Black)-10w $40.00
83te7 YST M7 SperOrer (Ratinum) -lOw $42.50
85800 YST-M15 Powered Speakers (Black) $M.75
87498 YST-M15 Powered Speakers (Platinum) $68.75

Iomega
32073 Ditto 3200 Parallel Port •. $279.95
26169 Ditto Easy 800MB Extemal ParPortTape Drive $109.95

25659 Jaz 1GB External Drive . . . {398.8!
25658 Jaz 1GB SCSI Insider Drive $299.95
22339 Zip 100 Parallel Port $149.95
91825 Zip 100 SCSI $149.95

Promise Technology
32076 EIDE 16Bit ISA Ide Disk Controller $46.60

i 27523 EIDE 2300 Plus Disk Controller for VLB $46.60
.  27525 EIDE 4030 Plus Disk Accelerator for VLB $118.29

27524 EIDE Max Disk Controller $22.70
Synnex

36320 Unhrers^ PC Hard Drive Mounting Kit $2.30
SyQuest

36341 SyJet 1.56B Enbc'd Parallel Drive $528.98
36328 SyJet 1.5GB Int IDE Drive $398.98
33347 SyQuest EZFIyer 230 Parallel $199.98

Creative Labs
. 47525 Sound Blaster Value AWE64/1800 $239.98 (

47526 Sound Blaster Discovery AWE54/2400 $269.98
Hi-Val

• 42341 Hi-Val16X Basic MultiMedia Kit $260.23
NEC

;; 36157 Muftispin 8Xe CD-ROM Drive $379.98
36158 Muftispin 8X1 Int CD-ROM Drive $279.98

 untd the order is shipped. Most products ship the sane day for bvemig'M deliUfy.
Packages shipped overnight at $7fbrtha fii^7 pounds and $1 for each adOihonal pound, or at $3 for the first
8 pounds via UPS ground. Call for Intemalranal shipping rates. Retums subject to a restocking fee. Prices and
product avaiiabiiity aibject to change wrttiout noflce, Spaitais and promotions may be limited to siocsr on hand,
Not responsible for tyj^raphical errors.

Inc. All rights reserved. Wndows is a ^istereo ftademark of Microsoft Corp. Unauthorized dupiicatiofl is a vtoiation of applicable laws,

Knowledgeable
Sales Advisors!



Your 24 Hour Computer Discount

NewCom

38701 NewCom 12X CD-Rom Drive Intemal IDE $123.88
38702 NewCom 12X Internet Multimedia Kit $189.32
35110 NewCom 8X CD-ROM Drive Internal IDE $89.77
38709 NewCom 8X Internet Multimedia Game Kit $159.09

Philips

47530 Easy WRITER 2x6 CD-R ExL Parallel $599.98
43130 Omni WRITER 2x6 CD-RW ExL SCSI $799.98

Sony

40982 DiscMan 6X CD-ROM PRD-650 '. $349.98

Iomega

36337 Ditto 2GB Tape Cart 3-Pack $59.95
36336 Ditto 2GB Tape Cart Single $19.98
34701 Ditto 3200 Cart Single $49.95
83370 Jaz Media 1GB Pre-Formatted $124.95

22338 Zip Media PC10010-Pack. $149.95
22337 Zip Media PC100 3-Pack $49.95

. 26184 2p Zoom SCSI Accelerator $49.95
Kodak

83580 COR-74 Media $5.88
Nomal

39173 CD-R 74-min Media

Panasonic

87561 PowerDrive 2 650MB PD Media $44.98
Performantz

40359 SyQuestCompailbteEZ135MB Cart $14.98
Philips

89805 CD-R 74-min Cart $4.49
Sony

14368 Sony CD-R 650MB (74-min) $5.59
14358 Sony DG90M 4mm Data Cart 2GB $8.34
14397 Sony QD65251/4" Data Cart 525MB $20.06

SyQuest

. 33325 EZFIyer 230 Cart 10-Pack , $238.95
33322 EZFIyer 230 Cart 5-Pack $124.95
34705 EZFIyer 230 Cart Single $29.98
33318 EZFIyer 230 PC Cartridge 3-Pack $79.98
36330 SyJet Cart 3-Pack $319.98
36331 SyJet Cart 5-Pack $519.98
36329 SyJet Cart Single $124.98
97992 SyQuest 3.5* Removable Cartridge $52.98
24909 SyQuest E135MB 3.5* Cartridge 5-Pack $98.58
2m SyQuest E135MB Cartridge (PC or Mac) $23.98

Verbatim

21922 Vert)atimC[>R (74-min) 4X $4.98

Processor Upgrades
AMD

• 40380 PowerLeap PL-586 Processor Upgr $83.98
Evergreen Technology

30349 Evergreen 586/133 $100,57
Qalnbery

27544 CPU MAXimizer486DX4-100 $97.83

30811 CPU MAXimcer 586-133 $119.57
Intel

32015 Intel Pentium Overdrive 12Q/133MHz for P6(V68 $166.43

32018 Intel Pentium Overdrive 166MHz for P100 $405.63
28155 Intd Pentium Overdrive 63MHz $135.16

28615 Intel Pentium Overdrive 83MHz $186.43

American Power

94359 AFC Back-UPS 200 $87.53
05901 APC Back-UPS 450 $171.52

11651 APC Back-UPS 600 $237.77
88537 APC Back-UPS Pro 1000 $376.17
81900 APC Back-UPS Pro 420 PnP, $238.68
94395 APC Personal Surge Arrest 7 Outlet w/Phone $19.81

. 94394 APC Prof Surge Arrest 7 Outlet $25.03
94393 APC Prof Surge Arrest 7 Outlet w/Pfione $31.92
99364 Back-UPS 400 $140.77

26812 Back-UPS 650 Pro PnP $278.88
85595 Back-UPS Office $199.87

83574 Back-UPS Pro 280 PnP $140.78
Best Power

38891 Fortress II520VA UPS $313.60
38892 Fortress II720VA UPS $324.03
38895 Fortress Rackmount 1020VA UPS $505.64

38893 Fortress Rackmount 720VA UPS $413.01
38889 Patriot Rus 650VA UPS $258.10

38890 Patriot Plus 920VA UPS $376.26
38887 Smart Patriot 280VA UPS $85.58

38888 Smart P^ot420VA UPS $117.02
Optlquest

34526 OPTl-UPS 280 PnP UninterruptiWe Power System.... $96.09
34527 OPTl-UPS 420 PnP Uninterruptible Power System... $144.13
25890 0FT1-UPS 650E Unintenuptibie Power System $220.11
30718 OPTl-UPS 1000E $315.08

Mobile-yifintlows CE
Casio

42939 AC-SIOAC Set $79.98

42937 Cassiopeia A10 wy2MB RAM $499.98
41732 CassiopeiaAII W/4MBRAM $499.98
43392 Cassiopeia UT-S11 Docking Station $128.98

Compaq

42915 PC Companion C120 $399.98
42916 PC Companion C1204- $499.98

Philips

42941 Veto 1 Handheld PC $739.98

42944 Veto 2MB DRAM Miniature Card $129.98

42945 Veto 4MB DRAM Miniature Card.*. $189.98

42942 Veto Dock $79.98
42947 Veto NiMH Rechargeable Battery Pack $49.98
42946 Veto to PC Traveling Cable $39.98
42943 Veto Type II PC Card V-Module $99.98

Megahertz

41189 Combo Card ..S8R98
44262 XJACK 33.6 PC Card Modem $200.00

IBM

38810 lOTEtherJet PCMCIA Adapter $114.86
3881210T/10B2 EtherJet PCMCIA Combo Adapter fj43.48
25649 Token Ring PC Card Adapter $302.17

Megahertz
24846XJ10BCPCMCIAX-J3CklOT/BNC $121.74

Socket Communications

21523 EAt lOBaseT PCMCIA Ethemet Adapter $114.12
19935 EA+ PCMCIA Ethemet Adapter $142.37

Xircom

21066 PCMCIA TR 16-bit $345.67

Fujitsu

30803 LAJiySCS! Combo PC Card $175.27
30804 SCSI 600 PC Card $72.52

30809 Serial PC Card Adapter $66.48
New Media

39622 Basics SCSI (DB-25) PCMCIA Adapter $87.21
Socket Communications

19936 I/O PCMCIA Serial Adapter $135.37
34594 Infrared Serial Adapter $159.98

Addonics

35350 Portable 4X4 CD-ROM Changer $363.64
Fujitsu

36258 EigerMedta 6x CD-ROM w/PCMCIA Adapter $318.18
MIcrosolutions

35366 Backpack PO/CD-ROM Drive : $463.64
31079 Backpack Rug and Play 4X CD-ROM Drive $193.18
31890 Backpack Rug and Play 4X CD-ROM Drive w/Sound., $257.95
35363 Backpack Rug and Play 8X CD-ROM Drive $275.00
35352 Backpack Plug and Pl^ 8X CD-ROM Drive w/Sound.. $345.45

AIMS Lab

40400 Grabit Video Capture $119.32
AITech

30634 Pocket Scan Converter $96.70
New Media

• 39624 Basics GAMEport $56.82
30316 Gamejammer PCMCIA $170,45
35105 Laptalk Stereo Speakers $45.45
26023 WAVjammer 16-bit PCMCIA Sound Stereo $204.55

Simple Technology

391531.08GB for IBM ThinkPad 355,360,750 $453.41
377701.3GB for IBM ThinkPad 355,360,751 $507.95

37773 2.1GB for IBM ThinkPad 355,360,752 $622.73

Targus
91934 Targus Leather Case with CPU Purchase Pttmo $73.86
06610 TargusLe^erNoteBook Case-Black $8823
06023 Targus Notepac Case Black $28.41
07454 Targus Universal PowerSook Case $59.09
44537 Targus Shuttle $179.98

xe Case....

Quark

11910 QuarkXPress3.32 ....

'SHM.
MIorosoft

40207 Office Pro with Bookshelf .. $zsg.ii8*
•After $40 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $299.98

Integrated

cre:_tive
Creative
PC-DVD

ONLY

$499®®
mem

Authorized

Reseller

Computer
Dealer

PC-DV
The DVD revolution li^uis
now - at an amazing low price!
• Plays DVD-ROiVIs at 9X and

CD-ROMs at 6X

• Dolby Digital Surround Sound
• Now your PC plays movies - MPEG-2 video lets you play

fuii-length, fuii-motion, high-resolution video!
Introducing the media-rich solution that takes your PC out of the office and into the living
room, maWng it part of your entertainment center! Enjoy higher-resolution pictures, power
gaming thrills, richer graphics, more channels of digilal audio and less video distoition for
greater multimedia excitement! DVD-ROM disks store up to 17GB data each. Join the digital
video revolution - order now!

#43037 SoundWorks Speakers with Suhwoofer
#42592 Blaster CD 1800 12X Internal CD-ROM Drive .

.$219.98

. $139.98

We've got the monitor you need!
HITACHI ONLY

im§&

SuperScan Elite 751 ^ ̂
19" Monttor (18" viewable)
• ir footprint saves desktop space • Easy Menu on-screen controls
• New generation Super-FST tube with state-ot-lbe-art dynamic tocus electron gun
• Sharpest .22mm horizontal dot pitch • Aulo-anllstlgmatism correction system
• True 1600x1200 resolution at 73Hz refresh tele • Moire ad|ustments
• Flat, square black matrix CRT with invar shadow mask

1
Viewable IVIaximum Dot Pitch/ Vertical Features/

14" Monitors Area Resolution Aperture Grille Scan Rate Safety Item# Price

Hyundai DeluxScan 14S 13.2* 1024x768 0.28 50-100 VESA DPMS #83278 $189.98
KDS1450 Reconditioned 13.2* 1280x1024 0.28 50-90 VESA/PnP #39130 $169.96
NEC IVIultlSync 0400 11.8* 640x478 0.28 60-118 MPR ll/Nutek #27642 $295.98

Performantz 1400 13.2' 1024x768 0.28 60-120 VESA DPMS #45559 $189.98

Viewable Maximum Dot Pitcti/ Vertical Features/

15" Monitors Area Resolution Aperture Grille Scan Rate Safety Item# Price

Hvund^ DeluxScan 158 13.7" 1024x768 0.28 50-127 VESA DPMS #37271 $229.98

KDS 1500 Reconditioned 13.8* 1280x1024 0.28 66-82 OSD/DPMS #39137 $219.98
MAG InnoVislon DJ-530 13.8* 1280x1024 0.28 50-120 MPR ll/Jaa Control OSD #38737 $319.98

NEC Multisync C500 13.8* 1280x1024 0.28 50-120 MPR ll/Nutek #86328 $389.98
NEC MuftiSvnc M500 13.8* 1280x1024 0.25 55-120 Speakers. MPR il/Nutek #86792 $379.98

PerfocmaTtzlSOO 13.7* 1280x1024 0.28 50-110 EPA/VESA #45605 $289.98

Princeton E050 13.8* 1280x1024 0.28 40-120 FCC/MPR II #35144 $285.98
Sony MultiScan lOOsx 13,9* 1024x768 0,25 50-120 EPAAflPR ll/Nutek #82686 $369.98
Sony MultiScan 100sf 13.9" 1024x768 0.25 50-120 EPA/MPR ll/Nutek #82687 $419.98

ViewSonic 15GA PerfectSound 14" 1280x1024 0.27 50-160 Speakers. FCC/MPR II #23484 $369.98

Viewable IVIaximum Dot Pitch/ Vertical Features/

IT'Monitors Area Resolution Aperture Grille Scan Rate Safety Item# Price

MAG InnoVision DJ-'700 16" 1280x1024 0.25 50-110 MPR ii/PnP #38736 $599.98
NEC MuttSync M700 15.6" 1280x1024 0.25 60-120 Speakers, MPR ll/Nutek #86793 $769.98
NEC MultSvnc P750 15.6" 1600x1200 0.25 55-160 MPR ll/Nutek #39138 $899.98
Performantz 1700 Color 15.75' 1280x1024 0.28 50-120 EPA/MPR II #47560 $449.98
Princeton 74T 16.1" 1280x1024 0.25 50-120 FCC/ISO 9001 #38738 $639.98

Princeton 76T 16.1" 1600x1200 0.25 50-120 .  FCC/ISO 9001 #38739 $715.96
Sony MultiScan 200sf 15.9" 1280x1024 0.25 50-120 EPA/MPR ll/Nutek #06687 $799.98
Sony MultiScan 200sx 15.9" 1280x1024 0.25 50-150 EPA/MPR ll/Nutek #06689 $699.98
ViewSonic 17EA Multimedia IB 1280x1024 0.28 50-120 Speakers, FCC/MPR II #28000 $579.98
ViewSonic 17GS IS* 1280x1024 0.27 50-160 FCC/MPR 11 #23486 $594.98
ViewSonic GT770 SonlcTron 15.9* 1280x1024 0.25 50-120 FCC/MPR II #87296 $679.98
ViewSonic 17GA PerfectSound 18" 1280x1024 0.27 50-160 Speakers. FCC/MPR II #23483 $649.98
ViewSonic 17PS IB 1600x1280 0.25 50-160 FCC/MPR II #26526 $715.98
ViewSonic PT775 SonicTron IS' 1600x1280 0.25 50-160 FCC/MPR II #82696 $799.98

Viewable IVIaxtmum Dot Pitch/ Vertical Features/

20"+ Moriitors Area Resolution Aperture Grille Scan Rate Safety Item# Price

NEC Multisync E1100 19.8" 1600x1200 0.28- 55-120 MPR ll/Nutek #80669' $1649.00
NEC MuftiSvnc P1150 19.B* 1600x1200 0.25 55-160 MPR ll/Nutek #39139 $1999.00
Sony MultiScan 300sf 19.1* 1280x1024 0.25 48-150 EPA/MPR ll/Nutek #82688 $1599.00

Sony MuhiScan 900w 22.5* 1920x1200 0.25 50-160 EPA/MPR ll/Nutek #80665 $4899.00
Viev/Sonic G800 18.4* 1600x1200 0.28 •  50-120 FCC/MPR 11 #40971 $1095.00
ViewSonic GT800 SonicTron 19.1* 1600x1280 0.3 48-150 FCC/MPR II #87295 $1199.00
ViewSonic P810 20* 1600x1280 0.25 50-160 FCC/MPR II #84136 $1495.00

ViewSonic P815 20* 1800x1440 0.25 50-160 FCC/MPR II #84170 $1659.00
ViewSonic 29GA SonicTron 27" 1600x1200 .75 stripe 45-160 Speakers, FCC/MPR II #31216 $2099.00

NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

PLEASE USE THIS
CODE TO RECEIVE

THESE SPECIAL

PRICES

B07G8
1*800*710*4a08

Corporate, Education and Government bids welcome! Fax to 1-425-430-3600

Call Today for Your

FREE CATALOG!



1^ Brand names. Discount prices!
^l^dlnB ■ ISi Over 6000 products in stock

Si G

[K;
ONLY

$4098
H3706

MechWarrior 2 Battle Pack
• Activision

MechWarrior intensity to the 3rd d^ree!

IA NABOAq' COMPANY Ticker Symbol: MZOti

ONLY

$2991
M3730

Shanghai Twin Pack
Activision

More addictive than Tetris!

reat customer service

ZO"^RK

f'"-.

<M3731 *43707

Jedl Knight: only
Dark Forces II *54^®

*^S040
Lucas Arts

AU-NEW realistic 3D environments
and a digital soundtrack! Network-
and Internet-ready.

ONLY

$5498

Zork Legacy Collection
Activision

All the originals, plus recent tides!

ONLY

$4y98
tme

RedNeck
Rampage
interPiay

A comedic 3D
shoot 'em up

game set m a fictional Arkansas town.

Interstate 76
Activision

Muscle car comhat in a hizarre 1976!

Atomic
Bomherman

I interPlay

1 Features en-
! hanced graphics ,

& animation, hilarious taunts, & more!

ONLY

*27®®
mses

Jeopardy!
Platinum
Edition

Features 600 new categories and
4000 new answers and cpiestions!

ONLY

*1998

ONLY

*39*8

Diablo
Davidson

rendered dnemat-
ic sequences unfold the evil in this intti- ;
going gothic labyrinth! Network-ready.

X-WIng vs.
TIE Fighter

Over 15 original
NEW missions! Fly over a dozen space
craft. Supports up to eight players.

Wheel of
Fortune
Deluxe
Edition

12,000 new puzzles, including all
the latest, like Fill in the Blank.

ONLY

$4098
*46039

Outlaws
Lucas Arts

Take your
revenge against

20 deadly oudaws and their gangs.
Furious Wild West gunslinging!

ar';
aiiii/.iiiiA ONLY

$4498
ezws

Civilization 2
Microprose

some of history's
greatest leaders to create a civiliza
tion that will stand the test of time!'

ONLY

*3988
*iea24

Aaron vs.
RuthiBatUeof
the Big Bats I
Mindscape

The game that brings baseball's
all-time legends to life!

ONLY

*48®®
«7»S

Microsoft
Flight
Simulator for
Windows 95

Microsoft

Lots of new features and challenges! ;

More Memory Today!EE
More Memory Means You Can

Hard Drives Are Our Business!
-  Name-brand hard drives at low Zone prices! Get aii you need for immediate instaiiatipn!

•Run today's memory-hungry appiicatlDns
with ease

•Save time through faster
system performance

•Run multiple
applications
at the same AS LOW AS
time $Q98

DESCRiPTiON TEM#
Ctiamplon

Winchester

Winchester
Winchester

Winchester

1.2846B

1.700GB
2.16GB

2.56GB

Quantum RretiallTM 1.281GB

2.111GB

2.564GB

3.216GB

3.840GB

Quantum RretallTM

Quantum
Quantum RreballTM

Quantum RreballTM

1.275GB

Medalst 2.113GB

2.56GB

Western 1.281GB

.624GB
Westcm 2.100QB
Westem Digital 2.S59GB
Westem 3.100GB
Westem Digital 4.001GB

1: Caviar 1.624GB internal

• Up to 16.6NIB^econd data transfer
• Batdied by a three-year warranty
• Requires an available 3.5" Bay

EIDE Hard Drive
Fast ATA-2 drive features a

I rpm rotational speed
thanlOms average access time

Everything you need to get up and running in minutes,
including rails, cables, screws, software and installation guides.

Our technical support experts are just a toll-tree call away.
High ptrformance

Western
Digital

436349

industry Standard SOpin Parity SIMMs

E)DE-24^astATA-2

E10E-24^ATA-2

EiDE-24=astATA-2

14ms
14ms

12fns

32K

128K
256K

4103
4200

5400

1MB (1x9) 30pin 70ns iro7488 $9.98
4MB (4x9) 30pin 70ns #13325 $29.98

Industry Standard 72pln Parity SiMMs

4MB (1x36) 72pln 70ns #14673 $29.98
8MB (2x36) 72pin 70ns #13126 $79.98
16MB (4x36) 72pin 70ns #12373 $99.98

industry Standard 72pin Non-Parity SiMMs

4MB (1x32) 72pin 70ns #06729 $24.98
4MB (1x32) 72pin 60ns #06734 $24.98
8MB (2x32) 72pin 70ns #06755 $49.98
8MB .(2x32) 72pin 60ns #06756 $49.98
18MB (4x32) 72pin 70ns #95693 $99.98
16MB (4x32) 72pin 60ns ■ #06807 $99.98
32MB (3x32) .72pln 60ns #96721 $189.98

NEW EDO industry Standard 72pjn SIMMs

4MB (1x32) EDO 60ns #23336 $24.98
8MB (2x32) EDO 60ns #23337 $49.98
16MB (4x32) EDO 60ns #31675 $99.98
32MB (3x32) EDO 60ns #35513 $179.98

EI0E-24=astATA-2 «
EI0E-24=astATA-2
EIDE-2/FastATA-2 ^
EIDE-2/FastATA-2

10ms

10ms

10ms

10ms

128K

128K

128K

128K

5400

5400

5400

5400

16.6MB^ 3yr
16.6M6/sec 3yr

EIDE-2/FastATA-2

EIDE-2/FastATA-2

EIDE-2/FastATA-2

EIDE-2ffaslATA-2

EiDE-24=astATA-2

12ms
12m$
10.5ms
10.5ms

10-5ms

128K

128K

128K

128K
128K

4500

4500

4500

4500
4500

16.6MB/sec Syr,
16.6MEVsec 3yr
16.6MB/sec Syr
16.6MB/sec

#42595
#33308

#47546

#35378

#35379

#33303

#33304

$159.98
$179.98
$219.98

EIDE-24^ATA-2
EIDE-2/FastATA-2
EIDE-2/FastATA-2
EIDE-2/FastATA-2

12.5ms

12ms
12ms

11ms

64K

128K

128K

128K

4500
4500
4480

5400

16.6MB;^ Syr
16.6MB^ 3)0*
16.6M8/sec 3yr
16.6MB/sec 3yr
16.6MB/sec 3vr

$169.98
$179.98
$199.98
$219.98

#39184
#39185

#43114
#36346
#36347

$199.98

SCSI Hard Drives

EIDEffastATA ,
EIDE-2/FastATA-2
EIDE-24^astATA-2
EIDE-2/FastATA-2
EIDE-2fl^ATA-2
EIDE-2A^tATA-2

•3.5* drive, heigtit 1.62". All other drives 3.5*. tieight V.

11ms

12ms

12ms

12ms

12ms

11ms

256K

128K

128K

128K

128K

256K

5200

5200

5200

5200

5200

5200

le.eiWB'sec 'Syr
16.6MB^ec
16.6MBftec
16.6MB/sec 3^

#34538

#39186

#39187

#35377

$329.98

16.6MB/sec
16.6M6/sec
16.6MB/sec
16.6MB/sec

16.6MB/sec
16.6MB/sec

$175.98
$165.98
$195.96
$219.98

3yr
Syr
Syr
3yr
3yr

#34546

#36349

#39180

#34549
#35370

#44530

$189.98
$179.98
$199.98
$229.98

Medalist

Hawk2XL

Hawk2XL

German
Barracuda 4LP
Barracuda 4LP
Barracuda 4LP

Barracuda 4LP

Barracuda

Fast SCSI-2

Ultra SCSI
Ultra Wide SCSI
Fast SCSI-2

Ultra SCSI
Ultra Wide SCSI
Ultra SCSI

Ultra Wide SCSI
Ultra SCSI
Ultra Wide SCSI

1.

2.14GB

2.14GB

2.14GB

2.15GB
2

4.35GB

4.35GB
9.10GB

12.5ms

9ms

9ms

8.5ms

B.Sms

B.Bms

#88627

#34556

#34557
#43103

#34560
#34561
#34565

#34566

$399.98
$519.98

$819.98

upto10MB/$ec 3yr
upto20MB/sec Syr
up to 40MB/sec Syr
uptolOMB/sec 5yr
upto20MB/sec Syr
upto40MB/S8c Syr
upto20MEI/sec Syr
upto40MB/sec 5yr
up to 20MB^ Syr #39192 $1339.00

How much RAM do I need?

Call for Expert Assistance!

Western Digital Enterprise 2.17GB Ultra SCSI 8ms 512K 7200 up to 20MB/sec Syr #35395 $519.98
Westem DigFtal Enterprise Z17GB Ultra Wide SCSI 8ms 512K 7200 up to 40MB/sec Syr #35396 $549.98
Westem Digital Enterprise 4.36GB Ultra SCSI 8ms 512K 7200 up to 20MB/sec Syr #35397 $745.98
Westem Digital Enterprise 4.36GB Ultra Wide SCSI 8ms 512K 7200 up to 40MB/sec 5vr #35398 $789.98
Fujitsu Allegro ill 4.22GB Ultra SCSI 8ms 512K 7200 up to 2(MB/56C Syr #35387 $689.98
Fujitsu Allegro III 4.22GB Ultra Wide SCSI 8ms 512K 7200 up to 40MB/sec Syr #45595 $759.98
Fujitsu Allegro Hi aiOQB Ultra SCSI 1(kns 512K 7200 up to 20MBi(sec 5yr #35388 $1209.00

□ SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

PLEASE USE THIS
CODE TO RECEIVE

THESE SPECIAL
PRICES

B0708
1*800*710*4808

Corporate, Education and Government bids welcome! Fax to 1-425-43(h3600
Product Information Number 277

Call Today for Your
FREE CATALOG!



PURE ONUHE POWER!

Check Out boot^'^ the Web
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There are reviews

and previews,

bootworthy products,

and boot articles from

past issues online for
easy reference,

complete with a
search engine.

boof/Vef sports many of the

exciting features that make
boof magazine such a

valuable resource for the

hardcore PC enthusiast.

^  CfiEkttiibafiRarfiri!
HlEEBSIK&ClHIOMl

Cumedy Central Lets rou Builil Micnael Jackson s Baby
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Down Load Calculator

I
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www.bootnetcom

REBOOT NEWS P/REVIEWS VOICES FEATORES COMMPORT bootWARE bootOISC SUBSCRIBE

I



ruiuts - bhuhu humes • knowiedgembie saiESPEOPiE •

1806-981 -^9
• GOVERNMEtf^lD SCHOOLS PURCHASE
ORDERS AREMirOME
• WE DO CUSTOM BUILD COMPUTERS

• EXPRESS SHIPPING : SAME DAY SHIPPING IF POSSIBLE

STAR AMD 586- 133MHz STAR CYRIX- 200MHz
486 PCI Molherboard

AMD 5X133MHz

8MB RAM

1.2 GIG HDD, 1.44 FD 3.5"

14'" MONITOR

TridentlMbVideo Card

Mini Tower Cose

105 Wln95 Keyboard
3-Bution Mouse

33.6 Fox w/Voice
6X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Cord

200w Speokers
765 title cd-bundle,

WIN'95

OHice PRO 97

$895
MOTHERBOARDS

ABIT JUMPERLESS 5M5-A P-5,
512KIX-430 chipset, 3 PCI/4ISA,
4-72 pin, w 2-Dimm Sockets
Works w/Cyrix 200+ $95
ASUS VX 97

VX-430 chip, 512K,
4PCI/4ISA $105
ASUSTX-97

VX-430 chip, 512K, 4PCI/4ISA,
2 DIMM, 4 SIMM $145
BIOSTAR TRITON III VX
3 PCI, 4 ISA, 4-72 pin simms,
2 DIMM Sockets, 512K $89
INTEL TRITON MMX

512K,4ISA/4PCI,
Works w/MMX

200, K5, K6, Cyrix 200+ .... $110
SUPER MICRO

MX shipset, P5STE, 512K,
4PCI/4ISA $130
PENTIUM PRO

BCM Motherboard $170
TYAN TOMCAT 1w/512K . $140
TYAN TOMCAT

3Duai/512HX $192
TYAN TOMCAT

Pentium 11/512K $264
486 MTH, 256 K $59

MOTHERBOARDS &

COMBO CPU

INTEL TRITON 3 VX

W/512K Pipeline with:

Intel P5-100/133MHZ $199/199
Intel P5-166/200Mhz $217/335
INTEL MMX

W/512K pipeline with:
Intel MMX 166/200MHz . $388/424

Cyrix 166/200MHZ $151/169
TYAN TOMCAT PENTIUM II

W/512K pipeline with:
Pentlumll233/266MHz . $948/1127

TRITON ill VX CHIPSET PCI

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

CYRIX 200MHz

EDO 16MB RAM, 72 PIN

2.1 GIG HDD, 1.44 FD 3.5*

15"Digrlan 280X1024 .28 Men.
2Mb Video Card

Mini Tower Case

105 Wjn95 Keyboard
3-Button Mouse

33.6 Fox w/Voice
16X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Card,
200w Speakers
765 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

$1072
MODEMS

PHOEBE

33.6K wA/oice $59
US Robotics 33.6 w/voice $130
US Robotics 56.6 w/voice $168
Jadon 56K Fax/Mcdem/Vcice.. $115
Cardinal 33.6ext.Fax/Modeni/Voice $75

COMPUTER STAR

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGES
12XCD.R0M

3D SOUND CARD

200 WATT SPEAKERS

765 TITLE CD-BUNDLE $139
16X CD-ROM

3D SOUND CARD

200 WATT SPEAKERS

765 TITLE CD-BUNDLE $159
24X CD-ROM

3D SOUND CARD

200 WATT SPEAKERS

765 TITLE CD-BUNDLE $189

CPU's
Intel P-100MHZ $105
Intel P-120MHZ $105
Intel P-133/166MHZ $110/150
Intel P-200MHZ $249
Intel P-166/200MMX $240/350
Intel PRO W/256K $465
Pentium II MMX 233MHz $683
Pentium II MMX 266MHz $861
Cyrix P-166/200MHz $78/99
AMD 5x86133MHz $49
AMD K6 166MHz $236
AMD K6 200MH2... $278
HARD DRIVES
WD 1.2/1.6Gb, IDE $159/179
WD 2.1/2.5Gb, IDE $195/210
WD 3.1Gb. IDE...... $249
Seagate 1.2/1.7Gb $155/172
Seagate 2.5Gb $199
Quantum 3.2/4.3Gb $215/245
Quantum 6.4Gb $335
Maxtor 2.1Gb $171
Samsung 2.1/2.5Gb $175/199

ZIP DRIVE
Iomega IDE 100Mb Zip Drive.... $115
TAPE BACKUP
Seagate T-3000 _w/Tape $169

STAR INTEL- 120IIIIHZ

TRITON III VX CHIPSET PCI

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

INTEL PENTIUM 120MHz

EDO 16MB RAM, 72 PINN
1.2 GIG HDD, 1.44 FDD 3.5"

15" Digital .28 Mon.
Trident 2Mb Video Cord

Mini Tower Case

105 VVin95 Keyboard
3-Button Mouse

33.6 Fox w/Voice
12X CD-ROM

BD-Sound Cord,
zOOw Speakers
/65 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

STAR INTEL- 133IVIHZ

TRITON III VX CHIPSET PCI

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

INTEL PENTIUM 133MHz

EDO 16MB RAM, 72 PINN

SEAGATE 2.5 GIG HDD,
15"Digitol 1280x1024 .28 Mon.
Trident 2Mb Video Cord

1.44 FDD, Mini Tower Cose

105 Win95 Keyboard
S-BuHon Mouse

33.6 Fax w/Volce
16X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Cord,

200w Speakers

765 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

$1117 $1143

All prices are subject to charige without notice. We are not respon
sible for typopraphieal errors. All products must be returned in
resaleable condition includ^g all original packaging, No wananty on
parts with a physical damage. A 1S% restocking fee fpptles on all
returned merchandise. RMA number required for all returns and valid
for 14 days. Shipping charge Is not refundable. There are absolutely
no refunds after 30 days. The Intel Inslte Logo. Intel, Pentium. MMX
Technology are trade marks or registered trade marits of Intel Corpo
ration, All registered and unregistered trademarks are sole prop
erty of their respective owners.

BAREBONp SPECIAL
Intel Triton 3 VX /512K

Intel Or Cyrix processor, Coolln|
EDO 16Mb 72pln 60NS Rpm i
1.44Mb 3.5" FDD

PCI Trident 9680 2Mb Video Card

Minitower Case

Intel 100MHz {$332,
Intel 120MHz : |$335
Intel 133MHz {$355
Intel 166MHz |$370
Intel 200MHz ,'$478
Cyrix 166MHz $299

MONITORS

OS 14",.28, Nl 1024x768 SVGA $169
CS 15", .28, 1280x1024 DjS $229
CS ir, .28 ^ $399
MAG 1595 CALL

MAG 21 .26 $1460
Prinston 17", .28 /CALL
Prinston 17", .26 : CALL
Prinston 20", .26 ; CALL
TECHMEDIA 17" .28 $399
PRINTERS
HP 680 ' $270
HP 820 CXI /iWtm . $313
HP 5L $350
OKIDATA 520 $277
OKIDATA OL600 $295
PANASONIC KX-2130 $125

KEYBOARDS & MICE
105 Win 95 Keyboard $13
Ms Keyboard $65
Mouse $6
Ms Mouse $19
Net Mouse $19

CASES
Mini Tower 5 bays 235 WPS $27
MIni-mId Tower 6 bays 235 WPS $32
Mid Tower 7 bays 235 WPS $43
Full Tower 9 bays 250 WPS $51
Desk Top 6 bays 235 WPS $32
Enllght Mid Tower 9 bays $69
VIDEO CARDS
Trident 1Mb DRAM $'29
Trident 2Mb DRAM $39
PCI Matrox Mlilenlum 2Mb WRAM$95
PCI Matrox Myst 4Mb S113
Diamond Stealth 2500RMB $45

STAR MMX-200MHZ

TRITON III VX CHIPSET PCI

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

INTEL PENTIUM

MMX200MHZ

EDO 32MB RAM, 72 PINN

3.2 GIG HDD, 1.44 FD 3.5"

15" .28 Monitor

Trident2MbVideo Cord

Mini Tower Cose

105 Win95 Keyboord
33.6 Fax w/Voice, 3-B Mouse
16X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Card,
200w Speakers
765 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

$1494
MEMORY

1Mb 30pin, 60ns $6
4Mb 30pin, 60ns $22
4Mb 72pin, EDO, 60ns $23
8Mb 72pjn, EDO, 60ns $39
16Mb 72pln, EDO, 60ns $69
32Mb 72pln, EDO,60ns $139
8Mb, DIMM CALL
16Mb, DIMM CALL

MULTIMEDIA

Yamaha 16bit $24
Stereo Sound card

SoundBlaster 16 IDE $49
SoundBlaster AWE 64 $89
w/value

Acer AW32 Sound Card w/wave $35
BOw Stereo Speakers $12
200w Stereo Speakers $25
12x CD-ROM.. $66
16x CD-ROM.. $75
18x CD-ROM.. $85
24x CD-ROM $108

1(216)918-3850
1(2K

CUSTOMER SERVICE
FAX 1(216)918-3851
e-mail computersfar@juno.com
Computer STAR, Inc. 36212 Euclid Ave.

IM. Unit 35A, WILLOUGHBY, OH 44094

COD

Welcome

Check [2

STAR INTEL- 166IVIHZ

TRITON III VX CHIPSET PCI

5T2K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

INTEL PENTIUM 166MHz

EDO 32MB RAM, 72 PINN

3.2 GIG HDD, 1.44 FD 3.5"
15"Digital 1280x 1024 .28 Mon.

Trident2MbVideo Cord

Mini Tower Cose

105 Win95 Keyboard
3-Bufton Mouse

33.6 Fax w/Voice
16X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Cord,
200w Speakers
765 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

$1249
STAR PENTIUM II- 233IIIIHZ
TYAN TOMCAT Motherboard

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

PENTIUM II 233MHz

EDO 32MB RAM,72 PINN

3.2 GIG HDD, 1.44 FD 3.5"
15"Digital 1280x1024 .28 Mon.
Trident 2Mb Video Cord

Mini Tower Cose

105 Win95 Keyboard
3-Bufton Mouse

33.6 Fax w/Volce
16X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Cord,
200w Speakers

765 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

$2066
STAR PENTIUM II- 266MHz

TYAN TOMCAT Motherboard

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

PENTIUM II 266MHz

EDO 32MB RAM, 72 PINN

6.4 GIG HDD, 1.44 FD 3.5"

15"Digital 1280x1024 .28 Mon.
Trident2Mb Video Cord

Mini Tower Cose

105 \A/in95 Keyboard
3-Button Mouse

33.6 Fox w/Voice
24X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Cord,
200w Speakers

765 title cd-bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

$2437
ledEx

fBSr & BEIJMBIE BEHUEBY • VBIBME BISGBUMTS



EST
T E C H N O L O G Y

1 -800-798-1 880
Toll Free Sales & Tech Support

Mon-FtI 8 am - 6 pm
Sat 9 am - 3 pm

w  6 BEB
Terms -1 year warranty on all parts, memory tias lifetime, prices subject to
ctiange wittiout notice, RlylA # required for all returns. Stilpplng Is non refund
able, no refunds after 30 days. Customer pays for return stilpplng. All refunds
have a 10% restocking Fee.

PROCESSORS - CPU'S

Z1iny
Pentium 11266 MHz.
Pentium II233 MHz.

Pentium Pro 200 MHz.
Pentium Pro 180 MHz.
Pentium 200 MHz. MMX
Pentium 200 MHz.
Pentium 166 MHz. MMX
Pentium 166 MHz. .
Pentium 133 MHz.

$859
$739
$514
$435
$474
$264
$276
$198
$130

AMD

K-6 233 MHz. MMX
K-6 200 MHz, MMX
K-6 166 MHz, MMX
K-5166 MHz.
K-6 133 MHz.
K-5 100 MHz.
K-5 75 MHz. .

Bali Beatirtg Fan/Healsink $12

$439
S347
$237
$105
$ 75
$ 65
$ 35

MEMORY - RAM Lifetime Warranty

72 Din SImms

4 megs EDO 1x32-60 $22
8 megs EDO 2x32-60 $ 39
16 megs EDO 4x32-60 $66
32 megs EDO 8x32-60 $135

4 megs 1 x32-60 Non Parity $ 22
8 megs 2x32-60 Non Parity $ 39
16 megs 4x32-60 Non Parity $ 66
32 megs 8x32-60 Non Parity 8135

4 megs 1x36-60 Parity $ 24
, 8 megs 2x36-60 Parity $ 40
16 megs 4x36-60 Parity $ 69
32 megs 8x36-60 Parity SI 39

168 pin Dimms
SDram16megs $79
SDram32.megs $149
SDram 64 megs $375

TX 97-E, Triton 4, 4 PCi, 4 iSA $169

Super Micro P5 MMS, Triton 4,4 PCi, 4 iSA $169

Tyan 31570 TX, Triton 4,5 PCi, 4 iSA $155

P-5 Intel Triton 3 VX, 4 PCi, 3 ISA S79

P5 M.B.'s can use Intel P5, AMD K5 & K6, and.
Cyrix CPU's

Ail M.B.'s have HIDE & i/0 (2 Serial, 1 Ehn.
Parallel) & 512K Pipeline Burst Cache, 4-72 pin
Simms & 2 pin Dimms

P-6 - PENTIUM II
MOTHERBOARDS

Super Micro SKE $295
Both Pentium 11 SEC & P-6 Socket, 6-72 pin

Super Micro SNE $269
1, Pro socket, 5 PCI 4 ISA, 6-72 pin

Super Micro DNE $349
2, Pro Sockets, 4 PCI 3 ISA, 8-72 pin

Asus KN97-X Pentium it $269

:  1 Pentium 11 Socket, 4-72 pin, 1 DImm, 5 PCI 3 ISA

r-liHaSEQSaS

35s Distal" 3 YEAR WARRANTY
1.2 gig 10 ms $169 2.5 gig 12 ms $216
1 6 gig 10 ms $179 3.1 gig 12 ms $237

1. 2.1 gig 12 ms $197 4.0 gig 12 ms $335

SEAGATE - 3 YEAR WARRANTY

% 1 2 gig 10 ms $171 2.1 gig 12 ms $193
,11 7 gig 10 ms $184 2.5 gig 12 ms $213

CD-ROM DRIVES &
SOUND BOARDS

8x CD-rom IDE $ 75 12x CD-rom IDE $ 84
16x CD-rom IDE $ 89 24x CD-rom IDE $129

Sound Blaster

16PNPS 55 32 PNP$70 64PNP$159
Sound Blaster Comp 16 Bit $25
Sound Blaster Comp 32 Bit $49

VIDEO ADAPTERS

fflQlfOH
Mystique 2 megs/4 megs $99/115
Millennium 2 megs/4 megs 8139/179

Diamond Stealth 3D
2000 2 megs/4 megs $77/92
3000 2 megs/4 megs $110/154

ATI 3D Expression 2 megs/4 megs SGram $85/105
ATI All In wonder 2 megs/4 megs S220/245

EXTRA'S

us Robotics 33.6 Voice Fax Modem $99
US Robotics 56.6 Voice Fax Modem $169
PCI Ethernet combo $35
60 watt speakers $24
Mid Tower w/ 230 watt power $59
104 Keyboard $19
Serial Mouse $10
Microsoft Mouse v2 $27
Iomega Zip Drive IDE Internal $129
Microsoft Office 97 Pro Full Version $249
Adaptec 2940U/2940UW $186/229

-SPECIAL

133 MHz. AMD K5 CPU & P-5 Triton VX Motherboard,
4 PCI, 3 ISA, EIDE & High speed I/O $159
With 16 megs EDO Ram $235

Product Information Number 363

Make your

advertising dollars
work for you.

Call Melissa Marra at

415.468.4684 ext. 407

and place your ad in bootMarket

1

Shouldn't your ad be
where PC fanatics shop?

Target your ads directly to your
best customers. bootMarket is

wmoro the hardcore, cutting-edge

computer fanatics shop for all
hot in the PC world. Don't

keep your customers waiting -
get into booXlliarkeX now.



VIDEO CARPS
MATROX

Millenium II 3D (2MB)
Millenium II 3D (4MB)
Millenium II 2MB Memory Upgrade
Millenium II 4MB Memory Upgrade
Millenium II 8 MB Memory Upgrade
Millenium II 12 MB Memory Upgrade
Mystique (2MB)
Mystique (4MB)
Mystique 2MB Memory Upgrade
Mystique 4MB Memory Upgrade
Mystique dMB Memory Upgrade
Rainbow Runner Studio Upgrade
Rainbow Runner TV Upgrade

VIDEOLOGIC

Apocalypse 3D (4MB) rev2
Apocalypse 5D (2MB) rev2
Apocalypse 5D (4MB) rev2
GrafixStar 750 (4MB) GS750 Upgrade
GrafixStar 700 (2MB) GS700 Upgrade : : :
GrafixStar 600 (2MB) GS600 Upgrade
GrafixStar 550 (2MB) GS550 Upgrade
GrafixStor 450 (2MB) 2MB GS450 Upgrade

CREATIVE LABS

3D Blaster PCI Version (4MB)
3D Blaster VLB Version

Graphics Blaster 3D (4MBj
Graphics Blaster MA302 (2MB)
Graphics Blaster MA201 /MA202

1 MB GB Upgrade for MA201

HERCULES

Stingray 128/3D (6MB)
Dynamite 128/Video (2MB)
Dynamite 1 28 Upgrade
Terminator 3D/DX (2MB) Terminator Upgrade
Terminator 3D (2MB) Terminator Upgrade
Terminator 64/Video (2MB)
Stingray 64/Video (2MB)

DIAMOND MULTIMEDIA

Monster 3D (4MBj
Stealth 3D 2000 {2MB) \ ;
Stealth 3D 2000 Upgrade
Stealth 3D 2000 Pro (4 MB)
Stealth 3D 3000 (2MB)
Stealth 3D 3000 Upgrade
Stealth 3D 3000 (4MB)
Stealth64 Video 3000

SpeedStar64 Grophics 2000 (1 MB)
2M& SpeedStor64 Upgrade

Stealth64 Video 2121 XL (1MB)
2MB SteQ!rti64 2121XI Upgrade

Stealth64 Video 2201 XL (2MB)
Stealth64 Video 2001 & MVP 1100 (2MB)

SOUND CARDS
CREATIVE LABS

Sound Blaster AWE64 Gold PnP

Sound Blaster AWE64 PnP

Sound Blaster AWE32 PnP
2MB 32/AWE32 Upgrade
8MB 32/AWE32 Upgrade
16MB 32/AWE32 Upgrade
32MB 32/AWE32 Upgrade

Sound Blaster 32 PnP

Sound Blaster 16 Value PnP

IT^ A JUNOLE
Out There...
Call Memory Direct! today for everyday unsurpassed
SERVICE AND THE MOST ACCRESSIVE PRICING ON TOP QUALITY

Memory Upgrades for these manufacturers of systems:

8MB AS LOW AS $39 16MB AS LOW AS $69

ACER EPSON PANASONIC

ALR FUJITSU POWER-COMPUTING

AMI GATEWAY OMS

APPLE HEWLETT-PACKARD RADIUS

APS HITACHI , SAMSUNG

AST IBM SHARP

AT&T INTEL SILICON GRAPHICS

AUSTIN INTERGRAPH SONY

BROTHER LEXMARK SUN

CANON MAXTECH TEaRONlCS

CISCO MICRON T.I.

COMPAQ MOTOROLA SONY TOSHIBA

CTX NCR TWINHEAD

DATAPRODUCTS NEC UA4AX

DAYSTAR OKIDATA WINBOOK

DELL OLIVET! ZENITH

DIGITAL PACKARD BELL and many morel

WE ALSO SUPPLY...
VGA CARDS

Diamond

Hercules

Cirrus Logic
Matrox

ATI

HARD DRIVES

Western

Digital
' Ghjantum _
"Ssogate V
Maxtor

Fujitsu '
CPU's ' "
Intel

AMD

Cyrix

MONITORS

View Sonic

KDS

Mag
Hyundai
Sony r
MEMORY '

SIMMs '■
DIMMs
AppI
Servers
PC BACK-UP
DEVICES
lOMego
SyQuest
MODEMS
Apache

US Robotics
Boca-
Cirrus Logic .
Creative labs

r PCMCIA
CARDS
Apache
Xirasm
US Robotics
Apex
Megahertz
SOUND'
CARDS '
Creative
Opt) ;

Sound Blaster

CD ROMs L
Mitsumi . »■
Toshiba l r
Teac
Creative Lobs
Panasonic
NIC CARD&V3Com , J
Asante' /

FULL
SYSTEMS
Macintosh

■ Compaq
HP
Toshiba

EMORY
DIRIErT!

--'scsr' 2

VISIT OUR WEB SITE! WWW.MEMDIRECT.COM
INTERNATIONAL+1(714)848-5958

(800) 899-2447

m

7911 Professional Cir., Huntington Beach CA 92648 FAX (714)842-91
_  5 : Terms & Conditions: RMA numbers ore.requirocl for all rehirns. All' J

mmsaso ^ J unopened, refosed or non-dcfocfivet returns will |->e subject to o 15% V ' ^
resiocklng charge, Prices ore subject to ciiange vnthout notice. ^

Product Information Number 240
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computer and
video games
online community.

More information, more often.

http://www.imaginegames.com



ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOWSHOPPING NETWORiq

"THE TV SHOW"
[Check Local Listings, Shop or Check out the show Online at WWW.ETSN.COM

Features, Presents & Sells Hardware & SoftwareT

$49,99 $39.99 $189.99 $29.99

$49.99

It's not your mother's shopping network"

Best Product Best Prices Guide

Demos,Reviews,Auction and links to the Best

Prices on the Best Products in over 100

Categories

;Fujitsu LifeBook 530T
P133 1.3GB HD 16MB

EDO 11.3" Active Matrix

6X CDrom, 28.8 modem
3 yr Warranty

Comp-Source
800-413-736T

www.c-source.com

$2175

Hp Palmtop 320LX
4MB Ram 640X240

Backlit Display
Windows CE

3yr Warranty

Comp-Source
800-413-7361

www.c-source.com

$359

mV
Penhum

I'.t^m ['KKlnr:! \\V<).!:d
IBM Voice Type ! r ^
"Simply Speaking" I "" INew Price ̂  ̂

800-IBM-7235

Intel POTtium CPU's
P166 $199
P200 $254

P166MMX $262

P200IVIMX $464

Pentium il 233Mhz $667

Progressive Computer
0-949-2601 www.pchardware.com

IBM Voice Type
"Simply Speaking

Gold"

New Product

$99.00

To Order Call

800-IBM-7235

Ext.5296

Toshiba VCR's

2 head M262 $155.25 4 head HiFi M622 $216.2U
4 head- M452 $181.70 6 Head HIFi M752 $297.00

Lightning Audio Video
805-783-2926

.www.top7.com/lightning,html
Look to us for the cheapest prices on your home

,  audio and video needs

Dtglview/

Maxtech

Monitors .28 Nl

14715717721"

$171/229/425/Call

H

CSP

888-225-4277

www.concetric

.net/-csplus

1-

Pioneer OEH 535 Detachable fac
4X40 watts Remote $290.4

Llghtnino Audio Video

805-783-2926

www.top7.cora/lightning.hlml
Many other Brands and Models available

call for pricing.

COMMUNICATE! harnesses the power of 5 applications
into one, easy-to-use interface. Transform your Windows
NT, Windows 95 or Windows 3.1 based PC and voice
modem overnight into a sophisticated communications
center for managing ail your communications needs.

|CCMMUNiCATEi seamlessly integrates pager notification,
color graphics editing and Cptlcai Character Recognition
capabilities, while supporting such features as distinctive
ring, caller ID, and remote message retrieval ~ making It

I one of the most comprehensive communications software
package on the market today! ideal for small business,
home office and mobile users. WWW.01CCM.CCM

ard Drives

^^^^|^^B|l.2,2,2.5,3.1,4 GB
^  $ 156/179/195/217/

277

SeaGate

.  ms 5400 RPM

Medalist Pro $425.00

IMOrtw 1

^9 1
888-225-4277

F'lrSe® ©lii]@[p)p®ir© other Great Deals www.top7.com
ComDSource UMAX Scanner Astra 1200S 30 Bit Color with snfiwara 800-413-7361 S479.00

ComoSource KIWI OoenNote P133 1.1GB HD 16MB Ram 6X CDrom 11.3" Dual Sr.an i cn

W95 3 vr Warranty 800-413-7361 $1689
ComoSource MIcrostar Pentium MotherBoard Jumnerless 3 ISA 4 pci 800-413-7361 399.00

CSE CDrom Drives 12X.16X.24X 888-225-4277 $69.00/$79.00/$105.00

CSP Hercules STINSRAV 128 6MB EDO Ram Un lo 2nOMh? Rafmh Rate $225.00
Progressive Computers 8.16.32 MB EDO Ram 800-949-2601 $34/$62/$119
Progressive Computers Tvan Tomcat III Motherboard 430VHX Chipset 512K Cache $145

Liohtnlna Audio Video JBL GTS50 amolHier 2CH X 25WRMS 805-783-2926 $59.00
Liahtnino Audio Video Pioneer PDF725 25-H Home CD changer 805-783-2926 $172.50

Pelicap Enterprises Body Purification Products www.topy.com/miiran.htmi 888-D-TOXIFY
G&R Company Creative Labs AWE64VaiLiBnak.SnLindRiaainrifi 800-540-9643 $99/$59

I Ail Copyrights and Trademarks belong to their respective ownere. All prices were verified as of June 1997.

Product Information Number 278

Current prices may vary. Some require Shipping and Sales Tax, |
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The World's Source

For Geek-Free

CompuTER Radio
tt

Hosted By Tom King

Radio Ink's Coinputer Columnist
Saturdays noun-S ET, S-flDon-PT

Saturday flights 3-Midnight ET, 7-lDp PT

CompuTalic Radio network

l-BBB-Geek-FreE

1-T13-B1D-12DD '

Sales t Syndication Info;

salBS@cumputalk.com

Visit t Listen on the 'Heb

http://CompuTalkcom

http://uuuuuu.fludionetcom

Fax Response: H13-B1D-12D2



Without CPU only. t129

AIVIDK6166Mhz MMX

AMD K6 200Mhz WIMX

AMD K6 233Mhz MMX

Pentium 166Mhz MMX

mmmm
lasic System Flash Bll
:56K PIB Cache.1.44 Flappy Driva.Fast l/0,4xHD E-IDE,FDC,Mini Tower
35W PSU.HealslnIc 6 Fan IMID TOWER Upgrade $30)

Pentium 200Mhz MMX

Pentium 233Mhz MMX 549

VX-II

299

399

579

359

449

13DVX

349

389

469

430HX

379tx

449tx

629tx

399

499

599TX

Cx8x86PR166MX DPI G586STC 349

Cx6x86 PR200 MX DPI G586STC 419

Cx6x86 PR233 MX DPI G586STC 499

Cx6x86 P200+ (VLSl/SISl I 249

PENTIUM -II 233/266Mhz ATX 949/1149

Pentium Pro 150/200Mhz44QFX 429/629

SM HURRICANE ADVANCED MULTIMEDIA

•512K PIPEUNE BURST CACHE, PnP BIOS
• 15" ADl 4V MicroScm UVGA MONITOR .28

•4MB MATROX MISTIQOE 220 VGA ADAPTER
•32MB SDRAM. INTEL TRITON- 430TX.USB

•PCI E-IDE 4 DEVICES UDMA 33Mlj/sec
•3.2Gb QUANTUM ST IDms UDMA 33Mb/sec
•24X E-IDE 3800Kb/sec CD-ROM DRIVE

•YAMAHA 32 3D SOUND 8t lOOW SPEAKERS

• 1.44 MITSUMI/PANASONIC Floppy Drive
• 2 SERIAL W. I8550/I BI-DIH LPT
• I04K WIN95 ENHANCED KEYBOARD

•MID TOWER Enhanced CASE 7 bays 235W
•MITSDMI PS/2 MOUSE & HARD TOP PAD

WIN 95 SR2 prainstalleil disk Omanuals
2 YEAR im WARRANTY LIFETIME TECHNICAL SUFPORT

CxBxBB P200-I- 1,349
Cyrix M2 1BBMX 1,449
CX M3 sacs 1,599
AMD KB 166MMX 1,489

K6 200

AMD KB'233MMX 1,749
Pentium 1BBMMX 1,489
Pentium 200MMX 1,599
Pentium 233MMX 1,749
Pentium Pro200 1,B99
Pentium II 233 2,099
Pentium II 2BB 2.299

DISPLAY ADAPTERS HARD DRIVES

TRIDENT 9680 1Mb EDO tad. ir. usai...39

TSENG LABS 128bit 2Mb imid. in usa|..65

DIAMOND 3D 2000 4Mb EDO .89

DIAMOND 3D 3000 2Mb VRAM....119

DIAMOND MONSTER 3D 4Mb ED0..149

MATROX MILLENIUM-II 4Mb WRAM.199

HERCULS STRINGRAY 128/3D 6Mb.229

MONITORS

14" HUYNDAY 1024X768 .28mni....l89

15" ADl 4V 1280X1024 .28mm 315

17" ADl 5V1280X1024 .28mm 545

17" Samsunn GLsi .26mm 699

SEAGATE 2.5Gb MEDALIST 10ms..209

SEAGATE 3.2Gb MEDALISTI 12ms...239

QUANTUM 3.2Gb UDMA-33 10ms...249

SEAGATE 6.3Gb ATA-3 10ms 5400..449

DIAMOND FIREP0RT40 UW SCSI..99

CPU/RAM

MMX CPUs

PI 66/200....219/299

K6-166/200.199/249

CxM2 20Q/233..279

8,16,32 EDO....$Call
SDRAM .mall

Pentium 133....119

Pentium 150....149

Pentium 1B6...175

Pentium 200....249

Cyrix P166-F 99

Cvtix ™+

IN USA (international call (847)803-5500),
1 -800-260-> 1 737 kk TriCH { ATtUtkany SrtlKI'
1 -eSS-SIVIART PC mpKW* m*,L r. t . EJAn, tatii
479 Business Center Dr.#105 Mt Prospeet IL
Fax.(847)803-5502 Tach(a47)8D3-550lSr*'

SOUND CARDS

ESS/OPTI 3D PnP Full Dpix 16blt 29
Sound Blaster 64 PnR 95

Sound Blaster AWE64 Gold 199

Diamond Supra Express 33.61 volce...69
Diamond Supra Express 56K voice...119
Motorola Surfer 56K 139

USRobotlcs X2 56K 159

Diamond NetCommander ISDN 128K.199

EPSON,KODAK,CASIO from $149

Toshiba 16X 2400Kb/s 89

PANASONIC 24X3600Kb/s 109

Toshiba 24X 3600Kb/s 119

TEAC 24X 3500Kb/s 119

MAIN BOARDS

DFIGSBSIP/C/V/TX St2K PLB Cach>. EIDE.W).USB.PS/2:UDMA' t30VX

P 329entium 166 MMX

Pentium 200 MMX

Pentium 233 MMX

AMD K6 200 MMX enhanced

AMD KB 233 MMX enhanced

C

NEW INTEL TX« CHIPSET

UP TO 233Mh2 CPU

ATX or AT form

WOHX OOTX SIS

449

349 355 349

479

579

385

599
yrix M2 166 MX

Cyrix M2 200 MX

Cyrix M2 233 MX
Cyrix 6x86 P200+
Pentium II 233/2B8Mh2 AM)(

309

379

489

209

Pentium Pro 150/200Mhz
849/999

329/599

Oiaa-Byta GA586HX Intel Mon 43

6166Mhz MMX enhance
AMD K6 200Mh2 MMX enhance

AMD K6 233Mhz MMX enhance

Pentium 166Mhz MMX

Cyrix M2PR2Q0 MX
Cyrix M2PR233 MX

Cyrix 6x86 P200+ (GA586S)
GA586HXas shown Pentium Pro 150/200 379/649

iNllIt WARNING
THIS SITE CONTAINS GRAPHIC MATERIAL THAT MAY

TURN YOUR LOVE OF PCs INTO AN ORSESSION

WWW. boot net. com

• News

• Previews

• Reviews

• Forums

• Links

• Downioads

natiofLNumber 123^5.

• Features

• More...
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ISSUE!

To celebrate the

support boot readers

have given this bold

new experiment, boot

responds to the flood of

letters asking us to update

our first-ever feature...

The boot editors hand

assemble the

PC POWcnnUuSt from ^
the / / / 7 All available,

then benchmark this $5K
beauty against the

Industry's best In a processing DRAi RACE '"e

ALSQ: THE STATE
OF lAUl III 'I /\YI J!
(■:/\ l\li\ ' i '

No hype, just the ultimate guide to what
to play and how to play the hottest new
genre in all of gamedom.

AND:
An interview with the programmer and
designer who are creating the most-
anticipated game since Quake
changed your world. . . / / /1 ' / / / t
We flew to Canada and hung with Tim
Sweeney and James Schmalz as they
put the finishing touches on the game,
and then took 'em out to a paintbali
arena and got brutal!

ALL THIS :
our usual slew of choic? gems, including
a hootWorthy roundup of the best
sound cards and the massive dose of

p/reviews you've corne to expect from a
horde of PC-obsessed fanatics.

ISSUE NUMBER p
ON SALE AUGUST 22, 1997.

musT miss s) i boot
www.bootnet.com

126 boot AUG97



are

saying j^icro X i
top notch components...'yarrio^p?nfpe??o™an=e- 1997

"...the FASTEST 200MHz MMX system to enter
our labs..."

PC Computing Magazine, June 1997

PerfoCncf ^
offiputlng Magazine,PC n

1997 iS'

lAXP-g0(^0 F\icro-X desktop features:

Pentium^ II Processor Based PC
• 7 Bay ATX Tower

• 32MB Fast EDO RAM

• 4.3GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• 512KB Pipeline Burst Cache

• Intel 440FX Chipset

• Matrox Millennium II w/4MB WRAM

• 33.6 ASVD Modem

•24X EIDECD ROM

• 32 Bit Ensonlq Wave Table Sound Card

• 17" SVGA Nl .28DP Monitor (16.02" VIS)

• Micro X Accessory Bundle

• Micro X Software Bundle

• Windows® 95
Pentium® II 266 ....$2549
Business Lease $94/month

Pentium® II 233 $2369
MXP-5050

• 1 year on-site service
• 30 day money back guarantee

■ 3 years parts warranty
> 5 years labor warranty

• lifetime tech support
• 24 hour BBS

• business & personal lease options
• express warranty

kick-ass
PKICS!

Shown with optional speakers.

ViSA

Alt prices subject to change without notice, RMA number required ort all returns. RMAs shipped prepaid. Shipping not refundable. Not responsible for typographical errors.
Government, educational and (X)rporate PO's accepted. All registered and unregistered trademarks are the sole property of their respective companies. Learn more about
'Olgital Dave' on our website.

(c)Au9ust, 1997 Micro X, 6230 Cochran Rd.. Solon. OH 44139.

www.microx.com 800-640-2145 Micro-X
Systems Division of Micro Experts, Inc.



SUNDAY 11:11 PM John shut the lettuce crisper and
powered up the computer. Even the largest tower ever made
couldn't accommodate the illegal XXL formfactor mother
board he had commissioned from the Chinese government,
so he was forced to stuff his components Into an old refrig
erator. Of course, the coolant did come in handy—12
Pentium lls do not an Ice Capades make. The paltry 2048MB
of EDO-DRAM was a bit underwhelming, but if John had
requested any more slots from the Chinese, it would have
meant sacrificing the egg trays. At least he could still revel in
the MIPS 400 RISC chip that he had appropriated from his
gutted N64. He didn't really need It, but It made a nice dedi
cated processor for the door light.

John went to bed that night on the verge of satisfaction.
Who knows, maybe tomorrow he'd actually use the machine.

MONDAY 3:32 PM What good is a toaster oven If you
can't use it to manufacture ceramic spacecraft tiling? John
thought as he tightened the belt on his asbestos smock, and
turned the makeshift plastic dial to 2400°. The thermometer
rose steadily: 1500°, 1600°, 1700°. And then It stopped at
1775°. JIminy Christmas. It couldn't be the power plant
again—^the Department of Energy had approved his request
for 50,000 extra kilowatts. Nope, the problem must lie some
where in the hardware.

"Hello, DeLonghl Toaster Ovens? Yeah, I've got a problem
with my toaster—but I think I voided the warranty."

TUESDAY 6:35 AM John woke to the loud thwup-
thwup-thwup of a prop plane flying landing pattems over his house. Bleary-eyed, he
shuffled outside to find the aircraft taxiing down his street. When the plane came to a
stop, John opened up the cockpit, congratulated the military personnel inside, and
removed the flight log. Buenos Aires, Prague, Jakarta—the GPS had certainly done
Its job making sure the plane hit all of its international destinations. Thirty-seven
thousand miles and 18 stopovers Is a whole lot of air travel.

The modeling glue held up well, but those little plastic army men Inside were a
sickly shade of green. Of course, when your altitude ceiling Is a mere 35 feet, you're
bound to hit a lot of turbulence.

WEDNESDAY 4:48 PM It was to be the ultimate shot of espresso: Heavy
mineral water forced through the finest ground Italian roast and a molecular filter
of pores just 0.02 microns thick. But when John tried to push down the machine's
brass lever. It wouldn't budge. So he called over Tom from next door, and then the
boys from the fire department, but no go. Elbow grease just wasn't going to brew
this pot of coffee.

When push came to pull, the wench from the downtown bridge project did
the trick. Sure; the result was a 0.002cc shot of espresso, but who orders tails
after 11a.m.?

THURSDAY 11:18 PM John loved Thursday nights. Thursday was the night
when he talked to all of his ham radio buddies. John loved his ham radio buddies,

and his ham radio buddies loved him.

Sometimes they even dropped in late at night.
When the saucer port was clear.

FRIDAY 10:30 AM The automatic garage door opener had always fascinated
John. So simple In design, yet so complex in character. Could It be that It actually
defied upgrading? Nonsense. Its motor was only strong enough to open and close a
garage door, and for a device expressly designed to open and close a garage door,
this was woefully Inadequate.

So John mothballed the stock electric motor that shipped with the unit, and
dropped In the 350 that shipped with his '68 Chevy Mallbu. When he took the newly
cherrled-out garage door opener for a test drive. It did seem faster, true enough. But
It didn't seem... quicker. So John strapped on a nitrous kit, and the opener finally had
some giddy-up.

John was now beating every other garage door opener In the neighborhood, off
the line, from wire to wire. Grease monkeys began gathering around just to talk shop.

"Whaddaya think, John, slap a Holley four-barrel on that sucker?"
"Whaddaya think, John, chrome detailing?"
"Whaddaya think, John, new batteries for the remote?"
Too bad the door was made out of aluminum, though. Sliced through neighbor

hood cats like a cheese cutter through Harvartl. .

SATURDAY 12:57 PM John was privileged with a Saturday appointment. No
one ever got a Saturday appointment, but had John requested "the works," so Doc .
Peterson felt Inclined to oblige. The doctor carefully walked John through the entire
procedure, explaining known side effects, and describing the amount of pain John
might feel once the anesthesia wore off.

Ouch. It sounded agonizing. Would the ultimate upgrade be worth the money?
"Little" John Thomas was about to find out.
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rfi Microsoft Flight Simulator 6.0 S'5^

The best just got better. Introducing Flight Unlimited U from
Looking Glass. The most realistic flight experience ever in a PC simulation.

Fly THROUGH A SKY FILLED WITH COMMERCIAL, CIVILIAN AND

MILITARY AIRCRAFT. REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

YOU AND Air Traffic Control gets you through the jam.

Experience 25 heart-pounding adventures, including

DODGING TWO F-16S WITH THE LICENSE TO KILL WHEN YOU

violate restricted airspace.

Atthe controls of this DeHavilland Beaver seaplane,

you can try something totally new in a flight SIM—

LAND ON WATER.

"The Real Deal
C/Net's GameCenter

Throw everything you know about flight sims right out the window.
Because Flight Unlimited II takes the realism and thrill of simulated

flying to a higher plane. Over 11,000 square miles of
incredible Bay Area terrain accurately modeled for the
most precise detail ever in a flight sim. The most

advanced weather effects—rain, lightning, cross wind and more. Visual
and instrument navigation. Six of the coolest dvilian aircraft, including the
legendary P-51D Mustang. Whether you're
a high-flyin' veteran or just getting off the
ground, check out the sim that sets the
standard once again. Flight Unlimited II
from Looking Glass...coming this summer.

"The richest, most
detailed environment yet
seen in a PC flight sim."

Computer Gaming World Now You're Really Flying

Take the "Unlimited Challenge" and win really cool prizes, www.lglass.com

1-
TEOMrsl^LOGIES. ©1997 Looking Glass Technologies. Inc., Cambridge, MA. Flight Unlimited II and Looking Glass are trademarks of Looking Glass Technologies. Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. "We Come In Peace."

Sound Blaster® AWE64 Value
The latest Sound Blaster technology is ready to invade your multimedia PC.

At an out of this world price, $99.99 (estimated stteet price), Sound Blaster
AWE64 Value is your logical upgrade to high-fidelity audio. Hear every eerie

sound with frightening clarity with up to 64 simultaneous voices of Advanced

WavEffects™ & WaveGuide Synthesis. 512K onboard RAM for SoundFont®

samples and high performance, lets you add your own alien sounds. Also

included, the hottest Internet software. To learn more about the Sound Blaster AWE64 Value, contact us at:

www.soundblaster.coin/soiuid/AWE.

© Copyriglit 1997 Creative Technolt^ Ltd. Sound Blaster and theCteative logo are re^tacd crademaiks and Advanced WavEffects and Crearivc
\feveSynih/WG are trademarks ofCreative Technology Ltd. in the LWted States and/or other countries. SoundFont b a r^taed trademark of
E-mu Systems, Inc in the United States and/or other countries. All other names are property of their lespeoive owners. All specificadons are sub-
jea to change without prior notice. All rights reserved.

CREATIV
WWW.SaUNDBLASTER.CaM
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2. Blasting Ray Guns.

3. People Screaming.

4. "You Must Believe Me!"

5. Exploding Buildings. ■"
6. Whirririg Space Ships.
7. Brains Being Sucked. ^
8. Bones Crunching. '
9. Aliens Phoning Home.
10. Metallic Scraping.
11. Cars Crashing.
12. Kidneys Bursting.
13. insertion of Probes.

14. Heads Exploding.
15. "Run for Cover!"

16. "Warning."
17. Aliens Melting.
18. Pods Hatching.
19. Destroying the Monster.
20. Buildings Imploding.
21. Spaceships Docking.
22. Boiling Flesh.
23. "Mayday, Mayday!"
24. Exploding Spaceship.
25. People Running.
26. "I saw a UFO!"

27. Planes Taking Off.
28. "We're at DefCon 4."

29. Aliens Communicating.
30. Children Crying.
31. Slurp.
32. Clinking of Autopsy

instruments.

33. Laser Swords Crashing.
34. "Hyperspacel"
35. Flesh Being Torn Off

Bones. ^,
36. "They're Cpming!"
37. Wailing Sirens.
38. "YoU|Must Die." , " '
39. "Bea'm Me Up."
40. iapll!
41. Air Locks Closing.
.42. "Oh, My God!" i
43. Lasers Charging Up.
44. "We Need More Power!"

45. Ray Guns Blasting.
46. Calling the Mothership.
47. Horns Blaring.
48. "We Vyonl"
49. "Lock on Target!"

, 50. Crystals Charging^,
51. Area 51 Guard:."Nor'

Admittance."

52. Zap Zap!
53. Warning Alarms.
54. Air Locks Opening.

. 55. "Set to Stun!"

56. "Red Alert!"

57.-Shields Up.
58. Warp Speed.
59. "Blast'em!"

60. Eyeballs Squishing.
61. Spaceships Cloaking.
62. Radar Ping.
63. "Fire at Will!"

64. 'Take Me to Your Leader."


